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Murphy v. Hunt, 455 U.S. 478, 481, 102
S.Ct. 1181, 71 L.Ed.2d 353 (1982) (per
Charles Franklin MURDOCH,
curiam) (quotation marks and citations
Jr., Petitioner-Appellant,
omitted). "This court has an obligation to
Vo
determine whether a case presents a live
controversy, and is precluded from enterRoy CASTRO, Warden; Edmund G.
ing judgment in an appeal that has been
Brown, Jr.,* Attorney General of the
rendered moot." Granados-Oseguera v.
Mukasey, 546 F.3d 1011, 1014 (9th Cir. State of California, Respondents-Appellees.
2008) (per curiam).
We conclude that we continue to have
No. 05-55665.
subject matter jurisdiction over the case
United States Court of Appeals,
for the following reasons: Article 23(2)
provides that parties may seek interim
Ninth Circuit.
relief from a court "[b]efore the file is
Argued and Submitted March 24, 2009.
transmitted to the Arbitral Tribunal, and
in appropriate circumstances even thereFiled June 21, 2010.
after" (emphasis added). The arbitrators
have not yet issued a ruling on Toyo’s Background: After remand, 365 F.3d 699,
request for injunctive relief. Toyo at this the United States District Court for the
time still has a need for interim relief Central District of California, Ronald S.W.
pending the arbitrators’ ruling on the is- Lew, J., denied state prisoner’s petition for
sue. Accordingly, we hold that the appeal writ of habeas corpus. Petitioner appealed.
is not moot.
The Court of Appeals, 489 F.3d 1063, affirmed. Rehearing en banc was granted.
VII
We conclude that the district court’s de- Holding: The Court of Appeals, Tashima,
nial of the preliminary injunction was Circuit Judge, held that there was no
based on application of an incorrect legal clearly established Confrontation Clause
standard, and therefore an abuse of discre- jurisprudence that would have required
tion. Accordingly, we reverse and remand prosecution to disclose to petitioner a letfor the district court to properly weigh the ter written by state’s witness to his lawyer.
appropriate factors.
Affirmed.
The mandate shall issue forthwith. Petitions for rehearing and rehearing en banc Silverman, Circuit Judge, filed concurring
will be received and treated in the ordi- opinion.
nary course. The panel reserves jurisdiction to review further emergency motions Kozinski, Chief Judge, filed dissenting
opinion, in which Circuit Judges Fletcher
or appeals on this subject.
and Wardlaw joined, and Circuit Judges
REVERSED and REMANDED.
Thomas and McKeown joined in part.
Circuit Judge Thomas also filed dissenting
opinion, in which Circuit Judge McKeown
joined.
* Edmund G. Brown, Jr., is substituted for his
predecessor, Bill Lockyer, as Attorney Gener-

al of the State of California. Fed.R.App.P.
43(c)(2).
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1. Habeas Corpus ~=~842
application, state court decision must be
Court of Appeals reviews de novo dis- objectively unreasonable, not just incorrect
trict court’s denial of state prisoner’s habe- or erroneous. 28 U.S.C.A. § 2254(d)(1).
as petition. 28 U.S.C.A. § 2254.
See publication Words and Phrases for other judicial constructions
2. Criminal Law ~:~662.7
and definitions.
Confrontation Clause guarantees defendant in criminal case an opportunity for 7. Habeas Corpus ~:~769
Even when there is no reasoned state
effective cross-examination of witnesses
court
opinion explaining denial of habeas
against him. U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 6.
petitioner’s claim in any respect, habeas
3. Courts ~=~90(2)
court must assume that state court has
Unlike three-judge panel of Court of decided all the issues and perform indeAppeals, en banc court on rehearing was pendent review of the record to ascertain
not bound by holding by another three- whether state court decision was objectivejudge panel in prior appeal.
ly reasonable. 28 U.S.C.A. § 2254.
4. Courts ~:~92
8. Habeas Corpus ~:~450.1
Habeas Corpus ~450.1, 452
Habeas relief for unreasonable appli"Clearly established Federal law" un- cation of law can be based on application of
der habeas statute is restricted to holdgoverning legal principle to set of facts
ings, as opposed to dicta, of Supreme
different from those of case in which prinCourt’s decisions as of time of relevant
ciple was announced, but only when princistate-court decision.
28 U.S.C.A.
ple clearly extends to new set of facts. 28
§ 2254(d)(1).
U.S.C.A. § 2254(d)(1).
See publication Words and Phrases for other judicial constructions
9. Habeas Corpus ¢:~450.1
and definitions.
When state court may draw principled
5. Habeas Corpus ~452
distinction between case before it and SuState court’s decision is "contrary to preme Court caselaw, state court’s decision
clearly established law," within meaning of will not be unreasonable application of
habeas statute, when it either applies rule clearly established Supreme Court law
that contradicts governing law set forth in within meaning of habeas statute. 28
Supreme Court’s cases or confronts set of U.S.C.A. § 2254(d)(1).
facts that are materially indistinguishable
from decision of Supreme Court and nev- 10. Habeas Corpus ~:~480
There was no clearly established Conertheless arrives at result different from
frontation
Clause jurisprudence, as deterits precedent. 28 U.S.C.A. § 2254(d)(1).
mined by Supreme Court of the United
See publication Words and Phrases for other judicial constructions
States, that would have required prosecuand definitions.
tion to disclose to defendant a letter written by state’s witness to his lawyer, in
6. Habeas Corpus ~=~450.1
State court decision involves "unrea- spite of state attorney-client privilege, and
sonable application" of clearly established therefore, habeas relief was not warranted;
law, within meaning of habeas statute, Supreme Court had explicitly left open
when it identifies correct governing legal question of whether attorney-client priviprinciple from Supreme Court’s decisions lege might have to yield to criminal defenbut unreasonably applies that principle to dant’s constitutional rights. U.S.C.A.
facts of prisoner’s case; to be unreasonable Const.Amend. 6; 28 U.S.C.A. § 2254(d)(1).
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11. Privileged Communications and coerced into implicating Murdoch. The
Confidentiality ~=143
state court ruled that Murdoch could not
Attorney-client privilege only protects have access to the letter because it was
disclosure of communications themselves; protected under California’s attorneyit does not protect disclosure of underlying client privilege. In order to determine
facts, so long as they can be proven with- whether Murdoch is entitled to habeas reout resort to privileged materials.
lief, we must decide whether, under "clearly established Federal law, as determined
by the Supreme Court of the United
States," 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d)(1), the ConSeymour I. Amster, Van Nuys, CA, for frontation Clause of the Sixth Amendment
the petitioner-appellant.
of the United States Constitution ~ comRama R. Maline, Deputy Attorney Gen- pelled the release of the letter to Murdoch
eral, Los Angeles, CA, for the respon- in spite of the attorney-client privilege.
dents-appellees.
I. BACKGROUND2

Appeal from the United States District
On May 17, 1983, four men robbed the
Court for the Central District of California, Ronald S.W. Lew, District Judge, Pre- Horseshoe Bar in Long Beach, California.
siding. D.C. No. CV 99-06900 RSWL.During the course of the robbery, one
bystander was shot and killed; another
Before ALEX KOZINSKI, Chief Judge, was stabbed and severely wounded. The
ANDREW J. KLEINFELD, A.
men recovered approximately $200 from
WALLACE TASHIMA, SIDNEY R.
the cash register and left behind a fingerTHOMAS, BARRY G. SILVERMAN, M.print. The crime went unsolved until 11
MARGARET McKEOWN, KIM
years later, when advances in fingerprint
McLANE WARDLAW, WILLIAM A.
technology enabled police to identify Dino
FLETCHER, CONSUELO M.
Dinardo as one of the perpetrators.
CALLAHAN, SANDRA S. IKUTA, and
Officers arrested Dinardo on June 30,
N. RANDY SMITH, Circuit Judges.
1994, in Berkeley, California. When first
Opinion by Judge TASHIMA;
questioned, Dinardo denied any involveConcurrence by Judge SILVERMAN;
ment in the crime, but later recanted, adDissent by Judge KOZINSKI; Dissent by mitting his involvement in the robbery,
Judge THOMAS.
and identifying Murdoch as one of his accomplices. Both Dinardo and Murdoch
TASHIMA, Circuit Judge:
were charged with murder accompanied by
Charles Murdoch was convicted of murspecial circumstances.
der in California state court. Before trial,
Dinardo was tried first. At a suppresthe prosecutor informed the court that a
sion
hearing that preceded his trial, Dinarprosecution witness and participant in the
crime had written a letter to his attorney do testified that his confession to the Long
claiming that Murdoch was not involved in Beach police had been coerced, and that he
the crime and that the witness had been had given the confession in exchange for a
1. "In all criminal prosecutions, the accused
shall enjoy the fight ... to be confronted with
the witnesses against him." U.S. CONST.
amend. VI.

2. The factual and procedural summary is taken largely from Murdoch v. Castro, 489 F.3d
1063, 1064-67 (9th Cir.2007) ("Murdoch H ").
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promise that he would be released to see
his wife and daughter. Dinardo was convicted and was sentenced to 25 years’ to
life imprisonment. At sentencing, the
judge said to Dinardo:
I would like to do something different,
Mr. Dinardo. You’ve probably been told
it’s a set sentence. I have to give it.
The only thing I can say is I have 90
days to change the sentence if anything
changes in the way of your mind or the
District Attorney’s mind insofar as trying to resolve this with something less
than the set sentence.
Frankly, from the standpoint of the
other trial, unless the District Attorney
has something more, I just wonder without your assistance where they’re going;
but maybe sometimes cases develop at
the last minute. But, to my knowledge,
I don’t know of any other evidence.
They have a very difficult case without
your assistance.

But that’s actually between attorneys,
and it’s not the judge’s province.
I was hoping there would be a resolution so that I could sentence you to
something less, which I would prefer to
do from everything about this case, especially the length of time and all the
years that you lived what appears to be
a law-abiding life before you got arrested.
Dinardo subsequently did testify and, in
return, received a reduction of his conviction to voluntary manslaughter and a reduced sentence of 12 years’ imprisonment.3
Dinardo was a key witness at Murdoch’s
trial. He testified that, in 1983, Murdoch
had approached him "to do a job" and that
the two of them, together with two other
men, robbed the Horseshoe Bar. According to Dinardo, when Murdoch entered the
bar, Murdoch carried a .22 caliber rifle and
announced loudly, "Don’t nobody move.
This is a stick-up." Dinardo took this as
his cue to empty the cash register. He

3. The dissent states that "If]or a judge to goad
someone he’s just given a life sentence into
helping the prosecution by promising to give
him his life back, but only if he helps finger
the defendant, is judicial extortion." Diss.
op. at 997. What the Chief Judge harshly
labels as "judicial extortion" has long been a
part of our criminal justice system. See, e.g.,
U.S.S.G. § 5KI.! (providing for a downward
sentencing departure for substantial assistance in the prosecution of another person);
18 U.S.C. § 3553(f)(5) (providing that a "safety harbor" sentence below a statutory minimum is available only if, inter alia, the sentencing court finds that the defendant has
fully cooperated with the Government). Perhaps the most famous example of such judicial "goading" or "extortion" is that of Chief
Judge Sirica in the Watergate trial. There, as
reported by Time magazine in its 1973 manof-the-year story, Judge Sirica "kept the pressure on the other convicted conspirators to
talk too by giving them harsh provisional sentences ranging up to 40 years .... He promised to review the sentences later and said
that the final sentencing ’would depend on
your full cooperation with the grand jury and

the Senate Select Committee.’ " Available at
http://www.time.com!subscriber/personofthe
year/archive/stories/ 973.html (last visited
May 15, 2010).
The dissent characterizes Judge Sirica’s conduct of the Watergate trial as "unconscionable" and "a blemish on the reputation of the
federal courts .... " Diss. op. at 997 n.*. The
D.C. Circuit, sitting en banc, however, did not
express the same, harsh view. It not only
affirmed Judge Sirica’s conduct, but lauded it
in the face of charges that he conducted the
trial and sentencing in an inquisitorial manner. See United States v. McCord, 509 F.2d
334, 347 (D.C.Cir.1974) (en banc) ("The
judge, like the prosecutor in this respect, is
not a passive by-stander in the arena of justice, a spectator at a ’sporting event,’ rather
he or she has the most pressing affirmative
responsibility to see that justice is done in
every case." (footnotes omitted)), cert. denied,
421 U.S. 930, 95 S.Ct. 1656, 44 L.Ed.2d 87
(1975); see also United States v. Liddy, 509
F.2d 428, 442 (D.C.Cir.1974) ("Judge Sirica’s
palpable search for truth in such a trial was
not only permissible, it was in the highest
tradition of his office as a federal judge.").
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fumbled with the buttons on the register,
heard a gunshot, emptied the register, and
ran out the back door, joining the other
two men in the getaway car, with Murdoch
joining them about a minute later. He
recalled seeing Murdoch in possession of
the rifle both in the bar and in the car.
Dinardo testified that the first time he
learned that someone had been shot in the
robbery was the day of his arrest, 11 years
after the crime.
During Murdoch’s trial, Murdoch’s attorney, Dinardo’s attorney, the prosecutor,
and the presiding judge discussed a letter
from Dinardo addressed to his then counsel. The letter was first brought to the
court’s attention by the prosecutor, who
indicated that in her interviews of Dinardo,
he told her of the existence of a letter in
which he, Dinardo, stated that he was
coerced by the police into implicating Murdoch in the crime. Dinardo’s new counsel
asserted the attorney-client privilege and
work-product doctrine as grounds for refusing to disclose the letter. The court
concluded that Dinardo’s letter to Dinardo’s former counsel, who was still representing Dinardo when the letter was written, was protected by the attorney-client
privilege and thus could not be used, on
cross-examination, to impeach Dinardo.
Although Dinardo was not cross-examined about the letter, Murdoch’s counsel
succeeded in eliciting testimony that challenged Dinardo’s credibility as a witness.
Dinardo testified that he had been convicted of the same murder for which Murdoch
was now being tried and that by testifying
in Murdoch’s trial, he would "get out in
about five years" rather than 21 or more
years. He admitted that when he was
initially questioned by the police, he had
lied and denied that he had ever been
inside the Horseshoe Bar. He admitted
that he would have done "whatever it
took" to get out of custody and be reunited
with his daughter. He also testified to
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convictions for grand theft in 1982 and
petty theft in 1984. On re-direct examination by the prosecutor, Dinardo testified
that during the police questioning, he
named a "Charles or Chuck" as someone
else involved in the crime, but he could not
remember the last name. He was shown
photographs at the end of the interview,
and he identified Murdoch as one of his
accomplices. On re-cross, he stated that
he had testified in his own trial that his
confession had been coerced. He also admitted that, had the fingerprints not identified him as one of the robbers, he would
have continued to lie to the police about
his involvement.
In addition to Dinardo, other witnesses
from the Horseshoe Bar testified and provided in-court identification of Murdoch.
The bartender, Dyanne Spence, described
looking into Murdoch’s eyes down the barrel of a rifle pointed at her face. "He’s
been scaring me for years," she said. She
also testified that she had identified Murdoch at a live lineup at the county jail in
1994 and that she was sure "beyond a
shadow of a doubt" that Murdoch had
committed the crime.
Murdoch was convicted of first-degree
murder with a robbery-murder special circumstance, and sentenced to life imprisonment without parole. The California
Court of Appeal affmmed the conviction,
and denied Murdoch’s petition for a writ of
habeas corpus. The California Supreme
Court denied Murdoch’s petition for review.
Murdoch then filed a federal petition for
a writ of habeas corpus, which the district
court dismissed. On Murdoch’s first appeal, we vacated the order denying Murdoch’s habeas petition and remanded the
case to the district court stating:
Today, we address a situation where a
substantial showing has been made that,
depending upon the content of Dinardo’s
letter, the Confrontation Clause and at-
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torney-client privilege are potentially at
odds--a set of facts the Supreme Court
has not yet examined. Its precedents,
however, clearly provide that evidentiary privileges or other state laws must
yield if necessary to ensure the level of
cross-examination demanded by the
Sixth Amendment.
Murdoch v. Castro, 365 F.3d 699, 702 (9th
Cir.2004) ("Murdoch I "). We concluded
that if the contents of Dinardo’s letter "are
as generally described by the prosecutor
and as Murdoch believes," then Murdoch
"has arguably met his burden" of showing
that the jury might have received a significantly different impression of the witness’
credibility had Murdoch been able to pursue his proposed line of cross-examination.
Id. at 705. General impeachment for bias
implicated Dinardo’s reliability to a lesser
extent than actual statements inconsistent
with his testimony, such as those which the
letter purportedly contained. Id. Without
knowing the contents of the letter, however, we could not make a determination of
whether Murdoch’s confrontation rights
had been violated. We accordingly remanded the case to the district court with
instructions that the court obtain the letter, inspect it in camera, and determine
whether the state court’s decision to deny
Murdoch access to the letter violated Murdoch’s Sixth Amendment right of confrontation. Id. at 706.
On remand, the magistrate judge, in his
report and recommendation, began from
the premise that "[e]ssentially, the Ninth
Circuit held that the attorney-client privilege might have to yield in a particular
case if the right of confrontation would be
violated by enforcing the privilege." The
report concluded that, although the state
courts had read the contents of the letter,
their decisions were "contrary to, or involved an unreasonable application of,
dearly established Federal law, as determined by the Supreme Court of the United
States," within the meaning of 28 U.S.C.

§ 2254(d)(1), in that they failed to perform
any balancing of Murdoch’s Sixth Amendment rights against the privilege.
Nevertheless, the report found that
there was no constitutional violation because the letter’s intrinsic probative value
was low, given that, of the four factual
assertions in the letter, "trial testimony
rebutted the first three, and half of the
fourth." The magistrate judge summarized the contents of the letter as asserting
the following facts: (1) After Dinardo’s
arrest in Berkeley, Long Beach Police Detective Pavek coerced a statement from
Dinardo by promising not to charge Dinardo in exchange for Dinardo’s statement;
(2) In his statement, Dinardo was forced to
identify petitioner Murdoch as a participant in the crime; (3) Dinardo does not
actually know Murdoch, although Dinardo
is acquainted with Murdoch’s brother; and
(4) Murdoch and Dinardo did not commit
any crime.
Because the factual assertions in the
letter had been "contradicted by trial testimony" or "were demonstrably false in the
light of other testimony," the magistrate
judge found that the "intrinsic probative
value of the letter was and is low." Thus,
the exclusion of the letter from evidence
did not substantially diminish Murdoch’s
right to effective cross-examination. The
magistrate judge also concluded that the
decision to exclude the letter was subject
to harmless error analysis, and, further
concluded, under the Brecht v. Abrahamson standard, 507 U.S. 619, 637, 113 S.Ct.
1710, 123 L.Ed.2d 353 (1993), that there
was no "grave doubt" as to whether the
jury would have reached a different result
had the letter been admitted. While acknowledging that "Dinardo’s testimony
was crucial," the magistrate judge found
that "Dinardo’s prior inconsistent statement was inextricably linked with other
statements which either conflicted with
other evidence or were demonstrably
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false." Therefore, he concluded that any II. JURISDICTION AND STANDARD OF REVIEW
error resulting from the exclusion of the
[1] We review de novo the district
letter was harmless. The district court
adopted the magistrate judge’s findings court’s denial of a § 2254 habeas petition.
and recommendation and denied Mur- Tilcock v. Budge, 538 F.3d 1138, 1143 (9th
Cir.2008). Under the Antiterrorism and
doch’s habeas petition.
On Murdoch’s second appeal, a divided Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996
three-judge panel affuaned the district ("AEDPA"), a habeas petition challenging
court’s denial of habeas relief in Murdoch a state court conviction will not be granted
II, 489 F.3d 1063. The majority pointed unless the decision "was contrary to, or
out that it was bound under the "law of the involved an unreasonable application of,
case" doctrine by the Murdoch I court’s clearly established Federal law, as deterholding that, "under the right set of facts, mined by the Supreme Court of the United
Supreme Court precedent suggests the States." 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d)(1). Here,
Sixth Amendment right to confrontation AEDPA applies because the state court
could support admission of the letter, even denied Murdoch’s claim "on the merits,"
against a valid claim of attorney-client rather than on a procedural or other
privilege." Id. at 1068. Although the
ground. 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d)(1); see LamMurdoch I court had not explicitly held bert v. Blodgett, 393 F.3d 943, 969 (9th
that it was clearly established under Su- Cir.2004); Reynoso v. Giurbino, 462 F.3d
preme Court law that the Confrontation 1099, 1109 (9th Cir.2006) (assuming, unless
Clause might support the introduction of
the letter as evidence, the majority in ’it is otherwise "clear," that a state court
Murdoch H interpreted this as a neces- has decided all the issues presented);
sary implication of Murdoch I that was Hunter v. Aispuro, 982 F.2d 344, 346-48
binding on the panel as the law of the case. (9th Cir.1992) (presuming denial of habeas
Id. at 1068 & n. 2. The panel then held relief is on the merits, not procedural
that Murdoch was able to cross-examine grounds, unless the decision supports the
Dinardo effectively in spite of not having opposite conclusion). Under § 2254(d), we
access to the letter, and that therefore the cannot grant the writ unless the state
Sixth Amendment did not require that the court’s decision (denying Murdoch’s claim)
letter be released to him. Id. at 1069-70. is objectively unreasonable. See Delgado
Judge Bright 4 dissented from the pan- v. Lewis, 223 F.3d 976, 982 (9th Cir.2000);
el’s decision. He believed that access to Pirtle v. Morgan~ 313 F.3d 1160, 1165,
the letter would have allowed Murdoch to 1169 (9th Cir.2002).
impeach Dinardo’s testimony much more
effectively than was possible without the
III. DISCUSSION
letter, and that, on the basis of Murdoch I,
habeas relief should have been granted.
[2, 3] The Confrontation Clause of the
Id. at 1070-72 (Bright, J., dissenting).
Sixth Amendment guarantees a defendant
We granted Murdoch’s petition for re- in a criminal case an opportunity for effechearing en banc.5 Murdoch v. Castro, 546 tive cross-examination of the witnesses
against him. Delaware v. Van Arsdal~
F.3d 1051 (9th Cir.2008).
The Honorable Myron H. Bright, Senior
United States Circuit Judge for the Eighth
Circuit, sitting by designation, was a member
of the Murdoch II panel.

The en banc court ordered supplemental
briefing on the question of whether the court
should reconsider its decision in Murdoch I.
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475 U.S. 673, 679, 106 S.Ct. 1431, 89("Musladin H") (quoting Williams v.
L.Ed.2d 674 (1986). In Murdoch I, we Taylor, 529 U.S. 362, 412, 120 S.Ct. 1495,
implicitly held that it was clearly estab- 146 L.Ed.2d 389 (2000)). A state court’s
lished by the Supreme Court that this decision is contrary to clearly established
right could, in some circumstances, be vio- law when it either "applies a rule that
lated by the failure to produce a document contradicts the governing law set forth in
that was otherwise protected by the attor- [the Supreme Court’s] cases" or "confronts
ney-client privilege. 365 F.3d at 706. The a set of facts that are materially indistinthree-judge panel in Murdoch H was guishable from a decision of this Court and
bound under the "law of the case" doctrine nevertheless arrives at a result different
by Murdoch I’s holding. See Murdoch II,from our precedent." Williams, 529 U.S.
489 F.3d at 1067-68. This restriction, at 405-406, 120 S.Ct. 1495. A state court
however, does not apply to the en banc unreasonably applies clearly established
court. See Kyocera Corp. v. Prudential- law when it "identifies the correct governBache Trade Servs., Inc., 341 F.3d 987, 995 ing legal principle from [the Supreme
(9th Cir.2003) (en banc). The question we Court’s] decisions but unreasonably apmust now confront, therefore, is whether plies that principle to the facts of the
Murdoch I was correct in holding that it is prisoner’s case." Lockyer v. Andrade, 538
clearly established by Supreme Court U.S. 63, 75, 123 S.Ct. 1166, 155 L.Ed.2d
precedent that the Sixth Amendment right 144 (2003) (quoting Williams, 529 U.S. at
to confrontation in some situations trumps 413, 120 S.Ct. 1495). To be an unreasonthe attorney-client privilege.
able application, the state court decision
"must be objectively unreasonable," not
A
just incorrect or erroneous. Id. at 75-76,
[4-8] The Supreme Court has restrict- 123 S.Ct. 1166. Habeas relief for an uned "clearly established Federal law" under reasonable application of law can be
§ 2254(d)(1) to "’the holdings, as opposed "based on the application of a governing
to the dicta, of this Court’s decisions as of legal principle to a set of facts different
the time of the relevant state-court deci- from those of the case in which the princision.’" Carey v. Musladin, 549 U.S. 70, 74, ple was announced". Id. at 76, 123 S.Ct.
127 S.Ct. 649, 166 L.Ed.2d 482 (2006)1166.6 Habeas relief for an unreasonable
6. The California Court of Appeal, which rendered the last reasoned state court decision in
this case, addressed Murdoch’s Confrontation
Clause argument only obliquely. It did not
mention the Confrontation Clause in its opinion, but it did discuss and quote from the
section of Murdoch’s brief in which he raised
the issue. The court also quoted from People
v. Godlewski, 17 Cal.App.4th 940, 21 Cal.
Rptr.2d 796, 800 (1993), a case that dealt
with the tension between the attorney-client
privilege and the Confrontation Clause.
Whether the state court adequately responded
to Murdoch’s Confrontation Clause argument,
however, is irrelevant. Even when there is
no reasoned state court opinion explaining
the denial of a defendant’s claim in any respect, we "must assume that the state court
has decided all the issues and ’perform an

independent review of the record to ascertain
whether the state court decision was objectively reasonable.’ " Reynoso, 462 F.3d at
1109 (quoting Pharn v. Terhune, 400 F.3d 740,
742 (gth Cir.2005) (per curiam)) (internal
quotation marks omitted). Thus we do not
review Murdoch’s claim de novo, as we would
if the state court had clearly indicated that it
had not reached the merits of Murdoch’s
claim. See id.; Pirtle, 313 F.3d at 1167.
The dissent refuses to accept these established
principles of AEDPA review. Instead, it
spends several pages discussing the state appellate court’s duty under state law to "analyze[] ... [each] contention" and convinces
itself that the state court erroneously "decline[d] to reach [the] issue" and "overlooked" it. See Diss. op. at 999-1001. But
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application of law can be "based on an held that the presence of extra security
application of a governing legal principle to personnel in the courtroom during trial did
a set of facts different from those of the not necessarily violate the defendant’s
case in which the principle was an- Sixth and Fourteenth Amendment rights
nounced." Id.; accord Panetti v. Quarte~- because, unlike the situation described in
man, 551 U.S. 930, 127 S.Ct. 2842, 2858,Williams, it was not "inherently prejudi168 L.Ed.2d 662 (2007), but only when the cial." Flyn% 475 U.S. at 569, 106 S.Ct.
principle "clearly extend[s]" to the new set 1340. Although the presence of additional
of facts. Wright v. Van Patten, 552 U.S. security in the courtroom might violate a
120, 128 S.Ct. 743, 745, 169 L.Ed.2d 583defendant’s right to a fair trial in a partic(2008) (per curiam).
ular case, Flynn’s trial, in which four uni[9] A review of the Supreme Court’s formed state troopers sat silently in the
recent case law on this subject suggests
first row of the spectator section, did not
that, when a state court may draw a prin- present such a case. Id. at 569-72, 106
cipled distinction between the case before S.Ct. 1340. In Musladin I, we held that
it and Supreme Court caselaw, the law is the presence of the victim’s family in the
not clearly established for the state-court courtroom while wearing buttons was incase. In Musladin II, 549 U.S. at 77, 127 herently prejudicial, and was an unreasonS.Ct. 649, the Supreme Court vacated a able application of the test described in
decision of this court, Musladin v. Lam- Williams and Flynn. Musladin I, 427
arque, 427 F.3d 653, 661 (9th Cir.2005)F.3d at 658-61.
("Musladin I "), in which this court held
When the Supreme Court vacated our
that the state court unreasonably applied
grant
of habeas relief in Musladin I, it
clearly established federal law by allowing
pointed
out that "[b]oth Williams and
the victim’s family members, in a murder
Flynn
dealt
with government-sponsored
trial, to wear buttons depicting the victim
practices."
Musladin
II, 549 U.S. at 75,
while in the presence of the jury.
127 S.Ct. 649. No Supreme Court case
In support of our decision in Musladin
had applied Williams and Flynn to courtI, we relied primarily on two Supreme
room conduct by private actors, and, beCourt cases: Estelle v. Williams, 425 U.S.
cause part of the test established in
501, 96 S.Ct. 1691, 48 L.Ed.2d 126 (1976),
and Holbrook v. Flynn, 475 U.S. 560, 106 Williams and Flynn asked "whether the
S.Ct. 1340, 89 L.Ed.2d 525 (1986). In[allegedly prejudicial] practices furthered
Williams, the Court noted that, when a an essential state interest," it was not
defendant appears before the jury in pris- clearly established that the test would apon garb, "[t]he defendant’s clothing is so ply to actions by private actors. Id. at 76,
likely to be a continuing influence through- 127 S.Ct. 649. The Court summarized its
out the trial that ... an unacceptable risk reasoning as follows:
Given the lack of holdings from this
is presented of impermissible factors coming into play." 425 U.S. at 505, 96 S.Ct. Court regarding the potentially prejudicial effect of spectators’ courtroom con1691. Thus, a defendant’s right to a fair
trial is violated if he is required to appear
duct of the kind involved here, it cannot
in the presence of the jury in such attire.
be said that the state court "unreasoId. at 505-06, 96 S.Ct. 1691. The Court nabl[y] appli[ed] clearly established Fedreaffirmed this basic position in Flynn, but
eral law." § 2254(d)(1). No holding of
whether we review a claim de novo under the
AEDPA is a question of federal law and, on

that question, as explained above, we are
bound by Reynoso and Pirtle.
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this Court required the California Court provide no categorical answer to this quesof Appeal to apply the test of Williams tion." Id.
and Flynn to the spectators’ conduct
In Panetti, 551 U.S. 930, 127 S.Ct. 2842,
here.
by contrast, there was no principled way to
Therefore, the state court’s decision was apply the Court’s precedent to a somewhat
not contrary to or an unreasonable ap- new factual situation and reach the state
plication of clearly established federal court’s result; thus, the Court granted
law.
habeas relief. Panetti concerned the
Id. at 77, 127 S.Ct. 649 (emendations in pending execution of person with a history
original).
of mental illness. 127 S.Ct. at 2848-49.
Similarly, in Van Patten, the Court held The Court identified the controlling legal
that it was not clearly established that a principle as the holding of Ford v. Waindefendant received ineffective assistance of wright~ 477 U.S. 399, 106 S.Ct. 2595, 91
counsel if his lawyer represented him via L.Ed.2d 335 (1986), which required that a
speaker-phone, rather than by being phys- prisoner who has made "a substantial
ically present in the courtroom. 128 S.Ct. threshold showing of insanity" be given a
at 746-47. The Seventh Circuit had grant- competency hearing before being subject
ed habeas relief on the basis of United to execution. Id. at 426, 106 S.Ct. 2595
States v. Cronic, 466 U.S. 648, 104 S.Ct. (Powell, J., concurring in part and concur2039, 80 L.Ed.2d 657 (1984), which heldring in the judgment).7 The Court held
that in certain circumstances a defendant that it was clearly established that Ford
need not prove that he was actually preju- required a competency hearing with procediced by his attorney’s conduct. The logic dural protections for the prisoner, even
of Cronic is that, in some situations, "the though the standard in Ford was stated in
likelihood that any lawyer, even a fully general terms and the facts were not idencompetent one, could provide effective as- tical to those with which it was now faced.
sistance is so small that a presumption of Panetti, 127 S.Ct. at 2858-59. There was
prejudice is appropriate without inquiry no reasonable way to apply Ford that
into the actual conduct of the trial." Id. at would not reach this result, and thus the
659-60, 104 S.Ct. 2039. One situation in state court had unreasonably applied the
which Cronic applies is when "counsel[is]
law when it failed to provide Panetti with a
either totally absent, or prevented from proper competency hearing. Id. at 2858.
assisting the accused during a critical
The common thread in all these cases is
stage of the proceeding." Id. at 659 n. 25,
that
when there is a principled reason for
104 S.Ct. 2039. The Court reversed the
the
state
court to distinguish between the
Seventh Circuit because Cronic did not
clearly apply to the facts at hand. Van case before it and Supreme Court precePatten, 128 S.Ct. at 746. Although an dent, the state court’s decision will not be
attorney who participated in a hearing an unreasonable application of clearly estelephonically might not do as well as one tablished Supreme Court law. As we statwho was physically present in the court- ed in Moses v. Payne, 555 F.3d 742 (9th
room, the state court could reasonably be- Cir.2009):
[W]hen a Supreme Court decision does
lieve that the attorney’s performance
not "squarely address[] the issue in
would not be so poor as to justify relief
without showing prejudice: "Our cases
th[e] case" or establish a legal principle
7. Because Justice Powell’s opinion represented the narrowest ground on which five Jus-

tices agreed, the Panetti court recognized it as
the controlling opinion. 127 S.Ct. at 2856.
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that "clearly extend[s]" to a new context U.S. 399, 408 n. 3, 118 S.Ct. 2081, 141
to the extent required by the Supreme L.Ed.2d 379 (1998).
Court in these recent decisions, it cannot
In Swidler, the Supreme Court adbe said, under AEDPA, there is "clearly
dressed the scope of the attorney-client
established" Supreme Court precedent
privilege--specifically, "the extent to
addressing the issue before us, and so
which
the privilege survives the death of
we must defer to the state court’s decithe
client."
Id. at 403, 118 S.Ct. 2081.
sion.
The
Independent
Counsel sought notes
Id. at 754 (emendations in original) (quottaken by an attorney during a meeting
ing Van Patten, 128 S.Ct. at 746, 745).
with his client, former Deputy White
B
House Counsel Vincent Foster. Foster
[10] The Supreme Court has examined sought legal representation, but, shortly
the potential conflicts between the Con- after the meeting, he committed suicide.
frontation Clause and other rights and Id. at 401-02, 118 S.Ct. 2081. The Indeprivileges, including the marital privilege, pendent Counsel argued that "the attorCrawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36, 124 ney-client privilege should not prevent disS.Ct. 1354, 158 L.Ed.2d 177 (2004)) theclosure of confidential communications
Fifth Amendment privilege against self- where the client has died and the informaincrimination, Douglas v. Alabama, 380 tion is relevant to a criminal proceeding."
U.S. 415, 85 S.Ct. 1074, 13 L.Ed.2d 934
Id. at 403, 118 S.Ct. 2081.
(1965), and the state’s interest in the confiThe Court began by discussing the purdentiality of adjudications of juvenile delinpose
of the privilege, "to encourage ’full
quency, Davis v. Alasko~ 415 U.S. 308, 94
and frank communication between attorS.Ct. 1105, 39 L.Ed.2d 347 (1974). But no
Supreme Court case has directly ad- neys and their clients and thereby promote
dressed the potential conflict between broader public interests in the observance
state-law attorney-client privilege and the of law and the administration of justice.’"
Confrontation Clause, as we acknowledged Id. (quoting Upjohn Co. v. United States,
in Murdoch I. 365 F.3d at 702 ("Today, we449 U.S. 383, 389, 101 S.Ct. 677, 66
L.Ed.2d 584 (1981)). The Independent
address a situation where a substantial
Counsel analogized the situation to the
showing has been made that, depending
upon the content of Dinardo’s letter, the testamentary exception to the attorneyConfrontation Clause and attorney-client client privilege, arguing that "in criminal
privilege are potentially at odds--a set of proceedings, the interest in determining
facts the Supreme Cour~ has not yet exam- whether a crime has been committed
ined.") (emphasis added). Indeed, in a should trump client confidentiality." Id. at
case involving the attorney-client privilege, 406, 118 S.Ct. 2081. The Court disagreed,
the Supreme Court has expressly stated stating that, unlike with the testamentary
that it would not consider the question exception, "[t]here is no reason to suppose
whether the attorney-client privilege might as a general matter that grand jury testiyield in the face of constitutional rights. mony about confidential communications
Swidler & Berlin v. United States, 524 furthers the client’s intent." Id. As pertipreme Court in Crawford explained "what the
8. Crawford was decided after Murdoch’s conviction became final and does not apply retroSixth Amendment was supposed to prevent,"
actively on collateral review. See Whorton v.
Diss. op. at 1002, is irrelevant to our review
Bockting, 549 U.S. 406, 127 S.Ct. 1173, 167 under the AEDPA.
L.Ed.2d 1 (2007). Thus, whether the Su-
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nent here, the Court further reasoned that the issue in Swidler to hold that the issue
"there is no case authority for the proposi- is not clearly established for purposes of
tion that the privilege applies differently in § 2254. In Newton v. Kemnc~ 354 F.3d
criminal and civil cases." Id. at 408-09, 776 (8th Cir.2004), the state trial court
118 S.Ct. 2081. Significantly, the Court denied the defendant’s motion to produce
noted that, "Petitioners, while opposing the only eyewitness’ medical records. The
wholesale abrogation of the privilege in Eighth Circuit "note[d] that the Supreme
criminal cases, concede that exceptional Court has recognized in other circumcircumstances implicating a criminal defen- stances that constitutional rights can
dant’s constitutional rights might warrant trump evidentiary privileges," citing Davis
breaching the privilege," but the Court and Swidler. Id. at 781. The court statstated that "[w]e do not ... need to reach ed, however, that Swidler "expressly left
this issue, since such exceptional circum- open the question of whether a criminal
stances clearly are not presented here." defendant’s constitutional rights might
Id. at 408 n. 3, 118 S.Ct. 2081 (emphasis overcome the attorney-client privilege,"
added).
and therefore concluded that the Supreme
The Supreme Court accordingly has ex- Court had not clearly established whether
plicitly stated that it was not deciding a state’s "physician-patient privilege must
whether the attorney-client privilege might give way to a defendant’s desire to use
have to yield to a criminal defendant’s psychiatric records in cross-examination."
constitutional rights. We have held that a Id. at 781, 782; see also Johnson v. Norris,
constitutional principle is not clearly estab- 537 F.3d 840, 846-47 (8th Cir.2008) (dislished for purposes of § 2254 where the cussing Newton and Swidler and concludSupreme Court has expressly concluded ing that, although Davis and Pennsylvathat an issue is an "open question." Earp
nia v. Ritchie, 480 U.S. 39, 107 S.Ct. 989,
v. Ornoski, 431 F.3d 1158, 1185 (9th Cir. 94 L.Ed.2d 40 (1987), "establish that in at
2005); see also Mejia v. Garcic~ 534 F.3d
least some circumstances, an accused’s
1036, 1046 (9th Cir.2008) (holding that the constitutional rights are paramount to a
Supreme Court had not clearly estab- State’s interest in protecting confidential
lished, for purposes of § 2254, that the
information," those cases "do not establish
admission of propensity evidence in that
a specific legal rule that answers whether
case was unconstitutional because the Su- a State’s psychotherapist-patient privilege
preme Court had expressed no opinion on
must yield to an accused’s desire to use
the issue and the petitioner accordingly
could "point to no Supreme Court prece- confidential information in defense of a
criminal case"). As the Eighth Circuit
dent" establishing the constitutional right);
reasoned in Newton, "[g]iven the restricLarson v. Palmateer, 515 F.3d 1057, 1066
(9th Cir.2008) ("Because the Court has tive nature of habeas review, it is not our
province to speculate as to whether the
expressly left this issue an open question,
Supreme Court, if faced with the issue,
the state court did not unreasonably apply
would
find that [a state’s] physician-patient
clearly established federal law in determinprivilege
must give way to a defendant’s
ing that the admission of evidence of Lardesire
to
use
[privileged material] in crossson’s criminal history did not violate due
examination."
Newton, 354 F.3d at 782.
process." (internal quotation marks omitted)).
[11] It is not mere formalism to distinThe Eighth Circuit has relied on the guish between attorney-client privilege
Supreme Court’s express reservation of and other rights and privileges the Court
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has dealt with in its Confrontation Clause resort to the privileged materials. Upjurisprudence. The attorney-client privi- john, 449 U.S. at 395, 101 S.Ct. 677.
lege is, after all, "one of the oldest recogIn Crawforc~ by contrast, the marital
nized privileges for confidential communi- privilege prevented the defendant from
cations," Swidler, 524 U.S. at 403, 118 cross-examining the witness at all. See
S.Ct. 2081. The Supreme Court might 541 U.S. at 40, 124 S.Ct. 1354. The same
well decide that it is worthy of greater was true in Douglas v. Alabamc~ 380 U.S.
protection than the marital privilege, see at 416-17, 85 S.Ct. 1074, when the witness
Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36, 124 asserted his Fifth Amendment privilege
S.Ct. 1354, 158 L.Ed.2d 177, or the confi-against self-incrimination.
dentiality of juvenile delinquency proceedWe acknowledge the possibility that the
ings, see Davis v. Alaskc~ 415 U.S. 308, 94 Supreme Court may in the future well
S.Ct. 1105, 39 L.Ed.2d 347. In addition,decide that the Confrontation Clause in
the Court might be more likely to protect some cases requires the disclosure of docudocuments subject to attorney-client privi- ments that are subject to the attorneylege because it is easier to maintain such client privilege. But under the highly defprotection without eliminating the defen- erential standard established by AEDPA
dant’s ability effectively to cross-examine a and the Supreme Court, as long as the
witness. Because the attorney-client privi- state court could have found a principled
lege protects only a communication be- reason not to apply the Court’s precedents
tween an attorney and a client, not the to the current case, we may not grant
facts that are communicated, a defendant habeas relief. As was the case in Muslawould remain free to question the witness din II, 549 U.S. at 77, 127 S.Ct. 649, "[n]o
about the underlying facts, just as hap- holding of th[e Supreme] Court required
pened here. Despite not having access to the California Court of Appeal to apply"
the letter, Murdoch was able to cross- cases such as Douglas and Davis to Murexamine Dinardo on a wide range of sub- doch. The relationship between the Conjects, including Dinardo’s earlier denial of frontation Clause and the attorney-client
involvement in the murder. As the Su- privilege has not been clearly established
preme Court has explained, the attorney- by the Supreme Court; as a result, we
client privilege does not "create a broad cannot say that the California court unrea’zone of silence’ over" the subject matter of sonably applied clearly established Suthe communication. "The privilege only preme Court law to Murdoch’s case)
protects disclosure of [the] communicaIV. CONCLUSION
tions [themselves]; it does not protect disclosure of the underlying facts," so long as
Because the Supreme Court has not
the underlying facts can be proven without clearly established whether and in what
9. The concurrence faults Murdoch because
his counsel "only sought disclosure of the
letter Dinardo had written to his lawyer," and
did not move to strike Dinardo’s testimony.
Concur. op. at 996. It assumes that the exclusive procedure for preserving a Sixth Amendment confrontation claim is a motion to strike
the challenged testimony, but cites no case so
holding. Instead, the authorities on which
Judge Silverman relies state only what is "ordinarily ... appropriate," or that a defendant

is "entitled" to have the testimony stricken, or
what "many judges ... agree." Id. at 996.
Because Judge Silverman agrees that Murdoch "unquestionably perfected his objection
to the court’s denial of the disclosure request," id. at 996, we agree with Chief Judge
Kozinski that, because "California is satisfied
with the procedural posture of this case,[w]e
are in no position to disagree." Diss. op. at
1009.
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circumstances the attorney-client privilege remedy when a witness cannot be properly
must give way in order to protect a defen- cross-examined).
dant’s Sixth Amendment confrontation
The problem is that Murdoch’s counsel
rights, the California state court could not only sought disclosure of the letter Dinarhave unreasonably applied clearly estab- do had written to his lawyer, deputy public
lished Supreme Court law when it denied defender Star. When the trial court susMurdoch access to the letter. See Musla- tained the claim of attorney-client prividin II, 549 U.S. at 77, 127 S.Ct. 649. To lege, that’s where Murdoch’s lawyer was
the extent that it holds to the contrary, content to leave it. His lawyer unquesMurdoch I is overruled. For the reasons
tionably perfected his objection to the
set forth above, the judgment of the discourt’s denial of the disclosure request, but
trict court is AFFIRMED.
never sought to strike Dinardo’s testimony. This is the remedy that the law proSILVERMAN, Circuit Judge,
vides in the case of a witness who cannot
concurring:
This case is built on a false premise-- be cross-examined for any reason. If the
that there was somehow a conflict between direct testimony cannot be tested by crossDinardo’s right to claim the attorney-client examination, it cannot stand and is strickprivilege under California law and Mur- en.
Had the trial court denied a motion to
doch’s federal constitutional right of confrontation. There was no conflict. The strike Dinardo’s testimony, we would have
trial court could have sustained Dinardo’s a legitimate confrontation problem on our
claim of privilege, and then having done so, hands, but no such motion was ever made.
stricken Dinardo’s direct testimony on the Thus, it cannot be said that the state court
ground that Murdoch could not be effecdenied Murdoch’s confrontation right at
tively cross-examined. This is a very com- all, much less that it acted unreasonably or
mon scenario when a witness testifies on contrary to clearly established Supreme
direct but then cannot be cross-examined. Court law. In the absence of a constituSee Toolate v. Borg, 828 F.2d 571, 572 (9th tional violation, federal habeas corpus reCir.1987) ("Ordinarily, when a testifying lief cannot be granted. 28 U.S.C.
witness cannot or will not be cross-exam- § 2254(a), (d).
ined, the appropriate relief ... is to strike
For these reasons, I would affirm the
the direct testimony of the witness and to
denial
of habeas relief.
instruct the jury to disregard it.") (internal
quotation marks omitted); United States
Chief Judge KOZINSKI, dissenting,
v. Brown, 634 F.2d 819, 824 (5th Cir.1981)with whom Judges W. FLETCHER and
(stating that while "it is by no means clear WARDLAW join, and Judges THOMAS
that the appropriate resolution to a conflict
and McKEOWN join with respect to Parts
between [the confrontation] right and the
marital privilege is the actual introduction 2 and 3:
If it wasn’t for bad luck, Murdoch
of the testimony" a defendant is entitled
"to strike that portion of the testimony of wouldn’t have no luck at all. He’s wakin’
the witnesses against him with regard to up this mornin’ in jail when there’s strong
which his right of confrontation is lost"); 1 proof he ain’t done nothing wrong. I
Kenneth S. Broun, et al., McCormick on would certainly defer to a jury’s contrary
Evidence § 19 (6th ed.2006) (stating that verdict if it had seen this evidence and
"many judges and writers" agree that ex- convicted Murdoch after a fair trial, precluding the direct testimony is the proper sided over by a fair judge, followed by an
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appeal where the justices considered all of
his constitutional claims. But Murdoch
had none of these.
Start with the trial judge: He was so
worried that the prosecution couldn’t put
on sufficient evidence to convict Murdoch
that he sentenced Murdoch’s alleged confederate (Dinardo) to life in prison, but
promised to give him a big break if he
testified against Murdoch. True to his
word, right after Dinardo fingered Murdoch, and as Murdoch’s jury was retiring
to deliberate, the judge rewarded Dinardo
by reducing his life sentence to a walkaway twelve years--or, as Dinardo himself
estimated, actual time served of about five
years.
Put yourself in Dinardo’s shoes: You’ve
just been sentenced to spend the rest of
your days behind bars, never again to hold
your infant daughter in your arms. But
the judge immediately dangles the promise
of leaving prison and resuming a normal
life before she turns eight, if only you help
nail Murdoch. Prosecutors are known to
offer defendants a break if they testify
truthfully against a co-defendant. For a
judge to goad someone he’s just given a
life sentence into helping the prosecution
by promising to give him his life back, but
only if he helps finger the defendant, is

judicial extortion.* You’d have to be more
than human not to do or say whatever it
takes to grab that brass ring.

* I didn’t coin the term; it comes from Philip
Kurland, probably the preeminent constitutional scholar at the time of Watergate, who
referred to Chief Judge Sirica’s similar misconduct as "a form of extortion." Man of the
Year: Judge John J. Sirica, Time, Jan. 7,
1974. James Fellers, then the ABA’s President-Elect, likened Judge Sirica’s treatment
of the Watergate defendants to the "torture
rack and the Spanish Inquisition." Id. Dean
Monroe Freedman of Hofstra Law School argued that "Sirica deserves to be censured for
becoming the prosecutor himself." Id.
Sirica’s unconscionable conduct is a blemish
on the reputation of the federal courts. While
covering him with wet warm kisses as to his
other questionable conduct, the D.C. Circuit
stopped short of approving Sirica’s blackjacking of the defendants. United States v.

McCord, 509 F.2d 334, 346 n. 35 (D.C.Cir.
1974) (en banc). No one, until today, has.
Even the trial judge in Murdoch and Dinardo’s cases recognized a judge shouldn’t act
this way. See pp. 1006-07 infra. We’ve said
as much in the past: "[J]udicial involvement
in plea negotiations inevitably carries with it
the high and unacceptable risk of coercing a
defendant to accept the proposed agreement,"
and that "violate[s] a defendant’s fundamental constitutional rights." United States v.
Bruce, 976 F.2d 552, 556 (9th Cir.1992).
"[C]ourts must not use the sentencing power
as a carrot and stick ... and they must not
create an appearance of such a practice."
United States v. Stockwell, 472 F.2d 1186,
1187 (9th Cir.1973). One wonders whether
these cases survive today.

Not only did the trial judge strong-arm
Dinardo into testifying, he prevented the
defense from seeing--and so from using
for cross-examination--a letter Dinardo
had written a year earlier exculpating
Murdoch and disclosing that the police had
coerced Dinardo into making false accusations. The letter, written by Dinardo’s
own hand on notebook paper, is still under
seal, protected by Dinardo’s vestigial attorney-client privilege, but Judge Bright’s
reconstruction is a fair summary:
I would like to make a statement about
the facts surrounding my arrest for robbery and murder. I was taking care of
my young daughter when Long Beach
police arrested me at my home in
Berkeley. Two policemen, Detective
Pavek and his partner, took me to the
Berkeley Police Department and interviewed me. I wanted to get back to my
daughter as I worried about her welfare.
At that time, Detective Pavek coerced a
statement from me and promised not to
charge me if I made a statement that
Charles Murdoch participated in the
crime. But, I do not actually know Mr.
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Murdoch, although I know his brother.
Mr. Murdoch and I did not commit any
crime.
Murdoch v. Castro, 489 F.3d 1063, 1071
(9th Cir.2007) (Bright, J., dissenting).
This letter would have destroyed Dinardo as a witness, so the trial judge suppressed it. After all, what’s the point of
putting the screws on Dinardo only to have
his testimony decimated by his contrary
prior statement? So the defense never got
to see the letter and the jury never heard
of it, despite cases from the state court of
appeal and the state supreme court
squarely holding Murdoch was entitled to
the letter.
You’d think that, with all that controlling
authority on point, the state appellate
court would have reversed the conviction.
But you’d be wrong. Judges can only
reverse a conviction if they consider the
defendant’s winning argument. Here, the
court of appeal, for reasons that can be
explained only one way, see pp. 999-1001
infrc~ did not. It’s not like the court
summarily affirmed the conviction; it
spent thirty pages going over Murdoch’s
other arguments and knocking them down
like bowling pins. But Murdoch’s best
argument---the one for which the government had no answer the state appellate
judges just skipped over as if he never
made it. This is passing strange, but it’s
what happened.
Now, to complete Murdoch’s run of ill
luck, a plurality of our panel grants deference to a non-existent state-court "adjudication" of his winning claim and concludes
that the state courts were not unreasonable in holding what they in fact never
held. And, even though a majority of the
en banc panel agrees that Murdoch was
denied his right to confrontation, our concurring colleague denies relief based on a
procedural default argument that the state
has never made. If everybody went to

heaven, I do believe poor Murdoch would
miss the call.
1. AEDPA Deference. The plurality
holds that the state courts adjudicated
Murdoch’s Confrontation Clause claim on
the merits, so we must defer under AEDPA. P1. op. 989-90 & n.5. That’s contrary
to the facts, because the last reasoned
decision of the state courts contains not a
single word about the Confrontation
Clause; it’s contrary to the concerns of
comity and federalism that motivated
AEDPA, because the state courts have
interpreted the Confrontation Clause as
Murdoch suggests; and it’s contrary to the
very essence of habeas review, because no
court will ever actually decide Murdoch’s
constitutional claim on the merits (unless
lightning strikes and the Supreme Court
intervenes).
a. Murdoch argued to the state courts
that his Sixth Amendment right to confrontation was violated when Dinardo was
allowed to testify, but could not be crossexamined about a letter he wrote exculpating Murdoch. Over the course of nearly
twenty pages, Murdoch argued to the state
court of appeal that "while the attorneyclient privilege is entitled to great deference, the privilege must nonetheless yield
when it clashes with more compelling Sixth
Amendment rights of a criminal defendant
to confrontation and cross-examination."
Opening Brief at 125, People v. Murdoch,
No. NA020621 (Cal.Ct.App. May 22, 1997).
He also argued that, if the privilege
couldn’t be forced to yield, "the constitutionally mandated solution to the dilemma
is to exclude the witness’ testimony." Id.
at 137 (emphasis in original). In other
words, Murdoch argued that either he
should have been allowed to cross-examine
Dinardo about the letter, or Dinardo’s testimony should have been excluded. These
arguments were backed up by plenty of
citations to federal cases like Douglas v.
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Alabama 380 U.S. 415, 85 S.Ct. 1074, 13None of the cases the court of appeal cites
L.Ed.2d 934 (1965), and Davis v. Alaska, apply the correct Sixth Amendment stan415 U.S. 308, 94 S.Ct. 1105, 39 L.Ed.2d 347
dard or do the relevant analysis. The
(1974). And they were slam-dunks under Federal Constitution isn’t mentioned, the
California cases like Vela v. Superior Confrontation Clause isn’t mentioned and
Court, 208 Cal.App.3d 141, 255 Cal.Rptr. there’s definitely no discussion of Douglas,
921 (1989), and People v. Mincey, 2 Cal.4th Davis, Vela or Mincey.
408, 6 Cal.Rptr.2d 822, 827 P.2d 388 (1992), If you wonder how this could have hapboth of which held that the Sixth Amend- pened, just read the state’s response brief
ment right to confrontation supersedes the in the court of appeal. Like the court of
attorney-client privilege.
appears opinion, it cites neither Vela nor
Murdoch took his appeal to the same Mincey. The state nowhere engages Murcourt of appeal that decided Vela, and his doch’s Sixth Amendment claim or so much
case was assigned to the very same divi- as mentions his Confrontation Clause arsion of that court. He opened his Con- guments about the letter. Response Brief
frontation Clause argument by citing Vel~ at 33-36, Murdoch, Nos. B100877 +.
and he even had two of the Vela justices
None of this could possibly be Muron his panel. Yet they did not discuss
Murdoch’s Confrontation Clause claim or doch’s fault; he couldn’t have done more to
distinguish Vela and Mincey. They sim- put the court of appeal on notice of his
ply ignored the issue, devoting not a single claim. Just look at the table of contents in
word to it over the course of a detailed his opening brief:
XI. EVEN IF DINARDO’S LETTER
thirty-page opinion that decided every one
WERE PRIVILEGED, APPELof Murdoch’s other claims. The court of
LANT’S 5TH AND 6TH AMENDappeal’s discussions of Murdoch’s claims
MENT RIGHTS TO A FAIR TRIAL
under the Fourth and Fourteenth AmendAND TO CONFRONT AND CROSSments consume almost seven pages. PeoEXAMINE THE CHIEF WITNESS
ple v. Murdoch~ No. NA20621, slip op. at
6-10, 19-20 (Cal.Ct.App. Mar. 26, 1998). AGAINST HIM WOULD TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER DINARDO’S ATIts analysis of Murdoch’s Ex Post Facto
TORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE UNClause argument takes up almost four
pages. Id. at 23-26. The Sixth Amend-DER THE PARTICULAR FACTS OF
THIS CASE
ment isn’t even mentioned.
The court of appears failure to discuss Id. at v. Murdoch’s reply brief even tried
the Confrontation Clause is all the more to "respectfully redirect[ ] the Court’s atconspicuous because its opinion addressed tention" to the sections of his opening brief
Murdoch’s other arguments about Dinar- that set out his Confrontation Clause argudo’s testimony and the letter; almost a ments, ones that the state’s brief had overthird of the opinion--nine pages--is devot- looked. Reply Brief at 54-56 & n.17, id.
ed to these topics. Id. at 14-19. Four Yet the court of appeal still decided his
and a half of those are specifically devoted case without any discussion or acknowlto Murdoch’s complaint that the letter was edgment of the Confrontation Clause.
improperly withheld. Id. at 14-19. But
We know they must have overlooked it,
these pages are filled with discussions of because California appellate courts can’t
California evidence law, the nature of the intentionally skip over any claims: The
attorney-client privilege under California California Constitution prohibits it. See 5
law and various state-law objections. Cal. Jur.3d Appellate Review § 706; see
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also Cal. Const. art. VI, § 14. To be sure, the California Supreme Court (Mincey).
something as concise as "Defendant’s re- Courts just don’t do that kind of work in
maining contentions do not merit discus- white ink.
sion" will suffice. See Lewis v. Superior
Not California Courts of Appeal at any
Court, 19 Cal.4th 1232, 1261-64, 82 Cal.rate. The requirement that they show
Rptr.2d 85, 970 P.2d 872 (1999); People v. they "necessarily and carefully analyzed
Rojas, 118 Cal.App.3d 278, 288-90, 173the contentions" in play is no mere formalCal.Rptr. 64 (Ct.App.1981). But someity. Rojas, 118 Cal.App.3d at 290. They
thing must be said to indicate that the
can be reversed for disregarding it. See
court is aware of the remaining issues and
Amwest
Sur. Ins. Co. v. Wilson, 11 Cal.4th
has resolved, rather than overlooked,
1243,
1266-68,
48 Cal.Rptr.2d 12, 906 P.2d
them. The court of appeal in this case
1112
(1995).
The
California Supreme
didn’t include even a catch-all line and
Court
has
called
this
requirement
an "[i]mthus, according to state law, must be preportant
incident[
]
of
the
right
to
appeal,"
sumed to have overlooked the unaddressed
one that’s "been in existence as to [the
issues.
California Supreme Court] since the adopIt’s not as though judges are immune
tion of the state Constitution of 1879 and
from making this kind of mistake. E.g.,
as to the Courts of Appeal since their
United States v. California, 558 F.2d 1347,
creation in 1904." People v. Medina, 6
1353 (9th Cir.1977) (noting on rehearing
that ’%re overlooked" an argument made Cal.3d 484, 489, 490 n. 5, 99 Cal.Rptr. 630,
"in [the] briefs on appeal"), rev’d~ 438 U.S. 492 P.2d 686 (1972) (internal citations
645, 98 S.Ct. 2985, 57 L.Ed.2d 1018 (1978);omitted). For us to presume that an unGeorge Pepperdine Found. v. Pepperdine, mentioned claim was rejected on the mer126 Cal.App.2d 154, 163-64, 271 P.2d 600its does not respect state law. It disdains
(1954) (noting on rehearing that, "[b]y in- it.
When a California court fails to mention
advertence," the court had "neglected" to
distinguish between two separate demur- a claim, at least in catch-all fashion, we can
rers); see also Fed. R.App. P. 40(a)(2); 5 be sure that it didn’t decide the claim.
Cal. Jur.3d Appellate Review § 723 (2009). And there is absolutely no authority for
Truth be told, it happens to all of us once the proposition that a totally unmentioned,
in a while.
and therefore undecided, claim can be
An oversight usually doesn’t make a dif- deemed to have been "adjudicated on the
merits" when state law would treat the
ference because issues insignificant enough
to escape notice are often meritless. See, claim as overlooked. See, e.g., 16A Federe.g., California, 558 F.2d at 1353; Pepper- al Procedure § 41:179 (L. ed., West 2010)
dine, 126 Cal.App.2d at 164, 271 P.2d 600. ("In making the determination of whether
But Murdoch had a winning argument an issue was ’adjudicated on the merits’ in
based on binding California case law inter- state court, the habeas court inquires into:
preting the federal Confrontation Clause-- (1) what state courts have done in similar
an argument the state effectively conceded cases .... "). The Supreme Court has held
by not responding to it. So, had the court that when a state court declines to reach
of appeal actually thought about that an issue because it erroneously concludes
claim, as it was required to, it would have it need not, our review is de novo. E.g.,
had to grant relief or disregard one of its Rompilla v. Beare~ 545 U.S. 374, 390, 125
own cases (Vela) while figuring out some S.Ct. 2456, 162 L.Ed.2d 360 (2005); Wigway to distinguish on-point precedent from gins v. Smith, 539 U.S. 510, 534, 123 S.Ct.
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2527, 156 L.Ed.2d 471 (2003). It makes nobers of Murdoch’s panel unanimously resense to treat an oversight born of negli- versed, based on the Confrontation Clause.
gence better than a mistake born of care- Id. at 151, 255 Cal.Rptr. 921.
ful, if ultimately incorrect, reasoning.
So, the times when the California courts
b. This case exemplifies the problem have actually adjudicated claims like Murwith deferring to the sounds of silence. doch’s, i.e., when there’s evidence they
Had the court of appeal thought about thought about the issue as in Vela and
Murdoch’s claim, it would have realized Mincey, they’ve decided that the Sixth
that binding case law resolved the key Amendment requires exactly what Murissue in Murdoch’s favor. Six years before doch claims it requires. To reach the opMurdoch filed his appeal, the California posite conclusion as the state judges did in
Supreme Court held that a trial court Vela, Mincey, etc., all in the name of deferred in upholding an assertion of attor- erence to those judges in Murdoch, does
ney-client privilege that conflicted with the not show deference. Nor does it further
Sixth Amendment. Mincey, 2 Cal.4th at
"comity, finality, and federalism."
463-64, 6 Cal.Rptr.2d 822, 827 P.2d 388.Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 420, 436, 120
The facts of Mincey will sound familiar: A S.Ct. 1479, 146 L.Ed.2d 435 (2000). It
witness, implicated in the crime for which subverts them.
Mincey was convicted, testified pursuant to
c. When a state court doesn’t decide a
a cooperation agreement. The witness
federal
claim but we defer nevertheless, a
had communications with her attorney
petitioner
is stripped of his right to have
that, the defense believed, would cast
some
court,
any court, determine whether
doubt on her credibility at trial. The dehe’s
"in
custody
in violation of the Constifense tried to question her about those
tution
or
laws
or
treaties of the United
statements, but she successfully asserted
States."
28
U.S.C.
§ 2241(c)(3). This upthe attorney-client privilege. In those presets
the
"delicate
balance"
struck by AEDcise circumstances--where cross-examinaPA
between
vindicating
the
rights of crimition as to attorney-client communications
nal
defendants
and
upholding
the authority
would have shed light on a witness’s bias-of
state
courts
as
the
primary
forum for
the highest court in California held that
adjudicating
these
rights.
Williams,
529
the trial court erred in sustaining the privU.S.
at
436,
120
S.Ct.
1479.
ilege. It did so based on the Confrontation Clause. Id. at 463-64, 6 Cal.Rptr.2d AEDPA vests the state courts with primary responsibility for determining wheth822, 827 P.2d 388.
Mincey is one in a string of California er a prisoner’s confinement violates the
cases to hold that the attorney-client privi- Constitution. See id. When states accept
lege, a creature of the law of evidence, this responsibility--as evidenced by their
must yield to a defendant’s right to effec- adjudication of a petitioner’s constitutional
tive cross-examination, a command of the claims on the merits--AEDPA requires us
Constitution. The next most striking ex- to accord great deference. 28 U.S.C.
ample is Vela. There the trial court sus- § 2254(d). When states don’t, AEDPA
tained an attorney-client privilege claim by deference doesn’t apply and we must re"the very police officers whose trial testi- view the claim de novo. E.g., Rompill~
mony will be necessary to prove the crimi- 545 U.S. at 390, 125 S.Ct. 2456; Wiggins,
nal charges filed against the defendants." 539 U.S. at 534, 123 S.Ct. 2527.
208 Cal.App.3d at 150, 255 Cal.Rptr. 921. This scheme preserves the essence of
The court of appeal including two mere- habeas review announced in Moore v.
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Dempsey, 261 U.S. 86, 91-92, 43 S.Ct. 265,Amendment rights were clearly violated.
67 L.Ed. 543 (1923) (Holmes, J.), because But I would rule for Murdoch even on the
it ensures that some court is open to replurality’s own terms, because it would
view the constitutionality of a petitioner’s have been an objectively "unreasonable apcustody. But if a federal court defers to a plication of ... clearly established federal
state that failed to decide a claim, no court law ... as determined by the Supreme
a prisoner may turn to will ever determine Court" for the California courts to conif his custody actually violates the Consti- clude otherwise. 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d)(1).
tution. By hypothesis the state courts
didn’t, and our review will be limited to a. The plurality concludes that the sudetermining whether there was an "unrea- premacy of the Sixth Amendment over
sonable" constitutional error. See Delgado California’s attorney-client privilege isn’t
v. Lewis, 223 F.3d 976, 981-82 (9th Cir."clearly established." P1. op. at 995-96.
2000). That’s probably why our colleagues "There are few subjects," however, "upon
in other circuits have refused to defer in which [the Supreme] Court and other
these circumstances, Lyell v. Renico, 470 courts have been more nearly unanimous
F.3d 1177, 1182 (6th Cir.2006) (Sutton, J.);than in their expressions of belief that the
Canaan u McBride, 395 F.3d 376, 382 (7th right of confrontation and cross-examinaCir.2005) (D.Wood, J.); Norde v. Keane, tion is an essential and fundamental re294 F.3d 401, 410 (2d Cir.2002) (Miner, J.);quirement for the kind of fair trial which is
G~uning v. DiPaolo, 311 F.3d 69, 71 & n. 5 this country’s constitutional goal." Point(1st Cir.2002) (Torruella, J.); Neill v. Giber v. Texas, 380 U.S. 400, 405, 85 S.Ct.
son, 278 F.3d 1044, 1053 (10th Cir.2001)
(Tacha, C.J.), and even less egregious 1065, 13 L.Ed.2d 923 (1965).
ones, Shelton v. Purkett, 563 F.3d 404, In Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36,
408-09 (8th Cir.2009) (Beam, J.);124 S.Ct. 1354, 158 L.Ed.2d 177 (2004), the
Henderson v. Cockrell, 333 F.3d 592, 600- Supreme Court held up the trial of Sir
01 (5th Cir.2003) (Jolly, J.); Fortini u Walter Raleigh as an example of what the
Murphy, 257 F.3d 39, 47 (1st Cir.2001)Sixth Amendment was supposed to pre(Boudin, C.J.); Hameen v. Delaware, 212 vent. Read Raleigh’s fate and consider
F.3d 226, 248 (3d Cir.2000) (Greenberg,what’s "clearly established" about the
J.); see also Bell v. Cone, 543 U.S. 447, Sixth Amendment:
460-61, 125 S.Ct. 847, 160 L.Ed.2d 881
(2005) (per curiam) (Ginsburg, J., concur- The most notorious instances of civil-law
examination occurred in the great politiring); Chadwick v. Janeckc~ 312 F.3d 597,
cal trials of the 16th and 17th centuries.
605-06 (3d Cir.2002) (Alito, J.).
One such was the 1603 trial of Sir Wal2. Merits. I would therefore decide
Murdoch’s Sixth Amendment claim de ter Raleigh for treason. Lord Cobham,
Raleigh’s alleged accomplice, had implinovo. Murdoch had no opportunity to
cated him .... Raleigh argued that
cross-examine effectively the key prosecuCobham had lied to save himself: "Cobtion witness about the primary issue reham is absolutely in the King’s mercy;
garding his credibility: whether he wrote
to excuse me cannot avail him; by aca letter admitting that his testimony
cusing me he may hope for favour." ...
against Murdoch was coerced and untrue.
[D]espite Raleigh’s protestations that he
This was not some remote inconsistency
regarding a minor detail irrelevant to guilt
was being tried "by the Spanish Inquisition," the jury convicted, and Raleigh
or innocence; this went to the heart of the
prosecution’s case. Murdoch’s Sixth
was sentenced to death.
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One of Raleigh’s trial judges later la- prudence like a series of unconnected conmented that "’the justice of England tests between the right to confrontation
has never been so degraded and injured and a particular rule of evidence: the Conas by the condemnation of Sir Walter frontation Clause v. the marital privilege;
Raleigh.’"
the Confrontation Clause v. the Fifth
Crawford, 541 U.S. at 44, 124 S.Ct. 1354 Amendment; the Confrontation Clause v.
(citations omitted). This history is not hearsay; etc. This way of looking at the
part of the rule announced in Crawford. Supreme Court’s cases is myopic and
It long predates it. See, e.g., California v. wrong.
Green, 399 U.S. 149, 157 n. 10, 90 S.Ct. The Supreme Court uses cases with dis1930, 26 L.Ed.2d 489 (1970).
crete facts to announce general principles.
So, if the Sixth Amendment has been AEDPA instructs state courts to reasonclearly established to mean anything, it’s ably apply those principles, see Williams
that the Cobhams and Dinardos of the v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 362, 412, 120 S.Ct.
world--defendants who implicate others as 1495, 146 L.Ed.2d 389 (2000), which the
accomplices to curry favor with the sover- Court defines as the "fundamental princieign-must either be subject to rigorous ples established by [its] most relevant
cross-examination or stand mute before precedents." Abdub-Kabir v. Quarterthe jury. There is a "basic understanding
man, 550 U.S. 233, 258, 127 S.Ct. 1654, 167
that when one person accuses another of a
L.Ed.2d 585 (2007) (emphasis added).
crime under circumstances in which the
"AEDPA does not require state and federdeclarant stands to gain by inculpating
al courts to wait for some nearly identical
another, the accusation is presumptively
factual pattern before a legal rule must be
suspect and must be subjected to the scrutiny of cross-examination." Lee v. Illinois, applied." Panetti v. Quarterman, 551
U.S. 930, 953, 127 S.Ct. 2842, 168 L.Ed.2d
476 U.S. 530, 541, 106 S.Ct. 2056, 90
L.Ed.2d 514 (1986). There is also a "basic 662 (2007) (internal citations and quotation
understanding" that forcing a witness to marks omitted); see also Lockyer v. Anconfront and explain his prior statements drade, 538 U.S. 63, 76, 123 S.Ct. 1166, 155
that contradict his testimony is the gold L.Ed.2d 144 (2003). The plurality’s insisstandard for effective cross-examination. tence that habeas petitioners produce a
See Harris v. New York, 401 U.S. 222, "’spotted calf’ on the precise issue at
hand" has no foundation in law. Bradley
223-26, 91 S.Ct. 643, 28 L.Ed.2d 1 (1971).
Nothing can deny a criminal defendant the v. Duncan, 315 F.3d 1091, 1101 (9th Cir.
right to have the government’s key witness 2002).
subject to this examination, certainly not
When there’s no case on point, AEDPA
"the vagaries of the rules of evidence." permits relief if "a state court either unCrawford~ 541 U.S. at 61, 124 S.Ct. 1354.reasonably extends a legal principle from
Not even a coordinate constitutional provi- [the Supreme Court’s] precedent to a new
sion. Harris, 401 U.S. at 225-26, 91 S.Ct.context where it should not apply or un643.
reasonably refuses to extend that principle
b. The plurality stumbles into error be- to a new context where it should apply."
cause it never takes AEDPA’s first step--- Williams, 529 U.S. at 407, 120 S.Ct. 1495
identifying the fundamental legal princi- (emphasis added). All of the Court’s Conples announced in the Supreme Court’s frontation Clause jurisprudence points to
cases. Instead, the plurality treats the one fundamental principle: Criminal deSupreme Court’s Sixth Amendment juris- fendants must be afforded the opportunity
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to effectively cross-examine the witnesses (citing Davis, 415 U.S. at 318, 94 S.Ct.
against them. E.g., Davis, 415 U.S. at 316, 1105). Even where the law that restricts
94 S.Ct. 1105; Pointer, 380 U.S. at 405, 85 cross-examination is a coordinate constituS.Ct. 1065; Douglas, 380 U.S. at 418-20, tional provision like the Fifth Amendment,
85 S.Ct. 1074. That, and nothing else, is admitting the witnesses’ testimony while
what needs to be "clearly established." upholding the privilege violates the ConSee Abdul-Kabir, 550 U.S. at 258, 127 frontation Clause. Douglas, 380 U.S. at
S.Ct. 1654.
420, 85 S.Ct. 1074. The plurality cites no
We can divine this "fundamental princi- cases--because none exist--where the Suple" solely from cases where a hearsay preme Court upheld the admission of testiexception or court procedure prevented ef- mony after a witness invoked a privilege
fective cross-examination, e.g., Lilly v. Vir- that prevented "impeach[ment] by use of
ginic~ 527 U.S. 116, 119 S.Ct. 1887, 144his earlier conflicting statements." HarL.Ed.2d 117 (1999); Coy v. Iowa, 487 U.S. ris, 401 U.S. at 226, 91 S.Ct. 643. No such
cases exist because "it is axiomatic that the
1012, 108 S.Ct. 2798, 101 L.Ed.2d 857
(1988). Williams instructs us to reason defendant may employ the witness’s prior
analogically, and it would be unreasonable inconsistent statements in order to imto refuse to extend the principle estab- peach" the witness’s testimony. United
lished in those cases to Murdoch’s case. States v. Adamson, 291 F.3d 606, 612 (9th
The right to cross-examination is "func- Cir.2002).
tional," and the harm to "reliability in ...
The plurality’s discussion of whether the
truth-finding," Kentucky v. Stincer, 482 attorney-client privilege is "worthy of
U.S. 730, 737, 107 S.Ct. 2658, 96 L.Ed.2d
greater protection" than a state’s marital
631 (1987), caused by denying a defendant privilege, pl. op. at 995, is utterly beside
access to a prior inconsistent statement by
the point. Surely neither is of higher digthe chief witness against him is far greater nity than the Fifth Amendment privilege-than the harm of allowing a witness to the granddaddy of all evidentiary privitestify behind a screen. Compare Coy, leges which nevertheless proved insuffi487 U.S. at 1020, 108 S.Ct. 2798, with Lee, cient to overcome the Confrontation
476 U.S. at 541, 106 S.Ct. 2056. See also Clause in Douglas. 380 U.S. at 420, 85
United States v. Mayans, 17 F.3d 1174, S.Ct. 1074. Even if the attorney-client
1184 (9th Cir.1994); Burr v. Sullivan, 618
privilege were of the same dignity as the
F.2d 583, 587 (9th Cir.1980).
Fifth Amendment, the need for "crossBut we need not look afield. The Su- examination and impeachment" would
preme Court has a specific category of overcome it. Harris, 401 U.S. at 223-26,
91 S.Ct. 643. As in Harris, it’s not an allConfrontation Clause cases that address
"restrictions imposed by law or by the trial or-nothing proposition: Murdoch could
court on the scope of cross-examination." have been allowed to cross-examine DinarStincer, 482 U.S. at 737, 107 S.Ct. 2658 do based on the letter, but Dinardo could
(internal quotation marks omitted). For have been allowed to retain a species of
example, the Court found a Confrontation use immunity, in that the letter could not
Clause violation where "defense counsel then be used by the state against him in a
was restricted by state confidentiality pro- criminal case. See, e.g., Bittaker v. Woodvisions from questioning a witness about ford, 331 F.3d 715, 721-25 (9th Cir.2003)
his juvenile criminal record, although such (en banc); see also People v. Hunter, 2005
evidence might have affected the witness’ WL 1377738, at *10 (Cal.Ct.App. June 10,
credibility." Id. at 738, 107 S.Ct. 2658
2005) (Kline, J., concurring).
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At any rate, this issue is much simpler If it is, the Supreme Court’s cases teach
than the plurality makes it out to be. Ei- that the testimony of the un-cross-examther an evidentiary privilege operates to ined witness can’t come in. We know this
deny an opportunity for effective cross- from Douglas, which dealt with just such
examination or it doesn’t; if it does, the an inviolable privilege--the Fifth AmendSixth Amendment prohibits both giving ef- ment. 380 U.S. at 420, 85 S.Ct. 1074.
fect to the privilege and admitting the Nothing in Swidler calls this remedy into
witness’s statements. The privilege may question, because Swidler dealt only with
yield or the witness may be excluded, but whether the privilege can be breached.
one or the other has to give. The bottom The prosecutors there weren’t trying to
line is clearly established by a long line of admit the privileged communications at triSupreme Court cases: A witness may not al; they were trying to learn of their contestify against a defendant in a criminal tents in furtherance of an investigation.
trial if that witness cannot be cross-examc. These "fundamental principles" of
ined effectively.
the right to confrontation have not escaped
Swidler & Berlin v. United States, 524 other federal courts of appeals. The SecU.S. 399, 408 n. 3, 118 S.Ct. 2081, 141ond Circuit has held that "where assertion
L.Ed.2d 379 (1998), is nowhere to the con- of the [attorney-client] privilege unduly retrary. The plurality relies on Swidler’s stricts a defendant’s cross-examination, the
supposed "reservation" of a question about
witness’ direct testimony may have to be
the attorney-client privilege as proof that stricken." United States v. Coven, 662
the superiority of the Bill of Rights over F.2d 162, 170-71 (2d Cir.1981). The SevCalifornia evidence law remains an open enth Circuit has affLrmed that "the right of
question. Obviously Swidler didn’t make confrontation conferred by the Sixth
any such reservation. First, Swidler was Amendment" can trump "[e]ven privileges
a case about whether the attorney-client recognized when the Constitution was
privilege survived the death of a client; it written," viz., the attorney-client privilege.
did not deal with a conflict between that United States v. Rainone, 32 F.3d 1203,
privilege and anyone’s constitutional 1206 (7th Cir.1994). And the Eleventh
rights. Id. at 401, 118 S.Ct. 2081. SecCircuit thinks the same, having held in
ond, even the petitioner in Swidler con- Jenkins v. Wainwright that "limitations on
ceded that the privilege could be breached questioning" based on the attorney-client
when a criminal defendant’s constitutional privilege are permissible only to the extent
rights are implicated. Id. at 408 n. 3, 118 that the court "permit[s] cross-examination
S.Ct. 2081. Third, the Supreme Court did sufficiently thorough to satisfy the sixth
not "reserve" a Sixth Amendment question amendment." 763 F.2d 1390, 1392 (llth
for another day; the Court’s opinion con- Cir.1985); see also Mills v. Singletary, 161
tains not a single word about the Confron- F.3d 1273, 1288 (llth Cir.1998). Until the
tation Clause. The Court simply noted plurality wreaked havoc with our law, we
that it did not "need to reach" the far were a comfortable member of this group.
broader question of when the attorney- Murdoch v. Castro, 365 F.3d 699, 702 (9th
client privilege must yield in the face of a Cir.2004). Many state courts have also
criminal defendant’s constitutional rights recognized that the attorney-client priviat trial. Id.
lege may not prevent effective cross-examBut again, all this is beside the point. It ination. Most significant of these for our
doesn’t matter if the attorney-client privi- case is California, see pp. 9052-53 supra
lege turns out to be the Rock of Gibralter. but it is hardly alone, see State v. Cascone,
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195 Conn. 183, 487 A.2d 186, 190-91 (1985);tered, had there been confrontation; such
Neku v. United States, 620 A.2d 259, 262- an inquiry would obviously involve pure
63 (D.C.1993). The plurality ignores these speculation." Coy, 487 U.S. at 1021-22,
voices by relying on a single footnote in an 108 S.Ct. 2798. Harmlessness "must
irrelevant Supreme Court case. If this is therefore be determined on the basis of
what the "clearly established law" test re- the remaining evidence." Id. at 1022.
quires, then AEDPA did not limit habeas Though the plurality purports not to reach
relief; it eliminated it.
this issue, there are rather large hints
d. The opportunity to cross-examine is throughout the opinion that Murdoch’s inaparticularly important when it can "ex- bility to cross-examine Dinardo was no big
pos[e] a witness’ motivation in testifying." deal. Nothing could be farther from the
Delaware v. Van Arsdall, 475 U.S. 673, truth.
678-79, 106 S.Ct. 1431, 89 L.Ed.2d 674 Consider what the trial would have
(1986) (internal quotation marks omitted). looked like sans Dinardo. Murdoch has
It’s all the more important when that wit- always steadfastly maintained his innoness is an accomplice cooperating with the cence. No physical evidence has ever
government. Lee, 476 U.S. at 541, 106
linked him to the crime. Four witnesses
S.Ct. 2056; see also Mayans, 17 F.3d at from the bar testified, but only three even
1184; Burr, 618 F.2d at 587. And Van
vaguely recognized Murdoch. And they
Arsdall holds--it "clearly establishes"-that "cutting off all questioning about an were highly equivocal. One patron said:
event that the State conceded had taken "It’s been 13 years. And I can’t be posiplace and that a jury might reasonably tive." Another could only say that Murhave found furnished the witness a motive doch looked "similar" to the gunman, befor favoring the prosecution in his testimo- cause "it was so many years ago."
ny" violates a defendant’s right to confront Though the plurality makes much of the
the witness. 475 U.S. at 679, 106 S.Ct. bartender’s identification of Murdoch, pl.
1431; see also Adamson, 291 F.3d at 612. op. at 987, she was shown Murdoch’s picture in a photo array immediately after the
Here, the state’s star witness wrote a robbery and didn’t recognize him. More
letter that, according to the prosecutor at
than a dozen years later, she points to the
trial, said "in sum and substance ... that
Mr. Dinardo was coerced by the police into only defendant in the courtroom and is
implicating defendant Murdoch in this sure it’s him. Weak tea. There was no
crime." "A reasonable jury might have way the prosecution could have gotten a
received a significantly different impres- conviction without a miracle called Dinarsion of [Dinardo’s] credibility" had they do.
But don’t take my word for it; just see
heard about it. Van Arsdal~ 475 U.S. at
680, 106 S.Ct. 1431. The trial judge de- what the trial judge, who presided both
nied Murdoch’s jury the chance. That over Murdoch’s case and Dinardo’s, has to
means Murdoch’s Sixth Amendment right say about it: "[U]nless the District Attorto confrontation was violated. Id.; Davis, ney has something more, I just wonder
415 U.S. at 318, 94 S.Ct. 1105. It would bewithout [Dinardo’s] assistance where
unreasonable to conclude otherwise.
they’re going." Appendix at 1010. He
When there has been a Confrontation notes that Murdoch’s prosecutors "have a
Clause error, we "cannot [consider] wheth- very difficult case without [Dinardo’s] aser the witness’ testimony would have been sistance." Id. That’s why the judge
unchanged, or the jury’s assessment unal- wanted "to be able--that there would be
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some agreement that might be beneficial there’s a huge difference between routine
to Mr. Dinardo and the prosecution." Id. impeachment for bias and specific evidence
at 1009. Just in case this was too subtle to that a witness has admitted that his trial
move Dinardo, the trial judge goes on to testimony is untrue and a product of coerexplain that he wants "to do something cion from the get-go. The Supreme Court
different," for Mr. Dinardo, rather than has long recognized the extraordinary efgive him the "set sentence" the law re- fect that a witness’s own inconsistent
quired upon conviction for first degree statement can have on a jury. In a case
murder. Id. at 1010. All of this was, asaddressing confessions, the Court held
he acknowledged, "not the judge’s prov- that a defendant’s own inconsistent stateince" and a matter "actually between at- ments are "probably the most probative
torneys." Id. But the trial judge also and damaging evidence that can be admitwanted Dinardo to know that "I have 90 ted against him." Arizona v. Fulminante,
days to change [your] sentence if anything 499 U.S. 279, 296, 111 S.Ct. 1246, 113
changes in the way of your mind" about L.Ed.2d 302 (1991) (internal quotation
testifying against Murdoch. Id. Dismarks omitted). The same, of course,
graceful.
would have been true for Dinardo. The
Denying Murdoch the right to confront letter was nothing less than a confession
Dinardo cannot have been an error harm- that Dinardo had lied about the central
less beyond a reasonable doubt. If the
matter of his testimony. No only that, but
state courts held otherwise which they the letter would have explained why Dididn’t they unreasonably applied law nardo was lying. It shows it wasn’t just
clearly established by the Supreme Court. the trial judge’s generous deal. The police
e. The court of appeal did not decide had pressured him from the outset.
Murdoch’s constitutional claim, so it’s unPlea bargains are cut every day and
clear whether the harmless-error standard jurors know it. A letter like Dinardo’s
of Brecht v. Abrahamson, 507 U.S. 619, comes along once in a lifetime. As Judge
631, 113 S.Ct. 1710, 123 L.Ed.2d 353
Bright put it in his powerful dissent, "[t]he
(1993), applies in place of the Chapman
letter and its disavowal of Murdoch’s instandard. See Fry v. Pliler, 551 U.S. 112,
volvement in the crime would have been
118-19, 127 S.Ct. 2321, 168 L.Ed.2d 16
the piece de r~sistance, leading inextrica(2007). But it makes no difference. Just
as it would be objectively unreasonable to bly to the conclusion that Dinardo was not
conclude that the error in this case was only generally unreliable but also untrustharmless beyond a reasonable doubt, see worthy regarding the one element of his
pp. 1006-07 supra, it’s obvious this error testimony that the jury (as its verdict demhad a "substantial and injurious effect or onstrates) must have believed." Murdoch,
influence in determining the jury’s ver- 489 F.3d at 1071. "The concluding quesdict." Brecht, 507 U.S. at 631, 113 S.Ct. tion on cross-examination of Dinardo
seems obvious: ’Were you lying then or
1710.
are you lying now?’ " Id. Forcing a witness
The plurality suggests that Murdoch
"succeeded in eliciting testimony that chal- to admit to the jury that he’s a liar is the
lenged Dinardo’s credibility as a witness," Holy Grail of cross-examination. What
so any error couldn’t have affected the Murdoch got instead was a paper cup.
jury’s verdict. P1. op. at 987. Even if that Surely there must be grave doubt
kind of argument could be made here, but whether the jury would have reached a
see Coy, 487 U.S. at 1022, 108 S.Ct. 2798,different result if the letter had been ad-
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mitted. Murdoch is entitled to a new trial 47, 73 Cal.Rptr.3d 605, 178 P.3d 1100
so that cross-examination the "greatest (2008). And even if the California courts
legal engine ever invented for the discov- would ordinarily have held that Murdoch’s
ery of truth," Green, 399 U.S. at 158, 90 claim was procedurally defaulted, the trial
S.Ct. 1930 (internal quotation marks omit- judge’s conduct in this case might have
excused any default. See People v. Hill,
ted)---can be allowed to do its work.
3. Procedural Default. Judge Silver- 17 Cal.4th 800, 820-22, 72 Cal.Rptr.2d 656,
man agrees that Murdoch was denied his 952 P.2d 673 (1998). These uncertainties
right to confrontation, but refuses relief would make me think long and hard
because Murdoch’s trial counsel "never whether, if California would hold that Mursought to strike Dinardo’s testimony." doch somehow procedurally defaulted his
Concurrence at 9045. Judge Silverman claim, that’s an "independent and adedoesn’t contest that Murdoch argued on quate" procedural bar to federal relief.
appeal that Dinardo’s testimony should Cf. Townsend v. Knowles, 562 F.3d 1200,
have been stricken. His problem with the 1207-08 (9th Cir.2009). I would also have
timing of Murdoch’s request must there- to consider whether Murdoch can excuse
fore sound in procedural default rather any default by showing cause and prejuthan exhaustion. In other words, Judge dice, particularly in light of the trial
Silverman seems to think that, because :judge’s conduct. Cf. Cook v. Schriro, 538
Murdoch didn’t move to exclude Dinardo’s F.3d 1000, 1025-26 (9th Cir.2008).
testimony at trial, his objection came too But I need not reach any of these diffilate--perhaps for failure to obey a contem- cult issues because procedural default is
poraneous objection rule or the like. State "’an affirmative defense, and the state has
and federal law of procedural default belie the burden of showing that the default
such a claim.
constitutes an adequate and independent
As far as Vela reveals, Murdoch re- ground’" for denying relief. Scott v.
quested at trial precisely the remedy pro- Schriro, 567 F.3d 573, 580 (9th Cir.2009)
vided for under California law. Striking a (quoting Insyxiengmay v. Morgan, 403
witness’s direct testimony isn’t the only F.3d 657, 665 (9th Cir.2005)) (emphasis in
way California could have observed the original). California didn’t argue to the
Sixth Amendment’s essential command. district court, and it hasn’t argued to us,
Vela holds as a matter of state law that, if that the state courts rejected Murdoch’s
necessary to permit effective cross-exami- Confrontation Clause claim on a procedurnation, California’s attorney-client privi- al ground (or even that they should have).
lege "must give way." 208 Cal.App.3d at Nor has the state argued, as Judge Silver150, 255 Cal.Rptr. 921. That’s exactlyman would hold, that Murdoch was rewhat Murdoch asked for at trial.
quired to request exclusion of the witness
I also doubt whether the California at trial and that his failure to do so bars
courts would have held Murdoch to any him from obtaining federal relief. That’s
default, if default there was. California the end of the road for any theory that
law says that "[a] defendant is not preclud- Murdoch should be denied relief because
ed from raising for the first time on appeal he didn’t ask for a particular remedy from
a claim asserting the deprivation of certain the state trial court. Chaker v. Crogan,
fundamental, constitutional rights." Peo- 428 F.3d 1215, 1220-21 (9th Cir.2005).
ple v. Ver~ 15 Cal.4th 269, 276-77, 62Habeas courts do not scour the record in
Cal.Rptr.2d 754, 934 P.2d 1279 (1997); seesearch of every conceivable defect in a
also People v. French, 43 Cal.4th 36, 46- petitioner’s presentation of a claim to the
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Appendix
state courts. Vela is but one example of
why: What we might require to preserve a
LONG BEACH CALIFORNIA;
claim is not always what the state courts
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER
would require. Compare Concurrence at
20, 1995
9044-45 with Velo, 208 Cal.App.3d at 151,
255 Cal.Rptr. 921.
P.M. SESSION
California is satisfied with the procedurDEPARTMENT SOUTH K HON.
al posture of this case. We are in no
CHARLES
D. SHELDON, JUDGE
position to disagree.
(APPEARANCES ARE HERETOFORE
Today we become the only court in the
NOTED.)
country to hold that a state court may
(THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS
adjudicate a constitutional claim "on the
WERE
HELD IN OPEN COURT:)
merits" by overlooking it, and then have
THE
COURT:
MR. DINARDO IS BEits carelessness rewarded with AEDPA’s
FORE
THE
COURT.
THE LAWYER IS
presumption that its adjudication was good
enough for government work. We defer HERE, TOO, MR. FULLER. MR. CARto a decision the state courts never made BAUGH IS HERE FOR THE PEOPLE.
to reach a result that the state’s highest
WE HAVE CONTINUED THIS A
court disagrees with. We fail to give ef- NUMBER OF TIMES. MR. FULLER:
fect to the plain meaning of the Confronta- JUST ONE MOMENT, YOUR HONOR.
tion Clause---one of the best-established THE COURT: GO AHEAD.
principles of Anglo-American law--on the
(THE DEFENSE COUNSEL SPEAKS
ground that it isn’t "clearly established."
WITH HIS CLIENT SOTTO VOCE.)
Any one of these errors would be remarkaMR. FULLER: WE ARE READY TO
ble, but their combination produces a truly
PROCEED.
spectacular miscarriage of justice.
THE COURT: THIS COURT WOULD
The purpose of AEDPA is to allow state
courts to operate in good faith. So, in the LIKE TO BE ABLE--THAT THERE
ordinary case, when a defendant has an WOULD BE SOME AGREEMENT
THAT MIGHT BE BENEFICIAL TO
unbiased judge and the state courts take
his constitutional claims seriously, we must MR. DINARDO AND THE PROSECUdefer even if we disagree on the merits. TION, BUT WHAT YVE HEARD INBut this isn’t an ordinary case. The state FORMALLY IS APPARENTLY WE’RE
trial judge coerced a key witness into testi- GOING FORTH WITH THE SENTENCfying and the state appellate judges never ING.
addressed the key claim on appeal. Cases
IS THAT TRUE MR. FULLER?
like this are the reason federal habeas
MR. FULLER: YES, YOUR HONOR,
exists. When a federal constitutional THAT IS.
claim falls through the cracks of a state’s
THE COURT: OKAY.
criminal justice system, federal courts
MR. CARBAUGH: AND I CAN SAY
must be there to catch it. No one else
can. Charles Murdoch certainly deserved THE PEOPLE ARE READY FOR SENbetter from the California courts. Ulti- TENCING. I CAN ALSO SAY THAT
mately, though, it is we who surely did let MR. FULLER AND I HAVE HAD
MANY DISCUSSIONS THAT I KNOW
him fall.
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HE’S COMMUNICATED TO MR. DI-FORTUNATELY FOR YOU, TECHNARDO, AND MR. DINARDO HAS NOLOGY HAS ADVANCED TO THE
CHOSE TO PROCEED THE WAY PUT-POINT WHERE YOU GOT ARRESTED
TING ME TO TRIAL. AND I BE-WAY LATE IN THE GAME.
LIEVE IN LAW AND ORDER. AND THE COURT MUST IMPOSE 25
THAT’S ABOUT IT.
YEARS TO LIFE FOR THE CONVICTHE COURT: WELL, AS I HAVETION OF THE JURY. THAT’S WHAT I
ALREADY INDICATED BY AN INDI-IMPOSE. I WILL STAY THE 12022
RECT RESPONSE TO MR. FULLER, ALLEGATION.
I
I THINK IT’S ONE
WOULD LIKE TO DO SOMETHINGYEAR. THAT STAY WILL BECOME
DIFFERENT,
MR.
DINARDO.PERMANENT WHEN YOU SERVE
YOU’VE PROBABLY BEEN TOLD IT’S
THE TERM THAT YOU ARE GOING
A SET SENTENCE. I HAVE TO GIVETO HAVE TO SERVE UNLESS SOMEIT. THE ONLY THING I CAN SAY IS ITHING CHANGES IN THE NEXT 90
HAVE 90 DAYS TO CHANGE THEDAYS.
SENTENCE IF ANYTHING CHANGES
$200 RESTITUTION FINE. 13967
IN THE WAY OF YOUR MIND OR
GOVERNMENT
CODE.
THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S MIND
WHEN
YOU
ARE
RELEASED ON
INSOFAR AS TRYING TO RESOLVE
PAROLE,
ANY
VIOLATION
OF
THIS WITH SOMETHING LESS THAN
TERMS
AND
CONDITIONS
OF
PATHE SET SENTENCE.
FRANKLY, FROM THE STAND- ROLE OR ANY LAW, YOU COULD GO
POINT OF THE OTHER TRIAL, UN-BACK TO PRISON FOR ADDITIONAL
LESS THE DISTRICT ATTORNEYTIME DURING THE TIME YOU ARE
HAS SOMETHING MORE, I JUST ON PAROLE.
WONDER WITHOUT YOUR ASSIS- ADDITIONALLY, IF YOU WANT TO
TANCE WHERE THEY’RE GOING;
APPEAL THE CONVICTION, THE
BUT MAYBE SOMETIMES CASES DE-SENTENCE OR BOTH, DON’T HAVE
VELOP AT THE LAST MINUTE. BUT,THE MONEY TO DO SO, AN ATTORTO MY KNOWLEDGE, I DON’T KNOWNEY WILL BE APPOINTED FOR YOU
OF ANY OTHER EVIDENCE. THEY
TO FILE THE APPEAL BETWEEN
HAVE A VERY DIFFICULT CASENOW AND 60 DAYS FROM NOW. AND
WITHOUT YOUR ASSISTANCE.
APPLY FOR AN ATTORNEY, IF YOU
BUT THAT’S ACTUALLY BETWEENWANT ONE, TO THE DISTRICT
ATTORNEYS, AND IT’S NOT THECOURT OF APPEALS.
JUDGE’S PROVINCE.
MR. FULLER: YOUR HONOR, SO
I WAS HOPING THERE WOULD BE THE RECORD IS COMPLETE, I AM
A RESOLUTION SO THAT I COULD AT THIS TIME FILING A NOTICE OF
SENTENCE YOU TO SOMETHINGAPPEAL WITH THIS COURT.
LESS, WHICH I WOULD PREFER TO THE COURT: THANK YOU.
DO FROM EVERYTHING ABOUT
THIS CASE, ESPECIALLY THE WE NEED A LOT OF CREDITS.
LENGTH OF TIME AND ALL THEHAVE YOU FIGURED THEM?
YEARS THAT YOU LIVED WHAT AP- MR. FULLER: NO, YOUR HONOR,
PEARS TO BE A LAW-ABIDING LIFE BUT I CAN FIGURE THEM IN 30 SECBEFORE YOU GOT ARRESTED. UN-ONDS.
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THE COURT: TELL THE CLERK
WHEN YOU DO THEM, AND SEE IF
MR. CARBAUGH AGREES; AND
THOSE WILL BE THE CREDITS.

Wesley SIMMONS, husband; Sharon
Simmons, wife, PlaintiffsAppellants,
Vo

MR. CARBAUGH: THANK YOU, NAVAJO COUNTY, State of ARIZONA;
YOUR HONOR.
Navajo County Board of Supervisors,
governing board of Navajo County,
(PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED.)
Arizona; Gary Butler, Sheriff of Navajo
County; David Burke, Jail ComTHOMAS, Circuit Judge, with whom
mander,
Navajo County; Reynolds,
McKEOWN, Circuit Judge, joins,
Lieutenant; A. Warren, Sergeant;
dissenting:
Deborah Jones, nurse and staff;
As Judge Tashima has pointed out, the
Kartchner, Dr. and staff; Genie GreaCalifornia Court of Appeal referenced
son, nurse, Defendants-Appellees.
Murdoch’s Confrontation Clause argument
in its decision and discussed the attorneyNo. 08-15522.
client privilege in quoting People v. GodUnited States Court of Appeals,
lewski~ 17 Cal.App.4th 940, 21 Cal.Rptr.2d
Ninth Circuit.
796, 800 (1993). Assuming, arguendo, that
the last reasoned state court opinion decidArgued and Submitted Sept. 3, 2009.
ed the Confrontation Clause argument on
Filed June 23, 2010.
the merits, and that our review is therefore not de novo, I would still conclude Background: Parents of pretrial detainee
that Murdoch is entitled to federal habeas who committed suicide while in custody
relief.
brought state-court action against various
For the reasons articulated by Chief jail personnel, their supervisors, and their
Judge Kozinski, the California Court of county employer, asserting claims under
Appeal decision was an objectively unrea- state tort law, § 1983, and the Americans
sonable application of clearly established with Disabilities Act (ADA). The United
federal law, as determined by the Supreme States District Court for the District of
Court of the United States in a long series Arizona, David G. Campbell, P.J., 2008 WL
of cases, including Crawford v. Washing- 343292, granted summary judgment in faton, 541 U.S. 36, 124 S.Ct. 1354, 158vor of defendants. Parents appealed.
L.Ed.2d 177 (2004), Davis v. Alaska 415Holdings: The Court of Appeals, O’ScannU.S. 308, 94 S.Ct. 1105, 39 L.Ed.2d 347
lain, Circuit Judge, held that:
(1974), and Douglas v. Alabama 380 U.S.
415, 85 S.Ct. 1074, 13 L.Ed.2d 934 (1965).(1) parents failed to establish that prison
nurses acted with deliberate indifferThus, I join parts 2(a)-(e) and part 3 of
ence, and
Chief Judge Kozinski’s dissent.
(2) detainee’s exclusion from outdoor recreation did not support parents’ failure to accommodate claim.

Affirmed in part, vacated in part, and remanded.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During his 2005 nomination hearing before the United States Senate, Chief
Justice John Roberts declared, "Judges are like umpires .... The role of an
umpire and a judge is critical. They make sure everybody plays by the rules, but
it is a limited role.’’~ Not all Supreme Court Justices have agreed with Roberts. In
Johnson v. United States, Felix Frankfurter insisted, "Federal judges are not
referees at prize-fights but functionaries of justice.’’~
Although the umpire analogy has broad appeal, the reality is that many
judges assume a role that goes far beyond that of a referee. "The great tides and
currents which engulf the rest of men, do not turn aside in their course, and pass
the judges by[,]" Benjamin Cardozo famously observed) Judges, Cardozo

* Attorney, Godfrey & Kahn, S.C.; J.D., Harvard Law School, 2005; Ph.D. University of WisconsinMadison, 2002.
1. Confirmation Hearing on the Nomination ~ John G. Roberts, Jr. to be Chief Justice of the United
States: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 109th Cong. 55 (2005), (statement of John G. Roberts,
Jr.).
2. 333 U.S. 46, 54 (1948) (Frankfurter, J., dissenting in part).
3. BENJAMIN N. CARDOZO, THE NATURE OF THE JUDICIAL PROCESS 168 (1921).
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2011 / Watergate, Judge Sirica, and the Rule of Law
stressed, "do not stand aloof on these chill and distant heights; and we shall not
help the cause of troth by acting and speaking as if they do.’’~
No event demonstrated that fact more dramatically than the most famous and
momentous political scandal in American history. The "Wars of Watergate," as
the historian Stanley Kutler has aptly described the epic 1970s political scandal,
posed the United States with its most severe constitutional crisis since the Civil
War.~ Watergate involved fundamental issues of executive privilege, the
separation of powers, presidential impeachment, and the rights of criminal
defendants. It triggered sweeping political and legal reforms, from campaign
finance to the independent counsel law. The scandal’s climactic outcome--the
resignation of a President--remains a singular event in the life of our nation.
A lone federal district court judge, John Sirica, stood at the center of the
Watergate storm. This Article examines the trial of the Watergate burglars, one
of the most important criminal proceedings in modem American history. Sirica
presided over the trial of five burglars arrested at the Democratic National
Committee headquarters in Washington’s Watergate office complex on June 17,
1972. The break-in was part of a political espionage campaign conducted by
aides to President Nixon, a fact that the administration would attempt feverishly
to hide from the courts. Within days of the burglars’ arrests, Nixon directed his
staff to obstruct the criminal investigation. By concealing the burglars’ ties to the
White House, Nixon hoped to preserve his reelection chances in the 1972
presidential campaign. The cover-up initially worked. Nixon won reelection in a
landslide, and investigators failed to establish any direct connection between the
burglars and the administration."
However, in January 1973, the truth began to emerge in Judge Sirica’s
courtroom. The burglars’ trial--and, in particular, Sirica’s highly unorthodox
approach to sentencing--shattered the administration’s wall of silence.7 The
original scope of the prosecution’s case focused solely on the break-in itself
rather than on the extent of the conspiracy behind it. But Sirica’s aggressive
intervention forced the truth out. The judge’s well-deserved reputation for harsh
sentences and his relentless questioning of the witnesses on the extent of the
Watergate cover-up spurred a race to the courthouse among key figures in the
Nixon Administration. Within weeks of the trial’s conclusion, White House
Counsel John Dean, Watergate burglar James McCord, and presidential aide Jeb
Stuart Magmder decided to cooperate with prosecutors and testify against the
administration.~ After the trial, the Senate established an investigative committee,

5. See generally STANLEY I. KUTLER, THE WARS OF WATERGATE: THE LAST CRISIS OF RICHARD NIXON
(1990) [hereinafter THE WARS OF WATERGATE].
6. See it~’ra Part II.A (detailing the break-in and the initial cover-up); see also infra Part IIl (examining
the collapse of the cover-up).
7. See infra Part III.B (detailing the sentencing), see also Part Ill.A. (detailing the trial’s role in breaking
down the wall of silence).
8. See FRED EMERY, WATERGATE: THE CORRUPTION OF AMERICAN POLITICS AND THE FALL OF
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and the Justice Department appointed a special prosecutor. The administration
fought for a year to prevent further exposure of its misdeeds, but the evidence of
criminal activity became overwhelming. On August 9, 1974, Nixon resigned, the
only President ever forced from office.
As a matter of public memory, Watergate has been celebrated as an example
of how the "system worked.’’~’ The battle over Watergate, historian Stanley Kutler
has observed, "offered eloquent testimony that the nation had a serious
commitment to the rule of law.’’1° In his autobiography, Judge Sirica asserted that
the scandal vindicated the judiciary’s role in exposing executive branch
wrongdoing. "Despite efforts in our executive branch to distort the truth, to
fabricate a set of facts that looked innocent," Sirica contended, "the court system
served to set the record straight.""
There is no question that Watergate’s ultimate outcome was just. As the
break-in vividly demonstrated, a lawless streak ran deep in the Nixon
Administration, starting with the President himself. Nixon fully understood the
legal significance of his actions. He was an honors graduate of Duke University
Law School’2 and in private practice had even argued a case before the Supreme
Court.’3 Although a highly intelligent attorney, Nixon neither respected nor
obeyed the law. The President deserved his fate.
But the rule of law in America is not based on outcomes. The rule of law
rests on the means used to achieve justice. A fair trial requires strict adherence to
the procedural and constitutional protections afforded to criminal defendants. To
a remarkable degree, the Watergate trial failed to meet those basic requirements,
particularly with respect to the fight of criminal defendants to remain silent. Just
as the Watergate scandal challenged the resilience of the American political
system, the burglars’ trial tested the limits of the American criminal justice
system.
Judge Sirica played a crucial role in the outcome of both the burglars’ trial
and the larger Watergate scandal. Had Sirica confined matters to the narrow case
brought against the burglars by the prosecution, the defendants may not have
talked, and Nixon might well have survived to serve out his second term. Sirica’s
pursuit of the truth in his courtroom riveted the nation. By openly challenging the
White House’s version of events, he galvanized public opinion against the
administration’s efforts to conceal its involvement in Watergate. But the
Watergate trial also raised profound questions about the proper role of a trial
RICHARD NIXON 298-300, 318-33, 364 (explaining the courtroom proceedings); see also KUTLER, THE WARS
OF WATERGATE, supra note 5, at 260-64.
9. THEODORE H. WHITE, BREACH OF FAITH: THE FALL OF RICHARD NIXON 222 (1975).
10. KUTLER, THE WARS OF WATERGATE, supra note 5, at 618.
1 I. JOHN J. SIRICA, TO SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT: THE BREAK-IN, THE TAPES, THE CONSPIRATORS,

THE PARDON 301 (1979).
12. STEPrtEN E. AMBROSE, NIXON: THE EDUCATION OF A POLITICIAN, 1913-1962, at 83 (1987).
13. STEPHEN E. AMBROSE, NIXON: THE TRIUMPH OF A POLITICIAN, 1962-1972, at 82 (1989) [hereinafter
THE TRH.~MPH OF A POLITICIAN].
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court judge. Sirica’s controversial tactics confronted the D.C. Circuit Court of
Appeals with a fundamental question: Is a judge always limited to the role of an
umpire, or, under certain circumstances of national importance, may a judge take
an active, investigatory role in the proceedings before the court? For his part,
Judge Sirica had no doubt what the answer to that question was. Indeed,
Watergate demonstrated that, within the confines of the courtroom, the authority
of a trial court judge far exceeds that of the President of the United States. ~4
Consequently, the trial’s historical legacy remains profoundly ambiguous. By
forcing the burglars to cooperate with investigators, Sirica helped drive a
criminal administration from office. But in the process, Sirica’s intimidation of
the defendants violated basic principles of judicial fairness and impartiality.
Indeed, from the outset Sirica abandoned any pretense of impartiality. He worked
with investigators to find ways to force the defendants to talk, and even
counseled the prosecutors regarding trial strategy. Most troubling of all, at
sentencing, Sirica imposed thirty-to-forty-year prison terms--far out of line with
what the severity of the crime merited--to coerce the defendants into cooperating
with prosecutors and Senate investigators. Sirica’s abusive use of his sentencing
powers flagrantly disregarded the Fifth Amendment right against selfincrimination and the Sixth Amendment right to trial by jury.~~
In the end, Judge Sirica approached the case with an agenda of his own, one
that was more aggressive than even that of the prosecution. The judge was far
from a mere "umpire" in the proceedings. Justice Frankfurter’s description of
judges as "functionaries of justice" perfectly captured Sirica’s conception of his
own role during the Watergate trial. Yet, as Judge Learned Hand once observed,
"Prosecution and judgment are two quite separate functions in the administration
of justice; they must not merge.’’1~ Although Sirica’s ends were laudable-exposing a criminal conspiracy that reached to the highest levels of the White
House--the means by which the court achieved its goals were deeply
problematic. The "system" may have worked in Watergate, but only in the final
result.

II. THE CRIME
A. The Watergate Break-In
In 1968, the Republican nominee Richard Nixon won the presidency by a
razor-thin margin over his Democratic opponent, Vice President Hubert
Humphrey.’7 The close outcome made a deep impression on Nixon, which lasted

14. See infra Part II (examining Sirica’s intervention in the trial).
15. See id. (examining the trial and sentencing).
16. United States v. Marzano, 149 F.2d 923, 926 (2nd Cir. 1945).
17. AMBROSE, TRI? TRIUMPH OF A POLITICIAN, supra note 13, at 220 (Nixon won by less than one
percentage point).
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throughout his first term in office. He and his top aides feared the 1972 campaign
would be equally tight.~s Therefore, in 1971, the administration secretly took
steps to enhance President Nixon’s reelection prospects.19 Those steps led directly
to Watergate.
The Watergate burglary was the brainchild of former FBI agent G. Gordon
Liddy and retired CIA operative E. Howard Hunt.~-° A graduate of Fordham Law
School, Liddy had served as Bureau Supervisor for the FBI headquarters in
Washington.~’ During his CIA career, Hunt participated in the 1954 overthrow of
the left-wing government in Guatemala and the failed 1961 Bay of Pigs Invasion
of Cuba.22 Liddy and Hunt met when they both went to work for the White House
during President Nixon’s first term in office.2~
As their first assignment on the administration’s behalf, Liddy and Hunt led a
"White House Special Investigation Unit," known informally as the White House
"Plumbers.’’24 Leaks to the press obsessed the President and his senior aides.25
White House paranoia over internal leaks reached a peak in 1971, when a
Defense Department consultant, Daniel Ellsberg, leaked a classified Pentagon
report on the Vietnam War to the New York Times.~6 On the orders of senior
Nixon aides, Liddy and Hunt organized a burglary of the offices of Ellsberg’s
psychiatrist, Dr. Lewis Fielding, in an effort to steal Ellsberg’s medical records.
The Plumbers hoped the records would discredit Ellsberg.27
Although the Fielding break-in failed to produce useful information on
Ellsberg, the Plumbers’ efforts caught the attention of the Committee for the
Reelection of the President (CRP), a fundraising organization supporting the
President’s 1972 reelection campaign.2s The CRP enlisted Liddy and Hunt to
conduct political intelligence operations against the Democratic Party and its
presidential nominee, George McGovern.29 Knowledge of Liddy and Hunt’s

18. SAM J. ERVIN, JR., THE WHOLE TRUTH: THE WATERGATE CONSPIRACY 3 (1980).
19. United States v. Haldeman, 559 F.2d 31, 52 (D.C. Cir. 1976).
20. ld.; see also H.R. REP., IMPEACHMENT OF RICHARD M. NIXON, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES:
THE FINAL REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY 55-56 (1975) [hereinafter FINAL REPORT].
21. G. GORDON LIDDY, WILL: THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF G. GORDON LIDDY 53, 58, 93 (1980).
22. JIM HOUGAN, SECRET AGENDA: WATERGATE, DEEP THROAT AND THE CIA 4-5 (1984).
23. See FINAL REPORT, sapra note 20, at 51 (noting that Hunt was Liddy’s chief assistant); see also
LIDDY, supra note 21, at 148.
24. Haldeman, 559 F.2d at 54-55 n.16 ("The Unit was named the ’Plumbers’ since its mission was to
stop leaks of classified information.").
25. ROBERT DALLEK, NIXON AND KISSINGER: PARTNERS IN POWER 315-16 (2007).
26. ld. at 310-12.
27. U.S.v. Barker, 546 F.2d 940, 943 (D.C. Cir. 1976).
28. Id. at 944; JEB STUART MAGRUDER, AN AMERICAN LIFE: ONE MAN’S ROAD TO WATERGATE 170173 (I 974).
29. See Haldeman, 559 F.2d at 52 ("Gemstone was the brainchild of G. Gordon Liddy, CRP’s general
counsel, who had been hired in late 1971 to develop plans for gathering political intelligence and for countering
demonstrations.").
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activities reached as high as Attorney General John Mitchell.~° Although Mitchell
rejected Liddy and Hunt’s more ambitious plans--which included kidnapping
anti-war protesters, using prostitutes to blackmail Democratic officials, and
firebombing the Brookings Institution, a liberal think tank in Washington--the
Attorney General approved a scaled-down political espionage campaign, codenamed GEMSTONE.3’ One of the first missions of the GEMSTONE conspirators
was to wiretap the phones at the Democratic National Committee (DNC)
headquarters at the Watergate.3~"
Liddy and Hunt assembled a team of covert operatives headed by former
CIA agent James McCord.33 A lieutenant colonel in the United States Air Force
Reserve, McCord was the security coordinator for the CRP.~ Besides McCord,
the burglary team consisted of four individuals with ties to both the anti-Castro
Cuban community and the CIA: Bernard Barker, Frank Sturgis, Eugenio
Martinez, and Virgilio Gonzalez.3~ Martinez and Barker had also participated in
the break-in at Dr. Fielding’s office.3~ Hunt told the burglars that they were part
of a classified national intelligence program, and that the Watergate break-in was
necessary to protect America from a "Communist conspiracy.’’~7
The first Watergate break-in occurred on May 28, 1972.~8 McCord and his
team entered the offices in the middle of the night and bugged selected DNC
phones.39 However, the eavesdropping devices did not work as planned,
necessitating a second break-in.*~ In addition, Jeb Stuart Magruder, the Deputy
Director of the CRP, instructed Liddy that the burglars needed to photograph
files in DNC Chairman Lawrence O’Brien’s office.4~ To improve their electronic

30. FINAL REPORT, supra note 20, at 56, 58.
31. ld. at 56-58; LIODY, supra note 21, at 171-72, 196-98.
32. L~DDY, supra note 21, at 181-86, 219.
33. ld. at 191; see also JAMES W. MCCORD, JR., A PIECE OF TAPE: THE WATERGATE STORY 16-19
(1974) (examining the meetings between Liddy and McCord).
34. CARL BERNSTEIN & BOB WOODWARD, ALL THE PRESIDENT’S MEN 20-21 (1974).
35. United States v. Haldeman, 559 F.2d 31, 52 n.9 (D.C. Cir. 1976); see also MCCORD, supra note 33,
at 23 (noting that throughout Watergate, the national press and Senate investigators referred to them as the
"Cubans.").
36. United States v. Barker, 546 F.2d 940, 944 (D.C. Cir. 1976).
37. United States v. Barker, 514 F.2d 208, 217 (D.C. Cir. 1975); BERNSTEIN & WOODWARD, supra note
34, at 234.
38. MCCORD, supra note 33, at 25.
39. ld.; see also LIDDY, supra note 21, at 233.
40. LIDDY, supra note 21, at 234-35. The lack of a clear explanation of the second bugging’s purpose
has given rise to a wide range of theories about the break-in, none of which have produced anything more than
circumstantial and speculative evidence. See, e.g., HOUGAN, supra note 22, at 161-75 (detailing the problems
with the initial bugging and the decision to make another break-in); Phil Stanford, Watergate Revisited: Did the
Press---and the Courts--Really Get to the Bottom of History’s Most Famous Burglary?, 24 COLUM.
JOURNALISM REV. 46, 46-49 (1986) (noting that a sex scandal might have prompted the break-in); LEN
COLODNY & ROBERT GETTLIN, SILENT COUP: THE REMOVAL Ol~ A PRESIDENT (1992) (putting forth alternate
explanations about the break-in).
41. LIDDY, supra note 21, at 237.
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collection efforts and to satisfy Magmder’s request, McCord’s team broke into
the Watergate for a second time on June 1 7.42
The second Watergate break-in resulted in disaster for the burglars and the
Nixon Administration. After twice finding tape on the lock of an interior door, a
night watchman notified police of a possible burglary in progress.43 At 2 a.m. on
June 17, D.C. police caught the burglars while they were still inside the DNC
offices.44 None of them resisted arrest.4~ Monitoring the break-in from two
neighboring hotels, Liddy, Hunt, and McCord’s associate, Alfred Baldwin, a
former FBI agent, escaped the scene.46
They would not remain free for long. As Jeb Stuart Magruder later observed,
"McCord’s arrest was a disaster, because he was CRP’s security chief; the
Cubans might not even know whom they had been working for, but McCord
would be very hard to explain away.’’47 Compounding the White House’s
problems, the burglars left a long trail of evidence behind them. Police
confiscated an address book from one of the burglars that included Hunt’s name
and his White House phone number.~8 Investigators also turned up a key to the
hotel room where Liddy and Hunt had observed the break-in.49 Most critical of
all, the police found thousands of dollars in cash on the burglars, and in Hunt’s
hotel room."" The FBI traced the money to the Miami bank account of the CRP,
an account controlled by Bernard Barker, one of the burglars.~1 The ringleaders’
predicament turned from bad to worse when, in exchange for immunity from
prosecution, Baldwin agreed to testify against Liddy and Hunt.~2 On September
15, 1972, a grand jury indicted Hunt, Liddy, McCord, and the Cubans on charges
of conspiracy, burglary, and illegal interception of electronic communications.53
In response, the White House mounted an epic stonewalling campaign.~4 As
Jeb Stuart Magruder later acknowledged, the cover-up "was immediate and

42. ld.
43.

EMERY, supra note 8, at 132-33.

44. MCCORD, supra note 33, at 29-31.
45.

ld. at 31; see also Lawrence Meyer, Wutergate Defendant Claims ’Bugs’ Legal, WASH. POST, Jan.

17, 1973, at A1 (discussing the arrest of the Watergate burglars).
46. See E. HOWARD HUNT WITH GREG AUNAPU, AMERICAN SPY: MY SECRET HISTORY IN THE CIA,
WATERGATE, AND BEYOND 212 (2007); see also LIDDY, supra note 21, at 246; McCORD, supra note 33, at 32.
47. MAGRUDER, supra note28.

48. EMERY, supra note 8, at 148.
49. LIDDY, supra note 21, at 245.
50. /d. at 262; see also EMERY, supra note 8, at 148; Meyer, supra note 45.
51. See United States v. Liddy, 509 F.2d 428, 433 (D.C. Cir. 1974) (explaining Liddy’s role in
converting Mexican checks into cash); FINAL REPORT, supra note 20, at 70-71 ; KEITH W. OLSON, WATERGATE:
THE PRESIDENTIAL SCANDAL THAT SHOOK AMERICA 47-48 (2003).

52. EMERY, supra note 8, at 212.
53.

Liddy, 509 F.2d at 431 ; United States v. Barker, 514 F.2d 208,212 (D.C. Cir. 1975).

54. United States v. Haldeman, 559 F.2d 31, 53-55 (D.C. Cir. 1976) (detailing the early steps taken in
the cover-up).
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automatic; no one ever considered that there would not be a cover-up.’’~~ An
arrogant sense of self-confidence informed the administration’s decision. "It
seemed inconceivable," Magruder later wrote, "that with our political power we
could not erase this mistake we had made.’’’~6 Although Hunt had an office at the
White House and Liddy served as the CRP’s general counsel, Nixon’s Press
Secretary Ron Ziegler publicly declared that no one in the administration had any
role in Watergate.v Ziegler characterized the break-in as a "’third-rate burglary’"
unworthy of serious press attention?s
The denials worked. By the fall of 1972, the Watergate scandal faded from
public attention. At the cover-up’s outset, Nixon himself did not see the burglars’
arrests as a threat to his presidency. As a June 1972 recording from the Oval
Office’s audio-taping system later revealed, Nixon spent only six minutes
discussing the cover-up during one of his earliest post-burglary strategy
sessions.~9 In casual fashion, he ordered his aides to cover up White House
involvement and obstruct the investigation.6° He then spent an hour discussing
unrelated topics.~’ Nixon was confident that investigators would never unearth
the full scope of his administration’s role in the scandal.
For months, Nixon’s confidence seemed well-founded. After announcing the
indictments in September 1972, the Justice Department declared, "We have
absolutely no evidence to indicate that any others should be charged.’’62 That
evening, White House Counsel John Dean assured the President that the "two
former White House people" who were indicted--Hunt and Liddy--were "low
level."63 Dean concluded that prosecutors did not have "very much of a tie" to the
White House.64 "Phase one of the cover-up was a success," Dean later recalledJ’~
"The doors that led to Magruder, Mitchell and many others were closed, at least
for the present.’’~6 Nixon, however, left nothing to chance. To ensure the burglars’
silence, the administration secretly funneled $187,000 in cash to them as they
awaited trial.~7

55. MAGRUDER, supra note 28, at 220.
56. ld.
57. AMBROSE, THE TRIUMPH Ol~ A POLITICIAN, supra note 13, at 567.
58. EMERY, supra note 8, at 161.
59. RAYMOND PRICE, WITH NIXON 360 (1977).
60. STANLEY 1. KUTLER, ABUSE OF POWER: THE NEW NI×ON TAPES 67-70 (1998) [hereinafter ABUSE
OF POWER] (detailing a recorded conversation between Nixon and Halderaan on June 23, 1972); see also
WHITE, supra note 9, at 164.
61. PRICE, supra note 59, at 359-60.
62. AMBROSE, THE TRKJMPH OF A POLITICIAN, supra note 13, at 608.
63. KUTLER, ABUSE OF POWER, supra note 60, at 151.
64. ld.
65. JOHN DEAN III, BLIND AMBITION: THE WHITE HOUSE YEARS 133 (1976).
66. Id.
67. United States v. Haldeman, 559 F.2d 31,56 (D.C. Cir. 1976).
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On October 3, 1972, the House Banking Committee rejected the request of
Rep. Wright Patman of Texas for subpoena power to investigate Watergate.68
One month later, Nixon won reelection with sixty percent of the popular 69
vote.
He also carried forty-nine of fifty states, one of the biggest landslides in history.7°
As 1972 drew to a close, Watergate seemed destined to be a footnote in the
history of Richard Nixon’s presidency.
B. The Judge
In January 1973, seven defendants went on trial for the Watergate break-in:
the two ringleaders, Hunt and Liddy, and the five burglars, McCord, Sturgis,
Gonzalez, Martinez, and Barker.71 Watergate prosecutors Earl Silbert, Seymour
Glanzer, and Donald Campbell, served in the United States Attorney’s Office,
which reported to the Nixon Justice Department.72 Although Mitchell had
resigned as Attorney General, his replacement, Richard Kleindienst, was a Nixon
ally.7~ The day after the burglars’ arrests, Liddy informed Kleindienst of the
CRP’s role in the Watergate break-in.74 According to Liddy, Kleindienst
responded by stressing that protecting the President was his top priority.7~
Through its control of the Justice Department, the Nixon Administration seemed
well-positioned to limit the scope of the investigation.
No one appreciated the risk of White House interference more than Judge
Sirica. Although a Republican himself, Sirica suspected a wide-ranging
conspiracy reaching deep into the Nixon Administration.76 Consequently, he saw
exposure of the cover-up as a principal goal of the criminal trial. "From the
beginning," Sirica later wrote, "it was my hope that the trial would bring out the
truth, that, within the framework of the law, the trial would be the forum in which
the unanswered questions of Watergate would be answered.’’77 Sirica reasoned
that with no congressional investigation underway, "It]he United States District
Court was left as the only branch of government trying to get to the bottom of
Watergate.’’Ts The judge had no doubt who the principal antagonist was in his
pursuit of the truth. Writing about the burglars’ trial years later, Sirica revealed,

68. EMERY, supra note 8, at 219-20.
69. AMBROSE, THE TRIUMPH OF A POLITICIAN, supra note 13, at 651.
70. Id.
71. United States v. Barker, 514 F.2d 208, 212 (D.C. Cir. 1975).
72. KISI’LER, THE WARS OF WATERGATE, supra note 5, at 209; see also BERNSTIEN & WOODWARD,
supra note 34, at 230.
73. See EMERY, supra note 8, at 171-72 (noting that Kleindienst would have rather resigned than
prosecuted his predecessor Mitchell).
74. LIDDY, stq~ra note 21, at 252.
75. ld. at 252-253.
76. SIR!CA, supra note 11, at 44, 62.
77. ld. at 61-62.
78. Id. at 52.
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"On more nights than I now care to remember, I would wake up after only a few
hours of sleep, my heart racing, wondering what new stumbling block President
Nixon and his associates would throw in front of me the next day.’’79
Sirica was an unlikely hero. He had an undistinguished record on the bench,u°
A graduate of Georgetown, Sirica spent 30 years in private practice before
President Eisenhower appointed him to the federal bench in 1957.s~ During his
years as a federal district court judge, Sirica had a remarkably high rate of
reversal by appellate courts.8~" His errors often involved basic procedural
mistakes. In one case, Sirica denied a foreign corporation’s motion to quash
service of process even though none of its officers, agents, or employees had
been served with the plaintiff’s complaint.~~ In another, Sirica dismissed a
Maryland plaintiff’s case on grounds of forum non conveniens, despite the fact
that the plaintiff’s car accident occurred in the District of Columbia, D.C.
residents witnessed the accident, D.C. police investigated the accident, and D.C.
doctors treated the plaintiff’s injuries.~4
Sirica believed that as a trial court judge, he had "to more or less shoot from
the hip.’’8~ His principal notoriety stemmed from his nickname "Maximum John,"
a product of his penchant for imposing long prison sentences.86 His strong
inclination in favor of stiff sentences would prove crucial during the trial’s
aftermath.
In the trial of the Watergate burglars, Sirica faced the greatest challenge of
his career. Intense public interest in the case meant that Sirica’s actions would be
more closely scrutinized than ever before. The magnitude of the challenge
became clear even before the trial began. In December 1972, Washington Post
reporters Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein contacted members of the grand
jury in an effort to discover the nature and content of the evidence the
prosecutors had presented.87 When Sirica learned of the reporters’ efforts to
interview the jurors, he threatened to send Woodward and Bernstein to jail.8~
Only the intervention of the Post’s attonaey Edward Bennett Williams--a close
friend of Sirica’s--and the prosecution’s recommendation of leniency kept the

79.
80.

ld. at 297.
See Harvey Katz, Some Call It Justice: A Special Report on Washington Area Judges, 5
WASHINGTONIAN 46, 52 (Sept. 1970) (noting that Sirica had a high reversal rate, and was known for making
careless mistakes).
81. SIRICA, supra note I I, at 26, 39.
82. EMERY, supra note 8, at 237; see also KUTLER, THE WARS OF WATERGATE, sttpra note 5, at 260.
83. See generally DeSanno & Son, Inc. v. Brown, 313 F.2d 898 (D.C. Cir. 1963) (reversing Sirica’s
decision).
84. Caspar v. Devine, 257 F.2d 197, 198 (D.C. Cir. 1958).
85. SIRICA, supra note 11, at 72.
86. Peter Osnos, Unanswered Questions Plague a Tough Judge, WASH. POST, Mar. 24, 1973, at A10;
see also EMERY, supra note 8, at 238.
87. BERNSTEIN & WOODWARD, supra note 34, at 207-11.
88. SIR1CA, supra note 11, at 54-55.
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journalists out of jail.89 Nevertheless, despite the judge’s admonition, Washington
Post editor Ben Bradlee directed his reporters to leave no stone uncovered in
their pursuit of the story.~ Indeed, the media’s scrutiny of the case would only
intensify in the weeks ahead.
The White House posed the most daunting obstacle to Sirica’s pursuit of the
truth. Nixon’s aides worked behind the scenes to maintain the burglars’ silence
and to cover up all traces of the administration’s involvement. Shortly after the
burglars’ arrests, Henry Petersen, head of the Justice Department’s Criminal
Division, promised White House Counsel John Dean that the prosecutors would
not mount a "’fishing expedition.’’’91 According to Dean, Petersen assured him
that Earl Silbert, the chief Watergate prosecutor, was only "investigating a breakin... he knows better than to wander off beyond his authority .... ,92 One month
after the Watergate break-in, Chief of Staff Robert Haldeman assured the
President that the Justice Department would not pursue investigative leads to the
White House. Haldeman informed Nixon that Petersen was "directing the
investigation along the channels that will not produce the kind of answers we
don’t want produced.’’9~ Haldeman also reported that Petersen believed the
prosecutors "all are of the view that they don’t want to indict the White House,
they only want to indict the--they want to tighten up that case on that criminal
act and limit it to that to the degree that they can ,,94
....
Although he knew the reverse to be true, Attorney General Kleindienst
publicly declared "the [Watergate] investigation was ’one of the most intensive,
objective, and thorough investigations in many years.’’’9~ Meanwhile, in the D.C.
Jail, G. Gordon Liddy made plans to kill his fellow inmate and Watergate coconspirator Howard Hunt, if necessary, to prevent Hunt from exposing the
96
President’s involvement in the cover-up.
With its attention focused on the prosecutors, the administration never
considered the possibility of an investigation mounted by the judicial branch. As
Sirica later explained:
The whole case looked more and more like a big cover-up .... Perhaps
some other federal judges would have limited themselves to ruling on
objections. But one of the reasons I had always wanted to be a federal

89. Id.; see also EVAN THOMAS, THE MAN TO SEE: EDWARD BENNETT WILLIAMS ULTIMATE INSIDER;
LEGENDARY TRIAL LAWYER 276-77 ( 1991 ).
90.

BEN BRADLEE, A GOOD LIFE: NEWSPAPERING AND OTHER ADVENTURES 346 (1995).

91.
92.
93.
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ld.
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judge was that, damn it, nobody could stop me from asking the right
97
questions.
His efforts to do so would transform the Watergate case from a "thirdrate burglary" into the political scandal of the century.
III. THE JUDGE AS INVESTIGATOR

A. The Scope of the Prosecution ’ s Case
As the White House had hoped, prosecutors initially took a narrow view of
the case. Unable to produce evidence of a broader cover-up, the U.S. Attorney’s
Office focused on the immediate facts at hand: the incontrovertible evidence that
five burglars had broken into the DNC offices; the circumstantial evidence that
they had broken in for the purposes of electronic eavesdropping; and the
mounting evidence that Liddy and Hunt had directed the burglary.98
The judge was not pleased. Before empanelling the jury, Sirica made clear
his unhappiness with the prosecution’s approach. On December 4, 1972, he
convened a pre-trial hearing on the planned exhibits. At the judge’s insistence,
the conversation moved to substantive matters. Sirica pressed Silbert "to trace the
money found on the defendants.’’99 In response, Silbert noted that he lacked
evidence identifying the ultimate source of the burglars’ funds as well as their
motive for bugging the DNC headquarters.’’~’ Although the judge conceded that
"technically, they didn’t have to prove a motive, only that seven men were guilty
of the charges against them[,]" he urged the prosecutors to drill deeper.1°1 In open
court, Sirica declared, "This jury is going to want to know[:] what did these men
go into that headquarters for? . . . Was their sole purpose political espionage?
Were they paid? Was there financial gain? Who hired them? Who started this?’’~°2
Although the prosecution declined to follow his advice, the judge refused to
take no for an answer. He again met in chambers with Silbert a few days before
the trial began.1°~ According to Sirica’s memoirs, he told Silbert, "Earl, look,
you’ve got a great opportunity in this case if you go fight down the middle, let
the chips fall where they may. Don’t let anybody put any pressure on you.’’"~ The

97. SIRICA, supra note 11, at 74-75.
98. See generally United States. v. Barker, 514 F.2d 208, 212 n.5 (D.C.Cir. 1975); United States v.
McCord, 509 F.2d 334 (D.C.Cir. 1974); United States v. Liddy, 509 F.2d 428 (D.C.Cir. 1974); United States v.
Hunt, 514 F.2d 270 (D.C.Cir. 1975).
99. SIRICA, supra note 11, at 56.
100. ld. at 57.
101. ld.
102. Bob Woodward & Carl Bernstein, Watergate Trial Judge Wants ’Exploration’, WASH. POST, Jan.
10, 1973, at AI5.
103. SIRICA, supra note 1 I, at 58.
104. ld.
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judge told Silbert about his own days as a prosecutor investigating corruption at
the Federal Communications Commission. Sirica wanted Silbert to know of his
own "direct experience" with exposing "cover-ups.’’~°~ In his autobiography, the
judge explained, "I wanted the young prosecutor to know just how white-washers
[sic] were engineered.’’’°’~
Sirica’s account suggests that he and Silbert met alone. If that was in fact the
case, it constituted an ex parte communication in clear breach of the Code of
Judicial Conduct. Although the Watergate trial long predated the District of
Columbia’s adoption of the American Bar Association’s (ABA) 1990 Model
Code of Judicial Conduct, basic judicial protocols applied to Sirica nevertheless.
In 1924, the ABA adopted a predecessor to the Model Code, known as the
"Canons of Judicial Ethics." Section 17, which covered ex parte
communications, directed that a judge "should not permit private interviews,
arguments or communications designed to influence his judicial action .... ,,~07
Moreover, the Canons advised, "Ordinarily all communications of counsel to the
judge, intended or calculated to influence action should be made known to
opposing counsel.’’’°~
As Sirica’s account demonstrated, his communications to Silbert clearly
showed judicial partiality to the prosecution. Although the 1924 Canons did not
expressly ban ex parte judicial advice to counsel, Section 34 emphasized the
obvious fact that judges must be "impartial.’’’°~ To that end, the D.C. Circuit
Court of Appeals required presiding judges to offer their trial recommendations
while in the presence of counsel for all parties. For example, in Jackson v. United
States, the D.C. Circuit directed, "[i]f a trial judge has definite ideas as to what
lines of inquiry ought to be pursued, he is free to call both counsel to the bench,
or in chambers and suggest what he wants done.’’1~° The key point being, of
course, that counsel from both sides must be included. By excluding defense
counsel from his meeting with Silbert, and discussing with the prosecutor the line
of inquiry he wanted pursued, Sirica’s pre-trial communication flew in the face
of the judicial standard established by the D.C. Circuit in Jackson.
But Sirica had no interest in aiding the defense’s case. He wanted convictions
and, more importantly, full confessions. In his autobiography, the judge revealed
that on the eve of trial he privately hoped that his guidance to Silbert would
prompt the prosecutor to cast a wider net. "Although I had no feeling that the
break-in case could involve the president himself," Sirica wrote in his memoirs,

105.
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107.
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"my instincts told me that if the truth came out, things could be difficult for some
of the president’s friends and assistants.’’11t
To the judge’s consternation, the prosecution’s opening statement focused on
the crime it could prove beyond a reasonable doubt--the Watergate burglary-and did not explore the possibility of a broader conspiracy. Although Silbert
promised the jury that the evidence would show that the CRP had paid the
burglars, he did not pursue the question of how high up the White House chain
the conspiracy went.~12 "[F]rankly, I was disappointed[,]" the judge later
recalled.~3 "When Silbert got around to discussing the money found on the
defendants and the source of that money, I hoped he would unravel some of the
mystery of this case[,]" Sirica wrote.~’4 Although the prosecutor "made it
clear.., that the defendants had been paid by the president’s campaign
committee[,]" the judge expressed dismay that "Silbert said not a word about
whether or not they had known in advance about the break-in and bugging.’’~~
Sirica also objected to the prosecution’s focus on Liddy as the ringleader of
the burglary. Silbert, Sirica complained, left "the impression with the jury that
Liddy had somehow gone off on his own, had in effect misused the money and
the authority that the president’s campaign aides had given him.’’’’6 The
prosecution maintained that financial trouble motivated the burglars. ,,7 "The idea
was apparently that these men had gone into the Democratic headquarters for the
same reason a robber goes into a bank--they needed the money. This was the
most limited view of the case it was possible to take, and it frustrated me[,]"
Sirica explained.~ts
Indeed, the prosecution’s theory of the case played directly into the
administration’s hands. As Jeb Stuart Magruder later admitted, "Once we at CRP
denied any involvement in the Watergate break-in, it became necessary for us to
develop a complicated cover story that would place the full blame on Gordon
Liddy .... ,,~9
The prosecutors’ narrow focus on the burglary attracted criticism far beyond
Judge Sirica’s courtroom. Senator Sam Ervin of North Carolina accused the
prosecutors of having "muffed" opportunities to tie the break-in to the White

111. SIRICA, supra note 1 I, at 62.
112. Lawrence Meyer, E. Howard Hunt Pleads Guilt), in Watergate Case, WASH. POST. Jan. 11, 1973,
at A1.
113. SIRICA, supra note 11, at 62.
114. ld. at63.
115. ld. at 63-64.
116. ld. at64.
117. Meyer, E. Howard Hunt Pleads Guilt)’ in Watergate Case, supra note 112.
118. SIRICA, supra note 11, at 64. The prosecutors’ narrow view of the case eventually led to an
investigation by Archibald Cox, the Watergate special prosecutor. Cox’s review found no evidence that Silbert
participated in the cover-up. RICHARD BEN-VENISTE & GEORGE FRAMPTON, JR., STONEWALL: THE REAL
STORY OF THE WATERG ATE PROSECt.rTION 24, 31 (1977).
119. MAGRUDER, supra note 28, at 228.
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House.’~ Harvard Law Professor Archibald Cox charged that during the
prosecution of the burglars "’it became apparent that the Department of Justice
was not investigating the charges as vigorously as the evidence then
warranted.’’’12t Time Magazine’s editors complained that the prosecutors "showed
little zeal for tracing the source of the funds used by the men arrested at the
Watergate or determining who had authorized the politically motivated crime.’’’22
Senator Ervin concluded that "the prosecutors fell substantially short of prying
open and presenting to the grand jury the troth respecting the Watergate affair.’’1~3
The prosecution, however, had a plausible justification for taking a more
limited view of the case--they had no concrete evidence of a broader
conspiracy.’~4 Nixon’s stonewalling campaign had worked, denying prosecutors
evidence that would have implicated White House officials. From his perch in
the White House, John Dean, the President’s counsel, directed a massive
campaign of obstruction of justice.~2~ Chief of Staff Robert Haldeman instructed
White House aide Chuck Colson that "’John Dean is handling the entire
Watergate matter now’ . . . ’and any questions or input you have should be
directed to him and to no one else.’’’’~6 At Dean’s request, acting FBI Director L.
Patrick Gray secretly destroyed evidence seized from Howard Hunt’s safe.’27
Dean and Haldeman also continued to funnel tens of thousands of dollars to the
burglars for their silence,t~8 Meanwhile, Assistant Attorney General Henry
Peterson provided a steady stream of confidential information to the President
and Dean, who in turn used that knowledge to further block the investigation.’~9
In short, the full weight of the executive branch stood between the prosecutors
and the truth.
The prosecutors also made a critical strategic error. In exchange for his
testimony, they offered immunity to Baldwin, but not to any of the other
defendants.~3° Baldwin had no knowledge of the conspiracy beyond the break-in

120. ERVIN, supra note 18, at 12.
121. KUTLER, THE WARS OF WATERGATE, supra note 5, at 334.
122. Man of the Year, Judge John J. Sirica: Standing Firm figr the Primaz:y ~[’Law, TIME, Jan. 7, 1974,
at 10-1 I.
123. ERVIN, supra note 18, at 94.
124. Confirmation Hearings on the Nomination ~]’Earl J. Silbert to be United States Attorney: Hearing
Befi~re the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 93 Cong. 181 (1974) [hereinafter Silbert Hearings].; Interview with Earl
Silbert, Oral History Project, D.C. Circuit Historical Society (Feb. 29, 1992), at 75, available at
http://www.dcchs.org/EarlJSilberl/silbert_transcript.pdf (on file with the McGeorge Law Review).
125. See DEAN, supra note 65, at 131 ("The cover-up blistered on, with me throwing water on it.").
126. Kr,~fLER, THE WARS OF WATERGATE, supra note 5, at 239.
127. EMERY, supra note 8, at 197.
128. United States v. Haldeman, 559 F.2d 31, 56-58 (D.C. Cir. 1976); see also STEPHEN AMBROSE,
NIXON: RUIN AND RECOVERY, 1973-1990, at 83-86 [hereinafter RUIN & RECOVERY] (detailing the continued
demands for money).
129. ]DEAN, supra note 65 at 110-11, 131,202-03; see also KUTLER, THE WARS OF WATERGATE, supra
note 5, at 302-03,307-10, 315-16.
130. EMERY, supra note 8, at 212.
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itself, and thus his testimony only implicated the seven named defendants.131 In
contrast, Liddy, Hunt, and McCord all possessed highly incriminating
information tying the break-in to senior figures at both the CRP and the White
House. The prosecutors had no hope of turning Liddy, who was fiercely loyal to
the administration, but the same was not tree of Hunt and McCord.132 Both feared
long prison sentences and hoped the administration would pardon them.133 Hunt
and McCord’s fear of prison created opportunities for the prosecution. Indeed,
while the prosecution secured Baldwin’s full cooperation in the investigation by
offering him immunity,~ they decided to pursue convictions of McCord and
Hunt rather than offer full immunity.~~~ This strategic decision nearly let the
White House off the hook. Indeed, if Sirica had not intervened in the case when
he did, the Nixon Administration would likely have succeeded in containing the
scandal to the named defendants.
The judge faced problems of his own. His efforts to get to the bottom of the
Watergate affair got off to a rocky start. Shortly after the trial began, Hunt
withdrew his plea of not guilty and entered a plea of guilty on charges of
burglary, wiretapping, and conspiracy.136 In return for his guilty plea, the
prosecutors agreed to drop the other three charges pending against him.~37 Sirica,
however, was not satisfied. As he later related, "My unstated feeling was that the
government had a good case against Hunt on all the counts in which he was
named.’’138 The judge also feared "the way the partial plea would look to the
public.’’~39 On January 1 !, Sirica informed Hunt that he would not accept the plea
to only three counts of indictment.~1 In an effort to pressure Hunt into talking,
Sirica demanded that Hunt plead guilty to all six counts against him.~4~ As the
judge saw it, "[t]he trial was the only place, at that time, where we could learn
the truth of the Watergate case. If Hunt simply pleaded guilty, took his medicine,
and went to jail, the chance that we would ever find out what was going on in the
case would be reduced.’’~4~- Sirica’s effort to force the former CIA operative to
talk failed. Hunt not only maintained his silence on the scope of the Watergate
131. See Lawrence Meyer, Key U.S. Wimess Tells of Bugging Democrats, W,~SVt. POST, Jan. 18, 1973, at
A8 (detailing Baldwin’s testimony against the other Watergate defendants).
132. See, e.g., LIDDY, supra note 21, at 306, 309 (detailing Liddy’s preliminary plans to kill Hunt in
order to protect the administration).
133. See United States v. Haldeman, 559 F.2d 31,57 (D.C. Cir. 1976); see also FINAL REPORT, supra
note 20, at 108-09.
134. BERNSTEIN ~, WOODWARD, supra note 34, at 65.
135. Silbert Hearings, supra note 124, at 181.
136. See United States v. Hunt, 514 F.2d 270, 271 n.2 (D.C. Cir. 1975) (noting that there wa~s a
conditional plea offer from the prosecution).
137. Hunt v. Bittman, 482 F. Supp. 1017, 1019 (D.D.C. 1980); see also SIRICA, supra note 11, at 67.
138. SIRICA, supra note 11, at 67.
139. ld. at 67-68.
140. ld. at 67; see also Bittman, 482 F. Supp. at 1019.
141. SIRICA, supra note 11, at 67-68.
142. ld. at 68.
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conspiracy, but also agreed to plead guilty to all charges.143 To reporters waiting
outside the courtroom, Hunt declared that no "higher-ups" were involved in the
conspiracy,t¢4
Sirica’s intervention was extraordinarily improper. Although the plea
agreement with Hunt held despite the judge’s reinstatement of the three
additional counts, the episode displayed Sirica’s willingness to merge judicial
functions with those of the prosecution. He had no grounds for doing so. The
decision regarding what crimes to charge a defendant with resides solely with the
executive branch, not the judicial branch. The Supreme Court underscored the
point in Bordenkircher v. Hayes, declaring, "In our system, so long as the
prosecutor has probable cause to believe that the accused committed an offense
defmed by statute, the decision whether or not to prosecute, and what charge to
file or bring before a grand jury, generally rests entirely in his discretion.’’1~ This
would not be the last time that Sirica intruded upon executive branch functions
during the Watergate trial.
On January 15, following Hunt’s lead, the four Cubans--Barker, Gonzalez,
Martinez, and Sturgis--pleaded guilty to seven counts of conspiracy, burglary,
and illegal interception of oral and wire communications.I46 Before accepting
their guilty pleas, Sirica questioned each of them individually regarding the
voluntariness of their guilty pleas and the scope of the Watergate conspiracy.~47
As Judge Skelly Wright of the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals later observed,
Sirica "went to great lengths in seeking to uncover [the burglars’] reasons for
participating in the break-in and for deciding to plead guilty.’’~48 Nevertheless, the
burglars denied knowledge of a wider conspiracy and insisted that they were
under no pressure to plead guilty.’49 Judge Sirica recognized the cover-up
unfolding before his eyes. When Barker insisted that he did not know who
funded the break-in, Sirica replied, "I am sorry, I don’t believe you.’’’~°
Although procedurally proper, the thoroughness of Sirica’s plea colloquy
posed a problem for the prosecution. By getting the burglars on record testifying
under oath that there was no broader conspiracy beyond the seven charged
defendants, the judge all but closed the door on using their testimony in the
future. If, at a later date, the defendants cracked and decided to tell all they knew,
their prior inconsistent statements would severely undermine their credibility as
witnesses. The prosecutors undoubtedly recognized this fact. The Washington
Post reported that during Sirica’s plea colloquy Silbert sat at the prosecution
143. ld. at 68-69.
144. Id. at 69; see also KUTLER, THE WARS OF WATERGATE, supra note 5, at 254; Trials: Starting on
Watergate, TIME, Jan. 22, 1973, at 19.
145. 434 U.S. 357, 364 (1978).
146. United States. v. Barker, 514 F.2d 208, 215-16 (D.C. Cir. 1975).
147. ld.
148. ld. at 215.
149. SIRICA, supra note 11, at 70.
150. Barker, 514F.2dat216.
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table "shaking his head, frowning and staring down at his yellow legal pad
With five of the defendants having pled guilty, the number of defendants still
contesting their charges shrank to two: McCord and Liddy. After Sirica
completed the plea colloquy, the trial of McCord and Liddy resumed in earnest.
However, the prejudicial effect on the jury of five defendants suddenly
disappearing created grounds for a mistrial. As Gerald Alch, McCord’s attorney,
argued, "’No instruction’... ’can obviate the inference that these five men have
pleaded guilty.., after two days of deliberations to which the jury has not been
Nevertheless, Sirica decided to plough ahead. As the trial resumed, the
evidence against McCord and Liddy mounted. The police caught McCord redhanded inside the Watergate building, and the evidence connecting Liddy to the
break-in was overwhelming. The first witness to take the stand after the other
defendants entered their guilty pleas was Thomas Gregory, a twenty-five-yearold Brigham Young University student. Gregory testified that Hunt hired him to
spy on the campaign headquarters of Maine Senator Edmund Muskie, the early
Democratic front-runner in 1972, and South Dakota Senator George McGovern,
the eventual Democratic nominee.~~3 According to Gregory, McCord had
unsuccessfully attempted to place an eavesdropping device at McGovem
headquarters.1~4 Gregory also testified that he helped Hunt and Liddy surveil the
Watergate prior to the May 28 break-in.1"
As the prosecution’s case failed to produce evidence of a wider conspiracy,
Sirica took an increasingly assertive role. During the prosecution’s examination,
four officials from the CRP--Hugh Sloan, Jeb Stuart Magruder, Robert Odle,
and Herbert Porter--testified that the CRP had given Liddy the funds recovered
on the burglarsf6 They all insisted, however, that the funds were intended for
lawful purposes, and that the CRP had no prior knowledge of the break-inf7
When Silbert declined to probe the CRP officials further, Sirica became so
exasperated that he began questioning witnesses himself. With the CRP’s
employees denying knowledge of Liddy’s activities, Sirica resolved to expose the
"big cover-up" mmsem
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Unlike the prosecutors, Sirica focused on ties between the White House, the
CRP, and Liddy. Alfred Baldwin, the government’s star witness, testified
regarding Liddy and McCord’s roles in the Watergate break-in, but he claimed
that he could not remember the name of McCord’s contact at the CRP.1~9 Baldwin
revealed that, on a daily basis, he gave the logs of monitored DNC phone
conversations to McCord, who in turn personally delivered them to the CRP.’~°
There was one exception. Before leaving for a business trip to Miami, McCord
directed Baldwin himself to deliver the logs to the CRP offices.161 McCord wrote
a name on the envelope for Baldwin to use, but Baldwin could not remember the
name at trial.~"2 Baldwin testified that he gave the envelope containing the wiretap
logs to a guard at CRP offices.’"3 Sirica sarcastically responded, "You want the
jury to believe that you gave it to a guard, is that your testimony?’’~’~
Nevertheless, Sirica’s questions failed to elicit additional information from
Baldwin.
The testimony of M. Douglas Caddy, a Washington lawyer, triggered a
heated dispute. Caddy testified that both Hunt and Liddy called him in the early
morning hours of June 17, 1972, to retain him as their lawyer.’6~ The obvious
implication was that Liddy and Hunt’s retention of Caddy shortly after the
burglars’ arrests was not a coincidence. In response, Peter Maroulis, Liddy’s
attorney, objected on the grounds that the prosecution sought to use Liddy’s
exercise of his constitutional right to an attorney against him.166 Although Sirica
overruled Maroulis’ objection, the judge instructed the jury to "’draw no adverse
inference’ from the fact that Liddy [had] retained a lawyer .... ,,~7
One of the most controversial episodes of the trial occurred when Hugh
Sloan, Treasurer of the Finance Committee for the Reelection of the President,
took the stand. At the direction of Jeb Stuart Magruder, Sloan had funneled CRP
funds to Liddy prior to the Watergate break-in.1"8 Sloan also witnessed the earliest
stages of the cover-up. Hours after the police arrested the burglars, Liddy
returned to the CRP’s offices to remove all the evidence he could find that tied
the CRP to the burglars.~69 As Liddy later explained, there was "a lot of material
in my office that was now white-hot and had to be destroyed immediately.’’’7° As
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he carried documents to the shredding machine, he bumped into Sloan.’7’ Liddy
warned the CRP Treasurer, "Our boys got caught last night.’’172 Referring to
McCord, a CRP employee, Liddy added, "It was my mistake and I used someone
from here, something I told them I’d never do.’’173
On the witness stand, Sloan testified that he did not know what Liddy meant
when he said that the "’boys got caught last night.’’’’74 Liddy himself later
recalled "Sloan looked bewildered" by the reference to "our boys.’’m Although
Liddy refused to testify during the trial, he subsequently confirmed that Sloan
had no prior knowledge of the Watergate break-in.176
Nevertheless, Sirica did not buy Sloan’s story. "With Sloan still on the stand,
I realized that if I didn’t step in fast, this whole parade would go by, right out of
the courthouse, laughing at us[,]" Sirica recorded in his memoirs.’77 The judge
excused the jury and took over the questioning himself.’78 He "aggressively
examined" Sloan on the question of the amount of money Sloan had given to
Liddy and the manner in which he laundered the money.179 Sirica asked Sloan a
total of forty-two questions.~8°
The judge correctly surmised that authorization of the payments to Liddy had
to come from a source higher than any of the CRP witnesses. "Someone had to
know what the money was for. Liddy had to be reporting to someone. Now here
was Sloan, who had handled the money. I made up my mind very quickly, right
there, to ask him some questions myself.’’’~’ During both the judge’s and the
prosecution’s examination, Sloan testified that Magmder directed him to give
Liddy $199,000 in cash, but Sloan insisted that he did not know the purpose of
the payments,t~2 Sloan also revealed that former Attorney General John Mitchell
and former Commerce Secretary Maurice Stans had approved the payments to
Liddy.183
Despite Sirica’s skepticism, Sloan had testified truthfully.1~4 In contrast, two
of the witnesses who Sirica declined to question--Jeb Stuart Magmder and
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Herbert Porter--later admitted to committing perjury.’8~ The judge had chosen
the wrong CRP official to grill. Magmder claimed that he knew nothing of
Liddy’s illegal wiretapping activities against the DemocratsJ8~ He also claimed
that he hired Liddy to serve solely as the CRP’s lawyer, not to engage in covert
activities.’~7 Porter testified that the CRP gave Liddy $100,000 to investigate
whether radical groups planned violence during the 1972 presidential
campaign.’8~ Neither Sirica nor the prosecutors probed Magruder and Porter’s
stories.
Magruder expressed surprise at how smoothly his testimony went.1"9 "I went
in, took the oath, was questioned for about forty-five minutes, and left[,]"
Magruder recalled.’9° "Neither the prosecutors (and I was their witness) nor the
defense lawyers challenged my story.’"9~. When Magruder left the stand, Liddy
smiled and winked at him."~2 As Liddy scornfully observed, Sirica "swallowed
the perjury of Jeb Magmder whole but wouldn’t believe poor Hugh Sloan who
was doing his best to tell the truth.’’19~
Three days later, Sirica decided "the jurors should have the benefit of the
[Sloan] testimony taken in their absence.’’’94 He believed it necessary to "read the
questions and answers to the jury so they could make their own judgments.’’~’~~
Both the prosecution and defense counsel objected.’96 Brushing aside their
concerns, Sirica explained that he feared that "Sloan might have a lapse of
memory, I don’t know. I would rather read it from the record.’’~9~ The judge later
elaborated:
I exercise my judgment as a federal judge and chief judge of this court
and have done it on many occasions and in the presence of the jury
examined witnesses where I thought all the facts were not brought out by
counsel on either side. As long as I am a federal judge I will continue to
do it.’9~
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The judge proceeded to read to the jury from the transcript of his
interrogation of Sloan, including comments made during a bench conference with
the attorneys.~99 In Young v. United States, the D.C. Circuit reversed two robbery
defendants’ convictions when the record showed that the jury might have
overheard bench conferences at which the judge criticized defense counsel,z~’ In
the Watergate case, Sirica did not even bother to excise the bench conference
from the transcript presented to the jurors.2°’ Moreover, both Sloan’s testimony
and the bench conference included references to possible election law violations
committed by Liddy.2°2 Liddy’s indictment did not contain those alleged
violations, and thus should not have been presented to the jury.2°3
The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals permitted trial judges to ask questions at
trial for the purposes of clarification. In United States v. Barbour, the D.C.
Circuit noted that "[a] trial judge is not ’a mere moderator’.... His participation
in the examination of witnesses may well be justified where the testimonial
presentation promotes fuzziness, as where testimony is inarticulately or
reluctantly given.’’2" Furthermore, in Griffin v. United States, the court
recognized "the right of a trial judge to make proper inquiry of any witness when
he deems that the end of justice may be served thereby and for the purpose of
making the case clear to the jurors.’’~-°~
But Sirica had excused the jury before his examination of Sloan. His
questions, therefore, fell far short of Griffin’s directive that such questioning be
"for the purpose of making the case clear to the jurors." The judge compounded
the error by reading the transcript of Sloan’s testimony to the jurors without
giving them the benefit of live testimony to determine for themselves the
truthfulness of the witness’s statements.
The D.C. Circuit barred trial judges from turning such questioning into II
independent investigations of their own. Such questioning undermines judicial
impartiality and risks unduly influencing the jury. The court insisted that at all
times "the judge must remain ’a disinterested and objective participant in the
proceedings,’ and principles both fundamental and indestructible in our criminal
law exhort him to hold to a minimum his questioning of witnesses in a jury
trial."2~
By focusing his questions on the culpability of CRP officials who were not
named in the indictment, Sirica once again conflated judicial functions with those
of the executive branch. For example, although the prosecution was convinced
199. Liddy, 509 F.2d at 441-42 n.35.
200. 346 F.2d 793,796 (D.C. Cir. 1965).
201. Liddy, 509 F.2d at 438.
202. ld. at 441-42 n.35.
203. ld. at 438.
204. 420 F.2d 1319, 1320-21 (D.C. Cir. 1969) (citing Billeci v. United States, 184 F.2d 394, 402 (D.C.
Cir. 1950)).
205. 164 F.2d 903,904 (D.C. Cir. 1947).
206. Barbour, 420 F.2d at 1321 (quoting Billeci, 184 F.2d at 403).
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that Sloan did not know how the money was used, Sirica repeatedly pressed the
witness on that point.2°7
Sirica: "You didn’t question Mr. Magruder about the purpose of the
$199,000?"
Sloan: "No, sir."
Sirica: "Didn’t anybody indicate what this money was to be used for?"
Sloan: "No, sir.’’2°s
Time and again Sirica returned to the question of what the CRP expected
Liddy to do with the money.
Sirica: "Did anybody indicate to you by their action or by words or deed
what this money was to be used for?"
Sloan: "No, sir."
Sirica: "You don’t know what Mr. Liddy used it (the money) for?"
Sloan: "No, sir."
Sirica: "No idea?"
Sloan: "No, sir.’’~’°9
Sirica’s questioning of Sloan did not constitute an effort to clarify the witness
testimony. It constituted a judicial investigation, which the D.C. Circuit expressly
barred judges from engaging in. In United States v. Green, the D.C. Circuit
observed that "although a federal judge in a criminal case has the power to
participate in the examination of witnesses" to clarify matters for the jury, "this
power should be sparingly exercised.’’21° The court added that judicial restraint is
particularly important "when the questioning is designed to elicit answers
favorable to the prosecution .... "2" As the court warned in Barbour,
"Interrogation of witnesses tends to assimilate the court’s role with the
advocate’s, and may tread over the line separating the provinces of judge and
jury.’’2’2
Sirica’s questions implied that McCord and Liddy were part of a larger
criminal conspiracy, which in turn signaled to the jury the judge’s belief in the
defendants’ guilt. Five years before the Watergate trial, the Supreme Court
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emphasized that "any tribunal permitted by law to try cases and controversies not
only must be unbiased but also must avoid even the appearance of bias.’’213
Likewise, the D.C. Circuit stressed in Barbour, "The presumption of innocence
may be jeopardized by an assumption of guilt radiated by overzealous quizzing
by the judge, and the right to fair trial may be imperiled by an apparent breach of
the atmosphere of judicial evenhandedness that should pervade the courtroom.’’2’4
In Whitaker v. McLean, the D. C. Circuit noted that "a right to be tried by a judge
who is reasonably free from bias is a part of the fundamental right to a fair
trial.,,2l~
The judge’s suspicious attitude toward the defendants continued during
closing arguments. In his closing appeal to the jury, Peter Maroulis, Liddy’s
attorney, asserted that the four CRP officials called to testify during the trial were
"’without involvement and of course had no criminal intent.’’’2~’ Sirica
interrupted Maroulis to declare "that if the jurors ’decide that Mr. Magruder or
Mr. Odle or Mr. Sloan are involved in this alleged conspiracy, they can do it.’’’217
The judge’s outburst overlooked the fact that Magruder, Odle, and Sloan were
not charged in the case. Realizing his error, Sirica conceded that the CRP
officials are "’not on trial. I will grant you that.’’’2’~ Nevertheless, the judge
showed no concena that the appellate court would overturn his rulings on appeal.
At the end of the trial, he declared, "I’m not awed by the appellate courts. Let’s
get that straight. All they can do is reverse me. They can’t tell me how to run my
case.,,2~9

The case went to the jury on January 30, 19~ les..._._ss than ninety minutes
of deliberation, the jury found Liddy guilty on six counts and McC0rd guilty on
~f "conspiracy, burglary, and illegal interception of oral and wire
communications.’’2z° The conspiracy count carried a maximum penalty of five
years in prison, the burglary counts a maximum of fifteen years, the attempted
wiretapping counts a maximum of five years, and the illegal wiretapping counts a
maximum of five years.~~ McCord’s two additional counts--illegal possession of
a device for eavesdropping on oral communications and illegal possession of a
device for eavesdropping on wire communications-~each also carried a
maximum penalty of five years.~’~"
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After the trial, Silbert told reporters "’there is no evidence of a wider
conspiracy.’’’22~ Sirica disagreed. At the bond hearing a few days later, Sirica
warned, "I am still not satisfied that all the pertinent facts that might be
available--I say might be available--have been produced before an American
jury.’’2~ With the sentencing hearing pending, Sirica still had one last opportunity
to force the defendants to cooperate with investigators.
B. Sentencing
Sirica’s aggressive approach to the case stunned the Nixon administration.
The White House realized that the threat of long prison sentences might spur
Hunt and McCord to cooperate with prosecutors. On February 3, 1973, four days
after the convictions of Liddy and McCord, Nixon and his aide Charles Colson
privately lamented Sirica’s handling of the trial. The Oval Office taping system,
which the president had installed in 1971, the same year Liddy and Hunt
organized the White House "Plumbers," recorded their conversation.2~-~ The
President complained that Sirica’s "[g]oddamn conduct is shocking.’’2~6 He
angrily asked Colson if Sirica was currying favor with the Democrats in hopes of
gaining a Supreme Court appointment in the future.~-27 "No. No[,]" Colson
answered. "Sirica is a tough, hard-boiled law-and-order judge.’’’~:8 Noting that
Sirica was a Republican, Colson exclaimed, "I can’t understand what he’s doing
.... The only thing that I can figure is that he--this case just got under his craw
for some reason, and he is a hot-headed Italian .... ,,~9
Cognizant of Sirica’s reputation for imposing long-sentences and chastened
by the judge’s aggressive intervention during the trial, the burglars demanded
more money for their silence. Hunt insisted that the White House pay him
$72,000 for personal expenses and $50,000 for his attorneys’ fees.:~° He also
issued a public warning to the White House. "A team out on an unorthodox
mission expects resupply, it expects concern and attention[,]" Hunt told Time
Magazine.23’ "The team should never get the feeling they’re abandoned.’’2~ On
March 21, 1973, John Dean warned Nixon, "We have a cancer--within---close to
the Presidency, that’s growing.’’:~ When Dean suggested that paying off the
223.
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burglars could cost $1 million, Nixon replied, "We could get that.’’2~ As his
willingness to bribe the burglars demonstrated, the President understood the
increasingly dire nature of the White House’s predicament.
Congress got involved one week after McCord and Liddy’s convictions. On
February 7, 1973, the Senate established the Select Committee on Presidential
Campaign Activities.23~ Although it had a broad charter to investigate the entire
1972 presidential campaign, the Senate committee quickly focused on the
Watergate break-in.2~ Prior to the burglars’ sentencing, however, the Senate
investigation went nowhere. As minority counsel Fred Thompson observed, the
Senate committee had failed to produce evidence that Watergate was "something
more than a ’third-rate burglary .... ,,,~.~7
Senate investigators recognized that the burglars offered the best opportunity
to break the case open. To that end, the Senate committee’s chief lawyer tried to
influence Sirica’s approach to the burglars’ sentencing. Before the heating,
Georgetown law professor Sam Dash, majority counsel for the Senate Watergate
committee, met privately with Judge Sirica. Conscious of the impropriety of the
Senate coordinating its efforts with the trial judge, Dash insisted that his purpose
was merely to discuss unrelated matters with Sirica.238 But in his ex parte meeting
with Sirica, Dash made a point of bringing to the judge’s attention the
unheralded--but in Dash’s opinion, highly significant---case of United States v.
Sweig.~’39 "When I met with Sirica I was careful to emphasize I was not
recommending anything regarding his sentencing of the Watergate defendants,"
Dash later wrote, "but I expressed the hope that one of them might give us
information about the cover-up and I referred him to the Sweig case.’’24°
In United States v. Sweig, the Second Circuit held that the court could
consider at sentencing a defendant’s failure to cooperate with investigators.241
Martin Sweig was an administrative assistant to Rep. John McCormack of
Massachusetts, the Speaker of the House of Representatives in the 1960s and
early ! 970s.~42 Prosecutors brought corruption charges against Sweig, but the jury
only found him guilty of one count of perjury.~~ The trial judge sentenced Sweig
to thirty months behind bars, citing Sweig’s "failure to cooperate with
government officials in their investigation of influence peddling," in the House of
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Representatives.2~4 However, if Sweig changed his mind and cooperated with
prosecutors, the judge offered to "leave the door open for a reduction of sentence
,,245

On appeal, Sam Dash, Sweig’s attorney, contended that the judge’s use of his
sentencing power to coerce cooperation with investigators violated Sweig’s right
against self-incrimination.~ The Second Circuit dismissed Sweig’s argument in a
short opinion. The appellate court emphasized that the "sentencing judge has
very broad discretion in imposing any sentence within the statutory limits .... ,2,7
In Sweig, the Second Circuit relied heavily on its ruling in United States v.
Vermeulen.~8 In Vermeulen, the defendant, a French national, had pleaded guilty
to the use of a fake passport and to making false statements in a U.S. Customs
declaration.~49 At sentencing, the judge inquired as to why the defendant had
repeatedly entered the United States under various aliases rather than under his
own name, but the defendant declined to answer.~-5° After informing the defendant
that "’he might be able to get some help in the reduction’" of his sentence if he
cooperated with investigators, the trial judge imposed consecutive five-year
sentences.TM
On appeal, Vermeulen contended that the court had imposed consecutive
sentences to coerce him to cooperate with investigators in violation of his right
against self-incrimination.~2 The Second Circuit disagreed. It held that the
"sentencing Court did not impose a ’price tag’ on appellant’s constitutional
privilege to remain silent.’’z~3 Although the trial court inquired into whether the
defendant "wished to cooperate with the public authorities by giving
information.., regarding others involved in illegal international narcotics
traffic[,]" the defendant remained silent without invoking his Fifth Amendment
right,z~ The Second Circuit concluded that because "the Fifth Amendment
privilege was never raised" during the trial court proceedings, the defendant
could not belatedly claim that his constitutional rights were violated.-’~~
By his own admission, Dash hoped that by bringing Sirica’s attention to
Swe~, he could influence the outcome of the Watergate sentencing hearing. As he
stressed to Sirica, a long sentence could inspire at least one of the burglars to
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"give us [the Senate committee] information about the cover-up ....
According to Dash, Sirica responded by saying that "he understood the
committee was not making any request of him, as it had no right to do, and that
he would study all the law and would sentence as he determined the interests of
justice required.’’2~7 In fact, Sirica was already planning to impose severe
sentences. "I scheduled March 23 as the day the defendants would reappear in
my court to find out what time they would have to serve for their crimes[,]" the
judge recalled.2~ "I knew right away that I would give all seven men fairly stiff
sentences; for the next month and a half, I thought about just how to go about
sentencing them .... ,,~59
According to Sirica, his friend Clark Mollenhoff, the Washington
correspondent for the Des Moines Register, brought Sirica’s attention to the
practice of provisional sentencing.~ Under provisional, or conditional,
sentencing, judges could give defendants a few months to ponder their sentence
before it became final. Mollenhoff suggested that such an approach might
encourage the Watergate burglars to cooperate with prosecutors.~-61 "The idea of
delaying sentencing further and making the sentences conditional on some show
of co-operation appealed to me[,]" Sirica explained.~6~
There was one crucial aspect to provisional sentencing: the applicable federal
statute--18 U.S.C. § 4205(c)--directed that all provisional sentences "shall be
deemed to be for the maximum sentence of imprisonment prescribed by
law .... ,,2~ The statute created a three-month window, extendable for up to a
total of six months, for the Bureau of Prisons to prepare a report to the judge on
all facts pertinent to sentencing.264 After receiving the Bureau’s sentencing
recommendations, the judge had discretionary authority to do one of three things:
place the prisoner on probation; reduce the length of the provisional sentence; or,
most ominously for the Watergate defendants, "affirm the sentence of
imprisonment originally imposed"--that is, impose the maximum sentence
permissible under the law.2~~ As Sirica later explained, "That law gave me a legal
way to put off final sentencing until I could see just how well the defendants cooperated in the pending investigation.’’266
The fact that investigators and journalists directly lobbied Sirica in an effort
to influence his sentencing decision did not faze the judge. Apparently, he saw
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nothing improper in his consultations with outside parties. The fact was the judge
welcomed any recommendation that would aid in his efforts to pressure the
defendants to talk. "None of the defendants had made any move toward telling
the full truth about the crime[,]" the judge emphasized.267 "I began to wonder if,
given a bit more time now that all seven had either pleaded guilty or been found
guilty, they might reconsider their defiant stance.’’268
The judge seemed to have a keen understanding of human psychology. As he
suspected, fear of long prison sentences unnerved the burglars. Hunt demanded
that the administration intervene to secure his release."~9 As a House Judiciary
Committee investigation later revealed, "Hunt was very worried that Judge Sirica
would give him a long jail sentence.’’27° After conferring with President Nixon,
White House aide Charles Colson assured Hunt that the President would grant
him clemency.~7~ James McCord made similar demands. Conditions in the
notorious District of Columbia Jail appalled him.m In February, while the
Watergate burglars awaited sentencing, two inmates stabbed a guard in the
cellblock adjoining McCord’ s.~73 Even the stoical Liddy described the D.C. Jail as
a violent, riot-prone facility marked by "a state of neglect, disrepair,
overcrowding, and filth .... ,,~.74 According to Liddy, prison officials admitted
that the D.C. Jail "was not fit for human habitation.’’~75 Although Liddy
maintained his silence, the prospect of a long prison stay on behalf of protecting
Richard Nixon’s presidency had no appeal for McCord. His cellmate Liddy
suspected that "McCord was becoming unhinged by the pressure of events and
imprisonment.’’~7~ In a letter to the White House, McCord warned that "’all the
trees in the forest will tumble’" if he faced a long prison stay.~-77
McCord made good on his threat. On March 20, three days before the
sentencing hearing, he delivered a letter to Judge Sirica’s chambers.~8 It was the
ultimate political--and legal--bombshell. In the letter, McCord declared, "There
was political pressure applied to the defendants to plead guilty and remain
silent.’’z79 McCord informed the judge that witnesses had lied under oath:
"Perjury occurred during the trial in matters highly material to the very structure,
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orientation, and impact of the government’s case, and to the motivation and
intent of the defendants.’’2~’ Furthermore, he revealed that the "Watergate
operation" included more than the seven named defendants and closed the letter
by asking Sirica for "the opportunity to talk with you privately in chambers.’’281
McCord’s letter ensured that the Watergate scandal would not end with the
burglars’ trial.
To add to the drama, Sirica read McCord’s letter aloud during the sentencing
heanngT" He then imposed draconian sentences on the burglars. He sentenced
Liddy to twenty years in prison; the former FBI agent would not be eligible for
parole until he had served a minimum of six years and eight months behind
bars. 283 Unlike the other defendants, who received provisional sentences, Liddy
received a final sentence.28~ During the trial, Liddy had shown nothing but disdain
for Judge Sirica, describing the judge’s handling of the proceedings as
"something one would expect in a Marx Brothers movie, not a United States
District Court.’’2~-~ Judge Sirica reciprocated Liddy’s animosity. In his
autobiography, Sirica revealed that Liddy’s "smart-alecky, cocky" attitude during
the trial "annoyed me no end.’’28~
However, for the other defendants, Sirica took the unique approach of
combining provisional sentences, which Mollenhoff had recommended, with the
offer of early release for cooperative def~ch Dash had suggested. The
judge provisionally sentenced Hunt to the maximum of thirty-five years in prison
and he provisionally sentenced the four Cubans--Barker, Sturgis, Martinez, and
Gonzalez--to the maximum of forty years behind bars.z~7 The sentence, Hunt
later revealed, "was so over and beyond anything I had conceived possible that I
sat in stunned, nauseated silence.’’~8~ After announcing the sentences, Sirica
warned the defendants, "I may also properly suggest to you that in the interval
¯ .. [before the imposition of final sentences] you give serious consideration to
lending your full cooperation to investigating authorities.’’2~9 In his decision,
Sirica cited Sweig and Vermeulen as precedent for his extraordinary use of the

sentencing power.290
The sentences were absurdly out of proportion to the crime. The defendants
had been convicted of breaking and entering for the purposes of eavesdropping.
The target of the break in was an office building, not a private dwelling. The
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burglars did not carry guns, and they did not resist arrest. Normally, those factors
would have weighed in favor of, at most, a sentence of moderate length.
Nevertheless, Sirica imposed on the Watergate defendants sentences longer than
some murderers receive. It was an extraordinary exercise of judicial discretion in
sentencing.
These sentences were also in blatant defiance of appellate court mandates.
The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals had repeatedly overturned sentences that
punished defendants for exercising their Fifth Amendment fight to remain silent
and their Sixth Amendment right to trial by jury. One of the cases involved none
other than Sirica himself. In Scott v. United States, an eighteen-year-old
defendant was convicted of robbing a bus driver with a toy pistol.29~ Frustrated by
the defendant’s refusal to plead guilty, Sirica imposed a five-to-fifteen-yearprison sentence, declaring at sentencing, "If you had pleaded guilty to this
offense, I might have been more lenient with you.’’292 Sirica had placed the
defendant in an impossible quandary: if the defendant consented to Sirica’s
demands and pleaded guilty, he would get a shorter sentence but at the cost of
forfeiting his right to appeal. Conversely, if the defendant preserved his right to
appeal by maintaining his plea of not guilty, he would be punished with a longer
prison sentence. Although the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the
conviction, it overturned the sentence imposed by Sirica and remanded for
resentencing. The Court of Appeals held that "the defendant paid a price for
demanding a trial.’’~’93 Sirica, the appellate court concluded, had placed an
indefensible "pricetag" on the defendant’s exercise of his constitutional right to a
trial by his peers.~-’~
Fifth and Sixth Amendment concerns applied with as much force to Hunt and
the Cubans as to Liddy and McCord. Although Hunt and the Cubans had pleaded
guilty to charges related to the Watergate break-in, they knew that if they
cooperated with the prosecution, they likely faced additional criminal liability.
For example, at Hunt’s direction, Barker and Martinez had burglarized Dr.
Fielding’s office. The Watergate defendants had been involved in other activities,
unknown to prosecutors that could have led to additional charges. Prior to
sentencing, the U.S. Attorney’s Office had not offered immunity to any of the
defendants. As Earl Silbert later explained, the prosecution’s strategy was to
secure convictions and prison sentences first, and then attempt to get the
defendants to talk by offering immunity.~’~~ Therefore, at the time that Sirica
imposed his coercive sentences, all of the defendants faced the very real risk of
self-incrimination if they cooperated with investigators.
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Ironically, Sirica might not have been in a position to impose such severe
sentences if the defendants had known of a key fact suppressed by prosecutors. In
the days after the Watergate break-in, the FBI conducted a search of the DNC’s
offices, but failed to turn up evidence of wiretaps.’-96 During a two-day search on
June 29 and 30, 1972, the FBI’s technical team found no eavesdropping
equipment on any of the DNC’s telephones.297 Dismayed by the FBI’s failure,
Assistant U.S. Attorney Earl Silbert demanded that the FBI conduct another
search. On September 13, during the second search, the FBI found a device on
the telephone of Spencer Oliver, a DNC employee at the Watergate.z~8 Silbert
concluded that the FBI had missed the device during its first sweep in June.
However, the FBI disagreed, and insisted in an internal report to the U.S.
Attorney’s Office that the September bug was not present during the June 29-30
search ,299
After the trial, McCord admitted that the bug found at the Watergate in
September 1972 was placed by his team during the May 28 Watergate break-in?~’
In fact, one of the bugs placed on a DNC phone in May 1972, remained
undetected until April 1973, when McCord revealed its location to
investigators.3°’
But McCord did not make that admission until months after his conviction.
During the trial, prosecutors did not have conclusive proof that the bug found in
September 1972 was placed there by McCord’s team. Instead, they had an FBI
report that adamantly denied that the bug found in September 1972 was present
during the FBI’s search of the Watergate in June 1972. At a minimum, therefore,
the FBI’s report would have offered a defense to the charges of illegal
interception of electronic and oral communications. The police had found
eavesdropping devices on the burglars, which may have been enough to support
attempted wiretapping charges.~°2 But the lack of evidence of actual wiretapping
would have enhanced the burglars’ defense as well as reduced the maximum
sentences available to Sirica.
Nevertheless, the prosecutors declined to provide the FBI’s report on the
June 1972 search to defense counsel, or even to inform them of its existence.~°3
The issue did not surface publicly until the mid-1980s, a decade after Watergate,
after the journalist Jim Hougan gained access to the FBI’s files through the
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Freedom of Information Act.3~ When asked about the issue at an academic
conference at Hofstra University, Silbert acknowledged that he did not alert
defense counsel to the existence of the FBI report.3°5 However, in his defense, he
pointed out that the burglars’ attorneys never asked for the evidence, an
unsurprising fact since they did not know of its existence.3°6 He made the same
point when questioned on the matter by the journalist Phil Stanford.3°7
Although the failure to volunteer the Watergate report to the defendants
would clearly constitute prosecutorial misconduct today, the rules governing
exculpatory evidence were much more ambiguous in 1973. Then, and now, the
guiding case was Brady v. Maryland, which gave rise to the famous "Brady
Rule."3°8 In Brady, Maryland prosecutors withheld from a murder defendant the
fact that one of his co-defendants had already confessed to the murder with
which the defendant was charged.~’ The United States Supreme Court held that
the prosecution’s suppression of evidence of the co-defendant’s confession
violated Brady’s rights under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment.31° The Supreme Court concluded, "We now hold that the
suppression by the prosecution of evidence favorable to an accused upon request
violates due process where the evidence is material either to guilt or to
punishment, irrespective of the good faith or bad faith of the prosecution.’’3’’
Thus, under the Supreme Court’s ruling in Brady, prosecutors had a duty to offer
exculpatory evidence requested by the defendant.
Not until 1976--three years after the Watergate trial--would the Supreme
Court definitively expand the Brady Rule to require prosecutors to volunteer
exculpatory evidence otherwise unknown to the defendant. In United States v.
Agurs, the Court held that if the prosecution possesses evidence that "is so clearly
supportive of a claim of innocence that it gives the prosecution notice of a duty to
produce, that duty should equally arise even if no request is made.’’312
However, in 1973, the year the burglars went on trial, the extent of the
prosecution’s duty to volunteer evidence to the defendant was unclear,m Agars
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itself arose from a District of Columbia case. When Agurs reached the Court of
Appeals, the D.C. Circuit observed, "No clear consensus exists among the courts
on the question of whether, in the absence of prosecutorial misconduct, a defense
request is necessary to trigger the prosecution’s duty to reveal possibly
exculpatory information in its possession.’’~4 Thus, at the time of the burglars’
trial, the prosecutors were within the letter, but certainly not the spirit of the law
when they declined to share the FBI’s report with the defendants.3’~

IV. THE AFTERMATH
A. The Wall of Silence Breaks
Sirica’s use of his discretionary sentencing power sent shock waves through
the White House. During a March 23, 1973 meeting with Nixon that was
captured for posterity by the Oval Office taping system, National Security
Adviser Henry Kissinger lamented, "Where are the civil libertarians? Here the
judge gives somebody a 55-year sentence in order to make him talk. Where is the
protection of the Fifth Amendment?’’3’6 In contrast to his confidence before the
trial, Nixon conceded to Kissinger that the Watergate investigation "is a
worry.’’3’7
Notwithstanding the deeply problematic nature of Sirica’s use of his
sentencing power, the means he chose had the desired effect. Had Sirica taken a
passive role in the case, it is entirely possible that the Watergate scandal would
have ended with the trial, and Richard Nixon would have served as president
until January 1977, when his second term expired. Instead, Sirica’s coercive
approach breached the wall of silence. As Washington Post editor Ben Bradlee
explained, the drama in Judge Sirica’s courtroom on March 23, 1973, set in
motion the events that ultimately led to Nixon’s resignation. "[T]wo men made
sure that Watergate would never die, and that Richard Nixon himself was going
to pay a fearful price for his role in it[,]" Bradlee later related.3~8 "The first was
Judge John Sirica, and the second was James W. McCord, Jr.’’3~9 One of the
revealed.").
314. United States v. Agurs, 510 F.2d 1249, 1252 (D.C. Cir. 1975).
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counsel, but only to disclose evidence favorable to the accused that, if suppressed, would deprive the
defendant of a fair trial[.]
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cover-up’s key architects agreed. Jeb Stuart Magruder later lamented, "Judge
Sirica, by threatening the Watergate defendants with long sentences, had cracked
one of them, and that was the beginning of the end for the cover-up. Except for
Judge Sirica, I think the cover-up might have held.’’3z’
One hour after the sentencing hearing, McCord and his attorney met with
Sam Dash.32’ As McCord later related, "I told Dash of my desire to cooperate
with him and to give him my full knowledge on the Watergate operation and its
aftermath .... ,,32~_ The next day McCord revealed that Magmder and John Dean
had participated in the Watergate conspiracy.~2~
On Monday, March 26, the Los Angeles Times broke the news that McCord
had implicated Dean and Magruder.~24 Both of them realized that the first senior
White House aide to cooperate with investigators would get the most favorable
treatment at sentencing. As Stanley Kutler explained, the stress of the moment
"proved too much for John Dean, who could cope no longer; the dominoes he
had imagined had begun to totter. He had to let it all hang out.’’~’~ In early April,
Dean’s attorney approached Watergate prosecutors on Dean’s behalf to discuss
plea terms.~26 Dean revealed his own role in the cover-up, and later implicated the
President as well.~27 On April 14, Magruder and his attorneys also met with
prosecutors.32~ The administration reeled as public furor over the scandal built. In
late April, White House Chief of Staff Robert Haldeman, presidential aide John
Ehrlichman, and Attorney General Richard Kleindienst all resigned under the
threat of impending criminal indictments.32~ The Senate subpoenaed the
President’s entire domestic inner circle, including Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and
Mitchell, to testify before the Watergate investigative committee.~3° The cover-up
was in full collapse. As the historian and journalist Theodore White later
observed, in April 1973, "Richard Nixon passed his point of no return.’’33~
Nixon would fight on for more than a year, but his presidency was fatally
damaged. In May 1973, Elliot Richardson, the new Attorney General, appointed
Harvard Law professor Archibald Cox as the Watergate special prosecutor.3~2 The
320.
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Watergate Special Prosecution Force, headed by Cox, replaced Silbert’s team.~3~
In late spring, the Senate Select Committee began live, televised hearings.~34 The
hearings soon gave rise to another bombshell when White House aide Alexander
Butterfield informed Senate investigators of the existence of an Oval Office
taping system.33~ Butterfield’s revelation sealed the administration’s fate. It put
investigators on notice of the existence of evidence that could incontrovertibly
confirm the President’s role in the cover-up.
For the remainder of 1973, and most of 1974, the battle between
investigators and the White House centered on Cox’s efforts to subpoena key
Oval Office audiotapes. At Cox’s request, Judge Sirica issued a subpoena
ordering President Nixon to produce the tapes for in camera inspection by the
court.336 Nixon refused and appealed the decision.337 The administration claimed
that the separation of powers, and in particular the doctrine of executive
privilege, barred the judicial branch from enforcing a subpoena against the
President of the United States. Meanwhile, on a Saturday afternoon in October
1973, Nixon ordered Attorney General Richardson to fire Cox.338 Both
Richardson and his deputy, William Ruckelshaus, resigned rather than execute
the President’s order.339 Later that night, Solicitor General Robert Bork ended the
constitutional crisis by firing Cox.~
Although Nixon had succeeded in removing Cox, the "Saturday Night
Massacre" devastated what was left of the President’s reputation. An NBC poll
found that seventy-five percent of the country opposed Cox’s firing; a Gallup
poll revealed that Nixon’s approval rating had sunk to seventeen percent.34~ Soon
after, the House of Representatives began impeachment hearings. Even worse for
the President, Cox’s replacement, Leon Jaworski, proved equally determined to
subpoena the incriminating Oval Office audiotapes.342 In July 1974, the Supreme
Court ended the deadlock by affirming the trial court’s order that the Nixon
Administration hand over the subpoenaed audiotapes.~3 The subpoenaed tapes
included the "smoking gun" tape that proved beyond doubt Nixon’s personal
involvement in obstructing the Watergate investigation. The President’s position
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became untenable. As Congress prepared to vote on three articles of
impeachment, Nixon resigned from office on August 9, 1974.~4
B. The Court of Appeals’ Review of Sirica’ s Handling of the Trial
The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals unanimously affirmed the convictions of
Liddy and McCord.~~ In United States v. McCord and United States v. Liddy, the
court found only harmless errors in Sirica’s handling of the proceedings. In
McCord, Chief Judge Bazelon wrote the opinion for the unanimous court. "A
superficial review of these events might support the inference that at least Judge
Sirica communicated an appearance of inquisitorial attitude inconsistent with
notions of a fair trial[,]" Bazelon observed."~6 "However, such a view assumes an
exceedingly narrow interpretation of the responsibilities of a trial judge.’’~47
The crux of the court’s ruling lay in the D.C. Circuit’s endorsement of
Sirica’s interventionist role in the trial. "No judge should remain aloof while the
prosecution ignores important evidence . . . [,]" the chief judge stressed.348
Bazelon even went so far as to liken the judge’s role to that of the prosecutor.
"The judge, like the prosecutor in this respect, is not a passive by-stander in the
arena of justice, a spectator at a ’sporting event;’ rather he or she has the most
pressing affirmative responsibility to see that justice is done in every case."349 In a
footnote, Bazelon quoted from a Stanford Law Review article that expressly
rejected the umpire analogy: "Despite the tendency to describe the American
judge as passive or neutral, he is plainly more than a ’mere umpire.
As a philosophical matter, the D.C. Circuit conceded the need for restraints
on the scope of the judge’s authority to intervene. "There are, to be sure, strict
limits on the judge’s power to intervene in the conduct of the trial, particularly in
the examination of witnesses and the order of presentation of evidence[,]"
Bazelon observed.~~1 "These limits are premised on the primary role of counsel in
the formulation of trial strategy and on the rule that the judge should not
communicate to the jury an opinion on the guilt or innocence of the accused.’’~~2
However, Bazelon offered only the vaguest description of the standard courts
should apply when taking an active role in the proceedings: "When a trial judge
intervenes in the conduct of a trial, we must determine whether the intervention is
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in pursuit of justice and whether that intervention is consistent with the premises
of the limits on intervention.’’3~
The D.C. Circuit ruled that Sirica’s pursuit of justice did not run afoul of
limits on the court’s authority to intervene. "Judge Sirica’s conduct of McCord’s
trial was consonant with these standards[,]" Bazelon concluded.354 The court held
that the "reading of Sloan’s testimony and the examination that preceded it were
a proper exercise of the judicial function.’’3~~ Moreover, Sirica’s use of
provisional sentencing had no prejudicial effect on the jury, since a guilty verdict
had already been entered against McCord. "In sum," the court concluded, "there
was no prejudice to McCord by reason of Judge Sirica’s conduct of the trial.
McCord’s contention that he deserves a new trial on that ground is without
merit.’’~~6 In all, Judge Bazelon devoted only three paragraphs of the court’s
opinion to Judge Sirica’s conduct of the trial.357
Likewise, in United States v. Liddy, the D.C. Circuit unanimously affirmed
Liddy’s conviction.3~8 Liddy had appealed his conviction on a number of grounds,
including Sirica’s failure to individually examine the jurors during voir dire, the
judge’s personal questioning of government witnesses, and the judge’s reading to
the jury of testimony that included comments made by the attorneys during bench
conferences.~s9

The court held that Sirica did not err when he admitted testimony that Liddy
had resigned from the CRP because of his refusal to cooperate with the FBI.~6°
Liddy’s counsel contended that the admission of such testimony into the record
violated Liddy’s Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination?6~ The Court
of Appeals disagreed. Writing for the court, Judge Leventhal observed, "It was
within the discretion of the trial judge to hold that the statement... [by Liddy
regarding his reasons for resigning from the CRP] was admissible to establish his
consciousness of guilt.’’~2
Judge Leventhal conceded that Sirica’s direct questioning of witnesses was
disfavored. "Sound and accepted doctrine teaches that the trial judge should
avoid extensive questioning of the witness and should rely on counsel to develop
testimony for the jury’s consideration.’’3’~ Leventhal also wanaed that direct
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questioning could adversely affect a trial objectlv~ty.
judge’s " " He
" ~"
acknowledged
that Sirica:
[N]ot only failed to seek an alternative to personal intervention, he
declined the prosecutor’s request to elicit the additional testimony by
further questioning of Sloan in the jury’s presence .... The problems are
certainly not resolved by the trial judge’s comment that Sloan "might
have a lapse of memory, I don’t know.’’36"~
Nevertheless, Leventhal concluded that Sirica’s direct questioning "did not
infringe upon the requirement of [a] fair trial.’’366 Leventhal praised Sirica’s active
role in the case. "The precepts of fair trial and judicial objectivity do not require a
judge to be inert.’’~67 Like Sirica, Leventhal insisted that a trial judge’s role went
well beyond that of an umpire. "The trial judge is properly governed by the
interest of justice and truth, and is not compelled to act as if he were merely
presiding at a sporting match. He is not a ’mere moderator.’’’’68
But Leventhal’s opinion failed to acknowledge the obvious fact that
responsibility rests with the prosecution, not the judge, to pursue "justice and
truth." Under the American system of adversarial criminal proceedings, the state
investigates and prosecutes crimes before a neutral judge and impartial jury.~9
Judges have neither the duty, nor the authority, to investigate crimes themselves.
The D.C. Circuit’s failure to apply its previous rulings limiting judicial
activism is telling. It suggests that the prevailing political winds of the day had a
significant impact on how the D.C. Circuit viewed the Watergate trial. By the
time the case reached the Court of Appeals in June 1974, the Nixon
Administration was in its death throes. The judges on the D.C. Circuit knew that
evidence of the administration’s criminality might never have come to light
without Sirica’s intervention in the trial. Moreover, Sirica’s emergence as a
national folk hero in 1973 made clear to the appellate courts, and the White
House, that the public overwhelmingly approved of the judge’s tactics. The
appellate court itself hinted that the political implications of the trial were central
to its holding. The Watergate case, the D.C. Circuit noted, "involves the integrity
of the nation’s political system .... ,370 As a result, Leventhal concluded:
Judge Sirica’s palpable search for truth in such a trial was not only
permissible, it was in the highest tradition of his office as a federal judge.
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And although his execution of this objective presented problems, as must
be acknowledged, they were not of a kind that deprived defendants of a
fair trial?71
In summary, Leventhal announced, "’A defendant is entitled to a fair
trial but not a perfect one.’’’372
The D.C. Circuit failed to see the irony in the fact that Sirica’s "ends-justifythe-means" attitude was precisely the same mentality that brought down the
Nixon White House. The conclusion is inescapable that, by affirming Sirica’s
abusive tactics, the D.C. Circuit failed in its duty to preserve the integrity and
fairness of federal criminal proceedings in the District of Columbia. The D.C.
Circuit was not alone in this failing. Despite the fundamental constitutional
questions raised by Sirica’s tactics, and despite the trial’s pressing national
importance, the United States Supreme Court denied certiorari petitions filed by
Liddy and McCord.373
Understandably, Sirica delighted in the D.C. Circuit’s rulings on McCord and
Liddy’s convictions. After so many reversals during his career by the Court of
Appeals, Sirica took enormous satisfaction from the fact that the D.C. Circuit
affirmed him in the most important trial of his career. In his autobiography,
Sirica printed a long excerpt from Judge Leventhal’s opinion in the Liddy
appeal.374 Sirica interpreted the D.C. Circuit’s decision as not only a vindication
of his handling of the Watergate trial, but also as an endorsement of an
investigative role for trial court judges. As Sirica put it, "The opinion written by
Judge Leventhal seems to me to protect the role of an active and fair judicial
system.,,37-~
C. The Sentencing Issue
Ironically, although Sirica’s use of coercive sentences was the most
controversial aspect of the trial, it received virtually no attention from the D.C.
Circuit. The reason was simple: the issue was rendered moot for all but one of the
defendants.
In November 1973, Hunt and the burglars appeared before Judge Sirica for
final sentencing.37~ To a remarkable extent, Sirica had achieved his goal of getting
the defendants to cooperate with prosecutors and Senate investigators. There was
no longer any need to compel them to testify. Moreover, as Judge Sirica later
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admitted, he "never had any intention whatsoever of putting those men in jail for
thirty to forty years.’’377
At final sentencing, Sirica slashed the prison terms he had assigned at the
provisional heating. He reduced Hunt’s term to a minimum of thirty months and
a maximum of eight years.~78 He sentenced Barker to a minimum of eighteen
months and a maximum of six years.~79 He gave Gonzalez, Martinez, and Sturgis
each sentences of one to four years.~8° Finally, he sentenced McCord to one to
five years behind bars.~8~ Sirica subsequently reduced the sentences even more. In
the end, only one of the Watergate burglars served more than fourteen months in
prison for the break-in?82
The one exception was G. Gordon Liddy. In May 1975, Liddy petitioned
Sirica for a reduction of his twenty-year sentence.~8~ Sirica emphatically denied
it.~4 The judge emphasized that Liddy:
[H]as not show[n] the Court the slightest remorse or regret for his
actions, and has not given the Court even a hint of contrition or sorrow,
nor has he made any attempt to compensate for his illegal actions by
trying to aid our system of justice in its search for the troth.’~
When Liddy appealed Sirica’s denial of his petition, the D.C. Circuit Court
of Appeals affirmed, but issued no opinion?86 Yet, in his denial of Liddy’s
sentence reduction petition, Sirica expressly cited Liddy’s failure "to aid our
system of justice in its search for the truth" as one of the reasons for the petition’s
denial.387 At a minimum, the serious legal and constitutional issues raised by
Liddy deserved a written opinion by the D.C. Circuit. Nevertheless, four months
later, the Supreme Court denied Liddy’s petition for certiorari?~
Finally, in April 1977, President Carter commuted Liddy’s sentence.~89 The
former FBI agent was released from a federal prison in Connecticut after five
years behind bars.3’~
The only appellate judge who wrote an opinion on Sirica’s use of the
sentencing power to force the burglars to talk was D.C. Circuit Judge
377. ld. at 119.
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MacKinnon. Judge MacKinnon addressed the issue in his dissenting opinion in
Mitchell v. Sirica.~91 Mitchell involved a petition for writ of mandamus filed by
former Nixon aides John Mitchell, Robert Ehrlichman, Kenneth Parkinson,
Gordon Strachan, and Charles Colson, all of whom were indicted by the
Watergate Special Prosecution Force.~9~- As chief judge for the District of
Columbia, Sirica assigned the case to himself.~ In light of Sirica’s prominent
role in the Watergate burglars’ trial, the White House aides petitioned the D.C.
Circuit to order Sirica to disqualify himself as the presiding judge at their trial.~94
They maintained that Sirica’s role in the burglars’ trial, and his public statements
indicating White House involvement in the cover-up, precluded him from
impartially presiding over their case.3~5
Without hearing oral argument or writing an opinion, the D.C. Circuit denied
the defendants’ petition.~’~ However, in a vigorous dissent, Judge MacKinnon
chastised his fellow judges for treating the appellants so dismissively. The five
judges in the majority, MacKinnon wrote, "completely deny petitioners a hearing
in this court and then by a mere order without any written opinion, in effect deny
petitioners their most fundamental rights.’’~97 In MacKinnon’s view, the
allegations merited an evidentiary hearing on the petitioners’ claims. He
observed:
[That Sirica’s actions] in repeatedly interrogating witnesses concerning
the involvement of others, in using the sentencing process to coerce
testimony implicating higher officials, and in suggesting further grand
jury inquiry of named individuals including a defendant here, publicly
demonstrated an accusatory frame of mind that connected the present
defendants to the crime with which they are now charged--obstructing
the prosecution of the Watergate break-in.~’~8
MacKinnon’s dissent included a review of Sirica’s use of his sentencing
power to coerce the burglars to testify against Nixon’s staff. MacKinnon took
particular exception to the "extremely harsh sentences" that Sirica had
provisionally imposed.399
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MacKinnon pointed out that the federal sentencing statute upon which Sirica
relied:
[W]as intended to aid the court in determining a proper sentence and not
to aid the prosecutor through duress of the prisoner, in obtaining
evidence of other offenses. There is nothing in either the language of the
statute or its legislative history that indicates it was intended to be used
to compel testimony.4’~’
Most important of all, MacKinnon argued that Sirica had misapplied the
Sweig and Vermeulen precedents. "The Sweig and Vermeulen decisions were
instances where a lighter sentence than the offense justified was held out as
inducement to the prisoner if he testified[,]" the judge noted.4°1 "There is nothing
improper in this. But this does not justify the imposition of a harsher sentence
than the offense calls for, or the threat of such a sentence, because the prisoner
refuses to disclose information the judge thinks he should.’~’2
This was a critical point, one ignored by Sirica. In both Sweig and
Vermeulen, the trial judges attempted to entice the defendants to talk by offering
shorter sentences than normal for the crimes they were convicted of committing.
In contrast, in the Watergate case, Sirica imposed outlandish sentences--far
longer than the crimes merited--in order to force the defendants to talk. Sweig
and Vermeulen involved conserving the government’s resources by reducing
sentences, whereas Sirica’s approach enhanced sentences for the purpose of
coercing cooperation with authorities. The end result of Sirica’s approach was
fundamentally different than that of the Sweig and Vermeulen cases. Thus, rather
than constituting precedential authority for Sirica’s actions, Sweig and Vermeulen
served as nothing more than a disingenuous justification for Sirica’s use of
coercive sentencing.
But as a dissenting judge in a completely separate case, MacKinnon’s
criticism of Sirica’s methods in the burglars’ trial had no effect. Moreover, the
broad discretion granted to trial court judges at sentencing insulated Sirica from
any serious scrutiny of his use of the sentencing power.
Yet, as the Scott case clearly showed, the D.C. Circuit was quite willing to
overturn sentences that violated defendants’ Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights.
G. Gordon Liddy’s sentence was a prominent exception. One cannot help but
conclude that Liddy’s connection to the most notorious political scandal in
American history, his open contempt for Sirica’s efforts to expose the
conspiracy, and his refusal to cooperate with prosecutors influenced the D.C.
Circuit’s view of his appeal. As revelations of the Nixon Administration’s
criminal wrongdoing proliferated, the D.C. Circuit had no interest in overturning

400. ld.
401. ld.
402. ld.
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a coercive sentencing practice that had proved so crucial to breaking the case
wide open.
Ironically, although the D.C. Circuit saw no constitutional issues in Sirica’s
sentencing tactics, the Senate Watergate committee’s chief counsel later
expressed remorse about his own role in the coercive sentencing of the Watergate
defendants. "I had mixed feelings about Sirica’s use of the sentencing power to
induce confessions, even though I had hinted to Sirica that such a strategy would
help the committee and the grand jury[,]" Sam Dash acknowledged.~’3 "I still
thought, as I had argued in the Sweig case, it was an abuse of the sentencing
function.’’4~
During the Watergate era, the federal circuits split on the question of
whether, and to what degree, trial courts may use coercive sentencing to force
cooperation with investigators. The Third Circuit observed in United States v.
Garcia that sentencing courts should not force defendants to face "a Hobson’s
choice: remain silent and lose the opportunity to be the objects of leniency, or
speak and run the risk of additional prosecution.’’~’~ The Fifth Circuit reached the
same conclusion in United States v. Rogers.4~ Conversely, the Second, Seventh,
and Ninth Circuits affirmed trial courts that used their sentencing power to
encourage defendants to cooperate with the government, although none involved
outrageously long sentences such as those imposed by Sirica in the Watergate
case.4O7
The United States Supreme Court has never resolved the conflict among the
circuits. Nevertheless, in Estelle v. Smith, the Supreme Court held:
The Fifth Amendment privilege is "as broad as the mischief against
which it seeks to guard," and the privilege is fulfilled only when a
criminal defendant is guaranteed the right "to remain silent unless he
chooses to speak in the unfettered exercise of his own will, and to suffer
no penalty.., for such silence.’’4°~

403. DASH, supra note 237, at 30.
404. ld.
405. 544 F.2d 681,685 (3d Cir. 1976).
406. 504 F.2d 1079, 1085 (5th Cir. 1974).
407. United States v. Vermeulen, 436 F.2d 72, 77 (2d Cir. 1970); United States v. Chaidez-Castro, 430
F.2d 766, 770-71 (7th Cir. 1970); Gollaher v. United States, 419 F.2d 520 (9th Cir. 1969).
408. Estelle v. Smith, 451 U.S. 454, 467-68 (1981) (internal citations omitted) (quoting Counselman v.
Hitchcock, 142 U.S. 547,562 (1892); and Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1, 8, (1964)).
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V. CONCLUSION

A. The Burglars’ Fate

Prior to final sentencing in September 1973, the four Cubans--Sturgis,
Barker, Martinez, and Gonzalez--attempted to withdraw their guilty pleas.~
Their motion relied on a novel argument: they contended that when they410broke
into the Watergate, they believed that they had lawful authority to do so.
According to the burglars, they entered their guilty pleas on the mistaken belief
that the national security of the United States required them to accept convictions
rather than vigorously
defend the case, which would risk exposing sensitive
¯
411
intelligence operations.
Sirica denied the Cubans’ motion on November 7, 1973, and the D.C. Circuit
affirmed.4’2 The appellate court noted that the burglars offered no evidence that
any government official told them that they had a "patriotic duty" to remain
silent and plead guilty.4~3 The court further observed that "the proper question in
this case is not whether appellants entertained the erroneous belief that silence
was their duty, but whether this belief was, in an objective sense, reasonable in
the circumstances.’’4~4 The court ruled that it was not. "The guilty pleas were
entered after the prosecution.., had outlined a virtually airtight case that Hunt
and Liddy had engineered the Watergate Break-in for purely partisan reasons[,]"
the court concluded.4~~ "After hearing all this, it was patently unreasonable for
appellants to continue believing that they had been part of a legitimate ’national
security’ enterprise requiring their silence at trial.’’~6
Hunt also attempted to withdraw his guilty plea, but as co-leader of the
break-in, he had an even weaker claim than the burglars.4~7 Indeed, if anyone
understood the political nature of the break-in, it was Hunt. The D.C. Circuit
unanimously affirmed Sirica’s dismissal of Hunt’s motion to withdraw his guilty
¯
418
plea.
But the D.C. Circuit did take the opportunity to finally curb some of
Sirica’s excesses. The Court of Appeals vacated the three counts that the judge
had demanded Hunt plead guilty to before Sirica would accept his plea deal with
419
the prosecution.

409.
410.
411.
412.
413.
414.
415.
416.
417.
418.
419.

United States v. Barker, 514 F.2d 208, 216 (D.C. Cir. 1975).
Id.
ld.
ld. at218,227.
Id. at 223.
ld. at 224.
ld. at225.
ld.
United States v. Hunt, 514 F.2d 270, 270 (D.C. Cir. 1975).
ld. at 272.
ld. at 271 n.2.
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Several years after the Watergate trial, Hunt and McCord sued their lawyers
420
for mmpract~ce. Hunt sued his attorney, William Bittman and the law firm of
Hogan & Hartson, claiming that they had inadequately represented him during
the Watergate trial.421 Hunt also accused Bittman of conspiring with the Nixon
Administration to persuade him to plead guilty, and of having a conflict of
interest for continuing to represent Hunt even after Bittman became a target of
investigation for his covert transfer of White House hush money to Hunt.422 The
trial court granted summary judgment to Bittman and the firm on the grounds
that the three-year statute of limitation had expired on Hunt’ s claims.42~
McCord’s malpractice suit was similarly unsuccessful. He sued his attorneys,
F. Lee Bailey and Gerald Alch, "for malpractice, conspiracy to represent [him]
incompetently, and conspiracy to deprive [him of his] civil rights.’’424 The trial
court granted the defendants’ motion for summary judgment on grounds of
collateral estoppel and failure to state a legally cognizable claim.42~ In a separate
proceeding shortly after his conviction in 1973, McCord had unsuccessfully
petitioned the trial court for relief through a writ of error coram nobis, during
which he first asserted that he had been a victim of ineffective counsel.426 In
United States v. McCord, the D.C. Circuit affirmed the trial court’s conclusion
that McCord’s claim of ineffective counsel lacked merit.427 In affirming the trial
court in McCord v. Bailey (McCord’s malpractice case), the D.C. Circuit
observed, "McCord seeks to relitigate issues concerning the quality of his
criminal trial counsel that he raised in the course of the criminal proceedings.
Having twice raised these issues and lost, McCord cannot raise the claims anew
in a civil case.’~
The D.C. Circuit also affirmed the trial court’s holding that McCord’s
"official authorization" argument was inadequate to sustain a malpractice suit
against his attorneys.4~9 McCord claimed that his attorneys should have raised the
420. See generally Hunt v. Bittman, 482 F. Supp. 1017 (D.D.C. 1980); McCord v. Bailey, 636 F.2d 606
(D.C. Cir. 1980).
421. Bittman, 482F. Supp. at 1018, 1020.
422. ld. at 1020.
423. ld. at 1026. Hunt flied suit on September 30, 1977, four and a half years after his sentencing at the
Watergate trial. Hunt claimed that the statute of limitations began to run either on the date that the Court of
Appeals affirmed Sirica’s denial of Hunt’s motion to withdraw his guilty plea or on the day of his incarceration
for his Watergate convictions, which began on April 25, 1975. The court disagreed, however, holding that
Hunt’s injury began to accrue on March 23, 1973, the date on which Hunt was first incarcerated following his
provisional sentencing, ld.
424. Bailey, 636 F.2d at 608.
425. ld.
426. ld.
427. 509 F.2d 334, 343-45, 351-53 (D.C.Cir.1974).
428. Bailey, 636 F.2d at 611. However, the D.C. Circuit did find that McCord had a colorable civil
rights claim that the defendants conspired to violate his civil rights, and remanded for farther proceedings, ld. at
618. Nevertheless, the D.C. Circuit found little merit in the claim, holding merely that it did not appear
"frivolous," and thus should be resolved by the trial court, ld.
429. ld. at 611.
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defense that his involvement in the Watergate break-in stemmed from his good
faith belief that the break-in was legal because the Attorney General had
authorized it.43° The D.C. Circuit rejected McCord’s argument. The appeals court
held that it was "unimaginable" that McCord could make the necessary showing
that "he had some objective basis to believe the Watergate operation enjoyed
official sanction.’’4~ As the court emphasized, McCord worked for the CRP, not a
government agency; his superior, G. Gordon Liddy, was likewise a CRP
employee, and McCord himself had never had direct contact with any
government officials.~3" The D.C. Circuit also noted, "McCord conceded before
the Senate Watergate Committee that his bugging and surveillance all concerned
political activities and that McCord himself harbored suspicions that the
operations were unrelated to national security or other legitimate government
interest.’’43~ The court concluded, therefore, that "to the extent there is an official
authorization defense, it could not apply to McCord.’’434
B. The Trial’s Legacy
The outcome of the burglars’ trial transformed Sirica from an
undistinguished district court judge to a national icon. Time named Sirica its
"Man of the Year" for 1973.a3~ Time declared that by "stubbornly and doggedly
pursuing the truth in his courtroom regardless of its political implications, [Sirica
had] forced Watergate into the light of investigative day.’’4~ It noted that although
Sirica claimed "no pretensions to legal erudition," the judge’s commitment to
finding out the truth behind Watergate broke the case wide open.437 Judge Sirica,
the editors concluded:
[S]imply did not believe that the seven lowly burglars who had
wiretapped Democratic National Committee headquarters at
Washington’s Watergate complex in June 1972 were a self-starting team
working alone. Injudicially, some have argued, but undeniably in the
higher national interest, as others would insist, he applied pressure until
he got a scandal-bursting response.~~8

430. Id.
431. ld. at 612.
432. ld.
433. Id.
434. ld.
435. Man of the Year, Judge John J. Sirica: Standing Firm for the Prima¢3, of Law, TIME, Jan. 7, 1974,

at 1.
436.
437.
438.

ld. at 8.
Id.
Id.
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Not everyone was impressed by Sirica’s performance. With much less
fanfare, Chesterfield Smith, the president of the ABA, sharply criticized Sirica’s
coercive use of provisional sentencing. "We must be concerned about a federal
judge--no matter how worthy his motives or how much we may applaud his
results--using the criminal-sentencing process as a means and tool for further
criminal investigation of others[.]’’4~’~ Smith’s successor, James Feller, took an
even stronger position, likening Sirica’s sentencing tactics to "the torture rack
and the Spanish lnqmsmon. Philip Kurland, a prominent University of
Chicago constitutional law expert, called the sentences "’a form of extortion.’’"’
Sirica himself shrugged off the criticism. "I had no intention of sitting on the
bench like a nincompoop and watching the parade go by[,]" he explained in his
autobiography.442 "If the action I took constitutes the action of a so-called ’activist
judge,’ I plead guilty to the charge.’’44~
The Watergate prosecutors faced sharp scrutiny of their own. Charles
Morgan, the director of the ACLU, accused Silbert and his fellow prosecutors of
intentionally failing to pursue leads to the White House.444 The ACLU director
claimed that the prosecutors had simply parroted "the Nixon Administration’s
story to the Court and to the public.’’4~5 When the Nixon Administration
nominated Earl Silbert to be United States Attorney for the District of Columbia
in 1974, a handful of Senate Democrats opposed the nomination. Senator James
Abourezek of South Dakota asserted that it remained an open question "whether
Mr. Silbert participated in a cover-up" by "deliberately limiting the Watergate
investigation.’’4~’~ Senator John Tunney of California charged, "I think it is all too
clear that the prosecutors were intimidated" by the Nixon White House.447
During his nomination hearings, Silbert defended his approach to the case on
the grounds that, prior to McCord’s letter to Judge Sirica, the prosecutors had no
evidence of a wider conspiracy. Silbert explained that the only way to defeat a
conspiracy to obstruct justice "is to get an insider" to testify against the
.
448
conspirators. But Silbert acknowledged that during the investigation and trial,
the prosecutors "could not get any insider" to cooperate.449 "That was our
problem, and that is why we adopted the strategy we did, to indict and convict,"

439. ld. at 19.
440. ld. For a contemporaneous critique of Sirica’s approach to the trial by a former federal prosecutor,
see George V. Higgins, The Judge Who Tried Harder, ATLANTIC MONTHLY, Apr. 1974, at 83-106.
441. Man of the Year; supra note 452, at 19.
442. SIRICA, supra note 11, at 127.
443. ld.
444. Silbert Hearings, supra note 124, at 5-6.
445. Id. at 18.
446. 94 CONG. REC. 32,273-74 (Oct. 8, 1975).
447. ld. at 32,288.
448. Silbert Hearings, supra note 124, at 181.
449. ld.
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Silbert recalled, "and then immunize so that we could get inside to see what, if
anything, there was to find out.’’’~°
However, the thorough and probing nature of Sirica’s plea colloquy
undermined the prosecution’s strategy. Had McCord followed the same tactic as
Hunt--that is, plead guilty and deny White House involvement in the hope of
receiving a presidential pardon--the prosecutors would have lost their best
chance to tie the White House to Watergate. Sirica’s plea colloquy established a
record that rendered almost useless any future testimony that was inconsistent
with the witnesses’ previous sworn denials of White House involvement. Thus,
in the end, Sirica’s outrageous tactics were far more effective at getting to the
bottom of Watergate than the prosecution’ s cautious strategy was.
Nevertheless, in defense of Silbert, the federal district court judges for the
District of Columbia--including John Sirica--unanimously endorsed Silbert’s
nomination.45~ Daniel Rezneck, the president of the D.C. Bar, declared, "Those of
us in the Washington legal community who know Mr. Silbert and his work
consider him to be an outstanding attorney, a vigorous prosecutor and a person of
integrity.’"~2 The great majority of senators in both parties agreed. The Senate
voted to confirm Silbert’s nomination by the overwhelming margin of eightyfour to twelve.’5~
Likewise, Judge Sirica’s detractors also remained in the minority. The
undeniable fact was that Sirica’s methods had achieved a result that most
Americans applauded. "From March 1973 onward," Stanley Kutler observed,
"Judge Sirica was lionized in the media by liberals and conservatives alike.’’~~’
Even Professor Kurland later softened his tone, concluding that Sirica "played an
important and honorable, if not always correct, part ...." in the Watergate
affair.+’~
Yet, as Harvey Katz of Washingtonian Magazine noted, the fact that Sirica
became "the darling of many civil libertarians for his conduct in United States v.
Liddy" was "one of the most astonishing of the many astonishing developments
of Watergate.’~~ Indeed, rather than condemn Sirica, the director of the ACLU
publicly chastised Silbert and his fellow prosecutors for not mounting a more
aggressive investigation?~7 According to Gordon Liddy, Charles Morgan
privately acknowledged that his organization would have challenged Sirica’s
tactics if Liddy had been a more sympathetic defendant.45~
450. Id.
451. ld. at 111.
452. ld. at 115.
453. 94CONG. REC. 32,289 (Oct. 8, 1975).
454. KUTLER, THE WARS OF WATERGATE, supra note 5, at 260.
455. Philip Kurland, The Power and the Glory: Passing Thoughts on Reading Judge Sirica’s Watergate
Exposd, 32 S’rAN. L. REV. 217, 228 (1979).
456. Harvey Katz, Some Call It Justice 11, 8 WASHINGTONIAN 72, 127 (Sept. 1973).
457. Silbert Hearings, sapra note 124, at 18.
458. LIDDY, supra note 21, at 285.
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Regardless of whether Liddy’s account is accurate, the fact that most
lawyers, judges, and legal scholars endorsed--or at least did not condemn-Sirica’s tactics spoke volumes about the political atmosphere of 1973 and 1974.
Joseph Lord III, chief judge of the United States District Court in Philadelphia,
proclaimed Sirica’s conduct of the Watergate case as "nothing short of
masterful.’’4~9 William Byme, the senior judge on the United States District Court
in Los Angeles, called Sirica "a credit to the judiciary.’’4~’ Judge Carl Rubin of
the United States District Court in Dayton, Ohio, claimed that the "stature of
every district judge in this country has been enormously increased by the
example[of Sirica’s] courage and dedication to principles we all hold dear."
Judge Rubin added that "only the federal courts stand between the citizens and a
state of near anarchy.’’46’
As the alarmist tone of Judge Rubin’s comments suggested, for most
Americans the growing evidence that the United States had a criminal in the Oval
Office outweighed procedural concerns about the legal and constitutional rights
of the Watergate burglars. Although that view is understandable in light of the
national crisis posed by Watergate, it should also be deeply troubling.
Watergate’s outcome has long been celebrated as evidence that the American
political system could rid itself of a scoundrel in the White House. But the means
by which the system reached that outcome showed that, under the extraordinary
circumstances of Watergate, our nation’s courts were willing to sacrifice the
constitutional rights of criminal defendants in order to achieve a political
objective. That is not a legacy any American lawyer, judge, or legal scholar
should be proud of.
For his part, Judge Sirica never doubted the ultimate legacy of the Watergate
trial. As he wrote in his autobiography:
What has always seemed to me important about the break-in trial is that
those in other parts of the government who were trying to push the facts
aside--to stop the search for truth at a point where only the seven
original defendants had been brought to justice---encountered an active
and objective judiciary that was beyond their control.462

459.

Man ~ the Year, Judge John J. Sirica: Standing Firm for the Primacy of Law, TIME, Jan. 7, 1974,

atl5.
460. Id.
461. Id.
462. SIRICA, supra note 11, at 122.
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G. Gordon Liddy was more blunt. "Just as I do," Liddy wrote, "John Sirica
believes the end justifies the means, and in the Watergate trial he put that
philosophy into practice.’’46~

463. LIDDY, supra note 21, at 282. In February 1999, the ABA House of Delegates adopted "black
letter" standards for trial judges in criminal cases. In Standard 6-1.1 ("General Responsibility of the Trial
Judge"), the ABA declared, "The purpose of a criminal trial is to determine whether the prosecution has
established the guilt of the accused as required by law, and the trial judge should not allow the proceedings to
be used for any other purpose." CRIMINAL JUSTICE SECTION STANDARDS § 6-1.1(a) (1999), available at
http://www.abanet.org/crimjust/standards/trialjudge.htmi (last visited January I, 2011) (on file with the
McGeorge ~w Review).
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The Power and the Glory: Passing
Thoughts on Reading Judge Sirica’s
Watergate Exposfi
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To SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT: THE BREAK-IN, THE TAPES, THE
CONSPIRATORS, THE PARDON. By John J. Sirica. New York &
London: W.W. Norton & Co. 1979. 394 pp. $15.00.

At the last he signed to 2?octor Hugh to listen and, when he was down on
his knees by the pillow, brought him ve~ near. "You’ve made me think it all
a delusion. "
"Arot your glow, my dear friend, " stammered the young man.
"2Vot my gloom-what there is of i!! It is glo~r~to have been tested, to
have had our little qualit~ and cast our little spell. The thing is to have made
somebody care. You happen to be ¢raz~ of course, but that doesn’t a~ct the
"You’re a great success!" said 2?o~tor Hugh~ putting in his young voice
the ring of a marriage-bell.
29encombe la~ taking this in; then he gathered strength to speaJc once more.
",4 second chance--that’s the delusion. There never was to be but one.
work in the dark----we do what we can----we give what we have. Our doubt is
our passion and our passion is our task. The rest is the madness of arL
"If you ~e doubted, if you’ue despaired, you’ve always ~done" it, " his visitor
sub@ argued
"14ze’~e done something or other," Dencombe conceded
"Something or other is everything. It’s the feasible. It’s you."
"~omforter!" poor Den~ombe ironical~ sighed
"t?ut it’s true, " insisted his fn’end
"Zt’S true. It’s fruslration that doesn’t count. "
"~rustrulion ’s on~ li~, " said ~Ooctor Hugh.
* A.B. 1942, University of Pennsylvania; LL.B. 1944, Harvard University. William R.
Kenan, Jr., Distinguished Service Professor in the College, Professor of Law, University of
Chicago.
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"~s, it’s what passes. " Poor Dencombe was bareD audible, but he had
marked with the words the virtual end of his.first and on~ chance.’’!

II.
In our times truth in advertising has become one of the federal
government’s important concerns and enforced commands.2 Gigarettes and diet soft drinks must state their cancer causing proclivities
on their labels; mouthwashes must assert that they, like the medical
profession at large, do not cure common colds. Yet book publishers
retain their immunity from chastisement for their exaggerations (not
to say lies) whether on the labels of their packages--the blurbs on the
bookjackets~-or in their newspaper and magazine advertisements.
And Congressman Edwards has made no demand for laws outlawing
lurid paperback covers because they entice users to what should not
be used, as he has for pictorial cigarette ads. It may be that the first
amendment protects the hucksters of books and magazines against
government censorship.3 Or it may be that books are beyond the
asserted scientific measurements of the FTC. After all, who can tell
whether a book is truthfully advertised as the equal of James, Mann,
Melville, Dickens, Austen, Trollope, Tolstoi, Katka, Proust, Woolf,
or Conrad? Had such book advertising but a glimmer of truth, what
a wonderful literature we should be enjoying.
We are prepared to tolerate some advertisements that are merely
sensational so long as, unlike Califano and Edwards, we are not reformed sinners. After all, who am I to cast stones at vilifiers of the
Supreme Court of the United States? And yet I am piqued angered not interested--by the advertisement for Woodward and Armstrong’s forthcoming book The Brethren: Inside the Burger Court, which
a full cover on Publisher’s I4~eekly for June 11, 1979 modestly presents
as "The most revealing book ever written about the world’s most
powerful secret society." "Secret society" indeed! With the
love/hate attitude of so much of the press toward the Court, the Justices’ actions are about as secret as the main ring of a Barnum &
Bailey circus. Certainly, the Court is far less a "secret society" than
the editorial board of any of our major newspapers or newsmagazines. To the extent that the work of the Court is secret, it is arcane
1. H. JAMI~, TheMiddle Years, in 16 THE NOVELS AND TALIeZS OF HV-INRY JAMIek~ 105-06
(1909), quotedln P. ROTH, THE GHOST WRITER 115-16 (1979).
2. See, e.g., Comment, Fairne.rs and Unfairness in Television Producl .,ldvtrlising, 76 MICH. L.
Rav. 498 (1978); Comment, Unsaf~ for Little Ears? The Regulation of Broadcast ,4dv~rtising to Children, 25 U.C.L.A.L. Rsv. 1131 (1978).
3. But see Ginzburg v. United States, 383 U.S. 463 (1966).
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largely because of the incapacities of the news media to understand
that there is a greater complexity to the Justices’ function than a
simple adherence to acquiescence in editorial opinion. Or it may be
that the Court’s mysteries derive from the fact that its opinions do
not say what they mean or do not mean what they say. It is surely no
secret any longer that the Court exercises will and force as well as
judgment. Most potential readers of this new muckraking effort will
have forgotten, if they ever knew, Pearson and Allen’s The Nine Old
lllen, which did for the Hughes Court in the thirties what the new
book promises to do for the Burger Court in the eighties.
Woodward’s book would not likely be a selection of the Book-ofthe-Month Club except for the reputation he made--to some degree
on "evidence" provided by a still unidentified (fictional?) character
named "Deep Throat" with his first Watergate book ,tll the President’s ¢tlen, based on work as an "investigative reporter" for the Washington Posl. Sirica has much praise for Woodward’s efforts. "The two
young reporters at the Washington Post, Carl Bernstein and Bob
Woodward, became popular heroes for a time after their work helped
keep the pressure of public scrutiny on the unanswered questions in
the Watergate case. They deserve the attention and the acclaim, of
course.’’4 Indeed, for Judge Siriea, there is enough glory to go
around to include Senator Sam Ervin and Congressman Peter
Rodino, although the lion’s share belongs to the federal judiciary:
The judiciary, standing above politics as the enforcer and arbiter of our laws, was the critical branch of government in the resolution of the Watergate crisis. And it is our faith and trust in the law,
our devotion to the notion that ours should be a government of
laws and not men, that saved us from this scandal.
It was the courts and the law that throughout this crisis could
compel that the truth be told. Despite efforts in our executive
branch to distort the truth, to fabricate a set of facts that looked
innocent, the courl sp,slem serum to set the record straight.5
Never mind that the truth, as Sirica sees it, was derived from the
discovery of the White House tapes by the staff of the Senate Select
Committee--not by the courts or by the special prosecutor.6 Never
mind that the courts could and the Congress could not secure access
to the tapes only because the courts frustrated congressional access.7
4. P. 300.
5. P. 301 (emphasis in original).
6. See S. DASH, CHIEV COUNSEL: INSIDE THE I~.RVIN COMMITTEE---THE UNTOLD
STORY OF WATERGATE 176-88 (1976).
7, See P. KURLAND, WATERGATE AND THE, CONSTITUTION 55-58 (1978).
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It was the courts, like the Canadian Mounted Police of Nelson
Eddy’s image, that saved our heroine from the clutches of that villain
Nixon. Or, come to think of it, was it the threat of impeachment and
conviction in Congress that did that? Sirica would seem to be of two
minds, but it is clear that the conviction on impeachment was made
a certainty by the Supreme Court’s decision in United States v. Nixon.a
III.
My earlier reflections on truth in book advertising were stimulated by the repeated newspaper advertisement for the Sirica book
that indulged in such exaggeration and misrepresentation as to seem
inappropriate for a book whose central theme is the mischief of lying
by government personages. The ad reads in part:
He was the one man who could be trusted to receive the letter that
broke the case wide open. He was the one man involved in all the
trials and all the controversies over the tapes. He is the one man
who knows how close Nixon came to being indicted and how overwhelming the evidence would have been for his conviction. He is
the one man able to set the record straight--and in this exciting, angay, and inspiring book, he does just that. His is the final word, the
complete and inside account of the five-year struggle that helped
preserve the rule of law in America.9
It must be remembered that most of these claims are not those of
Sirica, but those of his publisher’s advertising copywriter. They have
not been disowned by Sirica, so far as I know, but neither have they
been openly adopted by him. The fact is that this ad is more than
hyperbole. Almost every proposition in it is false.
The "letter" to which the advertisement refers is that of James
McCord to the judge. It was addressed to him because McCord was
about to be sentenced for his conviction in the Watergate burglary.
Sirica had made it clear that his sentencing would depend on the
willingness of the defendants to come forth with information about
the involvement of "higher-ups." It was in the hope of mitigating his
sentence that McCord sent the letter to Sirica. Sirica was the appropriate recipient because only he was then in a position to mitigate the
sentence that McCord would receive, not because he was the only
person to be "trusted" with the data. As for the trust that the burglar placed in the judge, it must be said, as Sirica himself says: "I
learned later that McCord hadn’t even fully trusted me; he had given
8. 418 U.S, 683 (1974).
9. ~..~, N.Y. Times Book Rev., Apr. 22, 1979, at 5, col. I (emphasis in original).
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Bob Jackson, of the Los Angeles Times, a copy of the letter in return
for a promise to print it if I didn’t take some action.’’t°
That "he was the one man involved in all the trials and all the
controversies over the tapes" is equally dubious. The special prosecutor’s office certainly contained many whose role in securing the tapes
was at least as extensive as his. t~ And it was Judge Gesell who cut off
the access of the Senate Select Committee to the tapes,t2 after Sirica
had declined jurisdictiont3 and Congress had created the necessary
jurisdictional basis.
As for Sirica being the "one man who knows how close Nixon
came to being indicted and how overwhelming the evidence would
have been for his conviction," there is a total absence of support for
the statement. Only the grand jurors and the special prosecutor’s
force that brought the evidence before the grand jury had complete
knowledge of these things. Sirica’s information came from them.
For example:
In early May, the prosecutors, the lawyers for the cover-up defendants, and the president’s lawyers gathered in my office to review the briefs filed by Jaworski and the White House. Jaworski
had already informed the White House counsel, but the defense
lawyers and I were surprised when we saw that when indicting the
seven defendants in the cover-up, the grand jury had also named
the president of the United States as unindicted co-conspirator.
That meant that the jurors had concluded that he was part of the
conspiracy to obstruct justice in the Watergate investigation. But
they had decided not to indict him because of the constitutional
problems and because of the pending impeachment proceeding in
the House of Representatives. Incredibly, this piece of information
had been kept absolutely secret. I had not been told, nor, until a
few days before this meeting, had the president’s lawyers I....
figured the president was doomed.t4
If he had facts in his possession that no one else had about the weight
of the evidence or the grand jury’s likely indictment, he certainly
does not reveal them in his book, nor does he indicate any sources for
his information that were not previously published sources. The inside story here may better be garnered from the books of eyewitness
participants, particularly those in the prosecutor’s office, Ben-Veniste
I0. P. 108.
I I. Ste R. BEN-VENISTE & G. FRAMPTON, STONEWALL: THE RF_~L STORY Of" THE
WATERGATE PROSECUTION (1977); J. DOYLE, NOT ALCOVE THE LAW (1977).
12. See Senate Select Comm. on Presidential Campaign Activities v. Nixon, 370 F.
Supp. 521 (D.D.C. 1974).
13. See Senate Select Comm. on Presidential Campaign Activities v. Nixon, 366 F.
Supp. 51 (D.D.C. 1973).
14. P. 223.
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and Frampton, Jaworski, and Doyle?~
Nor was there any contribution to "setting the record straight."
So far as I can discern, there isn’t any contribution to amending the
received wisdom about what went on during the course of the Watergate experience or thereafter, aside from revelations of Sirica’s own
state of mind at various times in the proceedings. He does venture to
express opinions chastising members of the White House gang, ineluding Nixon, for their behavior. This is done not in terms of any
corrected "record," but only in terms of his personal opinions.
Finally, the "preservation of the rule of law in America" is the
most doubtful proposition of all. Unless "the rule of law" is whatever
a court of law says it is, there’s not much to his contribution. Sirica’s
"rule of law" seems much like that of those he condemns, except that
he invokes it on behalf of judicial power, they on behalf of executive
authority: The end justifies the means.
Certainly there must be doubt that the rule of law contemplates
prejudgment of ghilt or innocence of the defendants by the judge
before whom they are tried, yet Sirica leaves no doubt that he was
early convinced of the guilt of Nixon, Haldeman, and Ehrlichman,
largely on the basis of the tapes that he heard before trial in order to
rule on their admissibility. After heating the March 22 tape, "there
was no longer any doubt in my mind that there had been a conspiracy to obstruct justice operating inside the White House ....
Nixon, it was clear from his own words, was deeply involved in the
whole rotten mess .... I had heard for myself the president of the
United States order a pay-off to a criminal defendant to buy his silence .... It provided indisputable evidence, as far as I could tell,
of the president’s engaging in a criminal act.’’16 These tapes, of
course, have long since been published over and over again. And
although on the prosecution’s owi~ theory of the case the guilt or innocence of each of them depended on their motives, their mental
states, Sirica knew they were guilty without the need for hearing
their evidence. "The answer was obvious to everyone .... It was a
solid case, a case so difficult to defend that I really couldn’t imagine
what the defendants’ lawyers would or could do.’n7 Hindsight or
bias?
Sirica did think it necessary to explain why, despite his prior in15. ,5’e R. BEN-VENIST~-’- & G. FRAMPTON, su/~ra note ll;J. DOYLE, .ruflra note II; L.
JAWORSKI, THE RIGHT AND THE POWER (1976).

16. Pp. 205, 208.
17. Pp. 270, 280.
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volvement in the case, he assigned himself the trial of the White
House defendants. The reason he suggests was that he was the best
judge to protect the rights of the defendants. Rather than paraphrase an explanation that seems somewhat suspect on its face, I offer his own words:
When the indictment came in on March 1, I immediately assigned myself to the cover-up ease. Had the indictments come just
two and a half weeks later, after I had stepped down as chief judge,
the case probably would have gone to someone else ....
As soon as I assigned myself to the case the defendants’ lawyers
began bombarding me with motions of all sorts .... That I was
going to hear the case was obviously not pleasing to the defendants.
They argued that I should be disqualified because of my involvement in the break-in trial and my active attempt to get beyond the
cover stories fabricated by those defendants. Because McCord had
sought me out when he began his withdrawal from the cover-up
conspiracy, and because of my role in the year-long controversy
over the presidential tapes, they argued, I had a personal stake in
the outcome of the final trial. My view was quite the opposite. I
felt that my experience with the case made me better qualified than
any other judge on our court to handle the trial. I also felt that my
only interest was in seeing that the trial was fair. Looking back
now, I think I was more concerned with protecting the rights of the
defendants than with any other aspect of the proceedings .... is
One wonders whether the judges in similar epitomes of this "rule of
law" Medina in the Communist case, Kaufman in the Rosenberg
ease, or Hoffman in the Chicago Seven case--would have the same
explanation of their failure to recuse themselves.
Does the rule of law include the use of judicial sentencing power
to extort information of other crimes from defendants about to be
sentenced? Thus far, at least, the circuits seem divided on the question?9

Does the rule of law ipso facto require the subordination of the
executive and legislative powers of the government to those of the
judiciary? That seemed to be the ultimate question answered affirmatively by Sirica and the Supreme Court.
18. Pp. 242-43.
19. Compare United States v. Vermuelen, 436 F.2d 72 (2d Cir. 1970), andUnited States
v. Sweig, 454 F.2d 181 (2d Cir. 1972), andUnited States v. Hayward, 471 F.2d 388 (Tth Cir.
1972), and Mitchell v. Sirica, 502 F.2d 375, 384 n.17 (D.C. Cir. 1974), with United States v.
Rogers, 504 F.2d 1079 (Sth Cir. 1975), and United States v. Acosta, 509 F.2d 539 (5th Cir.
1975), andUnited States v. Garcia, 544 F.2d 681 (3d Cir. 1976).

IV.
In an unpublished fragment of autobiography, Robert H. Jackson once wrote: "There are many excuses but only one reason for
writing one’s story: that is to gratify the author’s egotism." Yet,
although there are a large number of federal judges whose egos demand gratification, there are remarkably few judicial autobiographies. Even at the level of the Platonic Guardians, only the
partially published autobiography of William O. Douglas2° a Horatio Alger story, as much fiction as fact--and Earl Warren’s posthumously published volume21 come to mind3~

Few federal trial judges have made any claim on history. Like
the bureaucrats of the executive branch, theirs, too, is the job of exercising power over other human beings. But they too are small cogs in
big machines, concerned for the most part with dross, with the pathology of human existence. They spend a greater part of their time on
criminal trials--drug cases, thefts, and mail frauds loom large. Their
efforts are occasionally newsworthy. And the news reports feed egos
that need nourishment. They are awesome figures, to the extent they
are, in part because of their robes and because modern federal courtrooms are designed more for theatre than for efficiency. The lavish
sets created as courtrooms are meant to enhance the figure that embodies the law3a The judge, the only player in costume, is ensconced
20. W. DOUOLAS, C-K) EAST YOUNO MAN: THE EARLY Y~RS (1974) is the published
volume. For many reasons the epigraph quoted at the beginning of his work is more revealing of the author than anything later stated: "’All your anxiety is because ofyour desire
for harmony. Seek disharmony; then you will gain peace.’---Jalal-Ud-Din Rumi, Persian
Poet 1207-1293."
21. E. WARREN, THI~ MEMOIRS Of" CHIEF JUSTICE EARL WARREN (1977).
22. Perhaps Felix Frankfurter’s ’(oral history," an extraordinarily true portrait, published as H. PHILLIPS, FI~LIX PRANKI-’URTI:;R REMINISCES (1960), should be added, although
it is a recording of reminiscences rather than an autobiography. For the extrajudicial writings of Supreme Court Justices, see A. WESTIN~ AN ALrTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE SUPREME
COURT 0963).
23. Sirica described the two courtrooms he used in the course of the Watergate trials:
(1) "The ceremonial courtroom on the sixth floor was packed on the morning of January 10, 1973. Every available seat in the huge, high-ceilinged room was filled. The defendants and their attorneys crowded around two tables to my right; the government prosecutors,
Silbert, Seymour Glanzer, and Donald Campbell at a table to my left. Artists from the television networks, with their large sketch pads and colored pencils, crowded in among the scores
of reporters gathered to hear the beginning of the trial of the seven Watergate defendants.
[Television cameras and other cameras are generally verboten in federal courtrooms.] The
usual rustling and shuffling caused by my marshal’s call, ’All rise,’ was magnified by the
unusual number of people assembled to watch the proceedings. I felt very much alone as I
took my place on the bench. Behind me on the raised second tier of the bench was the long
row of now empty chairs used by the judges of the court when they sit in special sessions.
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on a throne high above the other players. Although he exercises
power over life, liberty, and property, he deals essentially with matters of importance only to the litigants themselves. There are exceptions, of course, for federal trial courts are the first step in cases that
ultimately reach higher courts whose decisions affect the lives of
many, and frequently they shuck their judicial role in favor of a legislative or executive one. But federal trial judges could not perform
their functions without a belief in their own importance and the importance of the things they do. Their rewards are in this self-satisfaction, for their tasks do not bring them high monetary compensation.
Their salaries approximate those of high-paid law professors, about a
fifth of what is earned by the top of the bar. Nevertheless, their jobs
are much coveted among lawyers, if not by the best and the brightest
of them.
It is not surprising, therefore, that a trial judge who played a major part in so traumatic an event as Watergate should want to record
his role for posterity. Sirica tells us that he put this book together for
selfless reasons:
Both because I had already spent so much of my life with
Watergate and because so many others had written on the subject,
I was not eager to add to that literature. At first, I must say, I
found the idea of reliving those years almost too burdensome to
contemplate. I felt I had done my share.
But I received scores of letters from friends and from the general
public urging that I set down my own impressions of that crucial
period in our national history. Many friends in the legal profession,
judges and lawyers alike, also encouraged me to write this book,
mostly because they wanted to see the story of the judieiary’s role
told more completely than it had been before.
I found those pleas very persuasive. I also found that many of
From the massive gray marble wall behind those empty chairs, the stone figures of Moses,
Hammurabi, Justinian, and Solon stared over my shoulder, adding to my own loneliness, but
reminding me of the tradition of law I hoped would be upheld." P. 61.
(2) "After the first week of the break-in trial, the crowds that had packed the ceremonial
courtroom thinned out. We moved downstairs to my regular courtroom [each federal judge
usually has a courtroom used only by him or her], on the second floor of the courthouse.
Because my courtroom is smaller, it is easier for the jury and for me to hear the witnesses and
the attorneys. I felt much more comfortable back in my usual surroundings. Beneath the
desk top, to the fight and left of my high-backed chair, are small stools on which I can prop
my feet while listening to the proceedings. On the top of the desk, but hidden from the
courtroom by the oak paneling on the front of the bench, is a small white lamp that could be
lighted by my clerk, sitting below, to alert me to his messages. With a button next to the
lamp I can turn on a small light on the clerk’s desk to get his attention. The entire front of
the bench is lined with steel to protect me if someone goes beserk in the courtroom and starts
shooting. There is also a special switch beneath the bench which lets me sound an alarm in
the marshal’s headquarters down the hall, should I need a lot of help in a hurry." P. 83.

the previous accounts were self-serving. I felt I had an obligation to

set the record straight. After waiting until the very last of the
Watergate matters had passed through the courts, I agreed to undertake this book, feeling that if the story was to be told, I would
rather tell it myself.~4
His announced mission--"to set the record straight"---remains
unfulfilled. Except for expressing opinions contradicting President
Nixon’s expressions of opinions in his autobiography, there is no suggestion of where "the record" called for correction. The only fact
recorded here that I failed to recognize in addition, of course, to
statements about Sirica’s own state of mind--was that Sirica received
a call from William Simon, then Secretary of the Treasury, and
Henry Kissinger, then Secretary of State, who wished to speak to him
on behalf of John Mitchell to secure a reduction of sentence.2s Sirica
very properly refused to hear them on that issue.
Yet, it must be conceded, Sirica’s story is unique, if no less "selfserving" than previous accounts. For like each player in the drama,
whether defendant,~s committee counsel,2~ prosecutor,2s or judge,
only he knows what he thought and only he knows what he did when
not under the eyes of others. And in their tellings, each of the main
characters revealed more of himself than he knew he was doing.
In autobiography there can be but one protagonist, even when
the theme is rae~z ~z. Sirica seemed to see the case in terms of
David and Goliath. He, of course, was David, and Nixon was Goliath. "The enormous distance from a nomadic childhood in a poor
and constantly struggling family to a career in the law, and then to
the federal bench and to a critical confrontation with the most powerful man in the world, is nearly incomprehensible .... 29 As I
waited for Nixon’s lawyers to respond to the show cause order, it
gradually became clear to me just what I was involved in. Here I
was, an obscure judge, facing the president of the United
States .... .~o I felt, to a large extent I was being asked to decide the
fate of the Nixon presidency .... ~ As I traveled back from Connecticut I was determined that the president was not going to fool
24. P. 11.
25. Pp. 294-95.
26. ~#’, e.~, J. DEAN, BLIND AMBITION (1976); H.
(1978); J. MAGRUDER, AN AMERICAN LIFE (1974).

27. See note 6

28. 6’~ notes 11, 15 J~pra.
29. P. 18.
30. P. 143.
31. P. 152.
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around with the courts the way he had with Cox ....a’, The president had backed down from the confrontation .... 3:~ I would have
loved to have Nixon in court. I had a few questions I wanted to ask
him myself.’’34 Having succeeded in slaying the giant, if only by indirection, Sirica assures the reader that, had Nixon been brought to
trial as he should have been, and had he been convicted, as he should
have been, Sirica would have handed him a stiff prison sentence, essentially on the principle that all Watergate defendants are equal.~
There are other aspects of the hero’s character. At one point he
plays Polonius, responding to the request of parents who had named
their child after him: "The first thing I’d tell him when he gets old
enough is that he should always obey his mother and father; that he
should try to get a wonderful education; that he should be a good
and honest American, and above all that he must strive to do what
he thinks is right.’’36 (Maybe Shakespeare put it better, but the essence of the thing is there.) He was a bit of a toady.~7 He was much
concerned with public opinion as expressed in polls and on television,~s and particularly about how his actions would appear to
others:
"Suppose I’m wrong in my decision," I would think. I could see
the criticism that I had overreached my authority. I could hear the
people saying that I was trying to get publicity by confronting the
president, that I had adopted a sensationalist approach and taken
advantage of my office as a judge. I felt like hell.39
There was also a bit of Walter Mitty in him:
I’d walk outside on the west side of the building, onto a oneblock street called John Marshall Place. That always reminded me
that Chief Justice John Marshall had lived on the very site where
our courthouse now stands. Marshall, perhaps the greatest judicial
figure in our history, and the only other judge to have dealt with
the question of a presidential subpoena. Marshall, who was responsible for many of the early landmark decisions of the Supreme
Court, who forged our basic notions of federalism, separation of
32. P. 168.
33. P. 178. At this point, the jacket blurb suggests, came the revelation of the inside
story. Sirica reports that had Nixon not then responded to his order to produce the tapes,
after that order had been affirmed by the court of appeals, he would have held the President
in contempt of court and imposed an enormous daily fine until he complied. "I knew the
president loved money." P. 179.
34. P. 287.
35. P. 235.
36. P. 246.
37. Sit, t.g’., p. 256.
38. h"te, e.g., pp. 143, 156, 186, 212.
39. P. 158.
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powers, and the power of judicial review. John Sirica, a regular
trial judge accustomed to trying all kinds of civil and criminal
cases, one of hundreds of district-court judges.4°
There are, indeed, many facets to our judge’s character, if there is
not much depth. He is who he says he is. A self-styled Horatio Alger
hero of the kind no longer seen. He escaped poverty by dint of effort
and parental persuasion. His own youthful and constant hero was
Jack Dempsey and he admired all the virtues for which Dempsey
stood. Sirica was not an intellectual, but few lawyers or judges are,
or need to be to perform their tasks well. He earned his way to his
judgeship as most federal judges have, through political contributionswnot the large cash payments that he deplored, but earnest efforts at the ward level and on the stumps. Throughout the book, he
repeatedly seems to shake his head in disbelief as he confesses that he
was a Republican who worked for, voted for, and believed in Richard Nixon. He was a prosecutor early in his legal career, and that
left a deeper mark on him than his subsequent work in the prestigious Washington firm of Hogan & Hartson. In short, he was a not
untypical federal judge who reached the status of chief judge of his
district--as all others have donemby dint of his seniority. He was
appointed by Eisenhower through the good offices of Len Hall and
William Rogers.4t He was the man in the place when the Watergate
affair broke. He played an important and honorable, if not always
correct, part in that affair. And his tale, if not novel, remains interesting. Except for the self-righteousness of a kind that marks almost
all Watergate books, it is a well-constructed story.

"From out of the morass of Watergate emerged only one true
hero. At last he tells the full story, as only he can.’’4~
After my sudden heart altack in Februa~r, 197~ I awoke :om a long
pedod of unconsdousness. One of my doctors, Stephen Nealon, was with me in
the hospital as Z began to realize how close to death I had come and in how
much danger I remained. He told me later that Z said to him, "Tf I go out, I’d
like to think that Z did something for my count~. "
I think I did do something for my count&. Z think I did my job as best I
could. I think I did my du~ as a citizen and as someone fortunate enough to
hold a position of public responsibili~ in our s~stem of government.4"~
40.
41. P. 39.
42. E.g., N.Y. Times Book Rev., Apr. 22, 1979, at 5, col. I (advertisement for To ,Yet
Record Slra[ghl).
43. P. 303.
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Judge Sirica wants to meet with us at i!:00 o’clock
Thursday morning regarding priorities for the experts.
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:Philip A. Lacovara
Counsel to the Specia~-~
Prosecutor

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

DATE

July 27, 1973

SUBJECT: Telephone Conversation with Judge Sirica
At 3:30 today, I telephoned Mr. Azzaro, Judge
Sirica’s law clerk, to clarify the timing of the proceedings on our show cause order. I explained to Mr.
Azzaro that both we and the President’s counse!, Mr.
Buzhardt, were unclear whether there would be a hearing at 10:00 a.m. on August 7 or whether that was
simply the return date for the President’s papers.
Mr. Azzaro then put Judge Sirica on the wire. The
Judge stated that it was his intention only to require
the filing of papers by the President at that time.
He said that he expected our office to take some time
to reply. When I suggested a reply by Friday, August
I0, he.~responded that Friday or the following Monday
would be acceptable to him. He then stated that he
would study the memoranda and then set the matter for
a hearing before him.
I also raised with him the question of deferring
the McCord new trial motion and sentencing, which I
said had been raised with me by McCord’s counse!, Mr.
Fensterwald. Judge Sirica stated that this had come
up when he had told Fensterwald about an arrangement
with Frederick LaRue that would delay LaRue’s sentencing until after the trial of any further indictment naming or involving LaRue. He said that he also
wanted a report from us and the Senate Committee on
the extent of cooperation given by McCordand the
Cubans. I told Judge Sirica that we thought the
matter was ripe for sentencing and our one concern
was that, if the Judge thought more information was
necessary about McCord, there not be a seg~tencing
~2~i~d~[~e~n[~a~n~g~ ~v;~[~r~:~ol2~ ~e
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said he understood that but would at least like a report to refer to. He said that he had gotten a note
of some sort from Earl Siblert but would like something from us about McCord~s cooperation. He stated
that he would be calling Sam Dash to ask for a similar
report. I inquired how he would like the report submitte~ suggesting that a copy of it be sent to the
Probation Office;and he agreed that the report should
be sent to Mr. George Howard, a probation officer
with the court.
I thanked Judge Sirica and the conversation
ended.
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BIO:
* Douglas H. Ginsburg is a Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the Districtof Columbia
Circuit. When the first person singular is used in this Article, the voice is that of Judge Ginsburg. The authors
are grateful to Richard Nagareda and Rod Rosenstein, Judge Ginsburg’s former law clerks, who did the initial
research for this project.
Because we rely in part upon statistics published by the Administrative Office of the United States Courts
(AO), we follow the AO in using fiscal year (FY) data throughout. A FY runs from July 1 of the preceding year
through June 30 of the nominal year. Hence the period referenced in the title of this Article is July 1, 1980, to
June 30, 1990. Bracketed numbers, such as "[41]," refer to the cases in the Appendix, which lists and briefly
describes each en banc disposition of the D.C. Circuit since July 1, 1980.
** Donald Falk, a member of the California Bar, served as a law clerk to Judge Ginsburg in 1990-91.
LEXISNEXIS SUMMARY:
... The great majority of the en banc cases are heard first by a panel and then reheard by the full court, sometimes
before but usually after the panel has issued its decision; rarely does the court hear a case en banc from the outset ....
Because a nonpanelist’s decision to vote on whether to rehear a case en banc is therefore unavoidably subject to some
uncertainty about the appropriate outcome, the decision of the court to rehear a case reflects only a majority’s tentative
belief that the panel decision should be changed .... In an opinion concurring in the court’s vacatur of its previous
decision to rehear Bartlett v. Bowen and two other cases en banc, Judge Edwards, joined by Judge (then Chief Judge)
Wald and Judges Robinson, Mikva, and Ruth Bader Ginsburg, questioned the premise that the court has an interest in
conforming each panel decision to the view that a majority of the full court would take of the particular case .... If it
does not appear clearly enough that the panel decision is in conflict with the relevant precedents, or that the issue is of
exceptional importance, and that the panel probably erred, then the suggestion will not be granted .... This Appendix
lists the sixty-three cases that the D.C. Circuit voted to hear or rehear en banc during FYs 1981-1991 ....The court
reheard the case en banc because the panel decision conflicted with circuit precedent ....
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TEXT:
[* 1008]
About a half-dozen times each year the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit hears a
case en banc. The great majority of the en banc cases are heard first by a panel and then reheard by the full court,
sometimes before but usually after the panel has issued its decision; rarely does the court hear a case en banc from the
outset. Cases heard or reheard en banc account for about one percent of the court’s total dispositions after argument.
nl Among the federal courts of appeals, the D.C. Circuit has been unusually consistent in disposing of the same
percentage of cases en banc for about twenty-five years, n2
Despite the relative infrequency with which the courts of appeals [*1009] sit en banc, the practice has attracted
considerable comment and controversy, generally centered around the criteria that a court uses in deciding whether to
rehear a case. n3 We propose to enter the lists, and to provide, in addition to our observations, a body of raw data to
which others may apply their own analytic techniques, n4
We begin in Part I by examining the history and institutional framework underlying the en banc practice. In Part II
we assess the cost to the court of rehearing en banc. We turn to the benefits of the en banc practice in Part III, and
explore the three principal reasons to rehear a case en banc: to preserve the consistency of the law, to give appropriate
attention to questions of exceptional importance, and to correct panel error, which we define as divergence from the
views of the majority of the circuit judges. In Part IV we present statistical data reflecting the en banc practice of the
D.C. Circuit over the past ten years. We conclude with some advice to the Bar on ways to improve (and reduce the
number of) their suggestions for rehearing en banc. As a service to the reader, we provide an Appendix listing and
summarizing the en banc cases of the D.C. Circuit from July 1, 1980, to the present.
I. Institutional Framework and Theoretical Underpinnings

The circuit courts of appeals were established as three-judge courts in 1891. n5 The Judicial Code of 1911 again
specified that "a circuit court of appeals.., shall consist of three judges," n6 but the Code and later amendments gave
some circuits four or five circuit judges, n7
[*1010]
When conflicts first arose between two three-judge panels of the same circuit, there was some doubt about the
authority of the court of appeals to resolve the dispute en banc. The Ninth Circuit, which was the first court of appeals
to consider the question, stated flatly that "[s]ince no more than three judges may sit in the Circuit Court of Appeals,
there is no method of hearing or rehearing by a larger number." n8
The Third Circuit disagreed, however, and took the first en banc actions of any circuit court of appeals comprising
more than three judges, n9 The Third Circuit reasoned that each of the five circuit judges was a member of the court,
nl 0 that the court must comprise all of its members, and that the power to decide a case through a panel of three judges
did not deprive the full court of the power to decide the case. nl 1
Meanwhile, the District of Columbia Court of Appeals, predecessor to the D.C. Circuit, n12 had begun hearing all
of its cases en banc as soon as its fourth and fifth judges were appointed in 1931. n13 The D.C. court did not share the
statutory dilemma facing the circuit courts of appeals. The law expanding the bench in the District of Columbia added
judges to the appeals "court"; n14 the laws applicable to the other courts added judges to the "circuit." n15 The D.C.
Court of Appeals did not begin to sit regularly in panels of three until 1938. n16 In that same year, the Judicial
Conference first called [*1011] upon the Congress explicitly to authorize "a majority of the circuit judges [in a circuit
court of appeals with more than three circuit judges].., to provide for a court of more than three judges [in] unusual
circumstances." n17
In 1941, before the Congress responded to that call, the Supreme Court upheld the Third Circuit’s en bane practice
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in Textile Mills Securities Corpo v. Commissioner. n18 In Textile Mills, the Supreme Court established that a circuit
court of appeals consists of all the judges appointed to the circuit, n19 and endorsed the hearing en bane as a
contribution to "effective judicial administration." n20 The Supreme Court attached special importance to the capacity
of the en bane hearing to promote finality of decision and to resolve or avoid conflict within a circuit, because the courts
of appeals "are the courts of last resort in the run of ordinary cases." n21 The Congress ratified Textile Mills in 1948.
n22
Having blessed the en bane device, the Supreme Court stopped accepting cases certified to it by a court of appeals
in order to resolve a point ofintracircuit conflict, n23 "[D]oubt about the respect to be accorded to a previous decision
of a different panel," the Court said, "should not be the occasion for invoking so exceptional a jurisdiction of this Court
as that on certification. It is primarily the task of a Court of Appeals to reconcile its intemal difficulties." n24
A. The Panel as Agent of the Court
The early en bane cases outline two different conceptions of the relation between a three-judge panel and the court
of appeals as a whole. These models continue to provide the theoretical starting point for many contemporary
differences of opinion regarding the nature and proper scope of en bane practice. In one view, the panel is no more than
the agent of the full court, deputed to hear and to determine cases in conformity with the law as the full court views it.
n25 Under this approach, the full court is obliged to ensure (to the [* 1012] extent practical) that each case is correctly
decided. Delegating to a panel the responsibility for an initial decision does not relieve the full court of its own
responsibility for the ultimate decision in the case. Accordingly, nonpanelists should not shrink (again, to the extent
practical) from correcting a panel error, even if the case is important only to the parties -- that is, it sets no significant
precedent for the court.
In the other view, the panel is the court, n26 and it derives its authority directly from the Constitution and from the
Congress’s decision to create an inferior court. The court en bane can not legitimately review the work of a panel
except, at most, in order to prevent the panel decision from binding subsequent, otherwise autonomous panels to an
erroneous rule of law. This conception virtually eliminates justice in the individual case, and the importance of the case
to the parties, as criteria for en bane rehearing. Only the importance of an issue to the circuit would motivate the full
court to review a case.
We think it more plausible to see the panel as the agent of the court, rather than as the temporarily constituted court
itself, n27 Practice and history alike confirm this as the prevailing view in the D.C. Circuit since its predecessor court
was expanded beyond three judges, n28 Thus panels of the D.C. Circuit circulate all of their opinions, no matter how
fact-specific, to the full court before issuing them. n29 This practice reflects the full court’s legitimate interest in all of
the court’s decisions, not just those with implications for other cases.
Indeed, in the first decade after the Supreme Court confirmed the availability of the en banc procedure, n30 most
of the en banc cases in [*1013] this circuit were reheard at the instance of nonpanelists who were concerned about the
proposed panel decision. Chief Judge Stephens reported in 1953 that of the nine cases that the court had reheard en
banc since 1948, a majority were reheard at the initiative of the court itself rather than at the suggestion of a party, n31
Thus, it seems that rehearing en banc originated in this circuit primarily as a means by which the full court could
monitor the decisions of its panels in the interest of adherence to the majority’s view of the law.
The conception of the panel as the agent of the full court also works to increase collegiality on the court. The court,
like any team, functions best when each member feels responsible to each of the others, and responsible for the
performance of the whole. The possibility of en banc rehearing brings home to each panel its responsibility to solicit
the views of its nonpanelist colleagues before releasing a decision, and to respect their estimation of whether the panel
has erred, n32 Each time the court denies a suggestion for rehearing en banc -- and it denies ninety-seven percent of
such suggestions n33 -- it reaffirms its confidence in the panel notwithstanding the inherent uncertainty under which
the nonpanelists must cast their votes. That the court rehears en bane only six cases per year suggests that the court as
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principal is overwhelmingly satisfied with the work of its panels as agents.
[*1014] B. Who Sits on the Court En Banc?
Section 46(c) of the Judicial Code places the authority to order a "hearing or rehearing before the court en banc" in
the hands of a "majority of the circuit judges of the circuit who are in regular active service." n34 What might seem
like a clear rule, however, conceals a significant issue. The D.C. Circuit and several others interpret a "majority of the
circuit judges who are in regular active service" literally, n35 Several other circuits, however, do not count among the
judges in "regular active service," for the purpose of determining a majority, any judge who is recused from the
particular case. n36
Equating a non-vote with a no-vote means that the concurrence of a supermaj ority of those eligible to vote may
actually be required in order to grant en banc consideration to a case in the D.C. Circuit. As a result, recusals may
disable the court from rehearing an issue en banc. Indeed, for a time, the negative votes of only three judges were
enough to prevent this court from hearing some telecommunications issues en banc. n37 At one time, the Fifth Circuit
could not even muster a quorum of the full court to vote on whether to rehear cases involving the regulation of natural
gas. n38
[*1015]
Once a majority of active circuit judges has voted to rehear a case en banc, a senior judge who was on the panel that
initially heard the case may participate, subject to "designation and assignment," n39 and to "the rules of the circuit."
n40 Most circuits have implemented this provision, n41 There is no analogous provision, however, for a visiting judge
who sat on the initial panel; a visiting judge can participate in neither the vote to order rehearing en banc, nor the
rehearing itself, n42 The very concept of"the court en banc" suggests, if it does not compel, this exclusion of a judge
from outside the circuit.
C. The Role of Precedent

In all circuits, the en banc court can overrule a circuit precedent, but the circuits differ in the degree to which a
panel may depart from existing case law n43 -- a variable that should affect the frequency of en banc proceedings.
D.C. Circuit panels are among the most precedent-bound of those in any circuit. To escape the grip of a precedent, the
panel must circulate its draft opinion to the full court, note its proposal to depart from precedent, and obtain the
approval of the full court to do so. n44 If the full court approves, the panel draws attention to that fact in a so-called
"lrons footnote," lest the reader infer that the panel was oblivious to the otherwise conflicting case law. n45 The court
has not expressly determined, however, whether a clear and controlling circuit precedent may be overruled by this
procedure. Only once has the court gone beyond reconciling conflicting precedents or clearing away dictum and used
this streamlined procedure to overrule an uncontradicted precedent [*1016] squarely on point, n46 Even then, the
court characterized the overruled holding as a "passing and conclusory remark," n47 though that "remark" by itself
disposed of part of the earlier case. n48
Moreover, although a bare majority of the full court presumably has the power to approve a panel’s proposed lrons
footnote, the procedure appears never to have been used over the objection of even a single judge, n49 It is, therefore,
not entirely clear what the court would do if a minority opposed the overruling proposed by the panel. It is probably
safe to say, however, that in the interest of collegiality, the majority would defer to a substantial minority that wanted to
hear argument en banc before discarding a precedent, n50 Similarly, a minority of only one or two would most likely
defer to the substantial majority rather than insist upon its objection to the summary overruling of a precedent; it would
be too uncollegial to burden the full court with rehearing a case the outcome of which is predetermined.
In contrast, a panel of the Seventh Circuit may overrule a circuit precedent if, upon circulation of the proposal, a
majority of the active judges does not object, n51 Although considerations of collegiality may temper application of
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this rule too, it seems to authorize a panel to change circuit precedent even if the full court is evenly divided, or if the
result might be different but for one judge’s recusal.
However the need for collegiality may play out in any particular circuit, it is clear that the D.C. Circuit practice
maximizes the force of precedent. Assuming that time and turnover take their toll equally upon the persuasiveness of
precedents in each circuit, the D.C. Circuit should need to sit en banc more frequently than most other courts of appeals
simply in order to keep its case law current with its thinking.
D. Concern for Collegiality
The collegiality to which we have referred may be an especially important consideration in this circuit, which,
along with the Federal Circuit, is fortunate to have all of its judges located in a single place. As a result, the members of
the court deal in person with each other more frequently than can judges dispersed around a [*1017] multistate circuit.
In all the courts of appeals, the judges must value collegiality, if only because an individual circuit judge has little
authority when acting alone; any substantive decision requires the concurrence of at least two judges, n52 In fact, any
significant decision must be put before a panel of three, n53 Harmonious circuit life, therefore, depends upon a high
degree of mutual trust among the judges, and preferably a healthy respect for each other’s intelligence.
These observations may seem self-evident to the penetrating court watcher. They became salient to me, however,
only upon joining the court. I noticed immediately the contrast between my new situation and my former position on a
law school faculty. The working environment of a law professor is atomistic. An individual academic generally both
teaches and produces scholarship without a collaborator -- indeed, without even the peer review associated with the
publication of scholarly work in other fields. The culture of the law school, therefore, provides a good deal less
incentive for a tenured faculty member to value the good opinion or respect of his or her colleagues. Moreover,
academic freedom is protected in order to encourage each faculty member’s pursuit of the good and the true, uninhibited
by concern for the reactions of anyone else.
Not so on the court. If my position on a given case does not persuade at least one of my two copanelists, then it
will not become the law of the circuit (absent rehearing en banc). Even one dissident judge can impose upon me the
cost, in time and aggravation, of having to respond to a dissenting opinion -- and the further risk that I will lose my
majority in the panel (or upon rehearing en banc). Contrary to the situation on a law school faculty, on the court the
concurrence of a colleague is the coin of the realm.
As the number of judges on a court increases, the frequency of future interactions between any two judges
decreases. The regard of any one of them accordingly diminishes proportionately in importance to each of the others.
n54 Consider the court with only three judges. That court always sits en banc, which maximizes the value [* 1018] to
each judge of the good opinion of the others. When the same court is expanded to six judges, however, each has five
colleagues, and will sit with only two of those five colleagues on any given case. The ability of each judge to impose a
burden upon any one colleague is thereby reduced by sixty percent; the two sit together only forty percent of the time.
The corresponding figure for the D.C. Circuit, with twelve judges, is eighteen percent; in the Ninth Circuit, with
twenty-eight judges, it is seven percent. As the size of a court grows, and the probability of depending again upon the
concurrence of a particular judge declines, the coin of the realm is devalued.
The consistency of the decisions of a court sitting in panels likewise diminishes as the pool of judges from which a
panel may be drawn expands. Because the heterogeneity of a bench necessarily increases with its size, which judges sit
on a particular panel -- the luck of the draw -- begins to matter more. Gradually, the coherence and predictability of
circuit law must suffer, n55 Other things being equal, therefore, a larger court -- like a more precedent-bound court -will have more frequent reason to resort to rehearing en banc in order to bring panel decisions into line with the thinking
of the majority of the court.
11. Costs of Rehearing En Banc
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As the size of a court increases, of course, other things are not equal. A larger court must incur a greater cost in
order to rehear a case en banc. In the D.C. Circuit, when a case that has been heard by a panel of three is reheard by a
bench of twelve, the amount of judicial time consumed probably increases fourfold, consuming resources equivalent to
what it would take for a panel to hear four new cases. Even if the three original panelists did not have to prepare again
for the rehearing, the amount of time that the nine nonpanelists spend on preparation would increase the total by 300%.
In fact, however, the panelists may need substantially to repeat their preparation in order to rehear a case many months
after they first heard it. Indeed, they may have to start almost from scratch if the parties have submitted new briefs for
the rehearing, especially if the court has called for briefing on an issue (for example, jurisdiction or an intervening
decision of the Supreme Court) not addressed before the panel; in that case the preparation time increases by 400%. As
for the amount of time spent hearing argument, it necessarily increases from three judge-hours to fifteen judge-hours, or
by 400%. Thus, the judicial time required to prepare for and rehear a case en banc could be used to prepare for and hear
three to four cases before panels of three judges.
[*1019]
The time spent preparing a new opinion, and probably a new dissent, after rehearing en banc may sometimes be
less than was required for the initial round of opinions, but it is often more. The author of the opinion for the court must
circulate it to eleven rather than to two colleagues, each of whom may make comments or suggestions, or indeed,
launch a dissent that needs to be addressed. Revising opinions also consumes much more time on rehearing en banc
than within an initial panel. At each step the opinion writer must accommodate multiple, sometimes conflicting,
suggestions; and the author must secure anew the concurrence of each member of the majority or minority for which he
or she writes each time the opinion is revised in response to a further iteration by the other faction, n56 Overall, a case
reheard en banc in the D.C. Circuit probably consumes about 400% of the judicial resources consumed by a panel
disposition alone, thus preventing the court from disposing of three other cases before panels, n57
The true cost associated with rehearing en banc is still greater when one accounts for the risk that the full court will
not yield a majority for any rule of law. When this risk materializes, as it did at least in part of six of the cases reheard
en banc in FYs 1981-1990, n58 the resources devoted to rehearing are truly wasted. This possibility that all will be for
naught increases the expected cost of a decision [*1020] to rehear by about another 11.3%, n59 to roughly 445%,
rather than 400%, of what a panel decision costs. Of course, some cases present a very clear binary choice, making this
risk slight.
There are also the related risks that the case will become moot after additional resources have been invested in
rehearing it en banc. n60 Five cases, or nearly 10%, produced such inconclusive results, n61 Adjusting the
calculation above to reflect this risk brings the cost of a rehearing en banc to approximately 485% of the cost of a panel
decision.
After rehearing a case en banc, the court may find that it agrees with the panel disposition after all. Seven, or
13.5%, of our en banc rehearings produced exactly that result, n62 This risk drives the cost of rehearing en banc up to
about 540% of the cost of an undisturbed panel decision.
Finally, the rehearing process may yield a decision that, contrary to expectation, has little implication beyond the
facts of the case being reheard. The Congress may amend the relevant statute, n63 or the Supreme Court may
propound a new rule either upon further review of the case reheard en banc or in a similar case. n64 In sum, it is safe to
estimate that one case reheard en banc consumes as much of the court’s resources as five or six cases heard by a panel;
thus, one rehearing displaces four to five panel hearings.
Rehearing en banc and suggestions for rehearing en banc impose [*1021 ] costs upon the parties and the public as
well. The party that lost before the panel is obviously willing to incur those costs in hope of a favorable decision. The
party that prevailed before the panel, however, has no choice but to incur the attorneys’ fees associated with rebriefing
and rehearing, as well as the costs, both monetary and nonmonetary, of the delay in resolving the dispute, n65 Insofar
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as the contested issue is of wider importance, the additional period of uncertainty before its resolution is also a cost to
the broader public.
Apart from the material costs of rehearing en banc, there is at least a potential cost to collegiality. As we have
pointed out, n66 the infrequency of rehearings en banc in the D.C. Circuit indicates a high degree of confidence in the
work of the panels. At the same time, it must be acknowledged that either too high or too low a rate of rehearing en
banc could jeopardize the collegial atmosphere prevailing on the court.
If cases were reheard en banc too frequently, the prospect of en banc review would weaken the presumption of
finality that otherwise attaches to a panel opinion. This could make the panels less responsible to the rest of the court,
and perhaps more willing to stake out an adventuresome position: after all, a majority of the full court can always vote
to rehear en banc a questionable decision.
On the other hand, if cases were reheard en banc too infrequently, the virtual independence of each panel would
itself threaten collegiality. Rogue panels could become a problem, as the concurrence of any two judges on a
proposition -- even one that they might anticipate is contrary to the views of the other ten judges -- could create binding
circuit precedent, n67 Only relatively weak informal sanctions, such as the disapproval of colleagues, could deter such
opportunism.
Even if the possibility of rehearing en banc has no real effect on panels’ self-restraint, removing all possibility of
rehearing en banc would foster the perception that the outcome of a case depends upon the panel that hears it. At the
other extreme, if en banc review were literally costless, the full court could rehear any case, and the luck of the draw
would count for nothing. In the real world, costs [*1022] impose substantial limitations on the check provided by
rehearing en banc. Ideally, the court will rehear cases en banc just often enough that its failure to rehear a case is
properly understood -- by the parties and by the public -- as an endorsement of the panel decision rather than merely a
bow to the constraint of limited resources, n68 Thus, while it is clear that the ideal number ofen banc rehearings is not
zero, it is probably not much more than are currently heard in the D.C. Circuit.
III. Benefits of Rehearing En Banc
Rule 35(a) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, which sets out the formal standards for convening the court
en banc, also provides: "Such a hearing or rehearing is not favored and ordinarily will not be ordered except (1) when
consideration by the full court is necessary to secure or maintain uniformity of its decisions, or (2) when the proceeding
involves a question of exceptional importance." n69 "Exceptional importance" is in the eye of the beholder; life being
short, no judge, including a judge who has dissented from a panel disposition, would want to rehear a case en banc if he
or she did not think it of exceptional importance. Rule 35 consequently expresses more of an attitude than a standard.
n70
The two categories set out in Rule 35 are not exclusive of others. Although a case reheard en banc "ordinarily"
meets at least one of the criteria, a case may warrant the attention of the full court for another reason, such as the
divergence of the panel decision from Supreme Court precedent, n71 Moreover, the standards set forth in Rule 35
interact: the "importance" of the case may influence what is perceived to be a significant departure from the
"uniformity" of circuit decisions.
However one may try to express them as criteria, in practice there are three good reasons to rehear a case en banc.
n72 First, rehearing [* 1023] en banc allows the full court to maintain consistency in the case law -- intracircuit,
intercircuit, or between the circuit and the Supreme Court. Second, the full court may wish to address an issue of great
importance. Third, the full court can correct an apparently erroneous result -- either of the panel’s own making or
arising from an earlier panel’s decision that bound the panel whose decision is reheard, n73 These reasons interact, too:
the more important the case, the more likely an erroneous or inconsistent decision will draw the attention of the full
court. Conversely, the en banc court is unlikely to devote its resources to rehearing an issue, even of the first
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importance, that the panel has decided to the satisfaction of the majority of the active judges of the circuit.
A. Consistency
Consistency in the law is one of the two criteria for hearing or rehearing en banc reflected in Rule 15 of the General
Rules of the D.C. Circuit:
A suggestion for hearing or rehearing en banc shall contain a separate introductory section.., that shall set forth
the reasons why the case is of exceptional importance or, where applicable, with what decision or decisions of the
Supreme Court of the United States, of this Court, or of any other federal appellate court, the panel decision is claimed
to be in conflict, n74
Only insofar as Rule 15 makes a conflict with circuit precedent an occasion for rehearing en banc does it echo the
reference in Rule 35 of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure to situations in which "consideration by the full court
is necessary to secure or maintain uniformity of its decisions." n75 The problem with a panel decision that truly
conflicts with circuit precedent is simply that it departs from the principle of majority rule; it is contrary to the law as
declared by a prior majority and left undisturbed by the present majority of the court. A panel that issues such a lawless
decision is a rogue; it should be deterred or, when that fails, corrected by the full court’s ready resort to rehearing en
banc. Not surprisingly, however, such cases are exceedingly rare. n76
[*1024]
The clearest intracircuit conflict of the decade involved virtually simultaneous decisions, n77 Because all
decisions are circulated to the full court before they are issued, both of the panels and the full court obviously were
aware of the conflict even before the first decision came out. Rather than allow a race to the printshop to determine
circuit precedent -- a procedure that would be quite destructive of collegiality -- the court followed the sensible path of
allowing both decisions to issue on the same day and then granting the inevitable suggestions for rehearing en banc.
n78
Conflict with a Supreme Court decision, a criterion that appears in Circuit Rule 15 n79 but not in Federal Rule of
Appellate Procedure 35, n80 is more a theoretical than an actual ground for rehearing a case en banc. Of course,
suggestions for rehearing en banc routinely argue that a particular panel decision conflicts with controlling Supreme
Court precedent, just as petitions for certiorari strain to concoct a conflict between circuits in the hope of securing
review by the Supreme Court. Panels that simply overlook controlling Supreme Court precedent are a good deal
scarcer, however, than the disagreements that inevitably arise between courts of appeals in the absence of controlling
Supreme Court precedent. More commonly, a panel’s decision arguably departs from the spirit of a Supreme Court
case, but that is a close question of interpretation, not lawlessness. For example, I dissented from the panel decision in
New York Times v. NASA n81 on the ground that it conflicted with Department of State v. Washington Post, n82
notwithstanding the panel majority’s attempt at reconciling the two decisions. The full court, after rehearing en banc,
agreed with my dissent -- but only by a bare majority, n83
A conflict between a panel of this court and a decision of another circuit is also referenced in Circuit Rule 15 n84
but is not within the uniformity provision of Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 35. n85 The creation of an
intercircuit conflict, however, may be a good reason to deem the panel decision one of"exceptional importance" within
the meaning of the latter rule. n86 The Supreme Court recently [*1025] indicated that a conflict between circuits
might make rehearing en banc appropriate, at least when the judges of a circuit doubt the wisdom of their own
precedent, n87 A conflict between circuits is an embarrassment to a system of national law, which "can ultimately
have only one proper interpretation." n88 Thus, either one circuit panel or the other has erred, and the full court should
be confident of its precedent before imposing upon the Supreme Court the necessity either to resolve or to tolerate the
conflict.
On the other hand, if multiple circuits are involved, and the split would persist even if the full court were to reverse
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the panel decision, it would almost certainly not be cost-efficient to rehear the case en banc. If the conflict is important,
the Supreme Court is likely to resolve it, and its decision is not likely to be affected by anything that the en banc court
could add to the debate already reflected in the conflicting opinions of the circuits.
B. Exceptional Importance
As a criterion for hearing a case en bane, the existence of"a question of exceptional importance" n89 begs the
question: Exceptional importance to whom? The possible answers are (1) the public, (2) the court, and (3) the parties.
1. To the Public
A case may be of exceptional importance to the public if it concerns either a unique issue of great moment to the
community, or a recurring issue that is likely to affect a large number of cases or persons, n90 In the former category,
the most striking examples in the history of the D.C. Circuit’s en bane practice are the cases arising [*1026] out of the
Watergate affair, and especially the cases involving the subpoena of the President’s tapes, n91 Probably in the interest
of maximizing public confidence in its decisions, the court heard the principal Watergate-related cases en banc from the
outset, without first sending them to a panel.
In the 1980s, the court heard four cases initially en banc. n92 Two were heard pursuant to statutes that specifically
required an en banc hearing; n93 the Congress, it seems, decided an issue was of such exceptional importance -presumably to the public -- as to warrant immediate en bane review. The other two cases, n94 however, were heard en
banc from the outset on the court’s own initiative. Community for Creative Non-Violence v. Watt n95 presented a
recurring question that had already produced several divergent opinions: the constitutionality under the First
Amendment of National Park Seivice regulations governing expressive conduct near the White House and the Mall,
specifically the status of overnight sleeping as protected activity. After hearing argument, the panel suggested that the
full court needed to settle the matter quickly; the en bane court agreed and reheard the case on an expedited basis. In
Banzhafv. Smith, n96 the district court had ordered the Attorney General to seek the appointment of an independent
counsel to investigate alleged wrongdoing by, among others, the White House Chief of Staff, the Directors of the Office
of Management and Budget and of the Central Intelligence Agency, and the immediate past National Security Advisor.
[*1027] The court of appeals reversed in a decision issued a mere forty-two days after the district court had issued the
order under review. Banzhafwas probably heard en banc for the same reasons as the twelve Watergate en bancs n97 -to maximize public confidence in the court’s decision and to resolve as quickly as possible an issue affecting public
confidence in the incumbent administration.
Apart from initial en banes, many if not all of the cases resolving constitutional issues were reheard en banc
probably because of their exceptional importance to the public. Because the Constitution poses immovable limits to
executive and legislative action, and guarantees the public’s most fundamental rights, constitutional rulings are often by
their nature broader than the average resolution of a point of law. Some constitutional cases may also have immediate
and controversial effects, such as Ledoux v. District of Columbia, n98 which concerned a constitutional challenge to
the affirmative action plan of the Metropolitan Police Department of the District of Columbia.
Some non-constitutional en banc cases also posed issues of great public importance. Ramirez de Arellano v.
Weinberger n99 dealt with the availability of judicial review of United States military operations overseas. The panel
decision in Yellow Bus Lines, Inc. v. Drivers, Chauffeurs & Helpers Local Union 639 nl00 might have made a large
number of ordinary labor disputes into occasions for damage actions under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt
Organizations Act. nl 01 Indeed, exceptional importance to the public was probably a prime factor motivating the court
to rehear en banc the various cases that established broad principles in fields as diverse as criminal law and procedure,
energy, and environmental regulation, n102
2. To the Court
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Table I, opposite, categorizes the cases heard en bane over the [*1028] past decade by subject matter, n103
Examination of Table I leads to the conclusion that a case may be of exceptional importance to this court if it raises a
recurring issue concerning the administration of justice in this circuit, n104 Although the same cases may also be
important to the public and to the parties, the frequency with which the full court addresses certain topics suggests that
the court itself deems it an important responsibility to hear such cases en bane.
TABLE 1
EN BANC CASES FYs 1981-1991 BY SUBJECT CATEGORY
[SEE ILLUSTRATION IN ORIGINAL]
Because it is exceptionally important that the court remain within its constitutional competence, among the most
frequent subjects of [*1029] the cases heard en banc were questions concerning the jurisdiction of the court or the
standards for determining the justiciability of a particular case -- including matters such as standing, n105 and
ripeness, nl06 The resolution of these questions provides the bar with important guidance as to whether and when a
party may litigate in this circuit. The court en banc was also particularly willing to hear cases involving costs and
attorneys’ fees. The shifting of costs and fees, and particularly the magnitude of attorneys’ fees, greatly affects the bar
and its incentive to bring certain types of cases in this circuit. Cases raising these two categories of issues account for
nearly one-third of all the en banc cases in FYs 1981-1990.
It should come as no surprise that one-quarter of the en banc cases over the same period have involved substantive
or procedural review of actions taken by administrative agencies. Administrative law is a mainstay of the workload of
the D.C. Circuit, largely because most government agencies are located, and may therefore be sued, in the District of
Columbia. If there is a surprise here, it is that appeals or petitions for review of administrative agency decisions are
actually underrepresented among the court’s en banc cases; agency cases made up nearly thirty-five percent of the
court’s total dispositions on the merits over the past decade, n107
The court en banc heard three cases n108 addressing the degree of deference owed to an agency’s interpretation of
a statute it administers, reflecting the importance of this issue to the work of this court. The issue of deference arises in
a very large number of the cases in which a panel reviews the decision of an administrative agency. In FY 1990, for
example, the court cited Chevron U.S.A. lnc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council Inc. n109 the leading case on the
subject, in sixty-four published opinions -- about twenty percent of all its published opinions that year.
The attention of the full court is not concentrated on the work of any particular agency or agencies; in the entire
decade, the only federal regulatory agency with more than three cases before the court en banc was the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission. nl 10 This probably reflects the very large number of FERC cases that come [*1030] before
the panels of this court, nl 11 and the importance that many individual FERC cases, which may involve staggering
sums of money, have to the public and to the parties. In addition, two of the FERC cases heard en banc concerned
natural gas regulation, nl 12 In the last decade, the FERC has virtually restructured the natural gas industry,
proliferating new rules and policies, and hence petitions for review.
The frequency of cases involving access to govemment information also suggests that the court is particularly
sensitive to its special responsibilities as the circuit encompassing the seat of government, nl 13 In the last decade, the
en banc court heard five cases concerning access to government information, n114 including three cases arising under
the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). nl 15 Litigation over access to government information is most often brought
in this circuit because the documents that one might seek from the federal government are most often found here.
Indeed, in FY 1989, thirty of the eighty-three FOIA appeals filed nationwide were filed in this circuit, n116
Although the court heard seven criminal cases en banc, n117 they do not form a coherent category: two addressed
the scope of review, n118 while four raised a variety of constitutional issues, n119 of which two concerned the
insanity defense, n120 In any event, the full court has not decided a criminal case en banc since 1986 when, at the
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suggestion of a panel, it unanimously overruled an earlier precedent that had created a conflict with other circuits.
nl 21 The court granted a criminal defendant’s suggestion for rehearing en banc only twice in the ten years 1981-1990,
and not at all from 1982 until 1991. n122
[*1031]
It is noteworthy that the court has not heard en banc a single case arising under its diversity jurisdiction, although
diversity cases accounted for nearly six percent of the cases to come before the court in FYs 1981-1990. n123 It is
extremely unlikely that the court would ever rehear a diversity case en banc. Most diversity cases in this circuit arise
under the laws of the District of Columbia or of Maryland; each of those jurisdictions has a procedure by which the
court can certify a question of state law to their highest court for resolution. If a diversity case raises an important
question, it is more appropriately referred to the state judicial system than to this court sitting en banc. n124
Furthermore, because an important question of state law is not likely to recur in this court, its resolution is not likely to
be important to the administration of justice in this circuit. And because the decision would not bind the courts of the
state where the question is likely to recur, en banc resolution is not likely to be important to the public at large either.
The issue may, of course, be of great importance to the parties, n125 a subject to which we now turn.
3. To the parties
The court’s decision to hear or rehear some cases en banc can be explained only by their exceptional importance to
the parties, because the issues raised are not particularly significant to the public generally or to the court. Some
commentators have doubted the [*1032] legitimacy of this type of"exceptional importance" as a criterion for
allocating the attention of the full court, n126 Many judges, however, have agreed to, and some have even advocated,
rehearing en banc cases involving large amounts of money or having extraordinary emotional impact upon the
individuals involved, regardless of the likely importance of the case as a precedent, n127 Certainly, exceptional
importance to the parties appears to have been a contributing if not the controlling factor in the grant of rehearing en
banc in a few cases in this circuit, n128
C. Erroneous Panel Decision
Even if a panel decision resolves an issue of exceptional importance or creates an apparent inconsistency with the
law of this or of another circuit, it may not be an economical use of the court’s time to rehear the case ifa majority of
the judges do not believe that the panel erred. On the other hand, ifa majority do believe that the panel almost surely
has erred, then that is properly reason enough to trigger en banc review.
For the judge who was not on the original panel, identifying panel error in a particular case is an inherently
probabilistic exercise. The nonpanelist must first decide how far to pursue a preliminary inquiry into the merits of the
case in order to assess whether the panel probably erred and, if so, whether the error is serious enough to warrant its
correction by the unwieldy process of rehearing en banc. [*1033] In evaluating the case, the nonpanelist confronts an
argumentative "suggestion for rehearing en banc," n129 the panel decision at which the suggestion is aimed, and
possibly a dissenting opinion within the panel, on which the suggestion for rehearing will for the most part have been
based. After studying these materials, the judge is still likely to be much less familiar with the case than was any
member of the panel, and certainly less so than the author of an opinion, n130
The nonpanelist may consult the principal cases cited in the suggestion and the panel opinion, and may even call for
and consult the record. Still, the judge will not have had the benefit of oral argument and will not have achieved the
deep involvement of a panelist, much less the author of an opinion. Nor would it make sense for each nonpanelist to
acquire that degree of familiarity in order to vote on the suggestion for rehearing. The burden of doing so every time a
suggestion was not facially without merit would be overwhelming.
Because a nonpanelist’s decision to vote on whether to rehear a case en banc is therefore unavoidably subject to
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some uncertainty about the appropriate outcome, the decision of the court to rehear a case reflects only a majority’s
tentative belief that the panel decision should be changed. Indeed, if voting to rehear a case en banc were tantamount to
reversing the panel, there would be no need for reargument or rebriefing; the full court could act on the basis of the
panel decision and the petition for rehearing.
[* 1034]
That, however, is decidedly not the case. The inherently probabilistic nature of the decision to rehear en banc is
reflected in a single key fact: of the cases in which the full court either agreed or disagreed with the panel’s disposition,
it agreed seventeen percent of the time. nl 31 That is not to say that the resources that the court invested in rehearing
those seven cases en banc were entirely wasted. The parties’ and the public’s confidence in the results may have been
increased by the full court’s affirmation. But those secondary benefits surely would not have been inducement enough
to rehear many of those cases en banc had the court known in advance that it would endorse the panels’ dispositions.
1. The Role of Majority Rule
In asserting that a suggestion for rehearing puts before each nonpanelist the question whether the panel erred, we
have assumed that each judge properly considers whether he or she agrees with the panel decision. It is appropriate for
each judge to ask that question, however, only if a panel may properly be considered to have erred simply because the
view it adopted would (probably) not be adopted by a majority of the full court. That the majority does rule is inherent
in Rule 35, n132 of course. Our premise is that the majority should rule; that is, the decisions of the panels ideally
should reflect the views of the court as a whole, or where that is not possible because the court is divided, come as close
as possible to that ideal by reflecting the views of a majority of the court.
In an opinion concurring in the court’s vacatur of its previous decision to rehear Bartlett v. Bowen and two other
cases en banc, Judge Edwards, joined by Judge (then Chief Judge) Wald and Judges Robinson, Mikva, and Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, questioned the premise that the court has an interest in conforming each panel decision to the view that a
majority of the full court would take of the particular case. n133 Judge Edwards’ opinion stressed that en banc review
should be reserved for the "most compelling circumstances," n134 and enumerated the reasons why he believed that
the cases under consideration were not of the exceptional importance that would warrant the "[extraordinary]
institutional cost of rehearing cases en banc." n 135 Judge Edwards then questioned whether the disagreement of a
majority of the full court with a panel decision could, by itself, justify rehearing a case en banc. Referring to the dissent
from the [*1035] denial of rehearing en banc that Judges Bork, Starr, Buckley, Williams, and I filed, Judge Edwards
wrote:
Underlying the dissenters’ calls for rehearings en banc, and especially their resort to a "clearly wrong"/"highly
dubious" test to determine when to rehear a case en banc -- is the implicit view that every time a majority of the judges
disagree with a panel decision, they should get rid of it by rehearing the case en banc. The error in this proposition is the
concept that it is somehow desirable that majority rule should determine the outcome of cases .... IT]he fact that 6 of
11 judges agree with a particular result does not invest that result with any greater legal validity than it would otherwise
have. The reason we use majority rule on a panel is because there must be some device for reaching a decision where
there is disagreement among three judges; it is not because correctness is assured by having as many legal minds as
possible in agreement, n136
Putting to one side any quibble over whether the dissent really implied that the court should rehear "every" panel
decision with which a majority disagrees (which would require an unimaginable disregard of both personal and
institutional costs), Judge Edwards raises a very interesting question about the scope of majority rule on a court. Why,
after all, should a 6-5 majority for rehearing a case en banc displace a 2-1 panel decision going the other way? n137
Does the court really use majority rule on the panel just because "there must be some device for reaching a decision
where there is disagreement among three judges," and not because we have more confidence in the result to which a
greater, rather than lesser, number of judges subscribe? The evidence favors the latter interpretation.
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First, majority rule is neither the only nor the most obvious device for resolving a disagreement. For example, if
two panelists are no more probably right than the one in disagreement with them, the flip of a coin would be a more
reasonable device for reaching a decision than majority rule. The coin toss would determine whether the majority or the
equally-likely-to-be-correct minority view is to be the opinion of the court. It might be even more reasonable (than
flipping a coin, at least) to leave the decision to the most senior of the three judges, on the ground that he or she has
more experience in the law, or a more seasoned judgment, n138
[* 1036]
Second, the Congress has provided for a three-judge district court to hear certain types of cases initially, n139 with
appeal of right directly to the Supreme Court. n 140 The Congress singled out these categories of cases -- principally
reapportionment cases and civil rights cases arising under the Voting Rights Acts n141 or under certain provisions of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 n142 -- because it deemed them so important that they ought to be heard by a three-judge
court from the outset. It seems that the Congress’s purpose was indeed to apply a greater number of independent
judgments to the most important cases at the first opportunity, which can only reflect a belief that more legal minds are
likely better than fewer.
It is obvious that idiosyncratic views are more likely to govern the decision of a single judge than that of the two
judges necessary to constitute a majority on a three-judge district court. Likewise on the court of appeals: two or three
panel judges are more likely to err than the seven to twelve judges that constitute a majority of the full court. In any
event, it seems logical that the probability of error would almost certainly be related to the number of judges that
subscribe to either of two interpretations of the law, only one of which can be correct.
Third, it is hard to explain the number of judges normally involved in the successive stages of review in the federal
court system unless a proposition to which more judges subscribe is thought to be more likely correct than one to which
fewer judges subscribe. A single district judge can be reversed only by the vote of at least two circuit judges. The
three-judge panel of a court of appeals can be reviewed in the Supreme Court only upon the vote of at least four
Justices, and can be reversed only by five or more. n143
Furthermore, in the en banc context, it is important to bear in mind that the two-judge majority of a panel may
attract few if any additional adherents. As shown on Table 2, the D.C. Circuit en [*1037] banc has more often than not
reversed panel decisions by a substantial majority, n144 Indeed, nearly three-quarters of the cases were decided by a
margin of three votes or better. In some instances, the panel majority formed a minority of two in the full court, n145
and there are quite a few cases in which one or both of them have been persuaded to a different view upon rehearing en
banc. n146
Table 2
Majority Margin FYs 1981-1990 n147
Unanimous court:
n148 (31.9%)
15
4 or more vote margin:
n149 (66.0%)
31
3 or more vote margin:
2 or 1 vote margin:
Evenly divided:
No majority rationale:

n150 (74.5%)
35
n151 (21.3%) (100%)
10
n152 2 (4.3%)
n153 5 (10.9%)
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[*1038]
Finally, it does not follow that the decision to rehear a case en banc is a decision to "get rid of’ a panel decision for,
as noted above, n154 the panel is vindicated one-sixth of the time. In this respect, it is more useful to think of the
majority’s decision to rehear a case en banc as analogous to the decision of a minority of four Supreme Court Justices to
grant a writ of certiorari. If four Justices believe that a court of appeals decision is or may be in error, or that it would
be desirable for the Court to make a definitive statement of the law in a particular area, that is reason enough to cause all
nine Justices of the Supreme Court to hear the case. Surely, on the court of appeals, if seven or more of the twelve
believe that a panel probably erred (or was bound by a precedent that should be reexamined), that is a good reason for
review by the full court. As Justice Frankfurter put it, "[I]nsofar as possible, determinations en banc are indicated
whenever it seems likely that a majority of all the active judges [* 1039] would reach a different result than the panel
assigned to hear the case or which has heard it." n155 Of course, the court may not be able to afford the resources
required to revisit every decision that a majority doubts, but that depends upon how many panel decisions seem
doubtful to a majority, n156
2. A Special Case: A Panel Bound to a Prior Rule
Somewhat different considerations are present when the question is not whether a panel has erred but whether the
court should adhere to a precedent that would otherwise bind the panel -- a matter that the full court considered twenty
times in the last ten years, n157 This question can arise either before the panel’s decision has issued, if the panel
circulates an 1tons footnote to the full court, n158 or after the decision has issued, if the court grants a suggestion for
rehearing en banc in order to reexamine the questioned precedent. The full court authorized a panel to use an Irons
footnote to overrule a precedent ten times in as many years (FYs 1981-1990). n159 In three more cases the full court
reconsidered a precedent after the panel had heard argument but before it had rendered a decision, n160 On still
another seven occasions, the court reheard a panel decision en banc in order to reconsider the precedent that bound the
panel, n161 ~nsevera~~fthe~ast-menti~nedcases~thepane~virtua~~yinvitedthesuggesti~nf~rrehearingenbancby
casting doubt upon the wisdom of the rule by which it was constrained, n162
In this Article, we do not treat Irons footnote cases as cases heard or reheard en banc. We do count as en bancs,
however, five other cases in which the full court participated in the resolution of the case [*1040] but used procedures
that streamlined the process to a point between the summary action of an Irons footnote and the reargument and new
opinion cycle of a full-blown rehearing en banc.
In National Patent Development Corp. v. Smith and Nephew, Ltd., n163 the panel majority expressed doubt about
the controlling precedent. The one judge who concurred separately would go no further than to say that the prior case
was not entirely without merit, n164 When the losing party suggested rehearing en banc, the full court called for a
response from the prevailing party, and then unanimously overruled the controlling case without hearing further
argument or receiving new briefs.
The Smith andNephew procedure is promising. By effectively inviting the losing party to suggest rehearing en
banc, it provides each nonpanelist with more grounding in the issue than the nonadversarial Irons procedure, n165 If
even a single member of the court is uncertain whether to grant the suggestion for rehearing, that judge may call for a
response from the party that prevailed before the panel, n166 The further step of en banc reargument, which though
often useful is always cumbersome, may then be avoided if the case for overruling the panel or the antecedent precedent
is strong enough.
In four cases, the en banc court resolved a single issue and returned the remainder of the case to the panel for
disposition in light of the full court’s ruling, n167 Twice, in United States v. Foster n168 and Church ofScientology v.
IRS, n169 the panel had circulated an Irons footnote proposing to overrule an earlier case. n170 For some reason,
however -- presumably because one or more judges objected to such a summary overruling -- each case was reheard en
banc, but only to consider whether to overrule the questioned precedent. Both times, after overruling the challenged
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precedent, the full court returned the matter to the original panel for further proceedings.
United States v. Singleton n l 71 and United States v. Campbell n172 had one issue in common. When Singleton
was decided by a divided panel, the Campbell panel recommended that the court resolve the common issue en banc.
The full court agreed, vacated the panel opinion in Singleton, and heard a single consolidated reargument in both cases.
The court then issued a terse and unanimous per curiam opinion [*1041] addressing the common issue, n173 and
returned the cases to their respective panels to apply the en banc ruling to the facts, and to resolve the remaining issues
in each case.
Whether through full or streamlined en banc procedures, the majority of the full court has a legitimate interest in
ensuring that both older and developing precedents do not diverge too far from the views of most of the members of the
court. In this way the court fulfills the obligation to decide cases that has been delegated to it, and that it in turn has
delegated to its constituent panels. The full court cannot decide every case, of course, but it can and should convene en
banc whenever the majority believes that an error is grave enough to warrant the cost of correction, regardless of
whether the case would fall under a neutral category of exceptional importance.
IV. The Experience of the D.C. Circuit, 1981-1990
The appendix to this Article identifies the fifty-five cases that the court voted to hear or rehear en banc in the ten
years ending in June 1990 (as well as the eight cases argued or decided en banc in FY 1991). n174 Of those fifty-five
cases, original hearing en banc was voted in four cases, n175 including one in which the full court decided to rehear
the case immediately after the panel argument, n176 The court voted to rehear four other cases prior to the panel’s
issuing an opinion, n177 In at least two of those cases, the panel had circulated to the full court an opinion that
stimulated the decision to rehear, n178 In another, one panel had not yet released an opinion when another panel
issued a divided opinion on the controlling issue, prompting [*1042] the court to rehear both cases en banc with
respect only to the common issue of law. n179 The Court reheard en banc 47 cases after the panel issued a decision.
n180
Table 3
En Banc Procedures: FYs 1981-1990
Original en banc:
After panel argument but before decision:
Irons footnote to panel decision:
After panel decision issued:

4
4
10
47

In addition, the court has used the Irons shortcut procedure ten times in the last ten years, n181 Although there has
been some debate over exactly what type of precedent the court may overrule without going to a full rehearing en banc,
the court has used the Irons procedure in widely differing contexts. Most Irons footnotes cleared away precedents of
questionable authority: thus, the court has resolved inconsistencies between precedents, n182 or rejected an
assumption n183 or a dictum n184 in an earlier case. In one instance the court simply modified the scope of a
precedent to account for more recently discovered evidence, n185 One of the earliest uses of an Irons footnote,
however, was to overrule a contrary circuit precedent, n186 The Irons footnote has fallen into relative disuse.
Curiously, although the court used an Irons footnote six times in the first four years of the [*1043] decade, n187 it
has done so only once since 1987. n188
Given a clear enough issue, and sufficient depth and breadth of the court’s conviction concerning the issue, there is
no reason for the court to forswear using the Irons procedure to overrule a precedent. The costs avoided when an Irons
footnote obviates the need for rehearing en banc are simply too great for the court categorically to limit the Irons
procedure to cases in which some ambiguity has crept into circuit law. Just as a motions panel may sometimes properly
establish circuit precedent by publishing a decision in a case that does not warrant oral argument, so too may the full
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court properly take a stand on the basis of a panel’s circulated proposal to reverse a circuit precedent.
The court has used the lrons procedure largely to address narrower issues within the same categories of subject
matter that attract full en banc review, n189 Of the ten lrons footnotes, four involved judicial review of administrative
action, n190 four concerned questions of jurisdiction and justiciability, nl 91 two addressed public access to
government information, n192 and one each dealt with attorneys’ fees, n193 civil rights, n194 and parole eligibility.
n195 Indeed, the case concerning parole eligibility was itself reheard en banc with respect to the issue of jurisdiction.
n196
Statistical analysis of the court’s en banc practice provides several useful insights, particularly for the attorney
considering whether to seek en banc rehearing of an adverse panel decision:
First, as shown in Table 4, the court grants a very small percentage [*1044] of the en banc suggestions it receives.
The number of panel decisions reheard en banc at the suggestion of a party, and the percentage of those suggestions that
were granted, both increased slightly over the decade; but both the number of cases heard en bane originally and the
number of cases heard en bane at the suggestion of a member of the court declined, n197 In any event, the percentage
of en bane suggestions that the court grants remains so small as to indicate that lawyers are improvidently suggesting
rehearing en banc in many cases that do not present even a close case for the attention of the full court.
Table 4
Suggestions for Rehearing En Bane Received
and Granted FY n198
Suggestions as

1990

Suggestions

% of Total
Panel

Received

Dispositions
159
179

n199 25.90%
n200 22.07%

338
n202 N.A.

1985
1984

240
244

1983
1982

1989
1989-1990
1986-1988

1981
1981-1985

Rehearing

Suggestions
Granted as

En bane
Granted

% of
Suggestions
6

3.77%

n201 24.04%

5
11

2.79%
3.25%

49.59%

5

2.08%

4

1.64%

236

46.30%
47.01%

275
263

44.93%
46.88%

3
6

1.27%
2.18%

1258

46.84%

5
23

1.90%
1.83%

[* 1045]
Second, the probability of the court rehearing en banc a decision that a panel made without oral argument is
vanishingly small. As Table 5 reveals, the court disposed of 2068 cases without oral argument during FYs 1981-1990.
At least since 1986, these were generally decisions of special panels made upon motions for summary affirmance or
summary reversal, or upon staff recommendations for disposition after briefing but without oral argument pursuant to
Circuit Rule 13(i). n203 Obviously, ira case is disposed of summarily, it is because the panel believes the issues are
too one-sided to warrant even the devotion of the resources necessary for oral argument. There would have to be a most
unusual circumstance or an almost unthinkably gross error for the case to warrant en banc rehearing after a panel has
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treated it summarily.
Table 5
Percentage of Argued and Unargued Cases Reheard
En Banc n204
Reheard

Panel Decisions
w/o Argument

En Banc

Panel Decisions

Reheard

After Argument

En Banc

FY 1990
1989

262
370

0
0

352
421

6
5

1988
1987

436
470

0
0

454
474

1
n205 9

1986

308

0

397

8

1985
1984

44
29

n206 1
0

440
498

3
4

1983
1982

49
50

n207 1
n208 1

453
562

1
6

1981

50

n209 1

511

4

2,068 4(0.2%)

4,562 47(1.03%)

In each of the four cases decided summarily but reheard en banc, [*1046] there was indeed an unusual
circumstance. In two of those n210 the panel had published an opinion for the court, which indicates that the panel
thought the case raised a question that should be settled by a precedent accessible to the public and the bar. In the ten
years covered by Table 5, the full court reheard only two decisions in which the panel did not believe that a published
opinion was warranted, n211 In one of those instances, n212 the unpublished panel decision awarded attorneys’ fees
in a case in which the underlying decision had been the subject of a published opinion. The bar might well take note:
only when it was moved to overrule the controlling precedent did the court rehear en banc the merits of a case that was
decided summarily in an unpublished decision.
The court does not keep records showing the number of times that a party whose case was decided summarily
suggested rehearing en banc, but the Clerk’s office estimates that three to four such suggestions are received monthly.
(At 3.5 per month, or forty-two per year, such suggestions would amount to eleven percent of the cases disposed of
summarily in FYs 1986-1990.) Many, of course, come from pro se petitioners who may well not appreciate the
improbability that the full court will devote the resources necessary to rehear a case the --proper resolution of which the
panel thought too clear even to warrant oral argument. Surprisingly, however, attorneys file a significant percentage of
the suggestions for rehearing en banc in cases disposed of summarily, n213
Third, even with respect to cases in which the panel did hear oral argument, the probability of the court rehearing
en banc has been about 1 in 100 for the decade overall. This compares very favorably, however, with decisions in
which the panel did not first hear oral argument. The probability of rehearing such a panel decision en banc is barely 1
in 500 (indeed, zero during the last five years).
Fourth, in cases in which the panel published a decision (almost always after oral argument) a case was much more
likely to be reheard en banc if the panel was divided. Of nineteen cases decided in the four most recent years (FYs
1987-1990) that were granted rehearing en banc after the panel published its decision, only six (32%) were decided by
unanimous panels; in thirteen (68%) the panel was divided. Of fifty cases reheard or granted rehearing en banc in FYs
1981-1990 after the panel had circulated its opinion to the full court, n214 seventeen (34%) were from unanimous
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panels, while thirty-three (66%) were from divided panels.
[* 1047] Table 6
Percentage of Unanimous and Divided Panel Opinions

FY
1990

Published
panel decisions

Reheard En Bane
Reheard
Without
dissent
en banc *

1989

314 286(91%)
363 326(90%)

2 (.7%)
1 (.3%)

1988
1987

375 317(85%)
287 260(91%)

0 (0%)
3 (1.2%)

1,339 1189 (89%) 6 (0.5%)

Dissent to

Reheard

panel decision

en banc*

28 (9%)

4 (14%)

37 (10%)
58 (15%)
27 (9%)

3 (8%)
1 (2%)

150 (11%)

13 (9%)

5 (19%)

* Regardless of F¥ in which reheard.
In FYs 1987-1990, published panel decisions elicited a dissent only eleven percent of the time. The probability of a
divided panel decision being reheard en bane, however, was nine percent, which was considerably higher than the
probability that a unanimous panel decision would be reheard en bane. Indeed, the six unanimous panel decisions
reheard in the last four years amount to only about 1 in every 200 unanimous published panel decisions.
The lesson for the bar is clear: if the panel is unanimous, the probability of obtaining rehearing en banc is extremely
low. Indeed, if no panelist is moved to switch sides (and to urge the full court that the panel’s error was of such
importance as to warrant correction en bane), the suggestion for rehearing would have to persuade seven of the nine
nonpanelists. The resources of the client, not to mention those of the court, should not be lightly expended, therefore, in
the pursuit of anything but the strongest reason for rehearing a unanimous decision.
From my perspective on the court, this pattern seems entirely understandable. Any nonpanelist reviewing a panel
decision at the instance of the losing party must assess the probability that the panel erred; n215 when the panel is
unanimous, that probability is very low. It is still more improbable that an argument that could not convince even one
of three randomly chosen members of the court will appeal to a majority of the full court. Therefore, it is rational for
the nonpanelist judge to approach quite skeptically a suggestion to rehear en bane a unanimous panel decision. On the
other hand, if the panel was divided, the nonpanelist not only knows that the losing argument was capable of persuading
at least one judge; he or she also has the benefit of that judge’s opinion, which can be read without concern that it is
skewed by the zeal of an advocate.
Finally, the subject matter of a panel decision also affects the [*1048] probability that the court will be willing to
rehear the case en bane. As demonstrated in our earlier discussion of the types of cases reheard because they are of
exceptional importance to the administration of justice in this circuit, cases involving jurisdiction and justiciability,
costs and attorneys’ fees, review of agency action, and government information and government employee issues
account for two-thirds of all the cases heard en banc in the last decade, n216 Clearly, these types of cases raise issues
that the court has found worthy of en banc attention, and other types that appear infrequently or not at all in Table 1 do
not hold much allure for the full court.
In this Article, we do not try to compare the en banc practice of the D.C. Circuit with that of the other circuits in
any detail. There are formidable obstacles to compiling a reliable cross-circuit database, n217 More fundamentally,
the circumstances of the various circuits differ in ways that make it impossible to attach much significance to disparities
in the number or percentage of cases that they rehear en banc. First, a relatively small court has less need to rehear
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cases en banc than its larger counterparts. In the D.C. Circuit, the probability of two panels issuing conflicting
decisions at approximately the same time, each ignorant of what the other is doing, is virtually nil. Yet that happens -perhaps with some regularity -- in the largest circuits, n218 More generally, a court with fewer judges has less need to
resort to rehearing en banc in order to maintain the coherence of its case law. n219
On the other hand, the more numerous a bench, the greater the [* 1049] cost of rehearing en banc. n220 In other
words, as the size of a court increases, both its need to rehear cases en banc and the cost of its doing so rise. Without
knowing which effect will tend to dominate, however, it is not possible usefully to compare two circuits of different
sizes with regard either to the number or to the percentage of panel decisions that are reheard en banc.
As shown in Table 7, the D.C. Circuit has rendered roughly one percent of its decisions through the court en banc
in three of four test periods spanning more than thirty years. Such consistency over time is remarkable, especially
considering that the court grew from nine to twelve judges over this period. The variation from year to year has also
been small, at least during the most recent decade; in that time, the court has averaged 5.5 decisions en banc per year,
but perhaps more significantly, not a single year has passed without at least two. n221
[*1050] Table 7
A Cross-Circuit Comparison ofEn Banc Dispositions as a
Percentage of Total Dispositions on the Merits n222
(showing, in parentheses, the number of judges
on the D.C. and 9th Circuits)
1967-69 n224
1977-79 n225

1957-59 n223

1987-89 n226

DC
1st

2.66 (9)
0

0.97 (9)
0

1.07 (9-11)
0

1.09 (12)
0.34

2d
3d

0.68
1.90

0

0.34

0.03

4th
5th

0
0.15

1.91
2.55
0.88

1.04
1.20
1.07

0.38
0.80
0.46

6th
7th

0
0.45

0.23

0.12

0.29

8th

0.46

0.29
0.70

0.52
0.93

0.46
0.94

9th
10th

0.98 (9)
0.96

0.60 (9-13)
0.86

0.26 (13-23)
0.48

0.28 (28)
1.03

1 lth

NA

NA

NA

0.53

Since the late 1950’s, the Ninth Circuit’s rehearing rate has dropped from approximately one percent to about
one-quarter of one percent. During that same time, however, the Ninth Circuit bench grew from nine to twenty-eight
judges. Thus, although the Ninth Circuit presumably has greater need than this circuit for rehearing en banc in order to
assure the uniformity of circuit precedent, the high cost of the procedure seems to have precluded rehearing cases en
banc with even the same frequency. Indeed, for the Ninth Circuit to rehear en banc fully one percent of its 2800 annual
panel dispositions, even using its new limited en banc procedure, n227 would take it four to six times the judicial time
that the D.C. Circuit devotes to en banc cases.
Conclusion

The D.C. Circuit’s en banc practice will always be controversial within the court and among the Bar. This must be
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so because the stakes are high whenever the court decides to rehear a case en banc. First, the court is betting that the
panel erred, and in committing [*1051 ] substantial resources to rehearing the case, it raises the ante fourfold. Second,
the result in a case of exceptional importance is up for grabs, unprotected by the force of the circuit precedents that
constrain a panel. Finally, the court is putting itself to a test: not only must it inquire into whether some of its number
have taken a wrong turn, or at least fallen out of step with the majority, but it must do so without sacrificing the
collegiality upon which it depends for the tolerably efficient discharge of its more routine responsibilities.
When a panel is set to hear fourteen cases over the course of a week, the judges know from past experience that
they should be able to agree on all but one or two decisions. When the court undertakes to rehear a single case en banc,
however, the probability that it will be divided is very high. The prospect is not appealing. And there is the risk that
great effort will be expended with little to show for it, because the court may not reach a clear majority position, or the
case may become moot before an opinion is issued, or for any of a number of other reasons.
Yet on half a dozen occasions each year, the full court dutifully takes the bench, hoping for the best but prepared
for the worst, each judge seemingly resolved to be even more solicitous, even more respectful of a contrary point of
view, than is customary among the judges sitting in panels. Sometimes the court must convene en bane because that is
the only way to maintain uniformity in the law. More often it is because the case involves a question of exceptional
importance to the public, to the court, or to the parties, and a majority think that the panel probably erred. In one case in
six, however, the full court affirms the panel, demonstrating the open-mindedness with which the nonpanelists approach
the question, even after betting their resources heavily the other way.
The Bar is not performing its part in this process as well as it can and should. Counsel file suggestions that the
court rehear a case en bane too often and too lightly. A suggestion for rehearing en banc asks the court to make a big
commitment of its limited resources -- of time and good will -- to a single case. Only a handful of cases can be reheard
each year, and certain subjects almost never command the attention of the full court. Yet counsel file a torrent of
suggestions in cases that have very little chance, by any objective measure, of being reheard en bane. Because few of
them are manifestly frivolous, however, each judge is burdened with considering each suggestion to the extent
necessary to determine whether it is one of those few cases each year that really should be reheard en bane.
There is necessarily a difference in perspective, of course, between an advocate who is convinced that the panel
misunderstood his or her argument, or misread the law, or both, and a judge considering the suggestion for rehearing en
banc. Still, the rate at [*1052] which the court is now receiving such suggestions indicates that counsel have not
carefully considered the criteria for rehearing en banc, and that they are wasting the court’s time and their clients’
money. Specifically, consider that the court received 159 suggestions for rehearing en bane in FY 1990, and in 144 of
those cases -- fully ninety percent -- not a single judge voted for rehearing, n228
We hope that this Article will help members of the Bar to identify those cases that are not plausible candidates for
rehearing en banc. To take the clearest circumstance, counsel contemplating a suggestion for rehearing en banc in a
case that has been decided summarily would be well-advised either to focus upon an argument for reversing a
controlling precedent, or to forgo the suggestion. Experience indicates that the court will not reexamine the application
of law to fact in a case that the panel found too clear to warrant oral argument.
In a case that is a better candidate for rehearing, counsel should take to heart the admonition of D.C. Cir. R.
15(a)(3): "ISlet forth the reasons why the case is of exceptional importance or, where applicable, with what decision...
the panel decision is claimed to be in conflict," and do so with particularity. Arguable error in a fact-specific setting
will rarely, if ever, warrant the attention of the full court. If it does not appear clearly enough that the panel decision is
in conflict with the relevant precedents, or that the issue is of exceptional importance, and that the panel probably erred,
then the suggestion will not be granted.
The court and the moving party alike are better served by a suggestion that both lays out the argument that the
panel erred on a question of law, and shows the court why correcting that error is so important that it should command
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the scarce resources of the en banc court. A suggestion that does not tell the court what it really needs to know merely
squanders n229 court time and has no chance of success. If counsel find that they cannot make their case both on the
legal merits of their cause and on the issue of resource allocation, they should not file a suggestion for rehearing en
banc.
We have little hope, however, that exhortation alone will counteract counsel’s incentives to pursue a long shot for
en banc review. For the worst offenders, stronger measures are in order, n230 Our analysis of circuit practice may,
however, help channel responsible [*1053] suggestions for rehearing into a form more likely to receive respectful
consideration and, for the occasional case that merits it, more likely to succeed at gaining rehearing en banc.
[*1054]
Appendix: D.C. Circuit En Banc Cases FYs 1981-1991

This Appendix lists the sixty-three cases that the D.C. Circuit voted to hear or rehear en banc during FYs
1981-1991. It excludes four cases in which the court first voted for, but then voted against rehearing en banc, and thus
left the posture of the case and the substance of the panel opinion unchanged, n231
The entry for each case gives the following information: citations to the en banc and panel decisions; the vote of the
en banc court; the area(s) of law involved in the case, if any; n232 and for cases reheard en banc, the judges on the
panel, the positions of the panelists upon rehearing en banc, and the action of the full court with respect to the panel
decision (coded A, D, D/O, O, D/E, E, or M). The name of the panelist authoring the panel opinion or any opinion on
rehearing is italicized.
Action code "A" indicates that the full court substantially agreed with the panel, while "D" means that the full court
disagreed. "D/O" indicates that the full court overruled a precedent to which the panel was bound. "O" indicates that
the panel did not issue an opinion before the full court reheard the case and overruled a circuit precedent. "E" indicates
that the full court split evenly; one "E" case is categorized as "D/E" because the action of the full court had the result of
invalidating the panel’s rationale. "M" means that the case became moot after the panel decided it, with the result that
the full court did not rule on its merits. In one case, [58], the full court heard and ruled only on the issue whether the
case had become moot after the panel decision had issued, and on the appropriate fate of the panel opinion if the case
had indeed become moot.
The tally of votes cast en banc lists the majority or plurality first. Votes for any concurrence that significantly
deviates from the reasoning of the majority or plurality are preceded by a plus sign. Parentheses enclose the number of
votes for a concurring opinion that is so at odds with the majority that it amounts to a dissent from, or a refusal to reach,
the main issue of law in the principal opinion. See, e.g., Appendix Case [51]. Dissenting votes are preceded by a minus
sign. Thus, in [60], "10 + 1 - 1" means that there was a majority of ten judges, one judge concurred in the judgment,
and one judge dissented. In [51 ], "9 + (2) - 0" means that there was a majority of nine judges, two reached the same
result but applied a completely different rule of law, and no judge dissented.
Each entry concludes with a brief description of the case.
[*1055] INDEX OF CASES HEARD EN BANC (FYs 1981-1990)
Constitutional Law (16): [50]; [46]; [39]; [29]; [24]; [23]; [22]; [20]; [19]; [16]; [13]; [10]; [9]; [7]; [5]; [1]
* First Amendment (7): Speech (3) -- [16]; [10]; [9]
Press (3) -- [39]; [29]; [24]
Religion (1) -- [22]
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n87 Groves v. Ring Screw Works, 111 S. Ct. 498, 501 n.8 (1990).
n88 In re Korean Air Lines Disaster of Sept. 1, 1983, 829 F.2d 1171, 1183 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (Ginsburg, D.
H., J., concurring).
n89 FED. R. APP. P. 35; see supra notes 69-70 and accompanying text.
n90 As noted, the exceptional public importance of a case may arise from the conflict it creates between this
and another circuit. Still, that conflict must concern a matter of some moment in order to warrant the costs of
reconsidering the case en banc.
n91 Senate Select Comm. on Presidential Campaign Activities v. Nixon, 498 F.2d 725 (D.C. Cir. 1974);
Nixon v. Sirica, 487 F.2d 700 (D.C. Cir. 1973). When the Supreme Court finally decided that the President’s
tapes were not immune from subpoena, it bypassed the court of appeals altogether, granting certiorari before
judgment. United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683,689-90 (1974).
The D.C. Circuit heard at least 10 other Watergate-related cases en banc. United States v. Haldeman, 559
F.2d 31 (D.C. Cir. 1976); United States v. Mardian, 546 F.2d 973 (D.C. Cir. 1976); United States v. Hunt, 514
F.2d 270 (D.C. Cir. 1975); United States v. Barker, 514 F.2d 208 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 421 U.S. 1013
(1975); United States v. Liddy, 510 F.2d 669 (D.C. Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 420 U.S. 980 (1975); United States
v. Liddy, 509 F.2d 428 (D.C. Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 420 U.S. 980 (1975); United States v. McCord, 509 F.2d
334 (D.C. Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 420 U.S. 911 (1975); In re Grand Jury Proceedings (Liddy), 506 F.2d 1293
(D.C. Cir. 1974); Mitchell v. Sirica, 502 F.2d 375 (D.C. Cir.) (denying, without argument, writ of prohibition),
cert. denied, 418 U.S. 955 (1974); United States v. Haldeman, 501 F.2d 714 (D.C. Cir. 1974). The only apparent
exception was United States v. Chapin, 515 F.2d 1274 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
n92 Appendix Cases [25]; [16]; [13]; [10]. We include [16] as an original hearing en banc although a panel
first heard argument. The case was set for rehearing en banc almost immediately after the panel hearing, which
had itself been expedited. The court reheard four other cases en banc some time after panel argument but before
a panel decision issued. Appendix Cases [34]; [30]; [18b] (reheard en banc together with [18a], in which the
panel had released an opinion); [ 17].
n93 Appendix Cases [13] (involving a challenge to the constitutionality of the legislative veto provision in
the Federal Trade Commission Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-252, § 21(f)(1), 94 Stat. 374, 395-96); [10]
(involving a challenge to the constitutionality of the Federal Election Campaign Act (FECA), § 112(2), 2 U.S.C.
§ 441(a), (b)(2) (1988)). Another challenge to the constitutionality of the FECA will be heard en banc in the fall
of 1991. Federal Election Comm’n v. International Funding Inst., No. 91-5013 (D.C. Cir.).
n94 Appendix Cases [25]; [16].
n95 Appendix Case [16].
n96 Appendix Case [25].
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WATERGATE SPEC... L PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
TO

: Philip A. Lacovara

FROM

: Peter F. Rient

SUBJECT:

DATE: March 12, 1974

Recusal of Judge Sirica

In anticipation ofdefense motions in the Watergate
case, the Watergate Task Force would appreciate having your
staff research the question of disqualification or recusal of
Judge .Sirica, the judge presently assigned to try the case.
We~.expect that the defendants may move at an early date to
disqualify Judge..Sirica from handling other pre-trial motions,
as well as from presiding over the trial itself. It seems
likely that any argument for disqu~ification will be based on
a claim that Judge Sirica’s past involvement in the case has
prejudiced him against the defendants or has subjected his
impartiality to serious question. In support of such claims,
the defendants will probably recite the fact that Judge Sirica
presided over the original trial, the fact that he has been
aggressive in trying to get to the bottom of the Watergate
affair, the fact (if such it be) that he has read the Grand
..... Jury report, and any other facts which can, by the ingenuity
of counsel, be made to support the desired conclusion.

cc:

Richard Ben-Veniste
Henry Ruth

~TES

TO

~VERNMENT

"l’,.m ~A~, STAFF

DEPAR.TMENT OF JUSTICE

DATE:

July 27, 1973

:Phi!in A. Lacovar&( ,~,]~
Couns~! to the Spe~l
Prosecutor
S~JECT: Pre-tri~l P~licit~,
One of the major problems we will have to confront
is the claim that intense pre-trial publicity makes it
impossible for anyone indicted in any of the cases being
conducted by the Task Forces to receive a fair tria!.
There may wel! come a time when, in various proceedings,
affidavits will have to be submitted denying any role
by this office in generating publicity or leaking information to the press. Thus, apart from the fact that
it is good professional policy to be discreet, it is
especially necessary in our "goldfish bowl" to be
exceptionally circumspect about anything that could be
construe~ as discussing confidential, information about
the results of on-going investigations.
In anticipation of claims that the indictments
themselves may be the product of extrinsic publicity,
lawyers conducting grand jury proceedings should, with
some regularity, remind the grand jurors, on the
record, that they should disregard anything they may
read, hear, or see outside the grand jury room about
the matters under inquiry. It will be helpful to
stress repeatedly, without of course antagonizing the
grand jurors, that their oath requires them to determine what to d~ solely on the basis of the evidence
presented before them inside .the grand jury room.
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U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C. 20535
June 29,2009

MR. GEOFFREY C. SHEPARD
KARR BARTH ASSOCIATES INC
40 MONUMENT ROAD
BALA CYNWYD, PA 19004
Request No.: 1131929- 000
Subject: SIRICA, JOHN J
Dear Mr. Shepard:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your check number 203 in the amount of $15.00 for
documents regarding your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request stated above.
Enclosed is a CD of the documents you requested along with a copy of the Explanation of
Exemptions form (OPCA 16a).
You may submit an appeal from any denial contained herein by writing to the Co-Director, Office
of Information and Privacy, U. S. Department of Justice, 1425 New York Ave., NW, Suite 11050,
Washington, D. C. 20530-0001, within 60 days from the date of this letter. The envelope and the letter
should be clearly marked "Freedom of Information Appeal." Please cite the FOIA number assigned to
your request in your letter so that your request may be easily identified.

Sincerely yours,

David M. Hardy
Section Chief,
Record/I nformation
Dissemination Section
Records Management Division

Enclosure(s)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACTS SECTION
COVER SHEET

SUBJECT: JOHN JOSEPH SIRICA
FILE:77-HQ-6622

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
WASHINGTON,

June 2~, 1930.

I~EMORANDUM FOR }~’ HOOVER

"
TI~ United States Attorney for the District of
Colt~mbia has recommended the appointment of Yohu__Y.
Sirica, as Assistant United States Attorney for his
district, to fill an existing vacancy.
He states that l~r. Sirica was born at Waterbury,
Connecticut, in 1904; attended the primsry schools of
.~,_
Florida; graduated from the Emerson Institute of Wash- "
ington, D. 0. ; received the degree of Bachelor of Laws :i
from Georgetown University in 1926, and has been engaged
in the active practice of le~ since his admission to
the bar.
I would appreciate an inquiry into the qusllfications
¯ of ~. Sirlca.
Respectfally, ~

Charles P. Siss~
Assistaut Attorney General.

JUN25 ; .

TDQ:AMP
77-6622-1

PERIOD FOR WPIICH MADE:

0
J0.~ J. S~R~CA

OAPPLICANT FOR
ASST. U. S ~’;ATTOR~Y,
DIS~ICT OF COL~L~

New York File #77-168

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:

Applicant born at ~Vaterbury, Colna., l~arch 19, 1904.
~[oved to Miami, Fla. with family about 1911, where
it is stated he attended grade school for several
years before moving to Washington, D. C. Applicant
has not live~ at Usterbury, Conn. since 1911 and
is ~,ot well known there. L~fD~VELOPED L~AD FOR
JACI~ 0NVILLE ¯

REFERENCE: Bv~eau letter da~e6 6/24/30.
DETAILS:

AT ~TA~Bb~Y, CONN.

Agent examined the birth records at the office of the Town Clerk
at Waterbury, Conn. ~nd ascertained that one, Giovanni Sirica was born on l~rchiO,
1904, the son of Ferdinando and Rose Sirica,¯residing at 152 South ~in~Street~
Ferdinando Sirica gave his occupation as that of a barber. It should be noted that
Giovanni is the Italian equivalent of the name John. No middle initial appeared oon
this r~cord and the records’do not indicate that any other Giovanni or John Sirica
was born in Waterbury, Co~mo during 1904.
Agent interviewed~ who stated that
~._~hA~Nas acouainted wi~h several ¯members o
e ~rica family., u~. ¯

not remember

~app~icant nor his father, FerdinandoL. ~s~idB~i~r°ii~iol~;
after whom applicant was probably nan~ed had f m y
the State of ~@nnec~icut and was a rather prominent Republican. It was further
stated that this Sirica family bore a good ~reputation in Waterbury, Conn. and were

IN CHARGE;

C~iOFTHIS REPORT FURNISH~

_
Jackso~
New Y~
Form. No. X ¯

, and none are acquainted either with
old time resident.s~..~ of Uaterbur
~ed that due to the fact that Waterbua’y
¯ applic~ant or his father.
ulation and it has been 19 years since applicant’s
is a t~ity ~_th over lO0,~
family has moved away, he could offer no further suggestions of ,ersons who mi
be acquainted with applicant’s family with the exception of~
an attor~ey with offices at 100 ]~[ain Street, who had been acquainted with persons
in the Italian co~unity.
Agent called at~office and also attempted to
locate him by telephone at his home but it was stated that his whereabouts and.
probability of his return were unknown.
Agent interviewed
@~o stated that
he has delivered mail in the Italian c
years and is acquainted
with the members of the Sirica fandly now residin~ at Waterbury, Conn. but that
he had never heard of applicant or his father. He further volt~mteered the infor,~.tion that the Sirica family is a prominent Italian family, bears a good reputation
in the co,m~mnity and are leaders among the Italians in the Hepublican party.
Waterbt~my City police,
for a great ~ny years
~een cor~uec
stated that he
b ury, but
liv
at ~.~ater
and knows most of the members of the Sirica fam~l
averred that the
was ~mt acquainted with applicant or his ;
Sirica family now residing at ~’;aterbury, bear a good r.eputation in the co.~unity.
Agent examine~i the Waterbury city directories and found that
Ferdinando S. Sirica is listed in the city directories from 190~ until 1911 and
his address is given at lZa South )~[ain Street and his occupation as a barber.
Ferdinando S. Sirica’s name last appeared in the 1911 city directory. An examination of subsequent directories failed to indicate that he w~s any longer a resident
of Waterbury. Applicant was not listed in any of these directories. Directories
prior to 190~ were not available.
f~u exar~nation of the Waterbumy Police records which dated as
far back as 190~ failed to indicate that either applicant or his father, _~erdirmndo
S. Sirica had ar<f polic~e record at Waterbury.
ant
In order to ascertain the point in Florida to which
interviewed under
had
cant
stated
, Conn.
is the son of Ferdinando S. Sirica and that the
~ida about 1911; that they lived there for several ~ears,
y move~
number unknown, and then moved to Washington, D. C., where Ferdinando S. Sirica
conducts a barber shop and where he has recently purchased a home, and at which
place applicant has, for the past several y~:ars been practising law. She further
volunteered the information that applicant was a very s~ell boy when the fmnily
removed from Waterbury,Conn) that ~licant has n6t lived
who
since that time and is unknovaa there~
have met hi~ during two or three short visits that he has made to .Waterbury.
She averred that applicant had gone to school for several years at ;~[ia~~i, Florida
D. C. but was unable to f~rnish~° the names of said Institutions,
.as
had little contact with that of applicant in recent years, ~s
as
his family visited Waterbury ver$ rarely and do not correspon4~ with
a

about two months .ago,
the Waterbury Siricas. APPlicant last vis
volunteered
the informaat which time he spent two or three days.
.awyer
is
highly
regarded,
by
tion that applicant is a fine n~an and a
the.members of the Sirica family residing in Waterbury.
Durin the conversation
it was
of applicant, na-~~e
ascertained that a
.gan, and that s~vera
practicing law in D
by some gangster at Detroit but ~ot dangerously wounded.
he had made inquiry after this shooting and had learned that
who had .s.hot
had, a.t one time, been attorney for th
,had no
stated that it was his opinion thatl
c
on with this gangster other than that of attorney and client end was not
associated with.the gangster elemeSt of Detroit.
was again
,ed relative
stated that he had read an account
having be~
but that there wasnothing in the newspaper accounts to indicate that
associated with the gu~ngster~ element at Detroit and expressed
his connection with the gangster who had shot him, was only that
..

of la~-~er and client.

b~DEVELOPED L]~AD FOR J:~CKSONVILLE
The Jacksonville office is requested to conduct a suitable
investigation at l~ami, Florida with particular reference to the ascertaining
of applicant’s scholastic record.

-REFERRED UPON CO~.~oLETI ON
TO OFFICE OF ORIGIN-

.p

July i, 1930,

~,;’ith reference to the Invost~.:.ation of
’~.,_~. John J. ~ir!ca, an applicant ~r ap~in~ent
~ Assista~ U. ~. At~r~y, District
t~rs is attac~ ~ ~reto ~r y~r ~for~tlon a
copy of o re~r~ of ~p~l~ f~ent F. J.
dat~ J~m2[~, 19ZO, at Ne.’: York Cl~.

Directo r,

THIS CASE OI:~IGINATED AT
REPORT MADE AT."

%~ASHINGTON, D. C.

WAShinGTON, D. C,
DAT~" WPIEN MADE:

e/30/30

I PERIOD FOR WHIEH MADE:

I e/27 0/30

S. P. Cowley

ES

J01~ J. SIRICA
as Assis~~ut:U.. S. Attor~

SYNOPSIS o~ FACTS:

-,:.u ’~ ’"
-Jh~,~::~

Applic~ut recommended highly both
personally and professionally. Lead
~/ New York Office.

- ~_T WASHINGTON, D. C.:of the Emerson Institute, after examining his
records
d that applicant entered that institution, Jemuary 7, 1950, and
re~alned there for one sesBion, studying and receiving passing grades in English,
Algebra, Latin ~nd Ancient History.
Georgetown Law School, stated that
during the month of September, 1922, and
received the degree of Bachelor of Law in 2une, 19~.~; that while there he obtained an average of about 80% for courses he studied,
stated that he
rendered applicant ~ud that he believed him to be a young mau
splendid
character and outstandin~ ability. He did not know, however, what applicant’s
attitude was towards the 18th Amendment.
The records at Georgetown Law School show that
school work at the Columbia Preparatory School.
sc~oBl has since gone out of existence.

~ant received ~.s
advised that his

iii Police Court, andIof the District of Columbia
~oard of Bar Examiners,. after examining his records, advised that applicant
passe~ the D. C. Bar examination in June, 1926; that in his application he stated
that he attended public schools fram 1910 to 1918 @ name and location of public
1919 ~olumbia Preparatory School,
schools not given; Emerson Institute,
336 Munsey Building,
1919 - 1921; that he worked as a clerk

l-~TacF~onville 2-Washington Field

J

O~AR~M~ o~ JUST, CE . .. ~’l

"

1918 - 1921, and as clerk in tl~e Interior Department from October, 1921, to
April, 1922; that he ~vorked for his father from 1922 to 1924; was a~hletic
director@, Knights of Columbus, October, 192~, to June, 1926. He also stated
in his application for admission to the Bar %hat he had never taken a Civil
following references:~
¯ S.
D.C.;
Boston, ~,ass. ~
.Washington, D. C ¯
above nsmed references gave favorable recommendations of ap- "
p~l~ioc~ah~ for his admission to the District of Columbia Bar Association.
stated that apFllcant had tried a lar

of

case S

n~~
hisand~
court;
that
he was
associated
that
all-of
them
clefended a l~rge number
of boo~eggers; that he had always found applicant to be very courteous
defense for his
toward the
and always puts up
were
clients.
~stated that Attorn~
~ to the U..~. Attorney in the
loner ass.
that both of them had been successful in the practice of law since leaving
that office but that~had done considerable drinking since that
time. lie stated, however, that he did not believe that applicant ever participated in the use of intoxicating liquors.
ed that applicant had tried a number of
cases
him, and that he had been very favorably impressed; that he
believed applicant was a very clesm-cut, straight-forward end good-living
young man, and that he had Seen developing very ra~idly in the practice of
law~ that he compared most favorably with other assistants to the U. S.
Attorney¯ He stated that although applicant had been engaged in defending a number of bootleggers he did not believe that this would interfere
in his prosecuting bootleggers if he were appointed to the position sought.
of the Police Court, was interviewed and
stated
~ried a number of cases before him; that he had
no hesitancy in recommending him for the position he seeks; that he believes
applicant is well qualified for the position and compares very favorably with
other assistants to the U. S. Attorney.
applic~

~lunicipal Court, stated that he was not ac,~lieved that he had tried no cases in his court¯

of the supreme Court of the District of
to recall applicant. He called in his
who stated that he was ~ell acsecretary, however,
honest
applicant was a
and
quainted with ap~
and
that
youn~ lawyer; that he was associated with At’
applithey defended a good number of. bootleggers,
a year to
cant at one time-had beenoffered a retainer’s~fee Of
defend a n~nber of professional gamblers in the~ District of Columbia but that
he had decline~ to accept this offer because he did not think it was a prO~er
thin~ to do,

Supr~ne Court of the District of Columbia, stated
that
very we
qualnted ~ith applicant, both personally and in the
court room; that applic~ut v~s an outstanding young attorney ~nd that he had
a very high opinion of him; that altho~Eh applicant defended a number of bootleggers, he neither smokes nor drinks ~nd that he is a very courteous, finelooking young man, .and in
ion would be a great addition
to..the U. S, Attorney’s offi¢
stated that he was sure that
applicant’s defending bootleggers in the past would not interfere in
with his prosecuting bootleggers should he receive the appointment,
stated that in his opinion, applicant was much better q
sr
ition than any of those recently appointed..
The records of the Interior Department show that applicant was appointed as a messenger in that department, December 6, 19S0; that he voluntarily resigned, ~ay 7~ 19~.l; that he was born, ~,~arch 19, 190~, end had oeen
employed as °a .night clerk at the Terminal Hotel, Atlantic City, N. 21 date not glven~

of the Civil Service Co:,~mission, after examining his
record~
one John J. Sirica had taken a Civil Service Examination
for position as a clerk during the year192~, but had failed in the ex~minatlon
and the~papers had been destroyed.
stated that ~nplicant was an unusually capable
young
and ambitious; that he neither smoke@ nor
drinka~, and that he
was very positive~applicant would make good
if given the appointment. He st
that he knew of no one whom he could
recommend more conscientiously and willingly for the position than applic~t.
of the Knights of Columbus Building,
~9~0 ;., No W
was the athletic director at the
Knights of Columbus for about two years; that applicant was a very good boxer
and a fine clean-cut young man;that they had never had anyone there as athletic
director, either before or since; who was as well thought of as applicant was;
and that applicant never used liquor and always attended to business,
of the apartment house
at
St., N.,
app.
the past three years,~
up until Just recently when he moved to ~IV 14th St., N. W., was interviewed
and ~ated that applicant was a very hard-working young man; that he had lived
Shere with his parents; that she had found them to be good tenants; that they
were always prompt in paying their rent, and t hat she was quite sure applicant
never endulged in the use of intoxicating liquors.
The records of Stone’s Legal Record and the A.~sociated Retail Credit
........ i
.Men of Washington,
i.~:!-.!~i:~:i!!.
.. : D. C., show that applicant was ~ed Mmrch 3, 1930,bythe
-:-~-:
- International Burners Company for ~420~00, but ~hat settlement had been made.
Applicant had a good credit rating. ....

-4The records of t~ Metropolitan Police Department show that one
Johm Joseph Sirica was arrested March 16, 1922, charged with assault; no
disposition given~ The clerk of the Police Court was unable ~to find any
record of this charge. The records of the Traffic Bureau show that applicant ?Jas arrested March 16, 1930, for obstructing an alley, and on
October 3, 1928, for parking more than six inches from the curb. No
disposition was given at the Traffic Bureau for either of these arrests
nor did the cl~rk at the Police Court have any any record of them.
UNDEVELOPED IEAD:
N~YOP~ 0~FICE will make inquiry at the Terminal Hotel, Atlantic
City, N. J., where applicant is reported to have been employed as a night
clerk prior to 1920, concerning applicant.

PENDL~G.

~Ith furrier reference to the Inv~st~ation
of ~fr. 20~:~ ~. SIRICA, a~ applicant for the po~tion.
of ~.ss~tan,~ U. S~ Attorney in the Di~trlct of ColumBia,
there ~s aLtac~d hereto for y~ur Ini’o~:.~tlon ~ copy
of s repo~’t of S~ec~al A&~t S. P. Cowley, datmd ~ttue

Vary truly yours,

D~r

PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE:

IJul~. i, 19zo

Jax File #77-116

SYNOPSIS oP FACTS:

No scholastic record of applicant found
in Miami, Fla. Umable to ascertain ~om
usual and other sources any Imformation
about applicant or his father, Ferdimando
S. Sirica.

q ’l
Report of Special Agent F. Z. Lackey, New York, N. Y.,
dated June 28, 1930.

~ETAILS:

At It~aml, Fla.

the name of Sirica in Miami; that his records only go back as far as 1929 and they
do not ~isclose any z a me suoh as Sirica.
A~ent intervle,e

°"1|I!

"; remember
that~last
o a~ can was familiar tO ~: )U’" ",,
an~ever having been in Miami named Ferd~uando S. Sirlca; that he does not
know w~ the Siricas live~, or where ~ro Ferdinaudo Sirica sent his children to

at the Central School, who has charge
Agent Interviewed~
I~iami and suburbs. These records
of all of the public
have been kept from 1922 to the present &ate. An examination of these
cords failed to disclose the name of applicant.
Agent interviewed~ of the St. Catherine Schcol, a Catholic
institution. A search of the records of the St. Catherine School failed to
disclose the name of applicant.
Agent examined the Miami city directories, which were dated as far back as
191V. These directories failed to disclose the name of Sirlca, Directories
.prior to 1917 were not available.
An examination of the Miami police records, which date back as far as 1912,
failed to indicate that either applicant or his father, Ferdinando S. Sirica,
had any police record at Miami.
Anexamination of the Post Office records failed to disclose any person by
the name of Sirica living in Miami from 1911 to the present time.
REFERRED UgON C0?~PLETION TO OFFICE OF 0RIG~.

With reference to the investigation
regardin~ ~r. ~0HN ~. SIRICA - Applicant
for Appointment as Assistant United States
Attorney, Distrlet of Col~mbla, there is
attached hereto for your information, a copy
of the re~ort of Special Agent A. A. }~y,
dated /uly E, ig~O, at lacksonville, FIs.
Very trulY yours,

Director.

SYNOPSIS

Applicant unknovm at Terminal Hotel,
Atl~ntic City~
~R,U.C.~
~ " ~" ~
~g~n~~-S. P. Co~.~iey, ~:’~
.,a,;hln8~o~,
....
Ropo~’t of Snecial
....
_
Imle ~0,

AT ATLAntIC CITY, N. 2.

any one ~ho had forzerly been connected with the place,
of course,
has never known applicant and there is no one now connected~.~ith the hotel
who has ever kno~...-n him~

files or records &ny where in the hotel which would give any infor~.~tion as to
es, previous to the time he took over the hotel,

~

A~ent learned that the Terminal HOtel is owned by theRuffu
Realty Company, 2205Atlantic ~venue, Atlantic City~r the telephone
agent interviewe~f this company,, ~stated that in
19Z0 a~ for several years previous to that date, he parsonally zmnaged the
RE;CORO~’D AND INDEXED:

OFF:

Terminal Hotel~~stated that he could not remember any such
person as 2ohn ~ Sirica ever havingworked at th~ Hotel but he further
stated that o~ing to the length oftime which has elapsed and to the
frequency with which employees changed du~in~ his ~znagement it is quite
possible.that applicantmay have worked there for a ti~e ~ithout his
being able to remember him.
At

, agent interviewed
~searched the records of
no record of applicant’s

name thereln~

Inquiry in the neighborhood of the Terminal Hotel failed
to reveal anyone who could remember employees of the place as far back as
19£0.
All leads in this district having been investigated,

this case is -

RE~ b-POi~ C0~ION TO OFFICE OF ORIGLN.

Fuly 12, 1950.

With further tolerance to the investigation
of ~r. YO~ J. SLqIC~’~, s~ applicant fu~ tho position
of Asst. U. 3. Attorney in the District of Colmabia,
there is attached hereto for
on a copy,_ Q
dated D
of a report of Special
~ly I0, 1930, s~ New York City.
Very truly pours,

Director.
Incl.

THIS ~SE ORIGINATED AT
REPORT MADE AT:

30Eg J, SIRICA,

~ASHINGTON, ])~ C~

CLOSED

622-6

With reference to the luvestigatlon of
~r. ~0~ J. Sl~l~, ~ applica~ for the ~sition
~ Asslstan~ U. S. Atto~ey in ~m District of
~l~bi~, there ~ attend h~e~ for yo~
fox.ion a copy o~ a ~ o~ Special /,gent S. P.
~wley, dated Yuly 21, 1950, at ~ash~n, D. C.
In the evemt you desire additional inquiries
in this con~ection, I .hall be pleased to d~ect ~uch
f~rth~ Invostlga~Ion as you may request.
.-:.

Very truly your=,

Director.
Ir~l. ~20V95.

Indicate name of subject before each set of
references.

~po~
for appo~nt

6~7 ,~th Street, No~es~, ~las~on, D,
mrs or SlaTS March 19: lqOA

~ OF sI~e

.Waterbury: Connecticut

If not born £n the Uni%ed States and not ~tur~llled. date and port of .entry of appltoant ~nto the United

High 6ohool or equivalent

Geor_~eto~n Y~w School: LL.B.: 1926

{:./.
o,

Hi~oellaneous

Names of sluts, societies and similar or~uizationa of which Applicant is
¯ \ n-re of a~m~ss~cn to the Bar
~ a~ Address of ~lo~er

~actice
~sistant IInlted States Attorney
~rivate Practice

~ of state in =rash ~A~eaDistrict of Columbia
Position

t~vi.al, w~k

Period of
Bm~lo~nent

~ 926 ~.~ ~"~’~, ~, ~ 930
au~mt ] ; a930 - .l n_ 5;
193&

Re |

~b~ ~ur~a~ de~i1~ that yo~ oaus~ ~ tho~o~h~ dlsoreet
ab~e-~ed app~t~ ~h~e l~al residence Is ~7 - ~th Street~

The Department has furnlahed the follo~In~ in~or.~tlon re~ardiag the
above individual:

O~orgetown I,~w Sohool, recelvln~ IL.B. De~ree~
1-926.
~l~ of th~ fo].lo~ing:
District of Columbia Bar Association
~:rIe~l ~ Asso~on
A~t~ to the ~striot ~ ~I~ ~ ~ 1926.

.o. ~

Trial w~r~, private praetlee~ 19R6 to August

= --

., .,.,,
~ J~l~ 19~.
__ ~ ~ !..~,

’"

, ...

~
;"~?,~ GAT QN
....... ~];: ....
~ FEDERAL aU
~’~;~’~H

[
O.S. DEPAE~i:~;’~T Of JUSTICE
...........

.: , :.. ,,.,L;[
. .]
_..... ..... .,..-.
~: ....- .......

......... . ,.... .~ ::, . .,: ,: . _.- .

~:.~

With reference to the investigation 01o~ed July 21~ 1930, on
John J. Sirica, applicant for a position as Assistant United States Attorney~
D1s~rlot of Columbia (your file ~7-~79)~ it is requested th~ the In~tan~
investigation be oonducted towards bringing the earlier made Snqu~rtes up-to-date.
Therefore, it is not necessary that the particular hatter heretofore covered be
reinvestAgated..
" The Bureau files reflect the following information derived during ~u
investigation in Msy 1939 into alleged irre~larlties of individual officers of
the Washington, D. C.~ Metropolitan Pollce De~ment:
"Znfor:atlon had hesn received
is crooked and t~mt he
Precinct #4, Metropolitan Police
had a $I00~000 bank account. It wa~. also indicated that jO~Y SIRICA,
Assistant -District Attorney,
Suns ¢~ooked deal caused
accoupanied by Special Agent
interviewed
any fiat-fight that he
with
tared that soaetlme ago an individual naned
arrested ~ a charge of operatin~ a hooky shop in
on L Strset~ N.W. The a~torney for the defendant~
JOH~ SIRICA. When instant case was called for trial,
stated that he had testified and that the defendant had

friendly

The ~ature of the above indident a,~uld be more clear~7 determined
without the opening of ar~7 st-oiled inquiries into the &lleged irregularities of
the officer involved.
’

You~ o~fice is designated as the office of origin in this case.
it is desired that the above investigation be completed and a summary
or report suhmlttod to the Bureau ~ithin five days foll~wlng the receipt ~of this
letter.

Very truly youre~,

John EdHar Hoover

WASH FIELD 1-21//
BUREAU

ASSOCIATED IN PRIVATE PRACTICE SINCE T
’
Ey
COL’LINS FORMER., ASSISTANT DISTRIT

WITH

HETROPOLITAN POLl CE DEPARTMENT ~ONTACTED-AND STATES
~STED ON GAMBLING~CHAGE///

APPLICANT P REPRESENTED ONE

;TATES APPLICANT ATTEMPTED TO MAKE DEAL FOR

XXX CHARGE.

APPLICANT HIGHLY REGARDED BY

RELEASE

WHO STATES APPLIANTS

~.. .~,

PRESENT PRACTICE IS CLEAN AND

PREPONDERANTLY CIVIL,

":i"

STATES APPEICANT ,THOROUGHLY HONEST

:".::. ,

METRO-’~

POSSESSING INTEGRITY ABOVVE REPROACH.

POLITAN POLICE AND NPA GRADOA’I’E SPEAKS HIGHLY OF APLIANTS ~BILITY ’:%:
AND INTEGRITY.

,RECALLS APPLICANTS CRITICISM OF FAILURE TO PROSE-

CUTE "BIG TI, ME GAMBL£RS" IN PLACE OF WAT APPLIANT TERMED "SMALL FRY"
APPLICANT SERVIN-G, AS TRUSTEE FOR LIDO CIVIC ~LUB WASHINGTON D C

/ )

ORGANIZATION OF ~TALIAN AMERICANS IN.C,.O.P~RATZD IN THIRTY ONE

FEDEBAL BUBEAU OF INVESTIGATIO~

7
"

WASH DC.SIO PM RLH ’

’ JAN 7 I942

U.S, DE,PABT~,~ENT OF JUSTICi~

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Forn~ ~o. 1
THIS CASE ORIGINATED AT
REI~ORT M~D~ AT

T~ASHINGTON, D. C.

WHEN MADI~

z/zz/

I PERIOD FOR

I

CHARACTE:~ OF" CASI~

JOHN J. S~ICA

DEPA~.T}~ ~~Ti~ LPPLICA)~
Judicial Vacancy for the
Applicant presently in private practice for himself.
No cr~ainal or traffic retard for app!ice~t
i~30. Credit rat~n satisfactory, kp~;licant served
~so
as attorney
over r~hich applicant
clashed. S~ICa characterized
as ~
honest, loyal, patrio%ic~a~essive,
somer~hat quick tempered~ Applica~ se~ed~s trustee
for the Lido Civic Club, an i~ia~-A~.e:~c.~orgauization incorporated in 1931. Lido C~.,~i~egarded
lov~,l
Gover~~>~nt, not’s~er~v~Neighborhood
. ~
.to :m~erican
.
"- ~
znvestl~at~on most favorable.~
.~.

B~eau letter dated Dece~2oer iO, 19~i.
Feletype to B,~reau dated January 2, 19A2o

DET.’-.!LS:

to be personally
applicant had been

associated~in the private practice of law, but that
as a result of ~isagree,~nts arising out of a Case in which
involved that they ~ecided
told theater that he did
~ant’ s repr e ~entin~profe s sionally
but that he did ~ot think it ~,0’ise "
"~udicT~us for the applicant
to fraternize socially
~ointed out, however,
that he did not ~ean to
:ant was guiltY
or lack of integrity as a result of his connecof any dishones~
but merely tnet he did not think it looked
tions with~
said that the
to
~c~ng
~s a result of his
state~ that the applicant did
unfortunate enou
0o lose his case
th~ process, incur
the e _~mit y
"weak
handling of the
however, that he did not
believe that
:case shou!~ be hel~ against the applicant
inasmuch a~ it had occurred in ~3A and because of the fact that
the applicant as far
ha~ no association with
gaa,ble r s
told th~ ~Titer that it was his
belief
the
the past fev~ years had not been
doing much criminal
that a greater part of what practice
he had was ci~ilo!
said that
~olioant had his ~n
office in the S~
Building
states that ho had
heard that the app@icant was having rather a difficult time in
building up a substantial practice. He stated that he felt this
was the result of the publicity surrounding the~case in
which the applicant unjustly had been criticize~ and had lost
face ~Jith a good many people who were in need of lawyers.
~told the writer that per~onally ,he b~lieved the
a~plicant to be industrious, honest an~ highly regarded in general,
by the law profession in the District. He said that it was his
impression that applicarl was a men~,er of the
Club, an ItalianAmerican organization of very high type men.!
said that
his loyalty to the United States Government
not be questioned.
was

re
for the applicant and that the ai~licaat had’~
the District Attorney’s Office.as an assistant in 19~O.

-2-

that the applicant ~as an aggressive trial~lawyer and most
dependable. He said he would very much doubt~ that the
was connected in any way ~ith gambling in the District.,
said he distinctly re~e.~bered he~ing the applicant criticize
the ~’~ay the ap
cri~.qinal prosecution of gaz~b!ing was
so.matinees hsndledo
said-that he did not hesitate to reco.~nend
the applicant for a De ~rtmental position and stated that he
had every reason to believe .that the applicant ~:ss a thoroughly
patriotic American and a man who had personally high ethical
standards.
)f tb.e District
Folice
a:
~ by the ~vriter at
the Metropolitan Police Re
-n~t and a@vised that he had high
regard for the applicant.
,.knew that the
applicant had represented the
.~n court and that
at one tin~e .the aoolicant had represented g~m~blers of smaller
a~1

,~

~

~ 1

’I ~"

~

" ~,

"’~"

that the applic,Jnt h~ done for ~!ing e!e~ent ~as done
’about s~-or ~even y.~ars ago and.~sald that for the past
t~.~’o or three years he had never heard the apFlica.nt~s nerne mentioned
in cou~’t corrido~-s in connection ~’~ith g~ling. ~said
he was ~.~lmost certain that the applicant ka.d not been acting as
an attorney for g~nblers for a long tLme and that furthermore he
saw no reason why any representation for the g~;daZers that the
applicant had t~ade as an attorney should reflect upon the applicant
personally.~
said that he kne~ for a fact that the applicant
"~ra~ person~
~onest, aggret~sive "possibly a little quick-ter:~pered"
and a fine ~l-arouad
N~t~’o29lJ~i.an Police Department
and ~.PoA
e, v:as ~n~ervicv,,ed by the ~riter and declares
that he could speak oh1_y in the most
terms of the
applicant’s ability and integrity°
told the ~Triter that
he recalled ho~.~ the applicant
zed failures to prosecute
"big time gamblers in place of small fry". ~said that
it was his Lmpression that the api:.licant ~:’as not
gad in much
criminal practice, if any, and althoug, h he
v~as a-~are ofthe fact that the ap~plicant had at one tithe represented~
well knov.m g~:~blcr, he did not feel that this should reflect on
the applicant’s honesty or professional integrity.

NEIGHBORHOOD
was

contact~

[icant had been

ance of hers and her husband for
said that the applicant was highly regar~
herself. She said that the applicant had often visited in their
home and that he was, in short, a splendid neighbor,.thorou~
honest,
very likeable and all in all a fine American young man.
suggested that the writer contact her husband if he
how the applicant was regarded professionally.
!stated
that she had always been of the impression
was well
tho~ght of by the members of the bar association in the district but
she said in all truth she was not well acquainted with the applicant’s
true abilities as a la~yer.
that she had
knowr

and h

lead and that he had been al
She said that.her husband had thought highlyof the applicant
and
the applicant would some day make a resl
name for himself
declared that she had not seen much o~
!he family of
".nce the death of the applicant’s father
a few years ago.
Is~id that the applicant and his family
kept pretty much to themselves and had very little to do with their
neighbors. She stated that the ap:~licant and hi
"e very close,
particul~rly since the loss of their father,
st~ed
that if there wa~ a~ one thing she could even
Idly criticize the
applicant or his
for was the way they objected to children running
around their property,
declared, however, that she
didn’t really blame th~
)ecause they were naturally interested
in preventing children from destroying their property or the grounds
around the property. She sa~d she was certain that the applicant was a
truly loyal ~merican citizen and that this same spirit was shared by the
applicant’s family.
related to the
he had come to know
the appl:
and had a
of the applicant ~s gener-~
al character, integrity and honesty,
tD.at t:~e_
applicant was unmarried and. was living
.s brother
and
his brother’s wife.
was characterized byl
as
a thorough American and
~stated that a!tho~
.a~t’s
mother v~as born in Italy she wa.~< loyal to this count~j.
related that he remembered hearing the applicant’s family poke fun at
and his plans for a strong Axis agreement with Germsny,
~said the applicant D,md spoken to~ him of his plans to vo] ~eer
for the army rather ._than waiting until he~was drafted and-of his sense of
responsibility in connection with his contribution to the United States
-war effort, ......

Following is the report of Special Agenl
On Decemfoer 29, 19~
~[~tropolltan Police Eepartmen~ , ~.~as con
~ ~th Precl ~t,
had an
~92 E Street, S.~. ea~d advised that he remembered
~se.
argument ~,ith the applicant over the
stated that subsequent to the tria! of
a "bookie"
represented by the apl~!icant, he and
.cant met in the
office of District Attorney~
that the
in connection with
applicsnt charged that the police
testimo~y at thegtrial.
[ared that he asked the
said that the applicant
applicant to repeat the remark,
repeated his remark. Forthwith
struck the ao~].icant in the
face ~ith his fist.~said the applicant countered
to strike back but that the ap>licant~s blo’.~
declared he then grabbed applicent and subdued him. He declared
that the applicant had reoresented g~nblers and had even placed
bets t}~ough themo~advised that he had served a v.~arrant against
and that the ap1-:licant ap~eared in the
trial.
said that p~ior to the tribal
the applicant
had made the suggestion that~amd the District Attorney
let~go, but~said____.";.~e "~ere not ~’illing to do this beca~se
v~e had a good case against~.
The files of the ~etropolitan Police Department, Criminal
and "~
~
~"
~ra~_~c r~cords, were searched for the writer and disclosed no
record for the applicant since 1930,

The records of Stone ~s ~erca~ntile Agency were provided
for the v.~riter’s use and reflected that the applicant had a satisfactory credit rating since 193~ an@ that he ~~as a:~sociated in the
private practice of la~: v~ith~ Shoreham BuiZding.
The record indicated that the subject’s father, FHED SIf~ICA, he~ at
one time operated a n~.~ber of barber shops in Washington, D. C.,
but ~’~as now deceased. ~ record reflected that the applicant’s
brother, A’~D~J~ SIRICA, ~as engaged in the t~xi business and was
a mee~er of the Independer~t Taxi ~ners’ Association, 1735 l~..th
Street.
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The records of the Credit Bureau disclosed t hat the
applicant was a trustee of the Lido Civic Club, which was
incorporated in 1931 as ~ organization forn~d to provide for
the social benefit of its members.
stated that he
had been a me~
of t!
time in the
past, but had withdrawn from the club.
said that it
his sincere belief that the Lido Civic Club and its memberswere
l%val Americans and that he had never had any indication that the
sympathies of the club were
any way contrary to the policies
of the United States.~
that he was personally acquainted
with the applicant and that the a
had at one t~me been
President of the Lido.Civic Club
said that he was certain
that the applicant was 100% American and it-was his belief that t|~e
applicant could not even speak Italian and he had never expressed
any s~pathy for the Italian war effort.

reg

should be noted in connection with the above statement
~has proved most cooperative in the past in
to Italian ~atters in Washington, D.C.

told the ~iter that
the Lido Civic Club was harmless in regar~ ~o any subversive
activity.~said that he h~mself had long been advocating
and talking for the liberation of Italy from the Fascist regime,
and that he was bitterly opposed to ~usso_~n~ and allthings Fascist.
declared that he t:new the applicant and did not believe that
ne was a Fascist s~nnpathiser.-

~

A search of the indices of the Washington Field Division
failed to reflect any record cn the Lido Civic Club or on the
applicant JOHN J. SIRICA in connection with national defense matters.

Co~nt, zJ Bu~ldf, ng
Chicago 2,, Ill~,no~a
~er¢ are attached hereto copses ~.f ~z rep~r~
reflec~$n9 ~he results
concerning John
Yashington~ 2. C, 1~ese ~nues~$gat~on¢ were conduc~.,.~
1930 ang ~n 1942.

There are numerous references in "~ae j’,,~.,., of
P~ureuu ~o review concernSng ~e o~her ~diutdu,’-l~ ~. who~
you toques, ted na~e ehecks~ ~=nd you ~12 be a~v~se,: .,~ $he
re¢a2$8 oJ" ~,hese checks upon ~he~r co~ple~$on.
,~ ~nc erel y .yours,
’. ~ ~’q "

February 2~, 1954

10:48

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON
MR. LADD ~
MR. NICHOLS"
¯

Deputy Attorney General Williar~ Rogers called
me today and asked if I kne~a man by the name of ~_tm_i_Sir._ic_a._.who .
practices law in Washington, D. C. I stated I had met him and thought
he was formerly an Assistant U.- S. Attorney. Mr. Rogers indicated
this was the same man; I stated Mr. Sirica was a very close friend of
Jac1~ Dernpsey which v~as how ! happened to meet hhn.~. I stated that
the Bureau had had some contact with him when he was Assistant U. S.
Attorney, but that frankly I did not know of anything against him. Mr.
¯ Rogers stated that someone had suggested Mr. Siricals naz~e in connection
with the position of Commissioner of Immigration and the Department was
interested in getting an Italian for the position. Mr. Rogers stated he had
only¯met him a few times but had been favorably impressed. I told Mr.
Rogers I would have a summary of our files prepared on him and would
send it to him.
Very truly yours,

¢,I.’ :--.-, ’i
John Edgar Hoover
Director

RECORDED. 94

Mr. Will~iam P. Rogers
Deputy Attorney General
Director, FBI

Februar~y 23~, 1954

JO~N J.~IRICA
In accordance with your request, there is set forth
below information in the files of this Bureau concerning
John J. Sirlc~.
Sirica was born in Waterbury, Connecticut, on
March 19, 1904. He attended Col~nbia Prep School and ]~:merson
Institute in Washington, D. C., and graduated from Georget.ov~
University Law School with an LL.B. degree in 1926. He is a
member of the District of Columbia Bar Association and the
American Bar Association. From 1926 to August l, 1930, he
was in private practice of law in the District of Columbia
and from August I, 1930, to January 15, 193~, he was an
Assistant United States Attorney in the District of Columbia.
Since 1934 he has been employed in private practice in the
District of Columbia and according to the "Martindale-Hubbell
Law Directory," 1950, ~as associated with the firm Hogan and
Hartson. A news clipping from the Washington "Daily News" of
April l, 19~, stated that Mr. Sirica, on March 31, 1944, had
been named Ceneral Counsel for the House Committee then
investigating the Federal Communications Co~mission.

~

In 1930 this Bureau conducted an applicant-type~.
investigation at the request of the Department of Justice,s~
concerning John J. Sirica st which time he was an applicant
for the position of Assistant United States Attorney. Th~is
Bureau also conducted an applicant-type investigation concoming gIrica in January, 1942, at the request of the ~
Department of Justice at which time he was an applicant f~r
a Judicial vacancy in the District of Columbia. These i~V~sti
gations generally were favorable to Sirica. However,
the 1930 investigation, his associates noted that he had Z~
represented numerous individuals who were "bootleggers" but
that his associates did not feel this would prevent him from
doing a good Job as Assistant United States Attorney. During
this same investigation, information was developed that one
/
John Joseph Sirica of 940 EStreet,~ N.W., age 19, had been
arrested on March 16, 1922, together with three other youths~
on a charge of assault. This charge was not prosecuted as t~he
--- complaininL~tness did not. press his complaint a~t the t~ime_=~ ~ ~

During the 1942 investigation, information
e~.~that in~ 1939 Sirica, as an attorney for
bookmaker, had an altercation with a me~ber o~
litan Police Department over testimony which the
member of the Police Department had given concerning
Sirica’ s client. This investigation also disclosed that
Sirica had represented certain individuals connected with
gambling interests in the District of
a~ ~nd in
particular, had acted as attorney
wel!-~mown
gambler in the Washington, D. C.,
area.

~

copies of the reports of the above-mentioned
investigations were furnished to the Dep~rtment of Justice
at the completion of the investigations. For your
"convenience and information, there are attached Photostats
of the reports in these investigations. For your further
information, copies of these reports were run, shed to the
Honorable Sherman Adams, the Assistant to the President,
at the White House on October 26, 1953, pursuant to a
request by him for a name check concerning John J. Sirica.

UNITED STATE’s GOVEKNMENT;~
TO

; THE DIRECTOR

February 23,
Har~

JOHN J. SIRICA

.

In accordance with your request, there is attached hereto
a memorandum for Mr. William P. Rogers setting forth information in
Bureau files concerning John J. Sirica.
Sirica was born in Waterbury, Connecticut, 1904. He is a
graduate of Georgetown University Law School, 1926. He has practiced
law in Washington, D. C., since that time. .He was Assistant United
States Attorney in the District of Columbia, 1930-1934. Investigated
by Bureau in 1930 and 1942 at request of Department of Justice and
information developed generally favorable. One John Joseph Sirica
arrested on charge of assault, District of Columbia, 1922. Sirica
reported tohave represented "bootleggers" prior to hi~ appointment
las Assistant United States Attorney. Also reported to have had
~altercation with Metropolitan Police Deoartment officer over
.|testimony concerning one of Sirica’s cl~entsin ~939 and is reported
to~_~__b~epresented members of gambling int~resto, particularly ~__
~ well-known District of Columbia oamb!er,
p-~
Copies of investigative reports in these investigations
attached to memorandum to Mr. Rogers for his convenience and
information. Copies previously furnished to the White House in
October, 1953, pursuant to reouest from Governor Sherman Adams.

That the attached memorandum be
.. ~’ Attorney General William P. Rogers.

forwarded to Deputy

’-- OVERNM-EN-T

SUBJECT:

A CTION:
I telephonZcally aduSsed SupervSsor Brown ~n
Mr. Keay’s section and Inspector S~zoo $n Belmont’s o/3%ee
oI %h$s request,
cc - ~r. S$zoo
CO- Mr. Brown (27m. 7637)

GHS : Vg E

4-22 (l~ev.

, "Federal Bureau of Investigation

Unit - Room 6523
Unit - Room 6524
’lew

:oom Ext.
Type of Refet.e~nces Requested:
~-~}~qular Request (Analytical Search)
~ll References (Subversive ~ Nonsubversive)
[~Subversive References Only
~ Nonsubve~sive References Only
~ Main
References Only

Type of Search Requested:
[~ Re~tricted to Locality of
_~--~’~act Name Only (On the Nose)
[~ B uildup
~ Variations
Check for Alphabetical Loyalty Form

~.t~

#

,

Birthdat~ ~lace
Address
Localities

"
Searcher
~4
Initia
FILE I~UMI~ER

TO

Tolson ~
Boardman ~
Nichols ~
Belmont ~
Harbo ~
Mohr _---------

:~

$izoo ~
~interrowd ~
Tele. Room -Holloman ~
Gandy ~

Please search the name of the abov9 individual through the records of the Identification Division and
return this memorandum with a notat ion of your findings to the~nqui ry Sect ion, Roomt)L ~;/~ ~
r----] Employees security section, Room 2256, Justice
Justice Buildin
Building. (InSGEcases, ira record of arrest
is found, please enclose, in addit’ion to file
copy, 1 copy of the Identification Record for
each state in which arrests occurred.)
The following identifying data, in addition to the name or names and the Government agency appearing in
the title, are 1 isted for your assist~
Date and place of birth

Prev i ous Government e~pl oyment

Mil itary Service Number

If case op.ened on Securit.y FoFm, date
received (SG£ cases only}

Civil Service Co~mission Case
Number (SGE cases only)

other pertinent identifying data

-

Identification Division. Reply,
~j/

d upon information furnishgd, ~o record~located. -

’

IV~ A noncriminal fingerprint record which .!I~MAY ~ identical was located. This record was searched
’throughthecriminal files anono criminai.-recoro rounD.
~The enclosed Identification Record IS or HAY BEidentical with the record of the employee or applicant.

-

Deput~
ME~RAfl~M-FOR-MR~VER~--DI.RECT~-I--FEDER~-BUREAU-OF--LNVES[IGA[ION--~

~

Please obtain a r~ort r~latlve to the character, r~utation a~ ~alifications of the individual
n~ed below ~o is ~nder c~deration for ~poin~ent to the ~sition indicat~ below with the
D@ar~ent of Justice:
N~E IN FULL ~0~ ~e
(F~ale ~p~ ~cants ~aiden ~
POSITION UNDER ~NSIDERATION ~. ~= ~C~ ~e~ ~c~ o~ ~o~
LEGkL RESI OENCE
DATE OF BIRTH ~C~ ~ ~0~

PLACE OF BIRTH ~b~

If not born in the United States and not naturalized, date and port of entry of applicant into’ the
United States

If natural ized, date and place of natural ization
HARITkL STATUS N~Tied Lucile M. Camalier o£ Washington, D. C. Feb. 26, 1952
Children John J. Jr. and Yatricla Anne
EDUCATION: a. High school or equivalent C~1,~b~a Preparatory School. Washington, .D.C..

b. College or Technical Georgetown University Law School LL.~. lye6
c. H iscellaneous
Names of clubs, societies and similar organizations of which applicant is a mamberRA~ A~n. ot’ ~he

District of Columbia; Federal, American and Federal Co~unications Bar Assns.
Name of State in which admitted Distz~-ct of
Date of admission to the Bar OCt,. 1926

Columbia

Pertod of

BUSINESS EXPERIENCE:
Name ~nd Address of Emplo,ve,r

eositio._.__~n

Private practice of law, Washington, D. C.

e~plop~ent
1926 to 1930

Assistant u~it, e~t ~a~es A~orney

~Fivate practice of law~ Washington~ D. C.
General Counsel to.th.e.Hous_e ~e.lec.~ Oo~,~%tee ~ investIgate
the. Federal Commur~oa~lons UO~LISSIOn

Hogan and Hartson, 810 Colorado Bldg. Member of firm
~,ashin~ua~ D. Co
Arrests or law suit’s in ~ich applicant has been involved.

Military Service
List na~es of any relatives in the Goverment service with degree of relationship and Where employed

REFERENCES: (Preferably five)
Name,

QUICK TELETYPE

REGULAR REPORT,__

~esidence ~ddr~p~

[lusiness Ad0r.ess

6-9

INV:I~TIGA ,
DIVIBI(~
SPECIAL INQUIRY SECTION

195~

___.~. Boardman 5736
_~. A. Rosen 5706
.__~. Callan 4746
~I~IIIIII~710
__Mr. Scatterday 5736

4740

4649
4746

~. Price 5~
.~. Baumgardner 1509
..__~. Leonard 6221 IB
__Mr. Cole 2262
___~. Stan]ey 2252

4746

~706

4639

Room
Mr. Inderson 6207
{~eeler 6531
k~__~Liaison
Room

___Records Section
~Record & Return
__Special Handliug
~Call File

~Call Me
.___See Me
~Correct
~Note & Return
~Readi~ Room 5531
.___~il Room 4637

s ,UPERVIS OR

1-14-57

SAC’S,

AIRTEL

CHICAGO

U.

COVES, jol~ J. ~IRICA, JUDGE, DISTRICT COURT, DISTRICT OF COLb~BIA.

RE~ORDED- 9~7 7 ~ ~p~i~a~nt~ bo!n~3_19_04 at ~aterbury, ~onnecttcut.
Resides 5069 Overlook P~ad, N.~., ~ashington, D. C. :, Education:
~;~:,~ ~ ~ Col~hia Prep School and ~erson Institute; Georgetown University,
LL.B degree 192S; ~p!o~ent: Assistant U. S. Attorney, D~trict
of Col~bia 1930 to 1934; General Cou~el, Select Co~ittee of
House of ~presentatives under H.R. 21, 78th.Congress; member
law firm Hogan and ~r~Son, 310 ~s!orado ~ilding, Washin~on,
D. C. ; member of Bar Association, District of Col~bia; Federal,
~erican and Federal Co~unlcationg-Bar Associations.
~TD see urfile 77-479 reflecting prior investigation
of Sirica in 1930 and 1942. Review for thoroughness and bring
up to date.
Chicago check records of American Bar Associatisn.
All offices: ~ou are instructed to determine identity
of close relatives and conduct apprppriate credit and criminal
checks on each. Applicant’s complete background must be
determined and all periods of addlt llfe accounted for. Your
attention is directed to Section 19, Manual of Instructions
and specifically..to instructions concerning investigations of
professional positions..~ Applicant married and has ~wo children.
Buded of l~g/s7~must be met without fail.
Hoover
77-G622

(6)

23-55)
SEARCH ~ SLIP
Subj : _

X
Date

Searcher
Number ~/)

1/171~7

SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD (77-~79)
JOHN J. SIRICA~ DAP~I, ~. JUDGE,
DISTRICT COURT~ DISIEICT OF COL~BIA,
Rebualrtel 1/14/57.
¯ Fpr yo~_..Info~%.~pa~e 6ca~Po~retd ,°,~e~r~d~ e
d~ted 4-23-42, urf_l_i.e ~! ~-~ ~ USA Inc.Et AI.. Neutrality
~ ~:~, .......

Act~ Voorn~s Ac~ F~Ityy_ 5~

77-6622

HOOVER

~:

~’.

KNR:pab

.(~)
To| ~oo ------Nichols ~

Do~tdman ~
Belmont ~
~on --------

gohr -----------

Nea~e --------

~interrOwd ~
Tele. Room
Hollomzn ~
~mdy--------

.,

7’7-

AIRTEL

TO:

SAC, ST. LOUIS

ReB~m.irtel dated I/]/I/57, no co SL. Buded of 1/29/56,
must be met -~ithou~ fail.

Title in this case has been changed to include fall name
as reflected from records and birth certificate.
SL will check ~RC. t, or info, appli~ant bo.rn 3/19/04, ~Tatarbury, Conn.

St. Louis

Chicago
~ur~au (77-&’~22)

,~0

~C~pad
A~RrEL

IJECEIAED k B I

AIR~
AIR, mAIL

SAC, ST. LOUIS (77-a1936)

SAC, wAs~me~o~ ~zmm (77-479)
JOHN J0SF!H SILICA, aka

"~ (Rev. 8-13-56)

"~::"i~l . ’

Fe_deralB"~’~ur~uu o~’i’n~esti’gatic
Records Branch

, 1956
Name Check Unit - Room 6523
Service Unit - Room 6524
~_~Forward to
Room Ext.
Type of References Requested:
~_~ular Request (Analytical Search)
~_J All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)
[----~Subversive References Only
~ Nonsubversive References Only
[~ Main
References Only
Type of Search Requested:
[~ Restricted to Locality of
~ Exact Name Only (On the Nose)
~ Buildup
~ Variations
~ Check for Alphabetical Loyalty Form
Sub ject "~;:’-’t.~#,, .P~ ,.;b-d~C-li"&i|"l~( J
Birthdate &..Place ~
Address :~!i-". ~ ~

/

Localities
S~ERIAL

SEARCH SLIP
Sub j :

SearcHer

Initial
SERIAL

Report F~rm
FD-263 (5-12-55)

:.,

"

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
REPORTING OFFICE

OFFICE OF ORIGIN

CHICAGO

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

1/z ,2o/ 7

~ BUREAU

TITLE OF CASE

TYPED

CHARACTER OF CASE

DEPART}’IER TAL APPLICANT
U.S. JUDGE, DISTRICT COURT,
DISTRICT 0~~ COLU!~.’~IA

Applicant current member in good standing American Bar Association.
- RUC REFERE~CgS: Bureau airtel to Washington ~’ield dated 1/14/57.
Washington Field airtel to St. Louis dated 1/16/~7.

O.rganization
On January i’~, 19~7
~erican Bar Association, ii~ East 60th Street,
~nozs,
advised her files disclosed D01-i~’] J~.f".~ SIRICA, 701 Shoreham Building,

SPECIAL AGENT
IN CHARGE

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

Bureau (77-6622) (~,i)
i - Chicago (77-9070)

- <: ;-., >

PROPERTY OF FBI--This report is loaned to you by the FBI, and neither it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which

77-907o
Washington, D.C., was elected to membership in the Association
$ 1936 and is currently a member in good standing.
Istated S!RICA notified the Association on
Lg, that his address had b~en chan e~ to Colorado
h~r
Building, Washington ~, D.C. According to|
~iles contain no unfavorable information regar~i
and
she added he would ~ot be l~own to any of the present employees
at the Association’s National IIeadquarters.
- RUC -

, 2 -

~’D-263 15-12-55)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
]~EPORTING OFFICE

:~ ::"~...~.
¯
....’!VrASHI.~D
:
T0 N FIELD

I BUREAU

OFFICE OF ORIGIN,

DATE

1/28/57

1/15-18,21-25/57

I INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

TITLE OF CASE

REPORT MADE BY

JOHN JOSEPH S!RICA, aka
Giovanni Sirica

CHARACTER OF CASE

DEPAR~’~ENTAL APPLICANT
UNITED STATES JUDGE

DISTRICT COURT, DISTRICT OF COLU~4BIA

1-Washington Field (77-~7~ar-

FY OF FBI--This reporI is loaned to you hy the FBL and neither it nor its contents are to be dislributed outside the agency to which loaned.

~0 77-479.
REFEP.ENCE: Bureau airtel dated January 14, 1957.
DETAILS: _AT ~/ASHINGTON.. D. C~.. ¯ ~.
~^ .o.= .~n~., jOSEPH-S~RICA was_added to th~ title
Gr~ev~ces, United States District ~ourt, re~xec~eu
as bir~h rec~6Yds~ !~hen cnec~ea in pr~o~ ~,,~
zhe appli¢~ as sucn~
-

De~aVtmen~ of .lust~ce

~

,

.

Personnel records at the Office of XheDe
General as reviewed on J~uary 18, 1957,
~lected ~hat J0~ J. SIRICA, bo~ Flarch.
,
turN,
Co~ec~ic~t~
~s
~der
consideration
for
appointme~it
as United States vistrtct Judge for ~he Distric~ of Col~bia.
reflected t~ applicant is
The J0~PH
abore records
fat~r of J0~
SIRICA,’’ ~., ~d PA~I
ClA ~. SIRICA.
.
The above records contained a letter dated J~uary 7,
1957, directed to the Deputy Attorney, which rea~as follows:
~Dear Sir:
~" " ~ have iust read in the Washington Star of the
recommendatio~by~Rg°f JOH~ J. SIRICA, Esquire for
the District Bench. There are some things you should
know about him:
been a candidate
Under
~(I) He
the has
Do~ocrats
he ran for~efore.
the ~unicipal
~s. His
his
of the
Democratic connnx" ,

WFO 77-479

is. an original supporter of Senator
"(2) He
~4C CARTHY. Theyare boon pals: Throughout the ~[C CARTIlY assault on
President, SIRICA was with MC CARTI{Y;
tie ladks judicial temperament~ lie has
a sullen, moody personality of doubtful
stability under stress; "
bachelor during World War II, he ducked
"(4) A
military service.

"~lore might be said-butlhese four reasons are
enough to disqualify him, If you carefully checkeach of
the foregoing statements, you will find them true and
accurate.
"I regret not sig~.~,~ng this but the ruggqdne§s
of modern politics makes wxSoom the better pa~t of vator.
.Respectfully,
Member of the.. Bar"
The above records reflected no additional pertinent
information concerning the. applicant.
.
-.~,~ .... 1;cantOs official service card
.A r.e .........
¯ n~¢;~e Denartment of Justice,
on Jan.uary 18, I957, re~tecxeu
by
SAd Assistant United States
a pli~
Attorney,
~shi~_~n:-b: ~’.:.o__n Aug~sZ 1, l~O,.~re ~ remained ¯
~il his res1~axlon on january to, xTo=.
These records reflected no additional pertinent
information concerning the applicant.
Hogan and Har[~on
Colorado Build~n~
a

~ove

asap

wxth-theapplicant on a .professional basis
;~ ~He stated_the applicant ~oined the above firm
in July, I~9.and s~nce tha~ time he has known~.-3-

~ant on both a close professional and social basis.
~tated that prior to 1949, he had watched the appli9rformance in court and had opposed the applicant
several cases. He stated the applicant was an excellent
attorney, well verse~ in the field of law and has had much
experience in trial work. He stated that the applicant,
subsequent to joiniDg the above firm, has handled civil
cases exclusively with :the exception of ode criminal case.
stated that to his recollection the applicant had
in private practice prior to and subsequent
to his employment in the Office of the United States Attorney,
mt!~]qjoining the above firm. He advised that he is also .a
fellow member of the District of Columbia Bar Association,
in which the applicant is quite active. ~dvised
that the applicant possessed an excellen~-~putat!on in
the legal profession and stated the applicant’s integrity
and professional ethics are above question. He advised
that the applicant was a stable person of mature
and presented a pleasant and friendly demeanor.
advised that the applicant was industrious, de~
~e
and conscientious in his efforts;
:tated the applicant married LUCILLE
CA.~[ALIER, a
’etime resideDt of the District of .Columbia,
in 19~0, and has two children, JOH~iDS~P.~,-~Ir-.,~age 3, and
PATRICIA~’~_n_9~. month of age. He -stated the applicant’s
he had met the applicant’s
father was deceased .....
remaining members
mother and brother
~tated
the character,
of the applicant’s
the
applicant
and
associates, reputatlon~and
his wife were above question, and that. he was favorably
impressed by the applicant’s bruther and mother. He stated
the applicant’s personal habits were above re}~ ,ach~stated
and that
the applicant neither drank nor smoked.
ary service
the applicant, to his knowledge, had no
and that such was due to his age, being too yotuo.g for
World War I and exempted by age from World War Ii. He
stated that during World War II the applicant was active
in United States Bond Drives.
ised that the app.licant possessed the
legal exp
~nce
temperament for a judicial position
add. he highly recommended the applicant for such position.

¯

WFO 77-479
On January 17, 195
,ith the above firm
app
he had known
,fession and the District of Columbia Bar Association for
He st
the above
is the firm’s
firm, has
the appl~cant is
leading ~rial
~rney
work and possessed a deep and wide
thoroughly versed in i
knowledge of law. He stated the applicant’s work was of high
caliber and his legal ethics and integrity are above question.
He advised that the applicant is stable and of mature judgment
and is highly respected by his professional associates.
that he has known the applicant
and
that the personal habits, character,
sociall
,
repu~
~tion
and
loyalty of the applicant and his
asso
wife are above question. He stated the applicant is well
qualified professionally and possesses the necessary temperament for a judicial capacity. ~highly recommended the
applicant for suc5 a position.
~d

~e app.

y and socially

He stated that he was not acquainted with the applicant’s
s
mother or brother, and that he had known the a
advised
wife for many years prior~’to their marriage,
, reputation
that the personal habits, character, asso¢
and loyalty of the applicant and his wife were above reproach.
He stated prior to his marriage, the applicant resided at the
Dorchester House, where he had often visited the applicant.
that he has watched the applicant
as a t
;orney over the years and found him to be of
outstanding ability. He stated the applicant was aggressive,
possessed an even and calm temperament and was well versed
in the field of law. He advised that the applicant’s integrity
ed the
and professional ethics were above reproach
stated
applicant possessed a pleasant personality,
on and
the applicant is well qualified for a judic~
highly recommended him for such.

United States House o~ Representatives
On January 23, 1957,
--United States House-of-P~present

Clerk,
g Office,

WFO 77-479
advised SA~
that her records reflected the
applicant
eral Counsel on the Select
Committee, ~ Investigatin@~ Federal Communications
~rom
April l, -~944 to November 30, 1944.
advised
that she knew of no one who would fecal the applicant.
Office of the United States Attorney
The records of the above office as checked on
January 17, 1956, reflected the applicant was employed as
an Assistant United States Attorney for the District of
Col~mbia, from August I, 1930 until his resignation effective
January 15, 1934.
T~ese records reflected no additional pertinent
information concerning the applicamt.
On January 17, 1957, Hr.
Assistant United States Attorney
~riminal
Ivised that he has know~ tl
[ly
tated that he,!
during the par
]e app. cant, s
that applicant was vigorous and aggressive
in the e~f his duties as trial attorney in crim~nal
matters.~stated that in recent ~ears the applicant
has handle~-d~vil actions exclusively,
stated that
he has also been acquainted with the app. icant as a fellow
member of the District of Columbia Bar Association, i~ which
the .applicant is active. He stated the applicant enjoyed an
excellent reputation i~ legal circles and th~
of
sound judgment and of a mature temperament,
stated
he was acquainted with the applicant,s lathe
r many years
prior to his death and had patronized the elder SIRICA’s
barber shop. He commented favorably as to the integrity and
reputation of the applicant’s father,
advised that
the character, associates, reputation
.ty of the
applicant was above reproach and stated the applicant
possessed all qualifications ~ecessary for a judicial position.
He highly recommended the applicant for a ~udicial position
and stated the applicant is an excellent choice.
stated that no other present personnel
.~s i~ the
the United States Attorney during the
~period of the ~pplicant,s employment.

WFO 77-479

On

ana~
Avenue,

)een acqualn"
and that from
as a clerk,
~pplicant was
newspapers.
when ne,~ was a
his
position
in
order to
He state~appli,
ed
that
during
the
above
attend law school,
the applicant’s father, who
period he was acq
was a barber and the applicant’s mother and brother,
He stated that ANDREW SIRICA operated a fleet of cabs
stated that in recent years, he.has had no contact with
applicant’s mother or brother but has maintained a casual
association with the applicant to the present time. He stated
the applicant’s wife is a local woman, whom he has known
for years.
, advi

~ce the applicant was a youl

;ed that the applicant was industrious,
, capable and dependable. He stated it to be
his belief that the character, associates, reputation and
loyalty of the applicant and members of his family are above
reproach, and he highly recommended the applicant for a
position of responsibility and trust with the United States
Government.
ASSOCIATES
On January 23, 1957, Mr
Colorado Building, advised that he
known
professionally and politically for approximatel
and has found the applicant to be well versed i .aw anc an
aggressive trial attorney with tremendous capabilities. He
stated that applicant is a stable and mature person, who
possesses a calm and even temperament. He advised that the
applicant is highly regarded by his professional associates
associates,
and that the applicant’s personal habits, character
were above reproach.

stated that he had
implicit
the ju~
of the applicant
and allowed the applicant to represent him at the convention.
He advised that the applicant was active in political circles
.. and was a_member..of the Republican .State Committee in and
for the District of Columbia. He advised that the applicant
--was ~-II q~alified-fer a judici~l-position and highly recommended him for such a position.
-7-

I~FO 77-479
0nJanuary 25, 1_957,
National
Press Building, who is an Attorney
District of golmabia Bar Association,
~t he has
He stated
~mwn the applicant professionally fo~
the applicant was active In the fm~ctlons o:
Bar
highly regarded by his professional
Association
stated the applicant was an extremcly
associates,
capable
y ant thoroughly versed in the field of
law and tTial lnatters. He described the applicant as
judgment and as possessing an
~notionally stable
even tempermuent,
stated that he believed the
applicant’s character, associates, reputation and loyalty
to be above question. He advised that the applicant was
an excellent choice fora judicial position and highly
recommended hi~ for such.
~1oodward
On January 2~, 1957,
lclary 5elec~
Buildin who is a memoer of t
.strict of Coluntbia Bar Association, advised
he has ~own the applicant professional
.ugh the District of Coltumbia Bar Association for
He stated that he has often opposed the applicant in mrt
and found the applicant to be a brilliant attorney and well
versed in law. He stated the applicm~t bears an excellent
professional re~u_~:a~io~tand his ~ntegrity and e~hics are
above question.~~stated~hat..~L.~n ~pposing the applicaat
in court, he ~as"~en attempted to arouse the applicant’s
temper but th~ applicant always remained calm and composed.
ably the applicant possessed, a
~e stated that unc
judicial tem
omnented favorably as to ~he
applicmnt’s
, reputation and loyalty
him for a judicial capacity.
and highly
1957,
Attorney,
On Januar’
Tower Building,
the
app
ant
:hat
professionally for over
and has found him to be
extremel~ capable and t
versed in his professional
field. ~e stated the ap~
professional conduct and
ethics are above ~uestion-and that the applier enjoyed an
applicant was a stable¯ person, of excdllent, He~~g~t,
possessinga mature and calm disposition.
.y
recommended .the applicant for a judicial position.

.0

:0

of
firm.
between the
concl

sasSocla~

set forth in a
,een Offered a position yith
the association
terminated at the
the case was lost

the applicant properly handled
~ted that the above matter occurred
his
that in his opinion such did not
many years o
detract
~licanttsintegrity or his high professional
ethics. He desc
the applicant as a capable attorney and
good in trial work. He advzsed that the appllcant possessed
a good legal reputation and he knew ?f nothing which would
reflect unfavorably towards the applzcantts character,
associates, reputation and loyalty.
~stated that the applicant remained in
the Shor@~h=r~ng after the termnation of their
association until jozning the firm of Hogan.and Hartson.
He stated.the applicant was active in theD~strict of Columbia
Bar Association and it was his recollection that he and the
applicant had served together on so~e association cormittees.
necgssarY
judicial ~

.ted that the applicant p?sse_ss~d
temperament and was qualifzed~-fO?-=a
with the following judges were

conduc,~ed by

state~
of _the United

-9-
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States Attorne was asso

a

app cant was an extremely capable attorne)~
and well versed in the field of law and trial raatters, i~e
advised that the applicant was highly respected by his
associates and that
;sional integrity and ethics
were above reproach,
stated that he was acquainted
with the applicant’s
and the
rother, "~ND~-,~,~,
~"-:’
applicant’s wife. His comments as to their personal habits,
character,
~s, reputation and loyalty were ~ost
stated that the applicant posaessed a
.favorable.
calm and po~s personality and had a pleasant demeanor.
lie advised that the applicant, without question, possessed
a judicial tempermuent and recommended hin~ as an excellent
choice for a judicial position.

on anuary
many years and stated ~not the, applicant s services
as m~ Assistant United States attorney were most sat~srac ory.
He described the applicant as an aggressivetrial atto:
whose integrity and personal ethics are above question
stated that the applicant possessed a calm disposition
mature jud~aent and was well versed in the field of law
and trial work. Ite conunented most favorably as to the
applicant’s character, associates, reputation and loyalty
and highly recommended him for a judicial position.

.....

of the United States
District your
a, advised on
January 23, 1957~ .tha~ he has known the applicant for ~any
years as a practx~ing attorney, and he has found the applicant
to be conscientious, extremely capable and thoroughly versed
in the field of law and trial matters.’ He stated the apulicant
possessed, an excellent re~utation amon-~.his
professional~
-assoc,ares,--was-of sound jud~ent and or even temperament.
LA~ advised_~h~ he~be!~ved the applicant’s character,
associates, reputation and loyalty ~b-be-ab6ve q~e~i6~ ~ud .....
that with his high qualification:
cant was an excellent
choice for a judicial position,
recon~ended the
applicant for such a position.

of the
On January 23, 1957,
istrict
of
Co
.u~bia,~
United States District Court f~
ed with the applicant on
advised that he has been
has found him to possess
a professional basis for
a vast experience as a tr
attorney. He stated the applicant b’earss an excellent professional reputation, is diligent
~rofessionand thoroughly versed in the
and thorough
ated the applicant possessed sound
field of law.
~ personality. He coz%me_~ted favorably
judgment and
¯ as to the applicant’s character, associates, reputation.
and loyalty and highly recommended him for a judicial position.
0n Jaouary 23, 1957,
of the United States District Court for the
with the
Colttmbia, advised "that he has bee~ a
’during which
applicant on a professional basis
essionally
period the applicant has been very ac
and has exhibited outstanding qualif~ocations as a trail
attorney. He advised that be bel~.eved the applicant’s
professional integrity and eithics to be above re
stated the applicant has a deep k~owledge of law.
commented favorably as to the applicaot’s disposi
temperament and stated that he believed the applicant’s
character, associates, reputation and loyalty to be above
questioD. He highly recommended the applicant for a
judicial position.

, United States
Circuit
io lumbia, advised
on January 22, 1957, he has been acquainted with the applicant
for many years and stated the applicant is popular io his
professional circles and highly respected by his asssociates.
He stated the applicant is an outstanding attorney, who is
thoroughly familiar with the field of law. He stated the
applicant has always conducted himself in a~ exemplary manner
~tegrity a~d
before the court and that his pro
.tated the
ethics are not to be questioned.
even
emperament
and
applicant was of sound judoo~n, eot,
his character, associates, reputation aod loyalty were
above guestion. He highly recommended the applicant for a
judicial po sitio~.
0n~ January 22, 19~7
C~rcuit Court of Appe~
- ll -

,

77-4-79

~e applicant on a
advised that he has been acquaint
He stated the
described as a
p~ofessional and social basis fo
applicant married LUCILLE CA~
lovely girl and stated that the character, associates,
the applicant and his wife were
reputation and I
~dvised that the applicant has
above question.
s cour many times and. that his actions
appeared before
and behavior were alv.~ays above reproach. He stated the
applicant was extremely capable, well versed i.~ his field,
d a pleasant demeanor and possessed sound judgment.
istated the applicant possessed a calm disposition
mmended the applicant as an excelle~t choice for
a judicial position.
~IGHBORHOOD~
conducted on

¯

~ s si~cel
e has been acqua.~n~te.d
¯
w._.
the ~

advised t
his wife on a neighborly and social oas~
--.
Iren
She stated that they are the parents of two s~a@
,ecommended
and ~ persoo.al habits, charact~
reputation
y a~d trust with
and loyalty are above reproach.1
the applicant for a positioo
the Gover~ent ¯
On

at which
~e advised

advised
a close neighborly basis since
time the applicant moved to the ah
that he has known the applicant’s wife for many ye~
stated that she bane from a very reputable family.
commented favorably as to the personal habits, character,
assoclatCs~ reputation and loyalty of the applicant and
his wife. He stated the applicant was very active in
and was sincere in. his desire for good
political
~bigbly recommended the applicant for a
GovernmBnt.
and confidence ~ith the Government.
~osition of

age
s
the app
on a c!ose social basis and
~on a c!ose ~eighborly basis.
,licant was a conscientious, ma;ure
person and that the pe.rsonal habits, character, associates,
reputation~, and loyalty of the applicant and his wife were
above reproach. She highly recommended the applicant for
a:~ position of trust and responsibility with the Government.
~Do_rch e ster Ho us e
~2480 16th Str~eet.~., N.

.The following investigatiow was conducted on
January 24, 1957.
at the
applicant ~ad resided at the a
ad ess from approximately 1945 to 1955, a_~d lived in
approx
,~ly.
She stated the applicant had been single u.~til
and
that
a
son
was
born
prior
’, at which time
stated the applicant and his
to their departure,
wife were quiet and orderly persons and their personal habits,
character, associates, reputation and loyalty were above
question. She highly recommended the applicant for a position
of trust and responsibility with the Government.
tated that due to the ~enan.t turnover
in the sec
uilding occupied by the applicant,
¯ present tenants would be acquainted with the applicant.
House, advise(
t her recor,
commenced residence i-~ October, 1945
the above address was ~.ot reflected.
she was not acquainted with the appl
assumed her duties subsequent to his
¯
j~iiiiiii!ii!i~i
.~..~:~:.~..~
-:~ ~.....
.....
~-~"~.?~~~."~ ~

the Dorchester
ed the applicant
date he left
~dvised that
~asmuch as she
departure.

Randall Hagwer a~d Company,
enue,
.,
advised
that her records
1321 Con~
reflected the applicant termir.ated his tenancy at the
above-captlo-~edaddress-o~ March 31, 1955, at which t~e
-h e~ moved ~o 5069 ~Ov ~rl0~ k Ro ad, N. ~,V.

- 13 -
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CREDIT AND CRIMINAL

..

~1~1~
The records of the District of
Bureau as checked on January 16, 195’7, by SE
lILLE ¯
reflected a report dated May 9, 1955, for JOHN
SIRICA, which indicated a favorable credit rating. The
applicant was reflected as residing at 5069 Overlook Road, N. W.,
from March, 1955 to date.
The above records reflected a report dated April 27,
1950, for Mrs. ROSE SIRICA, 6217 14th Street, N. W., which
listed a favorable credit rating. Mrs. SIRICA was reflected
as the widow of JOHN SIRICA.
The above records, reflected no credit rating for
ANDREW SIRICA, who was stated to be President of the Tan Top
Cab Company.
The records of the Metropolitan Police DeE
~ D. C., as checked on January 23, 195°7, by SE
Ireflected JOHN J. SIRICA, 621’7 14th Street, N
.,
~or 4 traffic violations from November 30, 1934,
to December 8, 1941, the disposition of which varied from
a warning to the forfeiture of bonds from $3 to $5.

re-

applicant’s wife or

no in
mother; at all times an indefinite number of unidentified
records are out of file and not available for review.
It was determined on January 18, 1957, that records
of the United States Park Police, Washington, D. C. reflected
no information concerning the applicant, his wife, mother,
or brothel’.
MISCELLANEOUS
determined
On January 15, 1957, SS
civil Service
that
the records
of.thenoInvesti’
Commission,
reflected
information concerning the applicant-

~FO 77-~79
The records of the House Committee on U~
as checked on January 17, 1957, by SE
’eflected no information concerning the app.
The records of the District of Columbia Lawyer’s
Register, United States District Court, as checked on
January 17, 1957, reflected that JOHN JOSEPH SIRICA was
admitted to the District of Columbia Bar on October 2~, 1926.
~e records ofthe Committee on Admissions and
Grievances, United States District Court, as checked on
January 17, 1957, reflected no unfavorable information
concerning JOHN JOSEPH SIRICA. He was reflected as
attended public school at Jacksonville, Florida, for six
years prior to entering Emerson Preparatory School at
Washington, D. Co, in 1918. These records reflected the
applicant passed the District of Columbia Bar in June,
.No additional pertinent information was reflected from the
above records.
ary ~3, 1957,
~on,
District of
gton Bui ing, advised that her
records reflected
the applicant was admitted to the District of Columbia
Bar Association on February 6, 1931, and ~s presently
a member in good standing. She stated the applicant has
been active in the association and is presently a member
of the Liaison Committee between the Bar Association and
the United States District Court.

The records of the Federal Bar Association, 1737 H
Street, N. W., as checked on January ~3, 1957, reflected the
applicant was admitted to the District of Columbia Chapter of
the Federal Ba~ Association on September 14, 1944, and is
presently a member in good standing. These records reflect@d
no additional pertinent information concerning the applicant.
The records of the Dockett Division, Federal
Communications Commission, as checked on January 17, 19S7,
reflected the applicant was admitted to the Federal Communications
Bar Association on February ~6, 1945, and is therefore privileg4d
to practice before the Federal Communications Commission.

~FO 77-479

Court
The records of the United
reflected
as checked on January 24, 1957, by SA~
that court
the applicant was admitted to practice
on October 21, 1935. No additional pertinent information
was reflected from the above records.
The records of Washington Field Office T-!,
another Government agency, which maintains personnel:
records, reflected that JOHN JOSEPH SiRICA, born N~rch 19,
1904, Waterbury, Connecticut, registered for military service
in World War II on February 16, 1942, and was not c~lled
for active duty because of his age. These records reflected
that for the above-mentioned reason the applicant was
never required to take an Armed Forces physical examination.
P -

77-479
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

dated April 23,
A report of SA
"Federation of the
Washington, D.C.,
the USA, Incorporated, et
Italian World War Veterans in
Neutrality Act - Voohris Act," reflected that the Washington,
D. C., branch of the above organization was officially
brought into existence February 19, 1933. Membership
requirements were to have been a veteran of World War I
and service in any of the Allied Armies would suffice,
provid@d the individual was of Italian descent. The records
of the above organization were made available to Bureau
personnel concerning the founding of the Washington, D. C.,
Branch of the above organization. Following a list of
honorary members, officers and sponsors there appeared a
long list of complementary names, one of which was that
of SIG., JO~N SIRICA. No information was reflected as
to the meaning or significance of the complementary list.
It is noted that SIRICA would not qualify as a
member of the organization, inasmuch as he has had no
military service. As the significance of the above matter
is not known in regard to the applicant, such is not being
included in the body of this report.
The records of the United States Park Police,
Washington, D. C., were checked by Investigative Clerk
JACK E. LEWIS.
INFORMANTS
WFO T-l, records of the D. C. Headquarters
Selective Service Board, which were made available on
January 23, 1957, by~rs. SHIRLEY P. WILOUGHY, Administrative
Assistant in the Records Office. (The applicant’s file had
been destroyed and only a card was maintained.)

ADMINIST£ATIVE PAGE ............
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TiLE ~:IA~IINGTON FIELd) OF£;ICE
AT })’ASIIING]D~’q~_ D~ C.
,~ill check records of the National Archives
in an endeavor to locate the applicant’s official
personnel file covering employment as AUSA
re St. Louis airtel 1/24/5"7.
’

- 18 =

Oj ce Memorandum..

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

¯
JM ": SAC, W~’O (77-479)
v

suea~cr:

JOHN JOSEPH~S~IOA, aka ~

~
,
I

~ewfth
SA~dated

..~"’- 7-

..

,~ {}~/

~, .....

.

i~ t~e pendmng report of
112~157..

¯Investigation in the above captioned matter was
not comp.let.ed" by the deadline dare due to St. Louis airtel
~.ated 1/24/57, which stated that records of the Federal
Records Center did not contain the applicant’s official
~ersonnel
covering employment
as AUSAoffrom
to
934. NF0 file
Nas requested
to check records
the 1930
National
Archives as such record ~s~believed to.be~ located there.
1- lIashington Ficld~v ~3~ ~r ~ ; ,-.~:~:::-;:~::-~~-, - , ": i

(a)

Report Form
FD-263

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
’;, :: ’:i’ i

REPORTING OFFICE

¯ ;::-:, i:~

I OFFICE OF ORIGIN

WASHINGTON FIELD

DATE

2/1/57

BUREAU

]~-~t~.. OF CJL~

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

1/31/57

REPORT MADE BY

TYPED BY

i::. !:;-::!:i "
JOHN JOS
ICA,
Giovanni Sirica
i’

/:’: !:;:: :~:::-i .....

DEPAETMENTALAPPLICANT
UNITED STATES JUDGE
DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF COLIB~IA

.

Records of National Archives set forth re employment as
AUSA.
- RUC REFERENCE:
DETAILS:

Report of SAI
1957, at

dated January

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.:

The records of the Justice and Executive
onal Archives, as checked on January 31, 1957, by SE
JOHN JOSEPH SiRICA was appointed by letter as
Assistant United States Attorney in the District of Columbia on
July 21, 1930, and that such appointment would be effective
upon his entry on duty. The date Oi~.e~r~y. on duty was not
reflected.
SIRICA resigned the above pos&tion on Januar,, 15

.:
::..,~:<:.~
":~ ......::
’:.!!~-:!"i:"

~’

1934.
APPROVE

SPECIAL AGENT
IN CHARGE

o~,~s ~o~!

,~..,,.,.
~
"’~-J
DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

"%

,,.:: : ~:

:"~: :%

~ ?- Bureau (~7-66g=)

7,:..~7. ;{:.,:(,
.. ;

~

--, .... ~

--

NOT REC
1 - W~shington F~eld (77-479) .a] ~B~ *i9~7 /
~_..~ .....

~

..":::-.

~-:{::~P"; ....
.:

_:

~Q ~ ~.~.G.

A~f~-~"
..~ .....

.~

,

-- .7: -2~ ,~ :~.: .~

, . ~ ~Jto you by tho FBI. =d neither it nor its contents ~e to be distributed outside ~e ~en~ 1o
~ r O~--~S ,@~ort is~o=ed

/.

WFO 77-479
The above records reflected no additional pertinent
inlormation concerning the applicant.
- RUC -

TO

~

FEOM e
/

JOHN J. SIRICA
DEPAKT~,~ENTAL APPLICANT
UNITED STATES JUDGE
DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF COLU~;IBIA

,PLICANT S.
JUDGE OF T,qE MUNICIPAL COO-RT
OF THE DISTRICT OF COLU~BIA
You will recall that requests were received from
the Department to investigate the above individuals for
¯ captioned positions. This is to advise that these investigations~
have been completed and reports furnished the Department.
The investigation of the above individuals wa
favorable. It

’,~ W~th regard to John f. Sirica, an anonymous letter
|dated 1-7-51 was received by D~puty Attorney General Rogers __
[which.stated that Sirica did not qualify as a judge because~
~he was a supporter of Senator ~cCarthy, lacked judicial
~ temperament and avoided military service. It is noted, that
applicant was born in 1904 and the records of the Seleczive

Service ~eflect he registered for military service in 194~,

Was not called for active duty because of his a~e and was never
required to take a physical examination.
..~--.

. ~
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P orsons .~
Tamm ~4
T~otter
Nea~e ....
Tele. Room
Holloman ~
Gand

, oz-year-old
a[t~~~ for n0mina~[ion [o the District Court va~eaney left by the’ retirement
of ¯ ~udge Sehweinhhu[, The
~Wash~g[on Post was reliably
~in~ormed last nighL" ’ .~ ,~ ¯
S~iea is ~eing checked
the FBI, .an indication he has
been selected ~or the nomina.
~i0n,.[he source reported.
Siriea, .who is a ~epubliea~
is the head ~ ~he Hogan an~
Her[son
al ’depart.. .... law firm’s [ri
~ men~. ne rives at ~069 Overlook
rd. nw. ~ . . /
He was one of three men
"~Poposed.for .the D~s[riet Court
vacancy, by .the District--B~
Association The~ others ~e
George L Hart ~r .-e~ai~m
’of the Dis~rie[ ~epu~iean C~
~i[[ee,~ and David G. Bress~ a

~

Conn.,..moved here~. with his
~amfly .in 19~8. H~r~e~i~e~ his
aw Ldegree from George[ow~
~nive~si[y Law S~hool.jn.1926.
:He ’~e~ed as ~
Uni[edL States -Xt~orney~ from
1~30 1o ~ 1934.and resigned ~
~en[er pHva~.pra~[i~eiIn 19~4
~he served six months as gen~eral counsel o£ the’ House Se~lec[ Committee to Investigate

lth~l ~ COlons

~Commission. L " :.(. - ¯ ~ ..~ "~

................. FEB 1 9

]~OT

191

Wash. Post and
Times Herald
Wash. News
Wash. Star
N. Y. Herald
Tribune
N. Y. Journal-__
American
kj’N. Y. Mirror ~
N. Y. Daily News
N. Y. Times
Daily :Worker
~_.._~ The Worker

~1~ ~New.Leader
Date

News

N.Y. M~rror
N.Y. Daily News
N, Y. Times
Daily Worker
The Worker

Tolson
Nichols
Boardman ~

Federal

[Belmont
Mohr
a rsons
O~en
Tamm
Trotter
Nease
Tele. Room
Holloman ~
.... Gandy

~P

will .succeed.Judge- Henryl
SChweihhhU.t,: ~ h 0. ~etir~d
three months ago because Of

speech-m a k i n g ’ assignments
from fhe Republican National
" ~:.Sirica’s ’ ~ppointment .h a d Committee Sp~eakers’ Bureau:
been. expected for some time in He is, in the main, ~ product
legal..:circles h~re. ¯ "
of local schools, lie attended
’i:i~Irk-~ :Statement, the Connecfi- clh~se~ :~or):~"time ih:i~Jacksoncfi~:bor~t~ney pledged .him-ville, :-F13),~here :his) parefits
Self to do:my~ utmost to per- had md~ed.’~ffOm ~’ Waterbury,
’for~ my :judicial duties with Conn.~ ~hen attenddd the Emer[airness to all persons.’" He said son Institute ’ ahd .theold Cohe was :~ateful .to M[. Eisen- lumbia :;Preparatpry. S c h o o I
hower ~nd :Attorney Generalhere. ’: ..... . " Herbert Br0wneR.Jr. ’Yor the .To .pay his"way thrdugh
confidence .~ey have reposed
University Law
~ ~e." . : , ¯ ."~~ ’. ’ " " School, .he worked ss an ath. The new Judge~esignate hasletic instructor for the Knights
beena Washingtonian singe thd of Columbus.:’ He 6ecame an
ge of 14 ~nd a worker in the amateur .~in~pion in
republican .P~rty. v i n e y a r
inC~’-the- 1930s~~.
P;~iegeOf Rover : " .... .
ike ~ost ’long,me
:Sirica began his law career
just 30.y~rs agd~w.ednesday~
~n..F~b. 27, !927. After four
years in private. ~practice, (he
was dhVs~nas ~n.~ssistan~ b
United .S~t~s: Atto.rney.
Rover. : ~e pros.~ted~.~eyera
notewort~y~ ~:a ~ ~ ~S.~::i~i~ih~

Wash. Post and
Times Herald
Wash. News
Wash. Star

of, shying..~-cab ~dfiver::" ~
, ,~ Rover, ~ now.. ChieB,Judg~
the:. Municipal ~:’court;
.pe~Is,: hail~ .the: new’:~ppoint:
~m~t, saying, ~’He:,sh~d
~exce~entj~ge.-.::..’.%~L
[: ¯ Fr0m~ 1934;~Wh~n. he.’left th~
~r0secutor s ~ office;~ ~n~L1947
¯ hen.~he ~ jo~ed. ~e tf~m.-o~
H0g~n ~&.:Hartso~: as ~hjef/0f
its trial: depa~menf,- S~ica
tici~ated in :seVeral~:cel~brated
~ase~: In..1937/?he ,WOn acq~ittal
fdr ~s ,.~lidnt
in;-ihe’:f~st
~

N. Y. Herald
Tribune

N. Y. Journal-_
American
~.N.Y. Mirror __

Daily Worker
The Worker

br0hght

New Leader

FE. 195Z
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Belmont

SPecializing ~n- trial .
¯ represented th~~
C..’ Transit.’ Systeml ¯ ’Rigg~lI
Bank and a number of Ins~rand~I i
companies-before District Court, I.
Heisa member of the District,~
~ederal, . American and. ~ederal
~ommunications Commis.¢iori bar;
~ssociat~ons. ~ H~. #~s’i ~endral
chairman of the District ,Bar AS-.
sociati0ri’s buti~ig :ommittee last i

Trotter
Nease
Tele. Room
Holloman _~
Gandy

He is past president,:Of, the
. Civic Club and#~ ~member
of ¯ Phi Alpha DeR~ l~al ’ fraternity, ~he ConCrds~ion~l Country Club,. ~he Wash~g~n Board
of ~ade and thd53ohn Carroll.
SocietYof .Washing~0n.. ’ - ,
He/is married .to the former
Cdmalier. ~e Sirlc~
.a son, John, jr.~ ’.4,.and~
~t~ r, Patricia,.’. 3~ month~. ~
home is at 5069 0verlo~’

now Chief Judge Leo A. Roveri first test criminal case under the
of the Municipal Court =of
Securities and.Exchange Act, .i
peais, in1930. He served as an
Represented ~i.Transit ~, ¯
Assistant United States Attorney
or four. years before, entering " In ~1944;,, he -served for six
rlvate practice.. ,--.
nonths -as.gendral counsel for
As a Prosecutor~ he ’succes.~ ;he HouSe .Select Committee to
’ully prosecuted three defendam nvestigate .the Federal Commu~
for’ first-degree murders.in :tb dcations ommission~ ~ t
killing of a cab driver.- ,:.... " . ¯ .He .jqined: Hogan and Hartson
:,i:~ As a defense attomey: he wo:

Wash. Post and
Times Herald
Wash. News
Wash. Star ~ ’!

0-19 (Re~. 9-7o$6}

Nichols
Bcnrdman ~
"Belmont __
Mohr

~

or SOrIS

Trotter
Nease
’Tele. Room

77-6622

Request received 1-14-57, from Rogers and
investigation initiated 1-14-57. Report sent
to Deputy AG 2-1-57.

1957

Wash. Post and
Times Herald
Wash. News
Wash. Star
N. Y. Herald
Tribune
N. Y. JournalAmerican
N. Y. Mirror
N. Y. Daily News
N. Y. Times
Daily Worker
The Worker
New Leader

in ;:1949~"..~Speciili£ing in" trial

work, ~h4 " 14~S~epresc*ited the

D.-C. Transit System, Riggs
Bank and a number of insurance
companies before District Court.
He-is amember of the District,
Federal, .American land Federal
~ommunications Commission bar~
associations. He ~ was_-_general
chairm~n of the D~trict Bar Association’s. 0uting ommi~

Tolson
Nichols
Boardrn~n _~
B’elmont __
Mohr
P ~rsons __
Rosen
Tamm
Trotter
Nease
"~ele. Room
Holloman ~
Gandy

, He-is’past ~Preside~t~’;~[bf the
Lido Cigic Clhbind
of P~ Alpha~ Delta:~qeg~l fraternity, the C0ngre~i4h~l Country Club, the ~a~hihg~n Board
of ~ade and~the~J0hn Ca~oll :
He ]s ~married ~ ~<<the .former
Luc~le M. C~li~’. ~e siricas ~
have a son~, :John,~Jr.’~ 4, and a
daughter, ¯ Patrlcia,. 3 . months..

’. ~ ¯ Represented ¯ Transit <,
Assistant United States Attorne
I for .: four ¯ years before, enteringl
private practice~,~!/~ " ,t . " ~ i"~ nonths ¯ as~ general !~ounsel ifor
¯ As ~a prosecut&~, he suc~ess- the House ~ Sele, ct, Committee
fully prosecuted three defendanr.~ Investigate ’thei.F~deraZ ~ommu~
for~ ~flrst-dei~r~e ~.murder An.,.the nications
klll~b driver.!~_% i, ~’~. 7~:. ~He joined
[A~ a defense ~ttorney~ h~ won

Wash. Post and
Times Herald
Wash. News
Wash. Star

N. Y. Herald
Tribune

N. Y. Journal- ,
American
N. Y. Mirror
N. Y. Daily News
N.Y. Times

Daily Worker

February
PERSON~

5069 Overlook Road,.¯ Northwest
Washington,. D.C.
.
¯

DearMr~ Slrlc :,

.~-: +.
. .. ,+i.

I mmut to take this opportm~ytO-exL~d’my
.personal"con+raluleltons toyou upon ¯your nomination

United States District CoU~Judge.. T~s is certatnly.a
fitting recognttton of your past.honorable service.
is anythtn¢ the FBI can do to be of service, please do not

NOTE:

0-19 (Re~. 9-7-$6|

T~Ison
Nichols

. JOHN J.. SIRICA
DA.P LI

-"

Bosrdman .~
Belmont -Mohr ~:
¢Pars~ns

=~

DAP LI -inve stRgatRon com~/~

pleted 2/1/57.
7%6622

judge must be a District resident.
Th~bmmittee, after ¯hearing ’ +Senator Beall coUntered:with
opinions from/the .Justice
a parad~’of .witnesses, .approved ’legal
~Department and. from,Newel]
the nor~inaUon .of Miss Kelly to Ellison of the law firm of Cov~ucceed Judge Nadine Gallagher ington and Burling, both o!
as a-.judge:of Municipal courtl’which asserted thejudge did not
ihave to be a District resident:
: In"exeCUtive session, after the
Senate followed today
)ublic hearing,, the .committee
Judg~!Sirica was nominated to decided to studythe legal bpin~h%. DSstrlct .Court;. l~ebruary: 25 ions and m~et. ~.i~aln.next Monby:~ Preslden%" EiS4nhower: to
day to reach a decision on .~,
a vacancy created.by the retire- Ketcham. -.. ; .... ~. ... ;: " ’ :.
ment of+ .Judge Henr~ Schweln~aws Diff.: ~,;~. ;:-:."~-.
haut. Judge Kelly was .nominated to succeed Judge .Nadlne ~e Conflict In the legal opinOallagher on ..the Municipalions centers on whether the Juvenile Co0rt Act of 1938 .or
On4 witness, appeared ’yester- act bf J~e 20, 1949, shduid be
The fo~er has no
day in opposition to bothMiss
¯ Kelly and Mr. Ketcham, not onresidence requ~ement. The lattheir qualifications:but on the ter; which was Da~ed ~provlde
:[act that they. ,both live in Mary-£or .~ ~udgeship ~ the l~ess
land...He was the" only opposi- the ’inc~bent, .had a residence
tion witness for either candi-requirement ~cked on wh~e the
b~. was berg debated ~ the
~na~. ~:" ~=~ :;"~= " .-.’:.’.t.::.
liaras,i°Jn, ~xaRed .ruler .Of
Greater+-Deanwood ~odge ~ No.
: 109~.of .~the Elks, argued that it
was,not .falr’:to D~striet r~stdents
:to :~o.;outside: the Distric~
!- api~bin~4es, -lie added that

ar~ed,. ~ ;their:~.op~ons, :~at
the~oniy ex~t~g office of Judge
was .the One c~ated by the 1949
act and, therbfOre~~ ~e’ residence
prov~ion app~ed..~ .:’: .~,- "
. Both ~e 3ustice DepR~ment
and ~ El1~on ~ more de~iled:
a~aly~s-: ~r~ ";~ ,-~he~

,::~tthe 1919 actw~ ~mpo=
.-Ma~yland,"p+~mptly brought out ra~ ~ remedy’ one spec~; ~=
Sit’ mU +n; " :~ ,~.. ~i+..+ ’~:,, ;:.’"
+ ~: that +:both-:.Mlss .Kelly and :.Mr, ;ed"
’ .~ Ketcham l~.ve practiced .law ex- : ~at all authority for ~e
portent o~ ~ut~e Judges
ma~ed+ ~. the permanent 193
:.. O~el~m:;.Int~rJedted the residence
: ~t.: ~ ~e +19+9
~ns~ed ~ abo~h ~e pe~nent’posttion, no- le~tton
- S~,. Semit~:]eglslative court. ’ exit nOw.for the appo~t~ ~el,:~,and gWflfre~.. C.. GUber~

- I atom
Trotter
Nease
T.ele. Room ~
Hollomo
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¯ CATHERINE BURTON KELLY
DEPARTMENTAL APPLICANT .:.~ .
ASSISTANT UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Kelly was investigated in connection
with above employment 1953. No investigation to bring this matter up to date in
connection with present appointment.
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The Senate received the following executive nominafion: golm 3~Sirica,
of the District of Columbia, to.be United States District 3:~idgei

~olRons of a opeof the original memorandum ==Y ~
placed ~ ~propriate Bure~ case or subject matter ti~es.

/
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Request received and investigation
ordered 1-14-57. cc of report sent
to Deputy Attorney General 2-1-57.
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GOLO~&I~O

March I, 1957

Dear Mr. Hoover:
May I take this opportunity to tell you how grateful
I am for your letter of congratulations and for your kind
offer to be of assistance if the need should arise.
I, of course, am most proud and happy to have been

nominated to the Federal Bench by the President, and I
am eagerly looking forward to assuming my new duties.

I will take the liberty of notifying you of the time
and date for the taking of my oath of office in the hope
that you will be with me at that time.
With kindest personal regards and best wishes, I am,

John (Sirica)
Hon. J. Edgar Hoover
United States Department of Justice
Washington 25, D. C.

April 2, 1957
PERSONAL

District ot Columbia

My dear Judge:
I want you to know how disappointed
I was that I wa~ unable to be present at the ceremonies
attendant to your elevation to a Federal Judgeship today
at the Courthouse. I had planned to be among your
friends on this occasion, but at the last moment offlcial
duties took me to the Capitol and I was unable to return
In time to be present at the Courthouse.

I do want to take this occasion to wish
you the very best o~ good health, happiness and success
in your new duties.
With waxm personal regards, I am

Sincerely,

JEH:TLC

Office Memo ndum ¯
TO

~ The Director

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
3-27-57

¯ ~o~ : J.P. Mohr
The Congressional Record

Page 3890

The Senate confirmed the following executive nominations:
William J. Jameson, of Montana, and J_~hn J.~Sirlcaj~of the
Distrlot of Columbia, to be United States district judges.
~
Catherine B. Kelly, of Maryland, to be an associate judge of ~
the municipal court for the District of Columbia.

177-.&& : ~
138 Ap~, 80 195~

In the original of-a memorandum, captioned and dated as above, the Congressional
Recor~d~f0r’~Jr.::v,~ f 3-~.~ .$~. was reviewed and pertinent ~[tems were
marked fo~ the Director’s .atterition: This-form has been prepared .In 0rder .that
partlons~.cb~rf th,e, oriqinal memorandum may be clipped° mounted, and
placed in appr6prfate BUreau ~ane or subject matter flies.

October 25, 1966

-J. H. Gale

This memorandum is writte~nttfy and furnish
background of the trial Judge in th~ase. The trial
Judge wa~ John. J. Sirica, United’Sta .~trict Court Judge
for the District of Columbia. He has occupied that position
since his appointment in 1957 by then President Eisenhower.
By way of background, Jud~eSirica wa~ born . .......
-~arch 19~1904~ at Waterbury, connecticut, then moved With.. "
his fumily as a young boy to the.Distrlc~ of Columbla~ where
he was educated. He r~ceived hi~ Bachelor of Laws degree
from Georgetown University Law School in 1926. He was an
Assistant United States Attorney in the District of Columbia
from August I, 1930, to January 15, 1934. He was in the
private practice of law in Washington from 1934 to 1944 and

then for seven months
Committee to Investigate the Federal Communications Commission~
after which he returned to the private practice of law,
From 1949 to 1957 he was a member of the
of Hogan and Hartson, where he was chief trial attorney.
This is the firm founded by the late well-known lawyer,..
As6ociation. When being considered for the Judgeship in
1957., he was highly praised by the several ~udgesin the
’professional integrity and ethics were above reproach and his
ability as alawyer, unquestionedo
It is the presentConsensus of Washington Field
Office A~ents that ~udge Sirica is highly considered and that
the other Federal Judges consider him to have an excellent
stand!ng and reputation in the law onumnity.- He is described/
as conservative~ perceptive and a solid Judge. He is
characterized as - f th~Judicial attitude
to the~and~action ~mong Distric_~t

~:tJ~ (8)’~

~X~D - O~

Reservation Card
LIDO CIVIC CLUB DINNER/DANCE
Honoring
JUDGE JOHN J. SIRICA
Please reserve ~ tickets (tables of ten) at $50.00 per person.
Enclosed is my check in the amount of $.

Address
City
MAIL TO:

State

Julian B. Sambataro, Ticket Chairman

4204 Dustin Road
Burtonsville, Md. 20730

Zip

(301)261-0100 day
(301)384-068 7 evening

September 26, 1972

Honorable L. Patrick Gray, III
Acting Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Department of Justice
9th & Constitution Avenue~ N. W.
Washington, D.C.
20535
Dear Mr. Gray:
Thank you so much for your letter addressed to me under
date of September 25, 1972.
I greatly appreciate the cooperation of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation in the matter and I hope that arrangements can be made to convey ~y thanks to the Special Agents
who conducted the survey.
With all best wishes, I am
Sincerely,

Sirica

II
presided, stated %hat Inall h~s yearu he,h~d notseen a
better prepared or investigated case. He praised the FBI~
among other tt
for its excellent work in locating an
apprehendin
in February, 1934, then Deputy Attorney General Rogers

a very close friend of J~ck D~mpsey. The Director,also recalled
31rlca being a.for~er Assistant United States Attorney. :.~.,
There was a cordlal exch~uge of letters in connection
extended his congr~tulatlons t~ Mr. Sirlca upon Slrlca’s ~
with judge 3irica’s .omlna~ion On February 26, 1937,~ the
nomination as United States District Court ~udEe .... Stricaon
March 1, 1937, wrote thanking the Director andinvite~ him to ....
the ceremonies, upon 8irica~s ta~ing the oath of office. By
letter of April ~, 1957, the Director w~ote to Judge Str£ca
expressing regrets in having been unable to attendthe ...
ceremonies because of last moment official duties requiring the
Director to go to the Capitol

ACTION:
This memorandum ~s prepared for infor~ation
concerning JudgeSlrlca.
\.

May II, 1971

Dear Mr. Hoover:
Having followed your brilliant career since my
days as a young lawyer, I would like tocongratulate you
on completing your forty-seventh year as Director of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Ed Curran and I had lunch today and we were discussing the "bleeding hearts" in this country who are
trying to put the pressure on you to retire. I know that
you will not be influenced or intimidated by them and I
sincerely hope that you will continue for many years in
your present capacity. The American people need you now
more than ever.

l

With kindest personal regards and best wishes
to you for your continued good health and happiness, I
am,
Cordial ly yours,

Sirica)

Honorable J. Edgar Hoover+-:~03~
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

Ronald A. Russo, P.O. Box 28484, Washington, D.C. 20005

0

Honorable John J. Sirica
~L~ed S~~t~’-Distr i ct .C our t
¯ f~:=the District-of :C0~bla
Washington;~D2-CV-20001~
My dear Judge:
Thank you very much for your letter of congratulations and best wishes on my 47th Anniversary as Director
of the FBI, ~

I would llke to assure you that the pressure, which is
being put on me to retire, and the vicious attacks which are
being made on me and my administration ofthe,FBI~, have not
and will not influence me in the least.~ While these onslaughts
are annoying, you may be sure they.witl not’deter me from
continuing to carry out the responsibilities imposed upon .me
to the best of .my abillty.and in strict conformance with our
legally defined Jurisdiction. We have weathered many of these
storms in the past and.wili do so again. Nevertheless, I want
you to know it is gratifying to receive .the support of my friends
times like this... ...... ..~
With best wishes and kind personal regards,

LIDO CIVIC CLUB
"MAN OF THE YEAR"
COMMITTEE .....
President: Antonio M. Marinelli
General Chairman: Ronald A. Russo
Tickets
Julian B. Sambataro

Finance
Nicholas Carosi, It.

Special Invitations
Paul A. lnterdonato

Escort
Philip A. Guarino

Liaison
Antonio Verrone
Program
Ronald A. Russo

Advertising
Louis ]. Figliozzi

Publicity
Caesar A. Giolito

Congressional Liaison
Michael ]. Vitale
Floral Arrangements
Barbara I. Russo

Decorations
Phyllis M. Marinelli

Entertainment
Lorenzo O. Merola

HONORARY CHAIRMEN
Hon. Frank Annunzio

Vincent J. Marotta

Congressman, Illinois

Chairman,
North American Systems, Inc.

Hon. Marion Barry
Mayor, Disirict of Columbia

Hon, Frank ], Montemuro, Jr.

Frank ]. Battaglia

Supreme Venerable,
Order Sons of Italy in America

Deputy Police Commissioner,
City of Baltimore, Md.

Anthony C. Morellao Esq.

His Excellency
Paolo Pansa Cedronio
Ambassador Republic of Italy

]eno Paulucci

Hon. Benjamin R. Civiletti
Deputy A’tty General
of the United States

Professor of Law,
American University
Chairman, National Italian
American Foundation

Hono Edward D. Re

Hon. Dennis DeConcini
Senator, Arizona
Hon. Pete V. Domenici
Senator, New Mexico
Hon. Walter E. Fauntroy

Chief Judge,
United States Customs Court

Hon. Peter W. l~odino, It.
Congressman, New Jersey

Hon. William D. Schaefer
Mayor, City of Baltimore, Md.

Delegate, District of Columbia

]. C. Turner
Dr. Rose Basile Green
Lecturer, Writer, Publisher

General President, International
Union of Operating Engineers

R. Robert Linowes, Esq.
Past President,
Washington Board of Trade

Hon. lohn A. Volpe
Former United States Ambassador
to Republic of Italy

Hon. John W. Warner
Senator, Virginia

July 17, 1979

Director William H. Webster
Federal Bureau of Investigation
J. Edgar Hoover Building
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535

Dear Mr. Webster:
The Lido Civic Club of Washington, an
organization of business and professional men of
Italo-~...ican
has of
selected
the MAN
Honorable
.Jo~ix.£c.&~s. extraction,
the recipient
its 1979
OF THE
YEAR award.
Judge Sirica was one of the founders and an early
President of the Lido Civic Club.
On Saturday, the twenty-seventh of October at
eight o’clock, at the Sheraton Park Hotel, the Lido
!!Club will present Judge Sirica with the MAN OF THE
[YEAR plaque.
We cordially invite you and your spouse (or
campanion) to be our guests for the evening and share
this moment of honor for a great jurist.

I

We would appreciate your advices as to whether or
inot you can favor us with your presence on this
ioccasion. Your response to our President at the above
~address will be appreciated.

July 30, 1979

Nothing would give me more’pleasure than to
be present to honor Judge Sirica when he receives
your 1979 ~t~n of~he Year Award. Unfortunately I
am scheduled tobe out of the city on that date
and, most regretfully,.I will be unable to attend.
I congratulate you on honoring one of our
most d!stinguished,cltizens whom I am please4 to
count as a good friend.
Warm best wishes,
Sincerely,

~ ....
\

William H. Webster
Director
1 - Mr. Burke

FBI/OOJ

June 18, 1981

Honorable John J. Si:ica
United States District Judge
United States Courthouse
Washington, D. C.~ " 20001

.:

Dear Judg~rica:
I was pleased you could j.oin us for the dedication
of the Forensic Science Lab at Quantico. Normally, an event
like Tuesday’s ceremony does not merit .such attention.
Dedications are, after a11, ceremonious and not the real
substance of the work. However, the -Lab is our public commitment to our mandate to help state and local agencies and,
as such, it was an important day for the Bureau.
I know you had to interrupt a busy schedule, and
I hope the travel arrangements we could provide were adequate.
I appreciate that you would surmount the inconveniences of
heat and distance to be with us on this occasion, and I look
forward to seeing you soon.
Sincerely,

William H. Webster
Director

¯ ~; .~;¢.,~.,./.,
.,¢:,,#...
,..’.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACTS SECTION
COVER SHEET

SUBJECT: JOHN JOSEPH SIRICA

FILE: 62-HQ-116615 SERIAL 4

Memorandum

~D FOYER SA
~QUEST TO SEE MR. KELLEY

The purpose of this memorandum is.f6""advise of a
who stated that he and
telephone call from former
J.
Edgar Hoover F.B.I.
Judge Sirica would like to to

/~o~-~

Building and see Mr. Kelley on a morning between December 5 and.
December 8 which meets Mr. Kelley’s convenience. They also

would like Mr. Kelley to join them at lunch that day.
DETAILS:
Former SA~

(EOD in March, .1942, and

ii voluntarily resigned .n
, 1945) telephoned today to
" advise that during a get together last night with ~Judge John J.
" Sirica, both discussed their desire for a detailed tour of the
¯ J. Edgar Hoover F.B.I. Building on a morning between Monday,
December 5, and Thursday, December 8. He said they would like
to see Mr. Kelley during their visit; and if Mr. Kelley’s
schedule permits, they desire that he join them for lunch
downtown Washington or at .the office of~
Mr. Kelley has previously met Messrs
Sirica, and~ each of whom is a long-time residen
"
the Washington area
~.~ ..’~ ..---- / / ~ ~,.~
1 - Mr.
1
1
1 - Te
GWG: slr (8)

Room
SEE RECOMMENDATIONS PAGE TWO

--/

.~;7 .....

c

Monroe to Boynton memo
RE : JUDGE JOHN ¯J. SIR[
AND FORMER
RECOMMENDATIONS:~
i. That Mr. Kelley indicate ¯a morning between
Monday, December 5, and Thursday, December 8, when it would
be convenient for him to see Messrs. Sirica andS-and
that Mr. Kelley also indicate whether it would be convenient
for him to have lunch with ¯these entlemen ’n downtown
Washington or at the office ofl
(Arrangements will be made for Messrs. Sirica
to be given a special tour of FBIHQ,¯ highlighting.areas of
key interest, before being taken to Mr. Kelley’s Office.)

2. That this memorandum be returned to the Research .
Section so that~can be appropriately advised.

2-

Judges of the United States Courts

Page 1 of 1

Sirica, John Joseph
Born March 19, 1904, in Waterbury, CT
Died August 14, 1992, in Washington, DC
Federal Judicial Service:
Judge, U. S. District Court for the District of Columbia
Nominated by Dwight D. Eisenhower on February 25, 1957, to a seat vacated by Henry A. Schweinhaut; Confirmed by the Senate on
March 26, 1957, and received commission on March 28, 1957. Served as chief judge, 1971-1974. Assumed senior status on October 31,
1977. Service terminated on August 14, 1992, due to death.
Education:
Georgetown University Law School, LL.B., 1926
Professional Career:
Private practice, Washington, DC, 1926-1930
Assistant U.S. attorney, District of Columbia, 1930-1934
Private practice, Washington, DC, 1934-1957
General counsel, House Select Committee to Investigate the Federal Communications Commission, 1944
Race or Ethnicity: White
Gender: Male

Manuscript sources
Bibliography
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U#.~I’I’ED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR ~}~ DESTRICT OF COLU2,~!A
)
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

JOHN DOE
Defendant.

GRA~-D JURY

)
)
)

MOTION OF JOHN Do EHRLIC~&AN TO QUASH G~A~ JURY SUBPOENA
John D. Ehrlichman, through his undersigned attorneys,
moves the Court to quash the Grand Jury subpoena served upon
him on August 31, 1973, for his appearance at i0 o’clock, a.m.
Monday, September I0, 1973.
This motion is made under Rule 17 (a) and (c) of the
Federal Rules of Criminal procedure.
The ground of this motion is that to require movant
to appear again before the older of the two grand juries
available to the Special Watergate Prosecution Force is unreasonable and oppressive.

-

The a~tached Memorandum and Affidavit are in support
of this motion.

-~ JOHN ’J~i~ WILSON

F~NK H. STZZCKLER

Address:

815 - 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.
Telephone: 638-0465

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLU[~BIA

THE U~;ITED STATES
Plaintiff

Defendant

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

G P~h ND JURY

MEMOP~ANDU94 IN SUPPORT. OF MOTION TO QUASH
GRAND JURY SUBPOENA

Rule 17(a) provides for the issuance of a subpoena ad
testificandum in a criminal .matter. Rule 17(c) provi:des for

the issuance of a subpoena duces tecum. In the latter paragr

it is provided that the court on motion made promptly may mua

or modify the subpoena if compliance would be unreasonable or
oppressive. Practice has permitted a motion to be filed to
quash a subpoena ad testificand-~m under Rule 17(a) for the

same reasons, whether the subpoena be one for a Grand Jury or

for a criminal trial. Amsler v. United States (9th Cir., 196
381 F.2d 37, 51; In Re Weiss, 279 F.Supp. 857 (D.CoS.D.N.Y.,
1967).

One ground for this motion is that Mr. Ehrlichman is.~
target of the Grand Jut-y, i.e., threatened with indictment,

disclosed by his affidavit filed in this Court in the case o
Democratic National Committee, et al. v. James W. McCord,
civil Actions i233-72, 1847-72, 1834-72. (A comy of this
ffidavit is attached nerezo and made a part hereof.] in
DECLASSIFIED

, ut ori
B~ NARA Date ~

REPRODUCED AT THE NATIONAL ABG~E$

..~ ±~,~.~, ~nls point h~s meen oec~ded against

this contention, Jones v. United States, 119 U.S.App. D.C. 284,
342 F.2d 863 (1964); United States v. Scul_l_y (2d Cir., 1955)

225 F.2d 113; United States v. Levinson (6th Cir., 1968) 405 F

971; In Re Weiss, supra; Wright, Federal Practices and Procedu

(Criminal), Section 104 (p. 164). But, see Wright, ibid (p. 1
"It is possible that there may be changes
in %he orthodox rules just described. Some
distinguished judges have argued that the
potential defendant should not be remuired to
testify before the grand jury at all."

See, also, Judge Edgerton’s dissenting opinion in Jones v. Uni
States, supra, and Judge Medina’s comment in United States v.
Scully, supra. Judge Medina wrote:
"* * * Indeed, one would suppose that, as a
matter of ethics or fair play or policy, a
prosecutor would in all cases r.efrain from
calling as a witness before a Grand Jury any
person who is de jure or de facto an accused.
The absence of appeals to this court involving
the problem under discussion would seem to
indicate that some such rule or practice is
observed in the prosecutors’ offices in this
circuit. "
This point will not be belabored since this Court is

bound to overrule it in view of the Jones decision, it is desired to save the point for appellate review if the occasion
arises.

The second ground, namely, recalling Mr. Ehrlichman bef

the Grand Jury which has already heard him for many hours, in t
light of the surrounding circumstances disc!osed in counsel’s

affidavit, is unreasonable and oppressive. This point is pre-

sented as one which, it is submitted, should cause the Court t
muash or modify the subpoena.
- 2 DECLASSIFIED

Authority

As stated in tdr. Ehrlichman-’s affidavit in the DNC case
(copy attached to this motion), he appeared before the older
Grand Jury on May 3, May 9, and May 14, 1973. In addition, he

testified for parts of two days in a deposition in the D.~.~C casev
he testified for one-half day before Senator McClellan’s
committee and another half-day before Congressman Nedzi’s
committee; he testified for four and one-half days before the
Senate Select Committee (Senator Ervin’s committee) and he
has testified before the Los Angeles County grand jury. We
assume that transcripts of all of these proceedings are already
in Government counsel’s hands. In every instance he testified
under oath without any Fifth Amendment claim. In addition he

~,ras questioned by Mr. Dash and his staff for a substantial .Dart
of one day. This, too, was reported, and doubtless has also

been seen by prosecuting counsel. Although not directly relevan
except upon the matter of burdensomeness, Mr. Ehrlichman is in-

volved as a wi~cness for the United States in" New .York - the so-

called Vesco case prosecution against Messrs. Mitchell and Stans

In connection with that case, ~Ir. Ehrlichman was interviewed in
Washington, D. C., by the Assistant United States Attorney, he

thereafter appeared before the New Yor.~[ grand jury, he was ca!l

back from his home in Seattle last week for a further interview

in New York City, and he is scheduled to appear as a Government
witness in the trial which begins on September ii.

~ ..>.
¯~

_

The attitude of the Special Prosecutor’s office is
relevant upon the point of oppression. About a .month ago

................ ~illiam Merrill of b~r. Cox’s sta,=9 com.munxca~e~ ~,, undersigne
DECLASSIFIED
Authority
B~! NARA Date

3 -

_nq_.--

~n~±~cnman o a~Dear before the "neweru

Grand jury. The principal subject under cons:ideration was the
so-called Fie!ding’s office "break-in" in Los Angeles. We were

told by Mr. Merrill that if Mr. Ehrlichman chose not to accept
the invitation he would not be subpoenaed, nor would the Grand
Jury be apprised of his declination. Mr. Ehrlichman declined the
invitation, and Mr. Merrill was so informed. This appeared to
end that phase.
However, last week another member of Mr. Cox’s staff,
Mr. Richard Ben-Veniste, telephoned counsel that he wished to

subpoena Mr. Ehrlic~man before the older Grand Jury for appearance

during, the week of September I0o He stated that the ineuiry would

revolve around the "Watergate break-in and cover-up". Arrangement
were made for the subpoena to be served upon counse!, instead of
being sent to Mr. Ehrlic.hman’s home in Seattle, Washington. .Upon
reflection, undersigned counsel concluded that the unreasonableness and oppressiveness of the prosecutor’s demand should be
presented to th~ Court. Ac~ordingiy, on last’Thursday morning,
undersigned counsel informed the prosecutor that we intended to
move the Court to quash the subpoena upon the foregoing grounds.
Whereupon the prosecutor stated that not only would the Watergate
affair be further intuited into, but he added.to the list

muestions regarding the "ITT matter" and the Los Angeles "break-i

Undersigned counsel recalled to the prosecutor that his colleague
Mr. Merrill excused Mr mnrl~chma from apmearing before the
"newer" Grand Jury concerning the "Fielding office break-in"
Mr. Ben-Veniste stated that "they had changed their minds", or
that effect.
DECLASSIFIED
Authority /~01,~ ~lff__

- 4 -

~hi!e it is recognized that .the Grand Jury and the
prosecution have wide latiiude with regard to the attendance
of witnesses, there must come a time when the Court, as the
supervisory power, will step in and protect a witness against
this type of oPPression. (See Amsler v. United States, supra.)
The question more frequently arises upon a subpoena duces tecum,
and time and again the courts have protected the witness from
prosecutorial abuse. This is a comparable situation, and it is
submitted that the subpoena ad testificandum should be ~uashed

or modified in these circumstances.
Respectfully submitted,

~__~!1~ 9J _~" ,--~ ,~ ...~
F~NK H. STRICKLER
Attorneys for Movant, John
Ehrlichman
8!5-15th Street, N. Wo
Washington, D. C. 20005
638-0465

DECLASSIFIED

Authority
B~ NARA Date ~/~
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FOR TI~ DIStRiCT OF COLDq.IBIA

DF240CRAT!C .’_’,TAT!O_~AL CO>2,11TTEE,
et al. ,

.

.

)
)

)
Plaintiffs, )

)
)
)
)
)

v.
JAb£ES W. McCORD, et al.,

Civil Actions Noso
1233-72, 1847-72, 1854-72

Defendants. )
In re:

H. R. Haldeman and
John Do Ehrlic~man,
Movants.

)
)
)
)

AFF I DAVIT
I, JO~ D. EHRLIC~N, residing at 330 Chesapeake
Drive, Great Falls, Virginia, being fir{t duly sworn on oath do
depose and say:
i. That on April 30, 1973, I submitted my resignation
as Assistant to the President of the United States.
2o That on May 3, 1973, I appeared before the Federal
Grand Jury investigating the "Watergate" matter. I appeared for
the second and third times before the same Grand Jury on May 9
and on May 14, 1973.
3. That in connection with my said appearances I ~s
told by the Assistant United States Attorney before the said
Grand Jury that I was one of the subjects of the investigation{
and thatanything I might say could be used against me in
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DISTRICT OF COLU-~IA, SS:
Subscribed and sworn to before me this I

ay of

May, 1973.

Notary ~ublic

My commission expires:
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John J. Wilson, being first duly sworn, on oath
deposes and states as follows:

i. I am one of the attorneys for John D. Ehrlichman,
to whom the annexed Grand Jury subpoena is addressed.
2. Mr. Ehrlichman resides in a suburb of Seattle,
Washington.
3. I am informed that said subpoena requires
Mr. Ehrlichman to appear and testify before the older ofthe
two grand juries which are avai!able~to the Specia! Watergate

Prosecution Force. Mr. Ehrlichman has already testified befor
said Grand Jury when the United States Attorney’s Office was.
investigating the same matters., I am informed, that Mr. Cox
is pursuing with the exception of the so-called "I.T.T."
matterl hereinafter referred to.
4. IN addition, he testified for parts of two days
in a deposition in the "DNC" case; he testified for several

hours each before Senator McClellan’s Committee and Congressma
Neitz’ Committee; he testified for four and one-half days

before the Senate Select Committee (Sena~ r Ervin’s Committee)

and I am informed that he has testified before the Los Angeles

County Grand Jury. In each instance I know or am informed tha
he testified under oath.without any Fifth Amendment claim.
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~ ~ " that in every case his testimony was stenographi-

cally reported. If he is required to respond to the instant
subpoena, I am informed that he does not ~nu~nd to assert such
claim. In addition he was questioned by Mr. Dash and his staff
for a substantial part of one day. This, too, was reported.
5. Although not directly relevant, except upon the
matter of burdensomeness, Mr. Ehrlichman is involved as a witness for the united States in New York in the so-called Vesco
Case prosecution against Messrs. Mitchell and stans. In connection with that case, Mr. Ehrlichman was interviewed in
washington, D.C., by two assistant united States attorneys; he
thereafter appeared before the New York Grand Jury; he was
called back from his home in Seattle last week for a further
interview in New York City; and he is scheduled to appear as a

Government witness in the trial which begins on September llth.

6. About a month ago Mr. William Merrill of Mr. Cox’~
staff communicated with counsel -invitinq" ~. Ehrlichman to
appear before ~he "newer" Grand Jury. The p~incipal subject
under consideration was to be the so-called Dr. Fielding’s

office -break-in" in Los Angeles. We were told by Mr. Merril!
that if Mr. Ehrlichman chose not to accept the invitation, he
would not be subpoenaed, nor would the Grand Jury be apprised

of his declination. Mr. Ehrlichman declined the invitation an

Mr. Merrill.was so informed. This appeared to end that phase.
.7
However, last week another.member of Mr. Cox’s
staff, Mr. Richard Ben-Veniste, telephoned counsel that he
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wished -[:o subpoe~a Mr. Ehrlichman bafore~ the elder Grnnd juL%,
for appearance during the ~%eek of September 10th. He stated
that the~quiry would revolve around the "Watergate break-in
and cover-up". Arrangements were made for the subpoena to be
served upon counsel, instead of being sent to Mr. Ehrlic~an’s

home in Seattle, Washington. Upon reflection, counsel conclude~

that the unreasonableness and oppressiveness of the prosecutor’
demand should be presented to the Court. Accordingly, on last
Thursday morning affiant info~ed the prosecutor that they intended to move the Court to quash the subpoena upon the foregoing grounds. Whereupon, Mr. Ben-Veniste stated that not
only would the Watergate affair be further inquired into, but
he added that Mr. Ehrlichman would be questioned regarding the
"I.T.T." matter and the Los Angeles "break-in". Affiant recalled to Mr. Ben-Veniste that his colleague, Mr. Merrill,

excused Mr. Ehrlichman from appearing before the "newer" Grand

Jury concerning the "Fielding office break-in". Mr. Ben-Venist
replied that th}y had chgnged their minds, or words to that
effect. Affiant stated that he intended to inform the Court
of the entire series of contacts with the prosecutors.

JO~....
L~]-~ WILSON
//’~/ "~
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 4th day of
September, 1973.

My commission expires:
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For the District of Columbia

-THE UNITED STATES

ItEPOI~T TO UWITED ST.4TES DISTttlCT
CO Ut~ T tt0 USE
Between 3d Street and ,]ohn ,~[arshall Place

........ JOh~l DO~
..................................................................................

and o~ Constittttion..¢z’enu, e .~’Ik’.

You are hereby commanded to attend before the Grand Jury of said Court on ....... Monday .................
the .... !. 0_t!’).. day of..Sept_ember. .............. ,1973 ..... at ......... .te.~...: ................. o’clock.. X.. ~I.,. to testify
on behalf of the United States, and not depart the Court without leave of the Court or Distriet Attorney.
II’ITWESS:

The Honorable John J. Sirica, Chief Judge of said Court, this

d~!/of ....... YmSu~t ................... , 1973.:._

Deputy Clerk.

hereby certify that on this 5th day of September,

1973, copies of the foregoing Motion to Quash and accompanyin

Memorandum and Affidavit were delivered by hand to the office
of Richard Den-Veniste, Special Watergate Prosecution Force,
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A COURT OF NO APPEAL

In January of this year, Simon & Schuster published my book Gone: The
Last Days of The New Yorker. I had been at The New Yorker since 1963_
with an absence of about fourteen months, during which I was Bosley
Crowther’s successor as the film critic of the New York Times. Though I
had written for other publications, I thought I knew the magazine pretty
well. The New Yor~r, I wrote, is dead. I did not expect everyone to agree
or to welcome my account of what happened to the magazine. Perhaps
surprisingly, the colleagues whom I had loved and admired through
year,s tended to share my views. Those of whom I thought less highly,
and whom I portrayed less admiringly, did not.
Throughout the book, I referred to matters in the outside world, politics, travels, issues, assignments taken and not taken, discussions with
William Shawn, the great editor, who, over that period of more than
thirty years, naturally grew old, declined, and lost control of his magazine.
A young editor whom I met in January said he thought I had treated
New Yorker as though it were the proverbial canary in a mineshaft.
Its death meant something about the capacity of any living creative enterprise to survive within the culture. The thought had not crossed my
mind, It has crossed my mind now.
On November ii, 1999, when my book was still in galleys~, Charles
McGrath, the editor of the New York Times Book Review, wrote to Simon
& Schuster. Mr. McGrath had for.many years been an editor at The New
Yorker. I had described his tenure there in less than admiring terms. I
had als0 raised questions about what seemed to me an inherent conflict
of interest in his having assigned to himself, when he became editor of
the Book Review, the review of another book in which he figured. "The
other day-," Mr. McGrath now wrote, "I received the galleys of Renata
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Adler’s forthcoming book," and "as is my custom, I read through it prior
to assigning it for review." He d~scribed as a "complete fabrication" an
account of a lunch at which he had speculated to his cousin Laura ("who
is not my cousin but, rather, my cousin-in-law") that he was, at that very
moment, being designated successor to the editorship of the magazine.
The lunch had, in fact, been described to me by several people. My
account of it was harmless; it certainl~t had no legal implications. (Mr.
McGrath’s. letter had ended with "cc:" to an attorney.) But I had also
written that "no one, at least no writer in his right mind, wants to
antagonize the Book Review." I thought, what the hell. I wasn’t at the
lunch. I had written, several times, about my distrust of journalism that
relies, ~n quite this way, on "sources." So I replaced the passage with an
account of a conversation in which Mr. McGrath spoke directly to me.
I framed his letter, and hung it on my wall, as a little distillation of what
I thought an editor of a major publication ought never to do.
The New York Times subsequently published no fewer than eight, at.
guably nine, pieces about my book. The first four (on January ~2,.
~6, February 6, and February 13, 2000) appeared in four sections:
Sunday Maga~ne, Sunday Letters, and Sunday Book ~Review.
unfriendly, but, apart from their sheer quantity, not particularly
The Arts piecel by Dinitia Smith, did mention Mr. McGrath’s
approving terms ("The material to which he objected," Ms.
"was removed"), but added that Mr. McGrath said "he had
distance himself from reviews about current New Yorker
form that distancing would take, Ms. Smith did not say.
The next four pieces (April 3:--April 5, April 6, and April
were dispersed among four more sections (Business/Media,
Ed, and Week in Review), treated as serious news, in other
Monday through Sunday of a solid week. It might have
an episode of institutional carpet bombing, almost
unlikely that the Times had ever devoted four, let alone ei
articles to a single book before. There is perhaps an
story here for both waves of articles. Let me begin with
In mid-February, Jack Sirica, a reporter at Newsday,
Simon & Schuster, calling attention to a sentence, at
sage on page ~25 of my book, in which I wrote about
signed, by Mr. Shawn, and deciding not to review, To
Straight, the autobiography (published in ~979, by Norton)
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j. Sirica, Jack Sirica’s father. The sentence in question said I had found
that "contrary to his reputation as a hero, Sirica was in fact a corrupt,
incompetent, and dishonest figure, with a close connection to Senator
Joseph,. McCarthy and clear ties to organized crime." Jack Sirica challenged me to produce "any evidence whatsoever" that his father was a
"corrupt, incompetent, and dishonest figure" or "had clear ties to organized crime." He demanded that Simon & Schuster "issue a public, written retraction" and "remove the references" from all future editions of
the book. He distributed his letter widely to his colleagues in the press.
A reporter from the Associated Press called me and asked, in highly
professional and neutral terms, whether I planned to document my remarks in any way. I said I did. The reporter asked when. I said soon.
reporter asked where. I said in any place that seemed appropriate.
Some days later, I had a call from Felicity Barringer, a media correspondent of the New York Times. Ms. Barringer, I knew, is married to
Philip Taubman, a member of the Times .editorial board and an assistant
editor of the editorial page. From the outset the conversation had nothing of the tenor of an "interview." Ms. Barringer did not even pretend
to any interest in Sirica, only in "ethics in book publishing." Would I
give her my "sources"? "Come on. Yes or no. Up or down?" Her deadline:
forty~-eight hours. No. Why would I not disclose my evidence, if any, to
her? Because, as the AP had reported, I was writing a piece of my own.
Why wait? I was not waiting; I was writing..
Had I no concern meanwl’iile, she asked several times, about what I
had done to Judge Sirica’s reputation? I said I didn’t think most people
relied for their information about Judge Sirica on a sentence in a book
about The New Yorker. In fact, none of the reviews, in the Times or
elsewhere, had so much as mentioned the passage. Before Jack Sirica’s
letter, no one had apparently noticed it. "Well~ that raises the old question, if a tree falls in the forest and no one is there to notice," Ms.
Barringer said. A think piece, evidently.
If I did not wish to "disclose" my "sources" to her in an interview, Ms.
Barringer said, "Why don’t you post it on the Internet?" "You post a lot
of your own pieces on.the Internet, do you, Felicity?" It must be said
that, al~:hough I was not, as far as I know, discourteous, I was not particularly deferential or awestruck, either. This was, it was true, the Times.
It was also an unusually repetitive and mindless interrogation. The game,
and its rituals, anyway, are fairly set. ~The reporter will write what she
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chooses--not infrequently regardless of what is said. It is one of the many
reasons I have always preferred to work with documents, including dep_
ositions. They can be verified and checked. Ms. Barringer had a final
question: Was my source G. Gordon Liddy? No.
The following Monday, April 3, Ms. ~Barringer’s piece appeared on the
front page of the Business section. On Wednesday, April 5, a piece, by
Eleanor Randolph but unsigned (I had mentioned Ms. Randolph Unfa.
vorably in my book), appeared as an editorial. On Thursday, April 6,
there was an op-ed piece, written by, of all people, John W. Dean. On
Sunday, April 9, the Times published the last (at least so far) of these
pieces in its Week in Review.
Ms. Barringer’s article was, in its way, exemplary. In my "off-handed
evisceration of various literati," she reported, not many people had noticed "Ms. Adler’s drive-by assault on the late Judge Sirica." She deplored
the lack of "any evidence" and managed to convey her conviction that
none existed. Ms. Barringer’s own "sources," on the other hand, were the
following: Jack Sirica (whom she did not identify as a Newsday reporter)i
John F. Stacks, who co-wrote Judge Sirica’s autobiography (and who said
Sirica "didn’t have the imagination to be anything but straight all
life"); "those who have read just about all books about the
and "those most steeped in Watergate lore" (whether these "those"
coextensive was not clear); two lawyers, who confirmed that "the,
cannot sue for libel"; an editor, who did not claim to know either
anything about Sirica, who "explained" (not, for Ms. Barringer,
in five paragraphs of a bizarre fantasy, what I must have said to
and he to me ("It is, ’Love me, love my book.’ If that’s what she
to say.., it’s either do the book or don’t do it"); and Bob
coauthor of All the President’s Men, who "absolutely never hear&
saw or found any suggestion" that Sirica had ever had "any
whatever" to organized crime.
An impressive roster, in a way. I had once, as it happened,
reviewed, on the front page of the New York Times Book Review
book by Mr. Woodward, but he was certainly the most
Barringer’s sources in this piece. Mr. Woodward could of course .................
crept into Judge Sirica’s hospital room, and elicited from him
deathbed the same sort of "nod" he claimed to have elicited
Director William Casey on his deathbed, and then claimed, as
with Casey, that to divulge even the time of this alleged hospital
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would jeopardize his "source." And when asked, as he was in an interview, what color pajamas the patient was wearing, he could, as he did
in the instance of Casey, express a degree of outrage worthy of the threat
such a question poses to the journalist’s entire vocation. That is evidently
not a kind of "sourcing" that raises questions for a media correspondent
at the Times.
Ms. Barringer, in any case, did not conceal her views or quite limit
her account to a single issue. "The attack on the basic honesty and
decency of the judge," she wrote, "is of a piece with the whole work."
Then came a memorable line. "What she writes and when she writes it,
she said," Ms. Barringer actually wrote, with all the severity of the bureaucrat deep in a Politburo, "is for her to decide." Who else, I wondered,
at least in our society, could possibly decide it? Her essential formulation,
however, was this:

As it stands, Ms. Adler and Simon & Schuster, a unit of
Viacom, are either cheaply smearing Judge Sirica--with legal
impunity--or they have evidence. But neither the publisher
nor the author shows any urgency about resolving the issue,
either by retracting the accusation or establishing its accuracy.
Jack Sirica merely demanded "any evidence whatever." Ms. Barringer
wanted evidence (to her standards, presumably, and Mr. Woodward’s),
with "urgency," and "establishing accuracy." Otherwise, in spite of that
lamentable "legal impunity," a retraction. An interesting position, from
a reporting, First Amendment, or even a censorship point of view. I will
return to that, and even get to the evidence about Judge Sirica. But first
a bit more about conditions in the mineshaft.
The editorial, two days later, entitled "A Question of Literary Ethics,"
ran immediately below a slightly shorter piece, "Justice in Bosnia." "In
an irritable little book published late last year about The New Yorker,"
it began. Why the Times would address an entire editorial to a "little
book," "irritable" or not, was not entirely clear. One might have thought
that, almost thirty years after the Watergate and more than sixty years
after some of the events in question, the country really does turn for its
information about Judge Sirica to a passage in a book about The New
Yor~r magazine. "Since Judge Sirica is dead," the editorial again pointed
out, "he is unable to sue for libel." True enough. "But that does not lift
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the ethical burden from Ms. Adler to gupport her charges with evidence
that she says exists," but "that she and her editors at Simon & Schuster,
for some unfathomable reason, omitted from her book." Then, a new
standard, not just "evidence" but a cognate of "proof" crept in. "If Ms.
Adler was referring to allegations about Judge Sidca’s father.., she-will
need to document that unproven contentioe~ and show how it relates to
If" ¯
the judge ’mms¢
It was interesting to learn what I needed to document and show. I.
found it difficult, however, to see in what sense my "burden" was (as. Ms.
Randolph, writing anonymously f9r the Times, put it) "ethical"--or how
the passage in my book could have raised an issue of "ethics," "literary"
or other. Professional issues, perhaps. Issues of fact, history, judgment.
Ethics, no. I was either right or I wasn’t, and I either had evidence or I
hadn’t. (The questions were, by no means, the same.) The Times, as it
turned out, had not the slightest interest in Sirica or his history. No
reporter for the Times, or as far as I know any other publication, made
any effort to investigate the nature of the connection with Senator McCarthy-let alone the basis for an assertion of clear ties to organized
crime. This lack of curiosity seemed to me extraordinary. The s01e preoccupation was with a kind of meta.journalistic question--not what happened, but what were my sources and my obligations. As to what was,
however, "for some unfathomable reason omitted," the Times had only
to look at its own op-ed piece the following day.
That piece, entitled "A Source on Sirica?," consisted of John Dean!s
speculation about something the Times had reason to know not to
Dean’s old enemy, and current
the case: that my source was
in an embittered lawsuit, G. Gordon Liddy.’ What was remarkable,
ever, was less the content of the piece than the words with
Times identified its author. The caption, in its entirety, read as
John W. Dean, an investment banker and the author of
"Blind Ambition," was counsel to President Richard M.
Nixon.
If this is the way Mr. Deanwill enter history, then all the Times
in this peculiar episode havevalue.
That Sunday, April 9, there was the Week in Review section. A
sentence, in an "irritable little book published late last year," had
become part of the news, perhaps more accurately the meta-news,
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week. The word "evidence" was entirely abandoned, replaced by "proof."
. My book had "anno.unced without proof"; "Ms. Adler told a New York
Times reporter that she would publish proof when she pleased," and so
on. I had, of course, said nothing of the kind. In repeating what had
long been a Times characterization of Judge Sirica as "a scrupulously
honest jurist," the piece surpassed even the op-ed page in the brevity of
its identification of John Dean. It described him simply as "former Nixon
counsel." The laconic formulation was apparently designed to lend him
credibility, in contrast to G. Gordon Liddy, "whom Judge Sirica sent to
prison for his role in Watergate." Under other circumstances, this might
have been simply a howler. (Dean, of course, was also sentenced to prison
by Judge Sirica "for his role in Watergate." One might as readily characterize Liddy as a "former FBI agent and candidate for office in Milbrook, New York"). By now, however, these descriptions of Dean had
gone beyond inadequacy, They relied upon and actively perpetuated the
ignorance of readers. The Times, for some reason, was publishing disinformation.
I have always read the Times. In a day of perhaps more distinguished
a~d exigent editing, I even worked for it. On the day Ms, Barringer’s
piece appeared, I wrote a letter objecting to certain demonstrable errors.
I said I hoped Ms. Barringer had made a tape of our conversation, so
that my claim Of inaccuracies could be verified. No dice. No acknowledgment, even, of the question of a tape. On April 6, I received a phone .
call from the secretary of the deputy editor of the editorial page. "They
have decided not to run your letter," she said, in a very cheery voice.
They have? I said. Did they give any reason? "No. They just asked me
to call and tell you they have decided not to run your letter." April 6
was the day they ran the op-ed piece by John Dean. On April 7, Jared
Stem, of. the New York Post, ran a piece quoting from my letter--which
had been given to him by Blake Fleetwood, a friend of mine and for
years a reporter for the Times. A spokesman for the Times told Stern,
what was plainly untrue, that my letter was still "being considered for
publication." That very afternoon, an editor called to ask whether I
would like to submit another letter.
One of my adventures in this mineshaft had already been to learn
that, as a matter of poli~y, the Times does not publish letters that question, or criticize in any way, the work of its reporters. Any claim of
inaccuracy or unfairness must be made to the department of Corrections
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or the Editor’s Note. In these departments, however, the reporter, in
consultation with her editor, decides the issue--which, I suppose, is why
the Corrections in particular always seem to consist of rectifications of
middle initials, photo captions, and remote dates in history. (In one
recent week, the corrections column pointed., out that the correct spelling.
"M
""
of Secretary of State Madeleine Albright’s "given name"
is aoeleine,
not Madeline~" and that the middle name of William D. Fugazy, "the
chairman of the National Ethnic Coalition of Organizations," is Dents,
"not Dennis.") There are, as a rule, no genuine corrections. These departments are cosmetic, a pretense that the paper has any interest in
whether what it has published is, in some important or for that matter
unimportant way, false.
This, I would say, raises issues, fundamentally, of ethics. So does covering up conflicts of interest: unsigned editorials by writers mentioned
unfavorably in books the editorials disparage; quotations, without any
acknowledgment of conflict, from "sources" whose work, whose very
methods, have been attacked by the person under discussion, in the pages
of the Times itself. So does the concealment of undeniably relevant information: the fact that Jack Sirica was not just the son of Judge Sirica
but a reporter at Newsday, a journalist, a colleague (imagine the Times
coming to the defense, against a single passage, of the father of anyone
who was not a fellow journalist); even the omission of virtually
facts about John Dean. And finally, the bullying, the disproportion, in
publishing eight disparaging pieces (seven in nonreviewing
about what was after all one little book. The Times; clearly, was
about something. But there are ethical issues, I think, raised even by
sort of piling on.
To turn, then, at last, to Judge Sirica. More than twenty years
when I read Sirica’s book, I noticed what seemed to me
discrepancies and revelations. I did some research, gave the
thought, and decided not to review the book. I was sure
magazine journalists would pick up these anomalies and write
them. By the time I published my book about The New Yorker, I
other journalists had found and written about them. It turned out
had not---had, it seemed, no interest in these matters, apart from
recent questioning of my right to address them, even nov~.
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Contrary to his reputation as a hero, Sirica was in fact a
corrupt, incompetent, and dishonest figure, with a close connection to Senator Joseph McCarthy and clear ties to organized crime.
There can scarcely be any question that this sentence is true. One
major source for almost every element of my characterization is Sirica’s
own story, as told in interviews and in his book. That Sirica had a "close
connection to Senator Joseph McCarthy" is not in dispute--although,
as far as I know, I was the first reporter to call attention to it. Certainly
no major piece, book, newspaper, or magazine article--about Sirica, or
the Wate~gate, or Senator McCarthy for that matter--mentions the connection. Certainly not (until its recent reaction to Jack Sirica’s reaction
to my book) the New York Times.
Sirica’s own account of the connection is as follows. In I952,
While in Chicago, I ran into Senator Joe McCarthy. We
had been friends for several years, double-dating once in a
while and going to the racetrack together from time to time.
I liked Joe a lot in those days ....
Then in ~953, Joe McCarthy offered me the job of chief
counsel to his Senate subcommittee which was investigating
Communist influence in government.
I must say that I found the offer very attractive.. ¯ I wasn’t
especially excited by McCarthy’s charges about Communist
infiltration, but it seemed to me at the time to be an important
matter that needed further examination. By the time McCarthy made his offer, I had moved over to Hogan & Hartson
and was finally earning a decent living. But I was still intrigued
by his proposal.
i Lucy [Sirica’s wife, whom he had married the year before,
at the age of forty-seven].., was s~rongly opposed, feeling that
since I was now a partner in a good firm, I .would b~ foolish
to leave. Joe stopped by our apartment one evening and I told
him I felt I had better stay where I was. He agreed that it
would be a mistake to leave a good firm like Hogan & Hartson. He told me that since I wasn’t going to take the job, he
was probably going to hire a young New York lawyer named
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Roy Cohn .... I would never have become a federal judge if
I had taken that job with Joe McCarthy. I’m sure, looking
back, that had I been single, I would have done so. Thank
God for Lucy Camalier Sirica.
There is something almost stunningly .preposterous about this Story.
Sirica devotes less than a page to it. The friendship between Sirica, by
his own accoi~nt an obscure, impoverished, unsuccessful lawyer who had,
for the "several years" in question, not even managed to earn a living,
and Senator Joseph R. McCarthy, one of the most powerful and feared
senators in Washington, makes no sense. How did they meet? What
views, interests, or other friends did they have in common? How did they
come to double-date? McCarthy had made his first famous speech ("I
have here in my hand a list of two hundred and five names known to
the Secretary of State as being members of the Communist Party"), in
February 9, ~95°, to the Republican Women’s Club in Wheeling, West
Virginia. In the intervening years, he had attacked, as virtual or outright
traitors, not just the Secretary of State, Dean Acheson, and General
George C. Marshall, but countless others, at every level of public and
private life. By x953, the McCarthy Era (what Senator Margaret Chase
Smith called the "Four Horsemen of Calumny: fear, ignorance, bigotry;
and smear") was already at iVs height. Judge Sirica’s position ("I wasn’t
especially excited by McCarthy’s :charges about Communist infiltration
but it seemed at (he time to be an important matter that needed
’ " n"’
exam~natto
/ is not just inherently equivocal and inane. It is
reconcilable with the intemperate, opinionated man Sirica and his
mirers have alw, ays admitted him to be. Leaving aside his lack
professional qualifications, Sirica has entirely omitted from
any ideological basis for McCarthy’s offer of this job to him. Roy
after all, had credentials of a sort. His agenda, his methods,
ideology were clear. In Sirica’s account, nothing--neither the
that produced the offer nor the social circumstance that
friendship--is revealed.
The rest of his story, as he describes it, and as his legend
it, turns out to make no sense either, Born in ~9o4, in
necticut, Sirica is the impecunious, poorly educated, and for
unsuccessful son of Ferdinand (Fred) Sirica, an Italian-American
who also seems to fail at everything. Between I91o and ~9~8, for
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ample, Ferdinand takes the family "on a sad sort of odyssey, from city to
city," Dayton, Jacksonville, New Orleans, Jacksonville again.
In each place the story was the same. My father would try
tb earn his living with one kind of business or another. Each
time he would fail. In several cities he purchased small enterprises, only to discover that the income they produced was
much less than had been promised by the seller.
In 1918, "uprooted again," they move to Washington, D.C.--where
they are so poor they can hardly find a place to live. Somehow, in this
"continuous uphill struggle against poverty," Sirica manages to attend
two nonparochial private high schools, Emerson Preparatory, "for a year
or so," and then Columbia Preparatory. In 1921 he enters George Washington University Law School, where, within a month, he finds himself
out of his depth ("I {ouldn’t begin to understand what the professors
were talking about") and quits. The following year, he goes to a better
law school, Georgetown University, but again, within a month, fails to
understand his courses, and quits again. It is not clear why Sirica went
to private schools, or what "small enterprises" his father "purchased" in
all those cities, or how, having failed "each time," his father managed to
purchase any enterprises, let alone "one kind of business or another" at
all, Sirica does not account for any of these discrepancies.
He starts boxing professionally. "I was pretty good, or at least I thought
so." As early as 1921, between his first law school and his second,
I boxed almost every day with local professional welterweights and middleweights. I had begun boxing at local clubs
in exhibition bouts with the professionals. I thoroughly enjoyed my new life as an athlete and felt I had finally found
something at which I could excel.
In 1922, however, his father has another contretemps:
By this time, my father, .in another of his attempts to better
himself, had bought a small poolroom with two bowling alleys
and a snack bar. He had spent all his savings on the business,
and soon realized that he had sunk his money into a very rough
place. He wasn’t making any profit to speak of and didn’t like
the type of people who frequented the establishment. I used to
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help out in the evenings, racking up balls for the pool players
and setting pins for the bowlers. But my father was again in
despair. As he had so often before, he had trusted someone
only to be deceived. We lived in rooms above the place. I
remember Dad coming upstairs one night after closing. He
poured himself a drink as the tears rolled down his face. He
was again facing the fact that his hopes were being dashed.
I guess ’my father wanted to hold on long enough to sell the
place and recover his money. But things just got worse. One
evening a particularly unpleasant group came in. Many of
them had been drinking, e;cen though this was during prohibition.

I don’t think my father owned the place quite a year. He
knew that a lot of gamblers and bootleggers came in, but he
also knew that if he threw out all the undesirables, he’d be
without enough customers to make any money at all. Men
from the Government Printing Office, just down North Capitol Street, would come in from work, order a soft drink, and
then mix in a little hard liquor from the pints in their pockets.
The low point in that whole experience came one night when
the city police, aware of the kinds of people who visited the
establishment, made a search of the premises. Stashed in the
men’s room, they found a small quantity of bootleg liquor,
apparently left there by one of my father’s customers. The
police took my dad to the police station and charged him with
violation of the Volstead Act. He was not locked up, and the
next day, when he appeared in police court with his lawyer,
he explained that the liquor must have belonged to a customer
and that he didn’t even know it was there. No charges were
filed, but the incident embarrassed the whole family.

There is perhaps no need to parse this account too thoroughly.
having in the past, as we know, "failed each time," did he have
to spend "all of," or "money" to have "sunk" into such a p
does Sirica find it necessary to point out that many of this
group "had been drinking, although this was during prohibition,"
his father, just five lines before, had "poured himself a drink"
any comment from Sirica) in his "despair" over having, "as he
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often before.., trusted someone only to be deceived"? What was the
deceit?
"He knew that a lot of bootleggers and gamblers came in"; also "men
from the Government Printing Office," who bought soft drinks (from the
snack bar, presumably) and then mixed in "a little hard liquor from the
pints in their pockets." It seems almost unfair to go on. Even the elab.orate formulation "one night.., the city police, aware of the kinds of
people who frequented the establishment, made a search of the premises."
One can understand not wanting to say aware of the nature of the establishment, but why put in a qualifying phrase at all? Why not just: "One
night the police raided the premises"? Similarly, why a "small quantity of
bootleg liquor, apparently left there by one of my father’s customers." All
these clauses and qualifiers. The next day, when his father, not having
been locked up, "appeared in police court with his lawyer" and "explained that-:the liquor must have belonged to a customer and that he
didn’t even know it was there," any reader of ordinary intelligence and
understanding realizes that the object of the story is--as it was in the
~cCarthy story--not to tell but to conceal something. How, as the
Times editorial put it, this incident "relates to the judge himself" is not
hard to fathom. Sirica was living in his father’s apartment above the
poolroom, and he was employed "racking up balls for the pool players"
and also as a bouncer there.
To go back, however, to the career trajectory of John J. Sirica as he
tells it. In x926, on his third try, Sirica did manage to complete and
graduate from law school. By this time, "I wa.s tempted by the idea of
becoming a professional boxer," he writes, "since I felt more confident
of my ability as a fighter than as a lawyer."
On the morning the bar exam was to be given I had breakfast with Morris Cafritz. I had pretty well decided to skip the
bar exam and head for Florida to see my father and
mother ....
[Morris] knew that I was thinking about becoming a professional boxer. "Don’t be foolish," he told me. "Even if you’re
not prepared, take the exam."
He has already described Mr. Cafritz as a "man who advised and encouraged me a great deal," while he was struggling through law school,
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and as "at the time becoming one of the most prominent and successful
real-estate developers in Washington." It is true that Morris Cafritz went
on to become immensely successful in real estate in Washington--and
a highly respected citizen and generous .benefactor of charities of every
kind. At the time he was advising, encouraging, and having breakfast
with Sirica,’however, he was already very wealthy. Again, one wonders,
what can have been the basis of this friendship between the POor and
unpromising young law student and this highly influential figure. What
Sirica does not mention is tha{ Cafritz, too, at the time he "took a liking"
to young Sirica, had an establishment involved with liquor and, like
Sirica’s father’s, bowling. In his early twenties (according to Leslie Milk,
in an article in the Washington Magazine of October I996), Cafritz had
borrowed $ ~,4oo from his father and, a few years later,/’bought a saloon."
But not just any saloon: Cafritz’ was across from the Washington Navy Yard .... Saloonkeeping was a rough business ....
Cafritz was his own bouncer. He slept over the bar and kept
a gun under his pillow to protect the profits. Cafritz soon
moved from barkeeping into a safer game. By 19~5, he was
known as the bowling king of Washington.
All of this is a bit more raffish, and in some ways more appealing,
than what Sirica describes. In the event, after his breakfast, with Cafritz,
Sirica, who has not even taken the bar review course, does take the bar
exam, and goes on to visit his parents in Miami. While he is down there,
he finds out, by telegram and to his surprise, that he has passed. He:is
unable to find work as a lawyer in Miami. He goes back to Washingto~~
finds no legal work, goes back to his family in Miami. To earlier questior~
about his story is added another: Where, failing as he constantly does tO
find a job, does he get the money to keep traveling back and forth to
Miami? And what was his family doing there?’
One source of income, for Sirica, has always been, although he never
quite acknowledges it, professional boxing. In Washington, as early as
¯ " almost every ,"
1 p
19:21’ we know, he has been boxing
da~" w~th loca
fessionals, and "at local clubs in exhibition bouts with the professionals"
In 1926, in Miami, after "a local promoter needed someone to box in
semi-windup at Douglas Stadium," Sirica prepares for the fight not
by weeks of sparring but by "running every day at a golf course in
Beach" under whose sponsorship he does not say. Perhaps, in
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days, Miami Beach had a public golf course. Sirica’s opponent, at Douglas
Stadium, is "a six-foot-tall welterweight who was known for having
fought one of the roughest bouts ever staged in Miami." ("Back in Washington, I had fought about thirty exhibitions.., but nothing I ever did
.worried me as much as that oncoming fight.") Sirica beats him.
The write-ups in the newspapers the next day were all good,
¯ even though they didn’t spell my name correctly. I was on my
way as a professional boxer.
Hig mother, he says, "heard about the fight," and objected. He had, of
course, as he has already told us (and as his mother must have known),
been fighting professionally for years. He would also organize and promote professional boxing matches. What he does not mention, does not
perhaps remember or think important, is that professional boxing in this
country was at the time, and had been since at least 19o3, controlled by
organized crime.
That professional boxers, and particularly organizers and promoters of
professional boxing, had such ties was established, for example, in the
Kefauver Hearings (U.S. Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime, May 195o through August 1951). As the syndicated
spgrtswriter Bob Kravitz recently put it:
In the mid-fifties, a politician named Estes Kefauver chaired
hearings on the sad state of the game, hoping to reform the
sport and ge{ it out of the hands of the Mob. When it was
over, he realized the corruption was too deeply imbedded, too
systemic.
The only way to get rid of corruption in boxing is to get
rid of boxing. At a meeting of Mob bosses and boxing managers in I957, Mafia operative Binky Palermo worried about
his boys losing their grip on it. Palermo had nothing to worry
about.
As for the boxers themselves,, in Washington, D.C., as it happens, all
professional boxing was illegal--not just in I92I when Sirica began but
throughout the years he was boxing there--until 1934, when Congress
finally legalized it in the District. Professional boxing in Washington, in
other words, was a violation of the criminal statute. That Sirica knew
this is beyond doubt. All the years he boxed professionally in the District
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before ~934 (including the years I93~0 tO ~934, when he was actually
assistant in the U.S. Attorney’s office), he used, although he does not
mention this either, fictitious names. It is, of course, possible to be a
criminal without ties to organized crime--a pickpocket, say, or a burglar.
Illegal boxing, however, requires payoffs, for the arena, the police; the
referee, the promoters, and so on. You silxlply cannot do it freelance or
on your own.. It requi~es a syndicate--notoriously hostile to encroach.
ments on its turf. So that’s two sets of "clear ties to organized crime":
through professional boxing--as an organizer, boxer, and promoter in
various cities at a time when mob control of the sport was essentially
complete--and for more than thirteen years in the District, boxing professionally when it was still illegal there.
Is that all? Well, no, it isn’t. But it is all I said. It was not I, but the
Times and its acolytes, who made a sensation of this. I wrote a little
sentence, in a specific context, which is all I meant to write. The documentation for it is ample. Ms. Barringer, her "sources," and her colleagues could have found it, if her agenda had really been journalism:
the gathering, that is, and publishing of firsthand informanon. Judge Si.
rica, as Ms. Barringer and the Times kept pointing out, is dead. But if
he were alive and he sued for libel, as the Times in all its pieces seemed
to suggest he might have done--imagine the preposterousness of a federal
judge, even Judge Sirica, suing for libel--he would lose.
And that is not all. To resume his own story, in I926, after being~
turned down by law firms everywhere, he does get a lob as a sort of
messenger" at a criminal law office on Fifth Street. "It wasn’t much, there
was no regular pay, but it was a start." Meanwhile, he has made another
early, implausible, and apparently lifelong friendship with a rich and
powerful man, Morris Kronheim, a wonderfully interesting figure--~
later, like Cafritz, an extraordinary citizen and a generous benefactor
every sort. Kronheim became, through several administrations, one of
the most influential and beloved figures in W~shington. In 9x o3, at thug
age of fifteen, Kronheim, whose father owned a tavern, started his
liquor store. By x985, he had the largest wholesale liquor distributorship
in Washington and one of the largest in the country.
During his three years at the Fifth Street criminal office, Sirica lo~
thirteen of fourteen felony cases assigned him by the court. The first case
he was allowed to handle involved a "violation of the prohibition laws??~
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He lost. In ~93o, however, Sirica was appointed (on what professional
basis is unclear) to the U.S. Attorney’s office--whose major responsibilities, in those years, included prosecutions under the Volstead Act. Sirica
says he got "valuable trial experience" as Assistant U.S. Attorney, but
he,mentions no specific prosecutions, certainly none of bootleggers, or
of promoters of professional boxing. In fact, he devotes only a single
sentence to the whole four years.
In December 1933, Prohibition was repealed. Within two weeks, Sirica
resigned from the U.S. Attorney’s office, "to start my own practice." The
practice was not a success. He entered what he calls "my starvation period," from x934 to I949, fifteen years, when he says, "I really lived from
hand to mouth," it "seemed the phone never rang," and "I nearly had to
quit the law altogether." He lived in his parents’ house in Washington,
and "without that free lodging I would have gone under."
Sirica traveled, in those years, not just to Miami but to "New York
for weekends," to visit Jack Dempsey, whom he met in ~934. He does
not explain how he paid for these travels. He says he earned a fee by
"Successfully defending Walter Winchell against a defamation case."
What? Walter Winchell? Who brought the case? He does not say. The
case he means, at least according to his obituary in the New York Times,
was brought by Eleanor (Cissy) Patterson, the Chicago publisher. But
that didn’t sound quite right. I looked it up. It turned out that Cissy
Patterson was in fact the owner of the Times-Herald, which published
Winchell’s column. The lawsuit was part of a long feud between them.
Cissy Patterson dropped the case. Sirica may have played some part in
the defense; but Winchell’s attorney of record was Morris Ernst.
According to Sirica, this period, "when I nearly had to quit the law
altogether," lasted "essentially until x949, when I joined the firm of Hogan & Hartson." He was not a success there either. On April 2, i957
(again, it is unclear on what professional basis), he became a federal
judge. By x97o, he had become the most reversed federal judg.e in Washington.
In i971, on the basis of seniority, he became chief judge of the circuit.
In June of I972, he read about the Watergate break-in and assigned
himself the first of the Watergate cases. He ultimately tried the cases of
both the break-in and the cover-up, with the results we know. Or
thought we knew.
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But wait a minute. To return for just a moment to 193o, and Sirica’s
situation at the time of his improbable appointment to the U.S. Attor_
ney’s office. In I93o, Sirica writes,

my parents had moved back to Washington from Florida.
My dad was barbering again and his financial situation had
improv.ed somewhat. He had managed to buy a little house on
Fourteenth Street, N.W., and I lived there during my years in
the U.S. attorney?s office.
The years of Fred Sirica’s apparently constant business failures, and
Sirica’s own inability to find a job, had not been Depression years--only,
beginning in 192o throughout the country (three years earlier, in 1917,
in Washington, D.C.), years of Prohibition. The i93os, however, were
Depression years--yet the "financial situation" of Sirica’s father, "barbering again," had "improved somewhat," to the degree in fact that "he
had managed to buy a little house on Fourteenth Street."
Not such a little house. According to the Washington City Directory,
the house at 62,7 Fourteenth Street, N.W., was large enough so that
both John J. Sirica and his brother, Andrew, had apartments there. The
place where his father was "barbering again" (called, according to the
directory, the Empire Barbershop) at 523 Ninth Street, N.W., was
small either. It held fourteen chairs. The reason Fred Sirica and his
traveled so often to Miami was that they spent part of their winters
The Siricas were buying property in Miami. Hard to account for,
heart of the Depression, even with fourteen chairs, on the
haircuts at 25 cents per customer.
According to William Emmons, Jr., the son of Fred Sirica’s
the Empire Barbershop, the barbers were salesmen, selling liq~
tomers who could afford it. Packages were stored in both the
and the basement. Fred Sirica himself handled the whiskey, sF
proceeds with his partner, William E. Emmons, Sr. Sirica, living
father’s house and working in the U.S. Attorney’s office, can
been entirely unaware of his father’s business. Ninth Street in the
had five motion picture houses within a block and a half of the
shop. The Gayety Theater was only three doors away. There was
making in the back of the shoe store at 519 Ninth Street. The
neighborhood, in other words, was not so far removed, in its
its patronage, from the poolroom that had so seriously disillusioned
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impecunious barber and his son the law student more than ten years
before. Nowhere in his autobiography, To Set the Record Straight, does
the author so much as mention the name of the barbershop or the address
of the "little house" on Fourteenth Street. Both can be found under
"Sirica, Fred" (and also under "Sirica, John J. atty" and "Emmons, William E.") in the city directory for at least the years i93° to I934. There
were no embarrassing misunderstandings, as there had been at the time
of the poolhall, at any police station. According to Emmons, the police
of the First Precinct were paid off--and there was whatever protection
was implied by a son who had become an assistant in the U.S. Attorney’s
office.

Even I934, when one thinks about it, was not just the year when
Prohibition ended, and Sirica quit the U.S. Attorneys office and
Congress at last legalized professional boxing in Washington. It was
also a year deep in the Depression, a particularly odd time for a young
lawyer to leave a government job and start his own practice. It was the
year as well when Sirica says he met Dempsey, and when he tried to
start and promote a boxing arena with a "local prizefighter," Goldie
Ahearne. It goes by now almost without saying that Goldie Ahearne
could not, any more than Sirica himself, legally have been a "local
prizefighter" before I934.
There are countless peculiarities in Sirica’s story. His professions of
patriotism, for example, coupled with his lack of military service, in
any capacity whatever, in World War II. He was, after all, a bachelor.
The whole war took place during what he called his "starvation period." The Times, in its unusually fulsome obituary of August ~5, I992,
which described Sirica as "indisputably... a hero," "a great scholar"
(and "by seemingly unanimous agreement, an honest man"), particularly stressed that he was "patriotic," "unabashedly patriotic," and
added to its repeated characterizations of Sirica as "an authentic
American hero" a military component.
In World War II, he tried to get a Navy commission, but
¯ failed for physical reasons.... So, during much of the war, he
~oured the cc;untry with Mr. Dempsey on bond-selling drives.
The "for physical reasons," at least on the basis of To Set the Record Straight, seems unlikely, considering Sirica’s account of his superb
physical condition and of course there are other capacities in which a
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bachelor, sitting idly in his office "waiting for the phone to ring," might
serve in the military. In his book, Sirica never so much as mentions the
possibility of military service. But the Times’ claim that "during much of
the war, he toured the country with Mr. Dempsey on bond-selling driveg"
is beyond description. Here is the relevan~t passage from To Set the Record
Straight:
Jack’and I had some great times together. In ~:942, he was
touring with the Cole Brothers Circus and wanted some company. I met the circus in North Carolina and spent three days
with. Jack on the circus train. I’ll never forget Jack charming
the ladies ....
In I942, the Cole Brothers Circus was Clyde Beatty’s circus, with no
connection to war bonds or a war effort of any kind. In :r945, in other
words after the war, it is true, when Dempsey went on a tour selling ’
"savings bonds," Sirica went with him. "While thoroughly enjoying myself," Sirica writes, "I also felt I was doing something important for my
country." Perhaps he was.
Among Sirica’s unlikely, and in this book and his legend unmentioned, friends and correspondents is FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover. Why
would a judge of Sirica’s renown not have become friends with the FBI
director? Because Sirica was not yet at all renowned. Hoover died in May
~972, a month before the break-in at the Watergate- His friendship with
Sirica dates from the fifties--overlapping, for all one knows, with the
friendship with Senator Joseph McCarthy--when Hoover, fighting th~
Communist menace, was still denying the very existence of organized
crime. There must be a true story here somewhere, but so far no one has
told or apparently even looked into it.
Contrary to his reputation as a hero, Sirica was in fact a
corrupt, incompetent, and dishonest figure, with a close connection to Senator Joseph McCarthy and clear ties to organized crime.
That is all I said or wanted to say about the sublect. If a reader were
to read this sentence, at least as quoted and discussed in the Times, to
suggest that while Sirica was presiding over the Watergate cases he was
taking payoffs from the mob, that is not ,a, plausible reading. I was writing~
after all, about Sirica’s autobiography. A close connection to Senat01~
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Joseph McCarthy"--in the phrase that directly precedes "clear ties to
organized crime"--would necessarily have ended on May 2, ~957, when
McCarthy died. Sirica had not yet even assumed his position on the
bench. If I had meant that Sirica was taking such payments on the bench
or at any other time, I would of course have said so.
But enough. I do not need and never did intend to investigate the
story of John J. Sirica. At the time I read his book, I had already written
extensively about Watergate. I had also worked, until the day of President Nixon’s resignation, for the impeachment inquiry. It only became
clear, from the book itself and then in retrospect, that the legend, the
accumulation of clich{s, received ideas, and bromides--the "scrupulously
honest man," the "hero," who rises from humble beginnings to confront
"the most powerful man on earth" and to find (if need be in disregard
of the rules of evidence) "the truth for the American people"--had almost no basis in reality.
The legend of Sirica as a "scupulously honest man" and a "hero" rests,
of course, on the Watergate trials. The conduct of those trials, criticized
a~the time, raises questions of all kinds. It is by no means clear, for
example, why Judge Sirica assigned the cases to himself. There is evidence that, far from seeking to expedite the Watergate investigations,
Sirica may have sought for several crucial months to delay them. In
putting off the first trial until after the election, he says he was determined to have "a fair trial, not a quick one." Look at that phrase a
moment. The fairness of his conduct in those trials has always been
precisely the matter most in dispute. In October, on account of "back
pain," he postponed the trials again, until January. It may also be that,
in spite of the legend, Judge Sirica was less interested in getting at, as
he put it, the "truth for the American people" than in some entirely
other agenda--for example, in frustrating the investigation of the House
Committee on Banking and Currency, the Patman Committee, which
was the one investigative body that would have known where to look
for the deeper truth about the Watergate--not the burglary o} the coverup but the sources of the cash. The Patman investigation concerned
President Nixon so intensely that he sent then-Congressman Gerald Ford
to persuade the committee Republicans to deny Patman the subpoena
power. He sent Attorney General Richard Kleindienst, an old friend of
Sirica’s, to persuade the judge, in the name of "protecting the defendants’
civil rights," to issue an unusually broad "gag order," forbidding anyone
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(government officers, witnesses, defendants, lawyers) from making state.
ments about "any aspects of the case" to anyone, including congressional
committees. The gag order, as even Sirica acknowledged, "strengthened
the hand of the administration in stonewalling Patman." Patman protested, in a five-page letter, to Sirica. By thee time Sirica agreed to modify
his order, Congressman Ford had persuaded the Republicans. Subpoena
power for Pat’man’s Committee on Banking and Currency was denied.
A great deal has been made of what Sirica himself seems to consider
the crucial break in the Watergate case: a letter from one of the convicted Watergate burglars, James McCord, alleging that perjury had been
committed, that persons higher up than the original burglars were implicated, that "pressure" had been applied to the defendants to "plead
guilty and remain silent." McCord himself was a mysterious figure, formerly CIA and formerly FBI, as well as former guard of John Mitchell’s
loquacious and frequently inebriated wife. On Friday, March 13, i973,
Judge Sirica read McCord’s letter melodramatically in open court. Ever
since, that reading has been regarded as a turning point in the entire
case. This seems highly improbable for two reasons: McCord did not
know (or at least did not divulge) anything either important or admissible
in the case; and he had sent a copy of his letter to the Los Angeles Times,
so that it would have become public in any event.
The accepted chronology of Sirica’s life was always mystifying, and as
a career pattern it is almost incomprehensible. It may even be that the
real progression in Sirica’s life was not as the legend would have it,
rather this: first, the man of Prohibition and illegal boxing, in the
Attorney’s office; then McCarthy’s man and even J. Edgar Hoover’s,
whatever politics that implies; then perhaps just the Republican
man, its emissary to Italian communities (mostly, in those days
cratic); then a federal judge, the worst on the Washington bench;
Nixon’s man, an irascible figure who repeatedly expresses disdain for
rules of evidence; then, in his unprecedented use of "provisional
tencing" as a form of coercion, a vain sort of bully, who is
not "to sit like some nincompoop" while the defendants, under
priate sentences, are "laughing at us"; then, a sort of obsessed
who does not really discover any "truth"; and finally, in his vanity
posturing, a man, a hero, for the press.
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A judge, after all, is not meant to be a hero. The only judges in our
times who could legitimately be described as heroes were Frank Johnson,
Elbert Tuttle, John Minor Wisdom, and the other judges of the Fifth
Circuit, who took genuine risks, and suffered for them, for justice in the
S~uth. And judges, under the Constitution, are not meant to ascertain,
least of all to prosecute or to coerce by sentencing, the "truth," "for the
American people," or even for the jury. They are to preside fairly, under
the adversary system, over cases presented by lawyers for the plaintiffs
and the defendants before them. Anything else, whether it is posturing
for the media, or coercing defendants with outrageous "provisional sentences," or working on behalf of some party not before the court, undermines the system. Far from demonstrating that "no man is above the
law," it suggests that the judge himself is above it. We do not, under the
Constitution, have a system wherein judges are inquisitors. In any event,
though there may be material for a real biography of Judge Sirica, there
is also this inescapable and awkward troth: Even in the Watergate investigations, he made no important contribution, except to the lore.
For the moment, almost as a housekeeping matter, just two relatively
minor instances of dishonesty, corruption, incompetence--instances
where they seem to overlap. In the matter of voir dire: Judge Sirica,
having promised, at the request of both prosecution and defense, to interview prospective jurors individually, and in chambers, did not do so.
As a result, when one juror was reported, at a crucial moment in the
trial, to have violated the sequestration rules and spoken at length by
telephone with his wife, Sirica interviewed that juror to ascertain
whether he had obtained information from the outside world, and perhaps communicated it to other jurors. It turned out that the juror had
in fact obtained such information. It also turned out that the juror knew
only Spanish, and neither spoke nor understood English. To cover for
this error~the juror could understand neither the testimony about the
burglary nor instructions in the law--Sirica dismissed the juror.and simply sealed this embarrassing portion of the record. The incident involved
incompetence, surely, followed by’a substantial lapse of integrity.
More serious was his use of "provisional sentencing_" and outright dishonesty in at least one instance of it. Having imposed "temporary sentences" of unprecedented severity on the five defendants who pleaded
guilty, Sirica told them that their actual sentences might depend on their
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cooperation with subsequent investigations. This was, in itself, a highly
improper use of provisional sentencing--widely criticized, as "extortion,,,
"abuse of power," and "the torture rack," by two presidents of the American Bar Association and scholars ranging from Monroe Freedman to
Philip Kurland. Provisional sentencing is a proce.dure to make sentences
contingent on reports about the defendants’ character, and not a device
for judges t~ coerce testimony when the adversary system (which is, after
all, the American system) has already run its course. Far from. demonstrating the bromide that no man, not even the President, is above the
law, Judge Sirica proceeded as though one man, the judge himself, were
above it.
The outright falsification was as follows. On March 23, i973,
Judge Sirica said that the sentences for the five defendants who had
pleaded guilty would depend on their cooperation in implicating people
higher up.
Other factors will of course be considered but I mention
this one because it is one over which you have control and I
mean each one of the five of you.
By I975, the President had resigned. John Dean, John Mitchell, Bob
Haldeman, and John Ehrlichman, government officials higher up
any of the first seven Watergate defendants, had all been tried,
and sent to jail. In denying an appeal for reduction of sentence
defendant who had not pleaded guilty, had not received a
sentence, and was not one of the original five, Sirica simply
the last sentence of his March 23, ~973, Memorandum of Op
Order, as follows:
Other factors will, of course, be considered but I mention
this one because it is. one over which you have control andi
mean each and every one of you.
--397 F. Supp. Pp. 949 and 963
There is no doubt that Judge Sirica altered this passage
About "you have control," he even notes "italics added." The
ation, however, is from "I mean each one of the five of you" to
each and every one of you." The latter would have included the
dant, G. Gordon Liddy, among those who had pleaded guilty and
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sentences were contingent on their "coo[0eration." Liddy was never one
of them, and Liddy’s sentence was never contingent on any cooperation.
The falsification was crucial. It enabled Judge Sirica to keep Liddy in
jail, in worse conditions and for a far longer term than any other Watergate defendant, including those far higher up in the administration-on the pretense that Liddy had not accepted an offer that Sirica never
made to him. The D.C. jail to which Sirica sent him was ancient, dirty,
Overcrowded, rat-infested, with temperatures that reached ~o4 degrees.
Liddy was for a long time the only white prisoner there. (The D.C. jail
has since been closed.) On April ~2, 1977, when President Jimmy Carter
Commuted Liddy’s twenty-year sentence to eight "in the interests of justice," Judge Sirica complained to the press.
Why, then, was the Times so heavily committed to the received idea
that Sirica was "an authentic hero," "by seemingly unanimous agreement
an honest man," even "a great scholar," and so forth. Part of the reason
is that the Times itself has said so, in its obituary--an accretion of myth,
clich{s, received ideas, and self-serving fables recounted by the subject
himself, unusually fulsome even for obituaries. Partly because a relatively
recent, complacent kind of sloth on the part of many reporters~sitting
at a desk, phoning around, either repetitively badgering or, more commonly, passively receiving quotes from anonymous, self-interested, possibly lying, or even nonexistent sources--tends to welcome and to
perpetuate every sort of conventional wisdom and cliche. Partly because
the Times is committed most profoundly to a certain notion of itself. In
the past, this commitment took a highly honorable form. The publisher
and his family, one knew, were devoted, financially and in almost every
other way, to the quality of the newspaper. Now, much of the paper is
devoted to itself in quite another sense--as a bureaucracy, a complacent,
unchallenged,, in some ways totalitarian institution, convinced of its own
infallibility.
As for what it was that made the Times so very cross abqut my sentence, nothing could be clearer than that it was not Concern about Judge
Sirica’s reputation. The most distinguished First Amendment lawyer I
know said that the Times did more damage to Sirica’s reputation in three
days than I could ever do. The reputation they were concerned with was,
oddly, mine. Virtually every sentence in Ms. Barringer’s piece gave that
much away: "You could say this is a churlish, lowdown thing Renata
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Adler has done," for example, and "You could take the position that it
says more about the writer than about what she’s writing." There it is.
These, and other examples of prose in this series of pieces--"s.mear,,,
"cheaply smearing," "off-handed evisceration of various literati" (imagine,
if you will, an off.handed evisceration)~ %eering from her literary prey,"
"cavalier," ".even more irresponsible," elsewhere "despicable," "Iago,"
"lacking a conscience and a soul"--were not, whatever else they may
have been, the prose of journalism.
I have friends who have said jokingly, and some not so jokingly, that
they fear retaliation from the Times. As well they might. I am not entirely lacking in experience in the writing of polemical pieces. I have
always found that it is not that easy. It requires some thought, and some
familiarity with the material under review. On the other hand, honorable
polemic, I would have thought, does not call in reinforcements, attacks
rather than joins mob journalists. Here we find almost a parody--jour.
nalists not addressing underlying fact but interviewing one another about
what they "heard" or "smelled." The Times editorial said that my.
"charges" had "startled some of the nation’s best investigative journalists
who had covered Watergate and found Judge Sirica to be a principled
jurist." "Startled" them! The herd, advancing bravely not as single spies
but in battalions, thinks the real world consists of received ideas
share with colleagues.
It is true I had criticized, sometimes directly, sometimes by imF
not just Mr. McGrath and th’e Book Review but the Times. I had
a book, Reckless Disregard, that was largely a criticism of the press.
may even have been implicit criticism, in pieces I wrote over the
In recent articles, for example, in Vanity Fair and the Los Angeles
I had found, in writing about the Starr Report and its
volumes, proof that Linda Tripp had not required, as the
reporting, a set of "elves," under the direction of the literary
cianne Goldberg, to make her way, surreptitiously and at the
to the Special Prosecutor’s office. She had, in fact,
office for almost four years.
But that did not account for it either: the eight pieces, the
derisive and punitive tone, the pressure to recant. And the prose
there can be no clearer indication than this sort of writing that
no news, no information, no substance there. I had written a
Someone, offended, had asked me to document the sentence. I had
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I would do so. Not much of a story, one would have thought. In the
days when there was still a standard of reporting, and of editing, "those
who have read just about all the books on Watergate" and "those most
steeped in Watergate lore," whoever they might be, would have been utiterly unacceptable, in the Times, as sources. If the reporter had any genuine interest in the matter, she would have "steeped" herself in "Watergate
lore" and read the "books on Watergate" (beginning perhaps with Judge
Sirica’s book) herself. But no. Here’s what it was. At one point, in answer-not, as Ms. Barringer would have it, to the question "Why wait?," to which
I gave, repeatedly, the answer that I was not waiting at all--but to a repetition of yet another ad personam question, I said, "How can you be a
working journalist and phrase a question as silly as that?"
This is not the way you are supposed to talk to the Times. I knew
that. But here obviously was the core of the offense, and so seriously did
Ms. Barringer take it that she attached it to the wrong question, and so
seriously did the Times take it that the editorial was virtually based on
this intimation on my part that a Times reporter could phrase a deeply
silly question. "Even more irresponsible," the editorial went on, was a
line, inaccurately quoted, in which I asked Ms. Barringer whether she
worried "that much about reputation." "Of course we do," the editorial
actually said. (Of course.) "And so should she."
I have always known, and even written, that the strongest, perhaps
sole remaining taboo on freedom of expression, in this country, is any
criticism of the press. But here I had not only questioned a received idea
cherished by the Times but I had not been sufficiently deferential to this
Times reporter--and the whole Times bureaucracy, instinctively, needed
to stamp out this disrespect. It would, of course, have gone without saying,
until the Times, through Ms. Barringer, cited it with indignation, that a
writer does choose what to write and whento write it. Now the matter
had come to this: If you do not accept some cliche, bromide, or myth of
theirs, and are not sufficiently deferential to them, this is not iust insubordination. It is a breach of ethics.
You must be admonished. You.must be taught a lesson, so that other
people may learn from it. Not only is your own reputation affected. You
must, above all, recant. And this, this last issue--retraction--is where
the question is inescapably, dangerously, altered. And why the whole
series of attacks addresses something more serious than my little book.
Look again at Ms. Barringer’s formulation:
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As it stands, Ms. Adler and Simon & Schuster, a unit of
Viacom, are either cheaply smearing Judge Sirica--with legal
impunity--or they have evidence. But neither the publisher
nor the author shows any urgehcy about resolving the issue,
either by retracting the accusation-or establishing its accuracy.
This is fiothing if not a coercive formulation, pressure not just on a
writer but on her publisher, and even her publisher’s owner, "Simon &
Schuster, a unit of Viacom," to retract. Whenever--and I think this is
true without exception--you find a publication, or a journalist, calling
for a retraction or a recantation by, of all things, a single writer (and
actual pressure on her publisher, "cheaply smearing"), you know what
sort of realm you are in. It is a realm where received ideas are not just
propagated but enforced--and it is an unmistakably totalitarian realm.
What "issue," after all, could be "resolved" by a retraction? Nothing about
Sirica, certainly. The only issue would be the power of the New York
Times, in the person of Ms. Barringer and other writers, to coerce retractions. What this whole series amounted to was a show trial, with
serial accusers, disinformation, designed to end, as show trials do, with
recantations.
Well, it nearly worked. The Times, of course, is still drawing on trust
and respect well earned some years ago. In the course of this
episode, Joseph Lelyveld, the executive editor, told me as early as April
3 that he had no idea the Times had published so many disparaging I~
about my book. He would look out for this sort of thing, Later, he
he would, if it had been his call, have run my letter (revised, of
to conform with Times policy), but he had no jurisdiction over
ters column. I knew he had no jurisdiction over the editorial page
op-ed pieces. (Either John Dean is inspired, and writes, submits his
and is edited with extraordinary speed, or his piece was
after I told Ms. Barringer, to her evident disappointment,
was not G. Gordon Liddy.) The editorial board, of which, as
Ms. Barringer’s husband is a member, does have jurisdiction
pages. Mr. Lelyveld is, however, in charge both of Corrections
Editor’s Note. On April 7, he sent me a fax. "I try to lean
in matters of corrections and editor’s notes," he wrote. He, and
Barringer and her editor, had considered my note. "At this point
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only solution I can see," he concluded, "is for us all to give the matter
a rest." This was wonderful. The Times had attacked me eight times (only
the last four of them had even the pretext of Judge Sirica), citing (perhaps this goes without saying) exclusively hostile "sources." These pieces
had directly impugned my "ethics." They would not print a letter, an
Editor’s Note, or a Correction. In fairness he now felt that the only
solution "for all of us" was to let the matter rest. Of course, the paper
did not let it rest. Two days later, there was the news item in the Week
in Review.~
Other journalists--in solidarity and taking their cue from the trusted
and venerated Times--checked in. Some were apparently under the impression that I had used the Sirica passage as a sort of headline, to "hype"
my book. Why else, after all, would the Times have devoted so much
space and so many pieces to it? Piece after piece, in one medium after
another, accepted as fact John Dean’s speculation that my source was
Liddy. One spoke of my "trying to sell" my book with a libel that "shames
all caring, responsible journalists." That sort of thing. A media reporter
for the Daily News wrote, on the basis of the Times editorial, that my
book had been "plagued by" a series of "forced retractions." In a novel
use, by a media reporter, of the formula, she wrote, "Ms. Adler was unavailable for comment"--on the basis, perhaps, of having made no effort
whatsoever to reach me. Perhaps the most surprising instance of this herd
of indignant Times-inspired colleagues occurred on April 8, on CNN’s
Capital Gang. Mark Shields, not usually, I would have thought, so orthodox a member of the guild, said, "And now for ’The Outrage of the
Week.’" I had "defamed," he said, Judge Sirica, who was (in the by now
altogether obligatory mantra) a scrupulously honest hero. "Renata Adler
owes the family John Sirica loved and the nation he served so well an
immediate and public apology."
Owing the nation an immediate and public apology does seem a bit
much. But the Times’ campaign began, I suppose, with tha.t first letter
from the editor who subsequently "said he had decided to distance himself." I should have left the galleys as they were. There followed the
whole set of pieces, right through the almost, laughably disingenuous
characterization of John Dean. Disinformation. Show trial. Confession.
Retraction. Not just yet. The Times, financially successful as it may be,
is a powerful but, at this moment, not very healthy institution. The issue
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is not one book or even eight pieces. It is the state of the entire cultural mineshaft, with the archcensor, still in some ways the world’s
greatest newspaper, advocating the most explosive gases and the cutting
off of air.
--2000

AFTERWORD
When I first wrote this piece, many journalists seemed to go more or less
berserk. Without realizing it, they conceded that every word of my original sentence about Judge Sirica had been borne out. The ground, however, had shifted. The criticism now was that Sirica’s dishonesty,
incompetence, connections, and ties were not sufficiently grave, or sufficiently recent, or sufficiently "hot" to justify my having referred, however briefly, to them. There seemed no doubt, however, that if the Times
itself had discovered any element of the story, especially the reference
to Sirica’s closeness to Senator Joseph McCarthy, it would have treated
each element as a major scoop. Instead, the Times ran two more pieces,
raising the total to ten, before my Harper’s piece even hit the stands.
One, by Alex Kuzscinsky, was the only one of the ten that could not
have served as an example of execrable work in any sophomore joumala
ism class. Another, by Martin Arnold, cited in my Introduction,
readers that there was nothing in the Harper’s piece; Martin del7
what was apparently his impression, that neither books nor
could meet the checking standards of newspapers like the
Barringer said, in an interview, that nothing I said about ]
could not be said equally about the heavyweight champion Joe
which would be true, I suppose, if Joe Louis had ever fought,
fictional names, in districts where boxing was illegal, or if he
nized and promoted boxing, and served as Assistant U.S.
district where his father ran an illegal liquor business, and so
What seemed most to infuriate those jourfialists who reacted
was that I had based my passage mainly on evidence in S
book. I should, apparently, have claimed an "anonymous source.
happens, I did have other sources, and other facts, which I would
thought Judge Sirica, or at least his co-author, John F. Stacks of
would have thought worthy of inclusion, and which the Times and
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acolytes might have found with a modicum of research. In x927, in Chicago, for example, John J. Sirica himself (not his father) was indicted,
along with several co-conspirators, for fixing a prizefight and for income
tax evasion. The indictments were sealed. The case never went to trial.
In his fine biography of Jack Dempsey, Roger Kahn writes that, in
looking at a video of the second Dempsey-Tunney fight, with its famous
"long count," "I am looking at a crooked referee." Perhaps. Perhaps not,
or not just the referee. Kahn, like most other experts on boxing history,
writes that A1 Capone was very eager to back Dempsey in that fight but
that Dempsey, man of honor that he was, firmly rebuffed him. Something
seems amiss in the underlying logic of this story. Mob bosses approach
fighters and (as in the Black Sox scandal, which also took place in Chicago) baseball players not to win matches but to lose them. Winning is
what the fighters, or the players, want naturally to do, when they are
not bribed to do otherwise. Dempsey, of course, did lose. The fight-fixing
for which Sirica and others were named in the sealed indictment of 1927
was the Dempsey-Tunney fight. (No referee is mentioned in the sealed
indictment.) My source for the information about Sirica’s inclusion in
the indictment (for fight-fixing and consequent tax evasion) was the
Criminal Investigation Division of the IRS--which published its own
historical Study for internal use.
In my Harper’s piece, I confined myself to matters that virtually sprang
off the page of Sirica’s own autobiography, the book I chose not to review. It was not my intention to address anything more sensational than
the literal meaning of a few words on page x25 of my own book. Suddenly, these heroic defenders of reputation (not the reputation, perhaps,
of a single scientist, like Wen Ho Lee, in solitary and in shackles, on
the basis largely of their institution’s coverage) emerged, one after another, as though there were an honor roll: ten within the Times alone,
to be followed by hundreds more. It was as though the press,.self-important and self-righteous as it is, seems entirely unconscious of its own
weight against any single, let alone dissenting, individual, or of its own
role ifi the events it claims to cover. I thought this a more interesting
and more important subject, than the details of Sirica’s status. In view
of the astonishing aftermath of the piece itself, however, just for the
record, a bit more about what any genuine biography of Judge Sirica
would include.
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Though Sirica describes Dempsey, at least after ~934, as "my best
friend," and although Dempsey, far more openly than Sirica, managed to
avoid military service (after World War I, Dempsey was actually indicted
and tried for draft evasion), there is, oddly, no mention of Sirica in the
index of any Dempsey biography. Or fox that matter, in the index of any
biography of Senator Joseph McCarthy, or of Walter Winchell--at least
two of wh6m, it may be remembered, had their own involvements with
organized crime: Dempsey with Capone, and Winchell of course with
Louis Lepke and Frank Costello.
By "organized crime," incidentally, I never for a moment meant the
Sicilian Mafia. The interests in question were for the most part Jewish
and even Irish. I did leave out one Italian connection: A1 Capone. That
connection was Neapolitan. A1 Capone’s father, Gabriel, had immigrated
from Castellammare di Stabia, in the Bay of Naples, where he had
learned his trade. Like Fred Sirica, who emigrated from San Valentino
Torio (also in the Bay of Naples, a few kilometers from Castellammare
di Stabia) Gabriel Capone was a barber. The two men were friends.
I leave aside any number of utterly incomprehensible omissions from
Sirica’s autobiography. Senator Hiram Bingham, of Connecticut, for example, is introduced to Sirica by "a cousin," who "happened to be active
in local politics in Waterbury," so that Bingham will "endorse" Sirica
the job of Assistant U.S. Attorney. ~It is not surprising that we hear
more about the "cousin." Hiram Bingham, however, not only was
the very few senators ever to incur a voteof censure by the full
(in I9:~9, for putting a lobbyist on the Senate payroll as his clerk
also had been educated at Groton, Yale, Berkeley, and Harvard;
as lieutenant governor and then governor of Connecticut; written
than a dozen books, and, as a distinguished scholar and explorer,
discovered the ruins of Machu Picchu. That Hiram Bingham.
Some readers seemed bewildered by what I could have meant,
piece, by "totalitarian." They seemed to think that it meant
or something. What I meant by a totalitarian reaction to a
writing was this: not debate (particularly not ,’the free, robust, and
open debate" envisioned by the First Amendment); not even
or mockery, or expressions of rage, scorn, indignation, disdain, or
ment of any sort. But advocacy of retraction, eradication, silencing.
disagree with what you say," but "I will attack to the death your
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say it, as well as the forum (book publisher, magazine) in which your
work appears." Eradicate, in other words, not just a book or a piece but,
if possible, the author and eliminate future outlets for this heresy. This
view of what writing is, and the appropriate response to it, is nothing if
not totalitarian.
Supposing, however, just supposing, what was not the case: that I had
been mistaken. That Sirica had been brilliantly competent on the bench
and in his conduct of the case, that he had never so much as heard of
Senator Joseph McCarthy or of any form of organized crime, that his
book and his life had been models of rectitude and forthrightness. What
then? Nowhere, in any of the Times attacks, was there the slightest indication that my reputation did not rest entirely on this single sentence
on page I25 of my sixth book. If they had misspelled Sirica’s name, of
course, or mine, they would have felt bound in fairness to run an Editor’s
Note or a Correction.
People forget things. Everyone forgets. I keep forgetting, for example,
to mention that the Start volumes are in their way a masterpiece that,
quite apart from any prosecutorial or political matter, is full of fascinating
incidents and characters. It ought to be published with type large enough
to read.
--2001

MacKinnon on Sirica
2/1/13

"In conclusion, I dissent from the majority’s summary disposition of this important en banc case
without oral argument and without opinion. Moreover, I believe that petitioners have made a
sufficient showing to require an evidentiary hearing concerning the number and nature of
Judge Sirica’s ex parte contacts with the prosecutors. At the very least, Judge Sirica should
recuse himself from ruling on the defendants’ motions for change of venue-- an issue on which
he has conveyed the appearance of prejudgment."
Judge MacKinnon dissenting in
Mitchell v Sirica, 502 F.2d 375 (1974)

"Finally, I would strongly suggest that Judge Sirica refer to a disinterested panel the question
whether the allegations of the affidavits charging judicial involvement in the prosecutorial
process and prejudgment of material issues, which allegations cannot be contested, compel his
disqualification. The Special Prosecutor and the American Civil Liberties Union concur in this
latter suggestion."
Judge MacKinnon dissenting in
Mitchell v Sirica, 502 F.2d 375 (1974)

Adler on Sirica

Adler, Renata. Canaries in the Mineshaft:

A judge, after all, is not meant to be a hero. And judges, under the Constitution, are not meant
to ascertain, least of all to prosecute or to coerce by sentencing, the "truth," "for the American
people," or even for the jury. They are to preside fairly, under the adversary system, over cases
presented to them by lawyers for the plaintiffs and the defendants before them. Anything else,
whether it is posturing for the media, or coercing defendants with outrageous "provisional
sentences", or working on behalf of some party not before the court, undermines the system.
Far from demonstrating that "no man is above the law," it suggests that the judge himself is
above it. We do not, under the Constitution, have a system wherein judges are inquisitors. P_
366-367

In the matter of voir dire: Judge Sirica, having promised...to interview prospective jurors
individually, and in chambers, did not do so...[describes juror indiscretion]
It also turned out that the juror knew only Spanish, and neither spoke nor understood English.
To cover for this error--the juror could understand neither the testimony about the burglary
nor instructions in the law--Sirica dismissed the juror and simply sealed this embarrassing
portion of the record. The incident involved incompetence, surely, followed by a substantial
lapse of intel~rity. P. 367

More serious was his use of "provisional sentencing" and outright dishonesty in at least one
instance of it. Having imposed "temporary sentences" of unprecedented severity on the five
defendants who pleaded guilty, Sirica told them that their actual sentences might depend on
their cooperation with subsequent investigations. This was, in itself, a highly improper use of
provisional sentencing--widely criticized, as "extortion," "abuse of power," and "the torture
rack,".... Far from demonstrating the bromide that no man, not even the President, is above the
law, Judge Sirica proceeded as though one man, the judge himself, were above it. Pp. 367-368

The outright falsification was as follows [describes deliberate change in text] The falsification
was crucial. It enabled Judge Sirica to keep Liddy in jail, in worse conditions and for a far longer
term than any other Watergate defendant, including those far higher up in the administration-on the pretense that Liddy had not accepted the offer that Sirica never made to him. The D.C.
jail to which Sirica sent him was ancient, dirty, overcrowded, rat-infested, with temperatures
that reached 104 degrees. Liddy was for a Iongtime the only white prisoner there. Pp. 367368

IV-8
~ all
as the day~--defendants would reappear in my court to find out
what time they would have to serv~e for their crimesj

I knew

right away that the seven men would get fairly stiff sentences;
for the next month and a half, I thought about just how to go
abou!~~ senl, encing the seven men~ knowing of course that Silbert

vlas planning at some point to bring them back before the grand jury
for further questioning~
~
In early ~larch, my old friend clark ~ollenhoff,
.~ re.~.o~?t~:an~:~:Z~~2T.:~r the Des goines ~Re~ister and Tribune
sent me a copy of N~a column he had writteng He had been following
the trial on the ~est. Coast of Army Serg@ant ~ajor William
Woolridge who was accused of skimming mi~f~ large su~s of
money from service clubs in Vietnam~ ~[ollenhoff point]~out that the
’~ ~federal?
presid~.i~~e in that case, ~ Warren J; ~erguson, had delayed
sentencing Woolridge, after Woolridge pleaded ~ilty~ and asked
for a pre-sentencing report on ~~ cooperati-~ the Serge~t
]~ajor gave to/Senate ~ subco~ittee investigating the ~~
scandal~: :~he idea of m~]~ either delaying sentenci~ further
o~" making m~ the sentences conditional on some show of cooperation
appealed to me~~ ~~ the defendants m had ma~e ~y move toward
telling the full t~th about ~ their crime~ I began to wonder
if given a bit more time, no~ that all seven had either pleaded or
been found guilty, they might reconsider their defiant stance~
thought about Judge Perguson’s tactic for quite awhile~
I ~a~ ~t~m~ received ~ollenhoff’s column, I h~
c~:lled the Judge’s secretary mud asked for a copy of the court
proceedings ~.-~my own study, The more I’thought, the more I liked
the idea~~ But ~m~r~ more than a month had gone by since the trial
and I felt I couldn.’t just delay the sentences further~~

IV-9
One morning in the third week of f,~larch I awakened about
3 ~ o’clock’ For some reason a federal statutie had come to

mind. I made a note of its substance and ~n~mmm~ later that
~m~.:~..~.morning ! asked Todd to do some research on-~¢h~l~w~~ The
exact law 1 had been thinking of turned out to be Title 18,
united States Code bection 4208(b)~~ It reads:

~"I "(b) If the court desires more detailed information
as

a basis z,or determing the sentence to be imposed, the Court

may

commit the defendant to mn~ the custody of the
Attorney ~eneral, wh__~c__h commitment .~h.~a_ll _b~ _d.~.e~..d
to be for the maximum sentence of imprisonment p~escribed
b~y l~, for a study as described in subsection (c)
hereof~ The results of such study, together with any

recommendations which the Director of the Bureau of
Prisons believes would be helpful in determining the
disposition of the case, shall be furnished to the Court
within three months unless the Court grants time, not
to ~ exceed an additional three months, for further
study~ After receiving such reports and recommendations
the Court may in its discretion (1) Place the prisoner
on probation as aut~<~orized by section 3651 of this
Title~ or (2) affirm the sentence of imprisonment, and
commit the offender under any applicable provison of
law7 The term of the sentence shall ~ run from the em
date of the originml commitment under this s~ction~"
f~. That law gave me airway to put off final sentencing
~ until I could see just/how
wellthe~efengants~ cooperate~
¯
,~
! .,
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Chapter XIII

\ ~A~ ~~ ?~ ~~_.

I’.~I~-seventieth birthday ;,ms PM~,.~_ }<larch~

der

our court rules, the chief judge must step down on that anniversary,
although he doesn’t have to retire as an active judge. He simply
gives up the title and responsibilities for assigning cases and
handling administrative duties for ~he court. So in the months
before my birthday, I ~ gave a lot of thought to whether or not
I would assign myself to the cover-up trial, should indictments be
returned ~~ while I was still c

judge. I ~s ~.-~w~

about that question. I was tired of the pressures of the case, but
I also felt that I had seen the thing through since the beginning and
didn’t want to quit halfway. I also felt that having supervised ~
virtually every aspect of the case, I was the best eualified judge ~
~. Severa! v~, before the indictments were returned, I was
talking with Judge ~]~Christi~s~n, a federal judge from Utah who
was si~tin,~ by designation, that is filling in, on our/~ourt for
~_~ .~~. !iis opinion was that

-

,w ._ct take the casej
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assigned myself to the ~~ cover-up case. That was just two and m~@m

a h~lf v~eeks before~’~~~f~.~
~~.,_~,_~.....
io~>~""~-~.

Had ~be_ indictments

come that much later, ! probably would not have gotten the case. And
when, in the fall of 1977~ I finally finished the last
"~
- of ~ ~ oh~ -V/a,ersate
business, it marked fifty years of my life with the law.
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Biographical Note
Date
1904, 19Mar.

Event
Born, Waterbury, Conn.

1926

LL.B., Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.

1926-1930

Private legal practice, Washington, D.C.

1930-1934

Assistant United States attorney for the District of Columbia, Washington, D.C.

1934-1944

Private legal practice, Washington, D.C.

1944

General counsel, Select Committee to Investigate the Federal Communications Commission, United
States House of Representatives
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1949-1957

Member, law finn of Hogan and Hartson, Washington, D.C.

1952

Married Lucile M. Camalier

1957-1986

Judge, United States District Court for the District of Columbia; chiefjudge, 1971-1974; senior judge,
1977-1986

1973

Named Time magazine’s man of the year
Awarded American Judges Association’s award of merit

1979

Published To Set the Record Straight: The Break-in, the Tapes, the Conspirators, the Pardon (New
York: W. W. Norton. 394 pp.)

1992,14Aug.

Died, Washington, D.C.

Scope and Content Note
The papers of John J. Sirica (1904-1992) span the years 1932-1986 with the majority of the papers concentrated between 1957
and 1986. The bulk of the papers documents Sirica’s career as judge of the United States District Court for the District of
Columbia, 1957-1986. The papers consist of four series: Corre.s.’la_O_O_d_~_n_~._’.~, United States District Court Fil~, ~_~.~..c.’.!)3;s__and
Writings File, and Miscellany.
The Correspondence series, 1957-1986, includes incoming and outgoing correspondence relating mostly to Sirica’s personal
interests and activities, although some of the letters also pertain to his professional career. Also included are a few letters from
Sirica to his son, John J. Sirica, Jr.
Documenting Sirica’s thirty years of service as a federal trial judge, papers in the United States District Court File, 1952-1986,
comprise almost seventy-five percent of the collection. The District Court File consists of five subseries: Personal Case
Calendars, Corre~_p_9_n_d_.e~nc_e, Case File, Bench Books_, and O£fice File. The Personal Case Calendars, 1967-1970, and
Correspondence, 1968-1985, document some of the administrative functions of the court and Sirica’s professional duties. The
case calendars occasionally have notations about personal appointments.
The Case File subseries, 1952-1986, includes correspondence and memoranda, chiefly between Sirica and other judges,
lawyers, the court clerk, and staff, as well as extensive legal material such as opinions, orders, motions, briefs, and transcripts.
Papers in this subseries consist mainly of photocopies rather than original items and are organized by category into Watergate
cases and other cases. Making up the bulk of the case files, the Watergate files provide extensive documentation of the court
proceedings relating to the 1972 break-in at the Democratic National Committee headquarters in the Watergate apartment
complex (United States v. Liddy) and the cover-up of the burglary by high ranking government officials, including the president
of the United States (United States v. Mitchell). In addition, there are related cases involving the subpoena of documents and
tapes from President Richard M. Nixon and the transfer of grand jury reports to the House of Representatives’ Judiciary
Committee (In re Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum to Nixon and In re Report and Recommendation of June 5, 1972 Grand
Jury Concerning Transmission of Evidence to the House of Representatives).
The remaining case files indicate the variety of cases heard by Sirica on antitrust matters, constitutional law, civil rights,
government regulations, and other issues. Many of these files are incomplete and often contain only one or two items, except
for two antitrust cases (electrical equipment cases and Riss & Co. v. Association of Am. R.R.) and the murder trial of Robert
Louis Ammidown (United States v. Ammidown).
The final two subseries of the United States District Court File consist of Bench Books and an Off:ice File. The Bench t3ook
subseries, 1957-1983, contains Sirica’s notes about the cases which came before his court. The Office File subseries,
1954-1986, relates to Sirica’s administrative and professional duties. This subseries also documents some of the many awards
and honors Sirica received throughout his career.
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Papers in the Speeches and Writings File, 1949-1986, pertain mainly to Sirica’s book on Watergate, To Set the Record Straight:
the Break-in, the Tapes, the Conspirators, the Pardon. Also worthy of mention is a file containing the beginning pages of an
autobiography.
The final series, Miscellany, 1932-1985, consists chiefly of material documenting Sirica’s private legal practice and his service
as general counsel, 1944, to the Select Committee to Investigate the Federal Communications Commission. In addition, the
Miscellany series contains correspondence, 1953-1982, documenting the judge’s friendship with former heavyweight boxing
champion Jack Dempsey.
Among the more significant and frequent of Sirica’s correspondents are Tom C. Clark, Jack Dempsey, Sam J. Ervin, Bernard
F. Gimbel, J. Edgar Hoover, Leon Jaworski, Frank Minis Johnson, Milton S. Kronheim, Norman Lear, John V. Lindsay, James
W. McCord, Jr., James F. Neal, Richard M. Nixon, E. Barrett Prettyman, Jr., William P. Rogers, Frank Sinatra, and John J.
Wilson.

Organization of the Papers
The collection is arranged in five series:
¯ Corres.p.ondence. 1957-1986, n.d.
¯ United States District Court File. 1952-1986, n.d.
¯ Speeches and Writings File, 1949-1986, n.d.
¯ Miscellany, 1932-1985, n.d.
¯ C I a s ~i.~..e_.d.~_L.9_.7..3_
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Description of Series
Container
nox 1-12

Series
Correspondence, 1957-1986, n.d.
Correspondence and memoranda, including attachments and enclosures, between Sirica and
family, friends, lawyers, judges, acquaintances, and the general public.
Arranged alphabetically by name of person or subject and therein chronologically by date.

BOX 12-105

United States District Court File, 1952-1986, n.d.

BOX 12

Personal Case Calendars, 1.967-1970
Calendars maintained by Sirica’s staff documenting the day-to-day business of Sirica’s court
and his other administrative duties.
Arranged chronologically by year.

BOX 13-15

C or respo n den ce 19,A_~68-_l_9_8...f!~_n...,.~.~
Correspondence and memoranda between Sirica and lawyers, judges, court staff, and the
general public relating to his activities as a federal district judge.
Arranged alphabetically by name of person or subject and therein chronologically.

BOX 15-90

Case File, 1952-1986, n.d.
Correspondence, memoranda, bench books, opinions, orders, briefs, motions, transcripts,
dockets, stipulations, interrogatories, reports, notes, lists, printed matter, and other legal
papers pertaining to Sirica’s professional activities. A systematic sample was taken of the
Watergate public correspondence; fifteen percent of that correspondence was retained.
Arranged by category into Watergate cases and other cases. The former is arranged
alphabetically by type of material, and the latter alphabetically by case title.

~ox 90-95

Bench Books, 1957-1983
Bound volumes containing Sirica’s notes about cases that came before his court.
Arranged chronologically.

Box 95-105

Office File, 1954-1986, n.d.
Correspondence, memoranda, background information, invitations, jury instructions, notes,
and printed matter.
Arranged alphabetically by name of person or organization, subject, or type of material.

BOX 106-117

Speeches and Writings File, 1949-1986, n.d.
Correspondence, memoranda, speeches, research material, book drafts, book reviews, articles,
notes, financial and legal papers, and printed matter relating chiefly to Sirica’s post Watergate
speeches and writings.
Filed in two categories: speeches that are arranged chronologically and writings arranged
alphabetically.

BOX 117-123

M is cel!_a_n.b.’~l.9_32 - 1985~._n.~_d_.
Correspondence, memoranda, case files, family papers, financial and legal papers, background
information, and printed matter relating primarily to Sirica’s early career as a lawyer.
Arranged alphabetically by name of person, topic, or type of material.
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BOX CL 1

Classified, 1973
Government classified documents containing sensitive security information.
Correspondence, memoranda, and transcripts organized and described according to the series,
boxes, and folders from which the items were removed.
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Container List
Container

Contents

BOX 1-12

Correspondence, 1957-1986, n.d.
Correspondence and memoranda, including attachments and enclosures, between Sirica and
family, friends, lawyers, judges, acquaintances, and the general public.
Arranged alphabetically by name of person or subject and therein chronologically by date.

BOX 1

BOX 2

BOX 3

BOX 4
BOX 5

BOX 6

BOX 7

BOX 8

BOX 9
BOX 10

Papers of John J. Sirica

Congratulatory
Judicial appointment, 1957
(9 folders)
Senior status, 1977-1978
(4 folders)
Sirica to others, 1962-1986
(2 folders)
Cooke, Jack Kent, 1980-1986
General
1957
(3 folders)
1958-1961
(12 folders)
1962-1967
(10 folders)
1968-1973
(11 folders)
1974
(4 folders)
1975
Jan.-Sept.
(4 folders)
Oct.-Dec.
1976-1977
(8 folders)
1978
Jan.-Feb.
Mar.-Dec.
(2 folders)
1979-1980
(7 folders)
1981-1984
(9 folders)
1985-1986, n.d.
(4 folders)
Get well, selected samples
1961
1976
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Correspondence, 1957-1986, n.d.
Container

Contents
Feb.
3-11
(3 folders)
12-28
(2 folders)
Mar.-July
(4 folders)
Undated
1977
1984
Oct.
Nov.-Dec.
(3 folders)
Undated
1985

BOX 11

Box 12

BOX 12-105

United States District Court File, 1952-1986, n.d.

BOX 12

BOX 12

BOX 13-15

BOX 13

BOX 14

BOX 15

BOX 15-90

Papers of John J. Sirica

Personal Case Calendars, 1967-1970
Calendars maintained by Sirica’s staff documenting the day-to-day business of Sirica’s court
and his other administrative duties.
Arranged chronologically by year.

1967-1970
(2 folders)
Correspondence, 1968-1985, n.d.
Correspondence and memoranda between Sirica and lawyers, judges, court staff, and the
general public relating to his activities as a federal district judge.
Arranged alphabetically by name of person or subject and therein chronologically.
Administrative
1971-1973
(8 folders)
1974
Fund-raising, 1974-1985
(2 folders)
General, 1968-1981, n.d.
(3 folders)
Johnson, Frank Minis, 1973-1979
Postal rate case, 1975-1976
(4 folders)
Threatening letters, 1973-1977
(2 folders)
Case File, 1952-1986, n.d.
Correspondence, memoranda, bench books, opinions, orders, briefs, motions, transcripts,
dockets, stipulations, interrogatories, reports, notes, lists, printed matter, and other legal
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United States District Court File, 1952-1986, n.d.
Container

Contents
papers pertaining to Sirica’s professional activities. A systematic sample was taken of the
Watergate public correspondence; fifteen percent of that correspondence was retained.
Arranged by category into Watergate cases and other cases. The former is arranged
alphabetically by type of material, and the latter alphabetically by case title.

BOX 15

BOX 16

BOX 17

BOX 18

BOX 19

Papers of John J. Sirica

Watergate cases For additional material see Container 11 O, "1~ Set the Record Straight
Cases
In re Caddy, 1972
In re Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum to Nixon
Appellate court documents, 1973, n.d. t~r additional material see Container 19. Bench
Book
(3 folders)
General
1971
1973
Mar.-July
Aug.-Dec.
(3 folders)
1974, n.d.
(3 folders)
In re Report & Recommendation of June 5, 1972, Grand Jury Concerning Transmission
of Evidence to the House of Representatives
Appellate court documents, 1974
General, 1974
(2 folders)
In re United States Senate Select Comm. on Presidential Campaign Activities
1973-1974, n.d.
(4 folders)
Mitchell v. Jaworski, 1974
Senate Select Comm. on Presidential Campaign Activities v. Nixon
1973
Aug.
(2 folders)
Sept.-Dec.
(2 folders)
1974, n.d.
United States v. Liddy
Appellate court documents
1973
(2 folders)
1974
Jan.-Feb.
Mar.-Dec.
1975-1981, n.d.
Bench book, 1972-1974
Docket, 1972-1977
General
1972
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Container

Contents

BOX 20

BOX 21
BOX 22

BOX 23

BOX 24
BOX 25
BOX 26

Papers of John J. Sirica

Sept.-Oct.
(2 folders)
Oct.-Dec.
(5 folders)
1973
Jan.
Jan.-Dec.
(7 folders)
1974-1975, n.d.
(3 folders)
Grand jury indictment, 1972
Hunt, E. Howard, motion to withdraw plea of guilt and to dismiss proceedings, 1973
Jury
Instructions, 1973
Selection, 1972-1973, n.d.
McCord, James W., Jr.
Miscellaneous motions, 1973, n.d.
New trial material, 1973-1975, n.d.
Press, 1974, n.d.
Pretrial documents, 1972
Sentences
Barker, Bernard L., Eugenio R. Martinez, Frank Sturgis, and Virgilio Gonzalez,
motion to reduce, 1973-1975
Bureau of Prisons’ reports, 1973
Hunt, E. Howard, Jr., 1975, n.d.
Liddy, G. Gordon
General, 1976-1977, n.d.
Motion to reduce sentence, 1975-1977, n.d.
(2 folders)
McCord, James W., Jr., motion to reduce sentence, 1973-1975, n.d.
Presentencing file, 1973-1974
(2 folders)
Transcript, 1973
Working papers, 1973, n.d.
Transcripts
1972
1973
Jan.
9-10
11-22
(6 folders)
23-30
(7 folders)
United States v. Mitchell
Appellate court documents, 1973-1978
(5 folders)
Bench book, 1974-1975 For additional material see Container 19, same heading
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Container

Contents

BOX 27

BOX 28

BOX 29

BOX 30

BOX 31

BOX 32

BOX 33

Papers of John J. Sirica

Bill of particulars, 1974
Correspondence, 1973-1977
(7 folders)
Defendants
Adoption of motions of codefendants, 1974
Discovery, 1974
Motions and memoranda to dismiss the indictment, 1973-1974
(2 folders)
Publicity, 1974
(2 folders)
Severance, 1974
Disqualification of judge
1974
(1 folder)
(1 folder)
Docket, 1974-1978
Exhibits
1A-25A (transcripts of White House tape recordings), 1972-1973
(5 folders) See also Container 42, White House tapes
26A-37A, 1973
General, 1970-1975
List of exhibits and tapes played to jury, n.d.
General
1972-1973
(2 folders)
1974
Jan.-May
(2 folders)
May-Dec.
(7 folders)
1975-1977
(2 folders)
Undated
Government
Discovery, 1974
Motions and memoranda in opposition to dismiss indictment, 1974
Publicity, 1974
Severance, 1974
Indictment, 1974, n.d.
(2 folders)
Jury
Instructions
Final charge
Defendants’ and government’s recommendations, 1974
(2 folders)
General, 1974
(2 folders)
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Container

Contents

BOX 34

BOX 35

BOX 36

BOX 37

BOX 38

BOX 39

Papers of John J. Sirica

General, 1974
(2 folders)
Miscellaneous, 1973-1975, n.d.
Sequestration violation, alleged, 1975-1976
(2 folders)
Voir dire proceeding
General, 1974
(1 folder)
(1 folder)
Transcripts, Oct. 1974
(6 folders)
(6 folders)
Memoranda and briefs, 1974
(1 folder)
(3 folders)
Motions
Disposition of, 1974
In camera inspection of Richard M. Nixon’s testimony, 1975
Miscellaneous, 1974
Nixon, Richard M.
Subpoenas re
Appearance to testify, 1974-1975
(2 folders)
Tapes and papers
Appellate court documents, 1974
(2 folders)
General, 1974
(2 folders)
Testimony, videotape of, 1974
(2 folders)
Post-trial motions
Defendants, 1975, n.d.
Government opposition, 1975
Pretrial
Conferences, 1974
(2 folders)
General, 1973-1974, n.d.
(2 folders)
Motions denied, 1974
Prosecutorial misconduct and lawyers’ conspiracy, 1974
Sealed documents
Cover sheets, 1973-1974
General, 1974
(2 folders)
Sentences
Ehrlichman, John D.
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Container

Contents

BOX 40

BOX 41

BOX 42

BOX 43

BOX 44

BOX 45

Papers of John J. Sirica

1974-1975
(5 folders)
1976-1977
General, 1975-1977, n.d.
Haldeman, H. R., 1975-1977
(3 folders)
Mardian, Robert C., 1975
Mitchell, John N., 1975-1978, n.d.
(2 folders)
Stipulations, 1974
Strachan, Gordon
Motion to dismiss the indictment
Agreement and recantation, 1974
General, 1974
(1 folder)
(1 folder)
Government’s opposition to, 1974
Immunity hearing, 1974
Transcripts
1974
May-July
(2 folders)
July-Dec.
(5 folders)
White House tapes See also Container 29. Exhibits
Advisory Panel on White House Tapes
General, 1974
(2 folders)
(1 folder)
Report
Draft, 1974
Final, 1974
Correspondence, 1973-1974
(3 folders)
General, 1973-1974, n.d.
(5 folders)
Release of, 1975-1978, n.d.
(2 folders)
Transcripts
1972-1973
1973
(2 folders)
Correspondence
Professional, 1973-1978
(4 folders)
Public, selected samples
1972
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Container

Contents

BOX 46

BOX 47

BOX 48
BOX 49

BOX 50

BOX 51

BOX 52

Papers of John J. Sirica

1973
Jan.-Aug.
(3 folders)
Sept.
1-10
11-28
(3 folders)
Oct.-Nov.
(7 folders)
Dec.
(2 folders)
Undated
1974
Jan.-Apr.
(6 folders)
May-Sept.
(8 folders)
Oct.-Dec.
(5 folders)
Undated
1975
Jan.-Feb.
(2 folders)
Mar.-Dec.
(2 folders)
1976-1985, n.d.
(4 folders)
Miscellaneous
Anderson, Jack, disclosure of grand jury transcripts, 1973-1974
Baldwin, Alfred, III, unsealing of statement, n.d.
Digest of appellate action on cases, n.d.
(2 folders)
(2 folders)
Liddy, G. Gordon, 1973, 1981-1982, n.d.
McCord v. Bailey, 1977-1982
Memoranda, opinions, and orders, 1972-1976
(2 folders)
Miscellaneous, 1975-1977, n.d.
Notes, n.d.
Press
1972-1973
(2 folders)
1974-1984, n.d.
(2 folders)
Sealed documents, 1979-1981
Sentences
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Container

Contents

BOX 53

BOX 54

Papers of John J. Sirica

Dean, John W., III, 1973-1974
(2 folders)
Kalmbach, Herbert W., 1974
LaRue, Fred C., 1973-1975
Magruder, Jeb Stuart, 1973-1974, 1982
Orders amending judgment and commitments, 1975-1977
Tenth anniversary, 1982
Ulasewicz, Anthony T., 1983-1984
United States Senate
Committee on Appropriations, Central Intelligence hearings, 1973
Committee on Armed Services, Central Intelligence hearings, 1973
(3 folders)
Watergate Special Prosecution Force report, 1974
West Publishing Co., 1975-1978
Other cases
1199DC, Nat’l Union of Hosp. & Health Care Employees v. National Union ofHosp. &
Health Care Employees, 1975
Aetna Casualty & Sur. Co. v. Walter, 1967
Airline Pilots Ass’n v. National Mediation Bd., 1963
Almay, Inc. v. Weinberger, 1976
American Pub. Gas Ass’n v. Federal Energy Admin., 1976
In re Ampicillin Antitrust Litigation, 1972 l~br additional material see Container 19, Bench
Books
Associated Third Class Mail Users v. United States Postal Serv., 1975
Attorney Gen. of the United States v. Covington & Burling, 1976
Bache Halsey Stuart, Inc. v. French, 1977
Baez v. Central Intelligence Agency, 1979
In re estate of Ballard, 1958
Bamberger v. Clark, 1968
Bandlow v. Fenton, 1959
Barrv. District of Columbia, 1962
Beckwith v. Hampton, 1977
Benson v. United States, 1959
Big Mama Rag, Inc. v. United States, 1980
Black v. Sheraton Corp. of Am., 1969-1971
Black v. United States, 1963-1965
Blaustein v. Connecticut Gen. Life Ins. Co., 1962
Boraks v. Wilson, 1974
Bosch v. Rogers, 1959
Brantley v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 1957
Brinco Mining, Ltd. v. Federal Ins. Co., 1982
Britt v. Internal Revenue Serv., 1982
Brown v. Califano, 1977
Brown v. Califano, 1978
Brown v. District Unemployment Compensation Bd., 1975
Brown v. Weinberger, 1976
Bruce v. United States, 1966
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Container

Contents

BOX 55

BOX 56

BOX 57

Carrv. District of Columbia, 1970
Cheung v. Attorney Gen. of the United States, 1975
Cokas v. Perkins, 1966
Cutler v. Kennedy, 1979
Dendy v. Washington Hosp. Center, 1977
District of Columbia v. Landmark S ervs., 1976
District of Columbia v. Moxley, 1979
District of Columbia Fed’n of Civic Ass’ns v. Volpe, 1970-1976, n.d.
(2 folders)
District of Columbia Redevelopment Land Agency v. 40 Parcels of Land, Squares 325,326,
351, & 352, 1959
Doe v. Mathews, 1976
Douglas Aircraft Co. v. Weeks, 1959
East Tenn. Research Corp. v. Tennessee Valley Auth., 1976
Edwards v. United States, 1964
Electrical equipment litigation
Card index
Cases
City of Burlington v. Westinghouse Elec. Corp.
Background information, n.d.
Bench book, 1964-1965
Briefs, 1964
(2 folders)
Evidence
Conspiracy, 1964
Cost, 1964
Form of verdict, 1964
General, 1963-1964, n.d.
Interrogatories
First set
Defendants to plaintiffs, 1964
(2 folders)
Plaintiffs to defendants, 1964

BOX 58

Papers of John J. Sirica

(2 folders)
Second set, 1964
Jury
Instructions
Final, 1964
Prayers for relief, 1964
Specific issues, 1964
Introductory remarks, 1964
Voir dire proceedings, 1964
Motions
Consolidation of cases, 1963-1964
Directed verdict and mistrial, 1964
Subpoena duces tecum, 1964-1966, n.d.
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Container

Contents

BOX 59

BOX 60

BOX 61

BOX 62

BOX 63

Papers of John J. Sirica

(3 folders)
Opinion, 1963
Post-trial documents, 1965
(2 folders)
Power transformer and second priority products, 1964-1965
(3 folders)
Pretrial conference, 1962
Stipulations and agreements, 1964
Testimony for the grand jury and Estes Kefauver Committee, 1964, n.d.
Witnesses, 1964
Other
Aluminum cable cases
General, 1965-1967, n.d.
(4 folders)
Pretrial orders, 1966
Transcripts, 1965-1966, n.d.
(2 folders)
Answers to complaint
1963-1965
Undated
Attorneys, 1962
Correspondence, 1962-1965
(2 folders)
Defendants
Peripheral, 1963
Summary of pending cases in nonpriority product lines, 1965
(2 folders)
Fraudulent concealment, 1962-1963, n.d.
(2 folders)
General, 1952, 1962-1966, n.d.
(7 folders)
Interrogatories
Answers by plaintiffs and defendants
1964
1965
General, 1965
Objections, 1965
Priority product line, 1963
Motions to dismiss, 1964-1966
Orders
General, 1962-1964
Pretrial
Local
Briefs and motions, 1964
General, 1964-1965
National
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Container

Contents

Box 64

Box 65

Box 66

Box 67

BOX 68

BOX 69

Papers of John J. Sirica

Notebook, 1962-1965
(1 folder)
(3 folders)
Working papers, 1963, n.d.
(4 folders)
Press, 1964, 1973, n.d.
Production of documents
General, 1965
National rule 34, 1963-1964
Rulings
General, 1962-1966
(3 folders)
Statute of limitations, 1962-1963
(2 folders)
Settlement program, 1962-1964
Transfer of cases under Title 28, United States Code, 1404a, 1965-1966, n.d.
(3 folders)
Co-ordinating Committee for Multiple Litigation of the United States District Courts
Antitrust Conference, Philadelphia, Pa., 1962
General
1962-1964
(3 folders)
1965-1973, n.d.
(8 folders)
Meetings
1963
Feb.-May
(2 folders)
Nov.
(3 folders)
1964
(3 folders)
1965
(1 folder)
(2 folders)
Orders, pretrial
General, 1962
Proposed, 1962-1963
(2 folders)
Southern District of New York cases, 1962
Environmental Defense Fund v. Adams, 1977
Environmental Tectonics Corp. v. Robinson, 1975
Fairchild & Co. v. Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac R.R., 1981
Fensterwald v. United States Cent. Intelligence Agency, 1977
Ficara v. Watson, 1959
First Am. Bank v. United Equity Corp., 1981
First Nat’l Bank & Trust Co. v. American See. & Trust Co., 1977
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Box 70

Papers of John J. Sirica

Foster v. Bork, 1977
Foundation on Economic Trends v. Heckler, 1984-1986
Frederick v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 1957
Fulwood v. Clemmer, 1962
Gertler v. Employers’ Fire Ins. Co., 1961
Godbold v. Overholser, 1962
Golin v. Physicians Int’l Press, 1970
Graham v. Clusen, 1977
Green v. Silver, 1962
Grunstein v. Baylor, 1961
Guaranty Sav.& Loan Ass’n v. Federal Home Loan Bank Bd., 1971
Guidace v. Young, 1957
Hadigan v. Board of Governors, 1978
Hamburger v. Wormley, 1957
Hankins v. Kane, 1967, n.d.
Harper v. Blumenthal, 1979
Harper v. Miller, 1980
Harshaw v. Pan Am. World Airways, 1975
Hatch v. Riggs Nat’l Bank, 1968
Hayes v. RCA Serv. Co., 1982
Health Research Group v. Kennedy, 1978-1979
Hill, Christopher & Phillips, P. C. v. United States Postal Serv., 1982
Home v. Francis I. DuPont & Co., 1977
Human Resources Management v. Weaver, 1977-1978
Illinois Scientific Devs. v. Honeywell, Inc., 1967
Information Acquisition Corp. v. Department of Justice, 1978
International Ass’n of Machinists v. National Ry. Labor Conference, 1970
Jones v. District of Columbia, 1977
Joyner v. Joyner, 1957
Kaycee, Inc. v. Simonson, 1966
Kennedy v. Jones, 1975-1976
Keough v. Pearson, 1964
Knight v. Hersh, 1961
Kopan v. George Washington Univ., 1975
Kropfv. Anacostia Fed. Sav.& Loan Ass’n, 1957
Landsberger v. Freeman, 1963
Lapin v. Mathews, 1976
Lapsley v. American Inst. of Certified Public Accountants, 1965
Latham v. District of Columbia Transit Sys., 1963
Lee v. England, 1962
Lighthall v. Watson, 1959
Lillycrop v. Kresge, 1961
Littell v. Udall, 1964-1965
Local Union 13410, United Mine Workers v. United Mine Workers, 1971-1975
Lombardo v. Handler, 1975
Lumbermens Mut. Casualty Co. v. A-T-O, Inc., 1977
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Box 71

BOX 72
BOX 73

Papers of John J. Sirica

Madison v. Lee, 1975
Majestic Builders Corp. v. Mount Airy Baptist Church Housing Corp., 1977
Mardirosian v. American Inst. of Architects, 1979
Marimont v. Mathews, 1976
Mason v. Claytor, 1978
Mayhew v. Mabro Constr., 1974
Mazaleski v. Treusdell, 1975
McCarthy v. Cahill, 1965-1966
McMullen v. Warner, 1976
Mervin v. Bonfanti, 1976
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc. v. Byrd, 1968
(2 folders)
Misko v. United States, 1978
Mobil Oil Corp. v. Dann, 1976-1978
Morgan v. District of Columbia, 1982
Motion Picture Studio Mechanics Local 22 v. Columbia Broadcasting Sys., 1977
Mutual Broadcasting Sys. v. International Bhd. of Elec. Workers Local 1200, 1975
National Council on the Facts of Overpopulation v. Gaplin, 1963
National Motor Freight Traffic Ass’n v. United States, 1967
National Resources Defense Council v. Coleman, 1975
Nederostek v. Adams, 1978
Neely v. Blumenthal, 1978
Neely v. Simon, 1977
O’Bryant v. Dunlop, 1976
Oerlemans v. National Broadcasting Co., 1962
Old Kent Bank & Trust Co. v. Martin, 1959
Outdoor Power Equip. Inst. v. Environmental Protection Agency, 1977
Outlaw v. Goodwin, 1961
Owens v. Brown, 1978
Parking Management, Inc. v. Union Center Plaza Assocs., 1976
Payne v. Howard, 1977
Perillo v. Washington Hosp. Center, 1967
Pharmaceutical Mfrs. Ass’n v. Weinberger, 1975
Pinkney v. District of Columbia, 1977
Rammamuri v. Rolls-Royce, Ltd., 1978
Rendleman v. Ladd, 1961
Rhodes v. Elwood, 1961
Rice v. Royall, 1959
Richards v. Columbia Broadcasting Sys., 1958
Riss & Co. v. Association of Am. R.R.
Allowance of costs and amending the judgment, 1960-1962, n.d.
Appellate court documents
Association ofW. Rys. v. Riss & Co.
1961
(2 folders)
(4 folders)
(3 folders)
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BOX 74

BOX 75

BOX 76-77
BOX 78

BOX 79

BOX 80

BOX 81

Papers of John J. Sirica

(2 folders)
1962
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. v. Riss & Co., 1959-1960
Atlantic Coast Line R.R.v. Riss & Co.
1958
(2 folders)
1959-1960
(2 folders)
Attorneys’ fees, 1961-1964, n.d.
Background information
Eastern R.R. Presidents Conference v. Noerr Motor Freight, Inc., 1957-1961
(4 folders)
General, 1954-1963, n.d.
(2 folders)
Card file, n.d.
Complaint, 1958-1959, n.d.
Counterclaims
Anititrust
1959-1960
(5 folders)
Common law, 1960
Correspondence, 1957-1963
(2 folders)
Damages, 1958-1960
Digests of
Depositions, 1954-1955
(3 folders)
Legal memoranda, n.d.
Evidence
Admissibility of, 1960, n.d.
General, 1960, n.d.
Rates, 1960
Exhibits
General, 1960, n.d.
Objections to plaintiffs, 1960, n.d.
(2 folders)
Form of verdict, 1960, n.d.
General
1955-1962
(5 folders)
Undated
(2 folders)
Indexes of
Transcripts, depositions, and pleadings, n.d.
Trial record, n.d.
Interrogatories
1955-1958
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BOX 82

BOX 83

BOX 84

BOX 85

BOX 86

BOX 87

Papers of John J. Sirica

1959
(3 folders)
(2 folders)
1960
Issues of fact and law, 1959, n.d.
Jury
Instructions
Defendants’ recommendations, 1960
(2 folders)
Final
1960
(2 folders)
(1 folder)
Undated
Preliminary
Background information, 1955-1959, n.d.
General, 1960, n.d.
Special, 1960, n.d.
Voir dire proceedings, 1959-1960, n.d.
Motions re
Directed verdict, 1960
(3 folders)
(1 folder)
Suspension of proceedings, 1958-1959, n.d.
Opinions and memoranda by Sirica, 1958-1962
Orders, 1958-1960, n.d.
Plaintiff’s conspiracy proof against defendants, 1960
Pleadings
General
1954
(2 folders)
(2 folders)
1955-1960, n.d.
(4 folders)
Index, n.d.
Pretrial
Conferences, 1959
(1 folder)
(2 folders)
General, 1958-1960, n.d.
Request for admission of genuineness of documents, 1958-1960
Statute of limitations, 1960, n.d.
Stipulations
General, 1959-1960, n.d.
Proposed, 1959, n.d.
(3 folders)
Transcripts
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nox 88

BOX 89

Papers of John J. Sirica

Charges for, 1958-1960
Hearing on motions, 1959
(2 folders)
Witnesses
Availability, 1960, n.d.
Rule re missing witnesses, 1960, n.d.
Riverside Gen. Hosp. v. Schweiker, 1982
Roemer v. Hoffman, 1976
Rose v. Hakim, 1971
Sachs v. Plumbers Local 5, 1969
Schliep v. Demaras, 1976
Schmidt v. Interstate Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass’n, 1976-1977
Schoenman v. Secretary of State, 1967
Schreiber v. W. E. Hutton & Co., 1974
Scott v. Weinberger, 1976
Seneca Indians v. Brucker, 1957
Sherman v. Thompson, 1959
Smaldone v. Kurtz, 1978
Smiertka v. United States Dep’t of Treasury, 1978
St. Lawrence v. United States, 1977
Steuart Petroleum Co. v. United States, 1977
Texaco, Inc. v. Udall, 1969
Tewalt v. Tewalt, 1960
Thomas v. United Mine Workers, 1976-1977
Town of East Hartford v. Harris, 1978
Troublefield v. United States, 1966
United States v. Alston, 1980
United States v. Ammidown l~br additional material see Container 19, Bench Book
General, 1971-1980, n.d.
(2 folders)
Jury, 1972
Press, 1972
Second degree murder plea, 1972
Sentencing, 1958-1960, 1971-1972, n.d.
Suppression hearing, 1971-1972, n.d.
United States v. Artis, 1970
United States v. Baker, n.d.
United States v. Blackshear, 1958-1963
United States v. Bowman, 1966
United States v. Brewster, 1957
United States v. Bristol Myers For additional material see Container 19, Bench Book
United States v. Brooker, 1962
United States v. Daniels, 1969
United States v. Dougherty, 1971
United States v. Enten, 1970-1975, n.d.
(3 folders)
United States v. Fletcher, 1971
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BOX 90

BOX 90-95

BOX 90

Papers of John J. Sirica

United States v. Frazier, 1981, n.d.
United States v. Green, 1961
United States v. Hanrahan, 1963-1966
United States v. Hart, 1974
United States v. Hodges, 1957
United States v. Isaac, 1969
United States v. Izlar, 1968
United States v. Joyner, 1967
United States v. Lee
General, 1971-1974, n.d.
(3 folders)
Reduction of sentence, 1972
Rule on evidence re post conspiracy declarations, 1972
United States v. Lemonakis See United States v. Enten
United States v. Lot 800, Square 1928, District of Columbia, 1959
United States v. Mann, 1962
United States v. McIlwain, 1977
United States v. Misenheimer, 1961
United States v. Moore, 1971
United States v. Myles, 1977
United States v. Ross, 1966
United States v. Schurman, 1965
United States v. Suggs, 1967
United States v. Ward, 1971, n.d.
United States v. Washington, Va. & Md. Coach Co., 1967
United States v. Wilkes, 1968
United States v. Williams, 1963
Vogel v. Tenneco Oil Co., 1967
Wager v. Pro, 1975
Walter Holm & Co. v. Hardin, 1970
Watkins v. Wilson, 1977
Watson v. Defelice, 1977
In re Wheat Farmers Antitrust Class Action, 1977
Windsor v. State Farm Ins. Co., 1981
Wixom v. Bell, 1979
Yakoumatos v. District of Columbia Transit Sys., 1967
Young v. Netherlands Owners, Inc., 1969
Zoslow v. West, 1959
Bench Books, 1957-1983
t;br addi@_n.a.[__material see Containers 19, 26, and ..5.~ same heading
Bound volumes containing Sirica’s notes about cases that came before his court.
Arranged chronologically.
1957-1958
(2 folders)
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BOX 91
BOX 92
BOX 93
BOX 94
BOX 95
BOX 95-105

BOX 95

BOX 96

BOX 97

BOX 98

BOX 99

Papers of John J. Sirica

1958-1959
(4 folders)
1960-1965
(4 folders)
1965-1967
(3 folders)
1967-1972
(3 folders)
1977-1983
Office File, 1954-1986, n.d.
Correspondence, memoranda, background information, invitations, jury instructions, notes,
and printed matter.
Arranged alphabetically by name of person or organization, subject, or type of material.
Awards and honors
Bust of Sirica presented to Georgetown University Law Center, Georgetown University,
Washington, D.C., 1982-1984
General, 1963, 1970-1981
Lido Civic Club testimonial dinner, Washington, D.C., 1978-1979
National Father of the Year, 1978-1979
National Italian American Foundation bicentennial tribute dinner, 1976-1977
Tom C. Clark Award, 1985-1986
University of Detroit, Detroit, Mich., President’s Cabinet Award, 1979-1980
Boehm, Frederick L., 1977-1979
Federal rules of criminal procedure, rule 50(b), 1972-1973, n.d.
Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.
Alumni Association, 1975-1985
Board of Regents, 1979-1986
General, 1971-1985
Moot court, 1966-1975, n.d.
Seminar on advocacy, 1982
Grand juries, n.d.
Immunity, 1969-1971, n.d.
Investiture ceremonies, 1967-1972, n.d.
Invitations accepted
1966-1975
(5 folders)
1976-1979
(6 folders)
1980-1982
(3 folders)
John J. Sirica Portrait Trust Fund, 1976-1978
Judicial
Appointment, ceremony, 1957
Ethics
Financial disclosure
General
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BOX 100

BOX 101

BOX 102

BOX 103

BOX 104

BOX 105

Papers of John J. Sirica

1969-1975
(2 folders)
1976-1978
Honoraria, 1974-1976
(2 folders)
Reports, 1975-1984
(2 folders)
General, n.d.
Jury instructions
B-M, 1961-1967, n.d.
N-S, 1954-1966
United States v.
An-Hu, 1957-1968
(5 folders)
Ja-Wo, 1957-1968, n.d.
(5 folders)
Unidentified, n.d.
Justinian Society of Lawyers, 1967-1973
Kronheim, Milton S., 1960, 1973-1979, n.d.
Law clerks
Attori, Mark D., 1983-1985
Christofferson, Todd, 1971-1973
General, 1971-1986
(2 folders)
Memoranda, 1978-1980, n.d.
Lorton Youth Center, Lorton, Va., 1970-1971, n.d.
(2 folders)
Magistrates, 1971
Media and Law Conference, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn., 1977-1978
Memorial proceedings, 1960-1978, n.d.
National Italian American Foundation, 1977-1986
Naturalization proceedings, 1962, 1975, n.d.
No Greater Love, Washington, D.C., 1977-1985, n.d.
Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity, 1966-1983
Pratt, John H., 1973
Press, 1957-1986, n.d.
(5 folders)
Schwabacher, Judy, 1979-1982
Scripps-Howard Foundation Awards panel, 1977-1981
Senior judge
Statistics
1977-1979
1980-1985
(3 folders)
Status, 1977-1986
(2 folders)
United States District Court for the District of Columbia, 1962-1975, n.d.
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Winchell, Walter, 1977-1978

BOX 106-117

Speeches and Writings File, 1949-1986, n.d.
Correspondence, memoranda, speeches, research material, book drafts, book reviews, articles,
notes, financial and legal papers, and printed matter relating chiefly to Sirica’s post Watergate
speeches and writings.
Filed in two categories: speeches that are arranged chronologically and writings arranged
alphabetically.

BOX 106

BOX 107

BOX 108

BOX 109

BOX 110

BOX lll
BOX 112

Papers of John J. Sirica

Speeches
By Sirica
1958-1974
(6 folders)
1975
Apr.-Aug.
(4 folders)
Sept.-Nov.
(4 folders)
1976-1977
(7 folders)
1978-1981, n.d.
(5 folders)
By others, 1973-1981, n.d.
Correspondence
1975
Jan.-July
(2 folders)
Aug.-Nov.
1976-1977
Miscellaneous, 1958, 1975-1976, n.d.
Press, 1973-1982, n.d.
Research material
1949-1973
(4 folders)
1974-1984, n.d.
(3 folders)
Washington Speakers Bureau, Alexandria, Va., 1982-1983
Writings
By Sirica
"After the Dam Broke," New York Times, 24 Apr. 1979
Autobiography, 1975, n.d.
To Set the Record Straight: The Break-in, the Tapes, the Conspirators, the Pardon (1979)
Book Digest Magazine, n.d.
Correspondence
1976-1978
1979-1980
(11 folders)
1981-1984
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Doubleday & Co., 1977-1978
Drafts, n.d.
A
(3 folders)
B
(2 folders)
(2 folders)
C
(4 folders)
Notes, 1978, n.d.
Harper & Row Publishers, 1976-1977
Look magazine serialization, 1979-1980
Miscellaneous, 1977-1978, n.d.
Movie For additional material see Container 51, Liddy. G. Gordon
1979-1980
(4 folders)
1981-1983, n.d.
(3 folders)
New American Library, 1979-1980
Press, 1979-1980, n.d.
Reviews, 1979-1980, n.d.
Stacks, John, notes from interviews, 1978
Stans, Maurice, 1979
Sterling Lord Agency, Inc., 1977-1983, n.d.
(3 folders)
W. W. Norton & Co. For additional material see Container 51. Liddy, G. Gordon
Contracts
General, 1977-1980, n.d.
Indemnity clause, 1977
Financial papers, 1978-1982
General, 1978-1984
(2 folders)
"Unforgettable Jack Dempsey," Readers Digest, Mar. 1986 ,See also Container 118,
Dempsey, Jack
By others, 1973, n.d.
Unidentified, n.d.

BOX 113

BOX 114

BOX 115

BOX 1 16

BOX 117

BOX 117-123

Miscellany, 1932-1985, n.d.
Correspondence, memoranda, case files, family papers, financial and legal papers, background
information, and printed matter relating primarily to Sirica’s early career as a lawyer.
Arranged alphabetically by name of person, topic, or type of material.

BOX 117

BOX 118

Papers of John J. Sirica

Assistant United States Attorney for the District of Columbia, reference notebooks, n.d.
(3 folders)
Biographical file, 1967-1985, n.d.
(2 folders)
Dempsey, Jack See also Container 117, "Unforgettable Jack Dempsey"
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Container

BOX 119

BOX 120
BOX 121

BOX 122

BOX 123

BOX CL 1

Contents
General, 1953-1984, n.d.
(5 folders)
Television program proposal, n.d.
Family papers, 1966-1977, n.d.
(3 folders)
Financial and legal papers
General, 1962-1984
(2 folders)
Personal injury claim, 1961-1963, n.d.
(5 folders)
General counsel, House Select Committee to Investigate the Federal Communications
Commission, Flamm v. Noble
Appellate court documents
1944-1946
(2 folders)
1949
(2 folders)
(2 folders)
General, 1943-1949, 1977, n.d.
Notebooks, 1932-1966
(2 folders)
Miscellaneous, 1977, n.d.
Press, 1956, 1982-1984, n.d.
Private legal practice
Cases
Day v. Smith’s Transfer & Storage Co., 1949-1953, n.d.
Jaeck v. Thaw, 1937, n.d.
Liberty Mut. Ins. Co. v. Capital Excavating Co., 1951, n.d.
MacMillan v. Knost, n.d.
McLaughlin v. Hecht Co., 1950-1954, n.d.
(2 folders)
Peterson v. Capital Transit Co., 1950-1951
Sommerville v. Capital Transit Co., 1949-1951
United States v. Cullum, 1950-1953, n.d.
Young v. Mount, 1949-1952, n.d.
General, 1952-1954, n.d.
Legal memoranda, 1947-1952, n.d.
Pleadings, 1949-1955, n.d.
(2 folders)
Press, n.d.
Wolfson, Louis E., 1966-1969, n.d.
(2 folders)
Classified, 1973
Government classified documents containing sensitive security information.
Correspondence, memoranda, and transcripts organized and described according to the series,
boxes, and folders from which the items were removed.
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BOX CL 1

Papers of John J. Sirica

United States District Court File
Case File
Watergate cases
Cases
United States v. Liddy
Presentencing file, 1973
United States v. Mitchell
White House tapes
Correspondence, 1973
Miscellaneous
United States Senate
Committee on Appropriations, Central Intelligence Agency hearings, 1973
Committee on Armed Services, Central Intelligence Agency hearings, 1973
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1920’s- 1930’s- 1940’s- 1950’s- 1960’s- 1970’.~___fis- 1980’s- 1990’s.

January7,1974

Judge John J. Sirica: Standing Firm for the Primacy of Law
There was little ennobling in the broad shape of human affairs in 1973. Mankind progressed haltingly, if at
all, in its tortuous quest for greater wisdom in the conduct of international relations and greater
brotherhood among individuals. The U.S. continued to improve relations with China and clung to a
strained detente with the Soviet Union. But political sentiments elsewhere still were expressed in the blood
language of terrorist bombs and bullets, from Belfast to Madrid, Rome to Khartoum. Once more men died
in battles on the hot sands of the Sinai and in the barren Golan Heights. The first freely elected Marxist
leader in the world was killed in a fight-wing rebellion in Chile; a changing of the guardians refurbished
authoritarian rule in Greece. For Americans, the dying finally ended in the paddyfields and jungles of Viet
Nam, but more than 50,000 Vietnamese killed each other after the long-awaited "peace."
Yet more than any other event, it was the multifaceted Watergate affair, the worst political scandal in U.S.
history, that dominated the news in 1973. As it gradually unfolded, involving more and more areas of
President Richard Nixon’s Administration, it revealed a shocking disdain for both the spirit and letter of the
law at the highest levels of Government. Ultimately, not only the primacy of the rule of law on which the
American system rests but the presidency of Nixon stood challenged, plunging the U.S. into a grave
governmental crisis. Fittingly, it was the American legal system, which had trained so many of the
malefactors caught in the Watergate web, that came to the rescue.
One judge, stubbornly and doggedly pursuing the truth in his courtroom regardless of its political
implications, forced Watergate into the light of investigative day. One judge, insisting that not all the
panoply of the presidency entitled Nixon to withhold material evidence from the Watergate prosecutors,
brought the White House tapes and documents out of hiding. For these deeds, and as a symbol of the
America judiciary’s insistence on the priority of law throughout the sordid Watergate saga of 1973, TIME’s
Man of the Year is Federal Judge John Joseph Sirica.
A Judicial Search for Truth and Justice
Set against the widespread abuse of Executive power exemplified by Watergate, Sirica’s performance was
particularly reassuring as a testament to the integrity of the institution he represents. Of proudly humble
origins and with no pretensions to legal erudition, Sirica, at 69, culminated his career only a year from
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retirement as chief judge of the U.S. District Court for Washington, D.C. He had from the outset no
ambition other than to do his job in the Watergate cases; find the truth, see that justice was done.
Modest and unimposing in speech and stature out of court, the 5-ft. 6-in. jurist towered and glowered from
his bench, openly indignant at what he considered evasions and deceptions in testimony before him. He
simply did not believe that the seven lowly burglars who had wiretapped Democratic National Committee
headquarters at Washington’s Watergate complex in June 1972 were a self-starting team working alone.
Injudiciously, some have argued, but undeniably in the higher national interest, as others would insist, he
applied pressure until he got a scandal-bursting response. Once James W. McCord Jr. began to talk, the
White House conspiracy to keep Watergate "a third-rate burglary" came apart at the seams.

Sirica used his same rugged courtroom common sense to cope with the challenge of a historic
constitutional clash between branches of Government. Even a President must respond to subpoenas for
evidence in criminal cases, Sirica ruled. Judges, not the President, must ultimately decide whether claims
of Executive privilege to withhold such evidence are valid. Presidents, in short, are not above the law. The
Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia upheld him; and in the end, Nixon gave up, partly
because he feared that the Supreme Court would also see it Sirica’s way.
Other characters in the Watergate drama, most notably the President, around whom the whole affair
revolved, played major roles. Yet Nixon, to his own detriment, never took charge of the scandal,
continually reacting to events rather than shaping them. The remarkable Senator Sam Ervin, who rose
spectacularly as a national folk hero in chairing the historic Senate Watergate hearings, employed literary
allusions and unabashed outrage to effectively belittle the many evasive and amoral Nixon men who came
before him.
Archibald Cox, the determined Special Prosecutor, refused to accept a unilateral Nixon "compromise"
designed to circumvent Sirica’s orders regarding the presidential tapes, and publicly protested Nixon’s
command that he desist from seeking further presidential evidence. Fired by Nixon, Cox bowed out with a
Brahmin civility that inspired a fire storm of protest at his dismissal. Former Attorney General Elliot
Richardson, too, stood as a staunch symbol of integrity in the celebrated "Saturday Night Massacre" by
defying the White House decree that he fire Cox. Richardson resigned instead, further arousing national
indignation.
A Trio of Global Actors

The Watergate drama in Washington could not, of course, completely obscure the principal actors
elsewhere on the world stage. Three were particularly notable for their roles during 1973. Egypt’s President
Anwar Sadat skillfully courted alliances among Arab leaders, then launched the coordinated Yom Kippur
attack by his armies and those of Syria on Israeli-occupied territories. Although the strike was ultimately
successful, the fact that the invading armies were not instantly crushed by the Israelis restored a measure of
Arab pride that may help make a Middle East settlement possible. Saudi Arabia’s King Feisal responded to
the urgings of militant Arab leaders and curtailed oil shipments to nations that the Arabs deemed too
friendly with Israel. The immediate impact was devastating. The long-term repercussion could prove
beneficial, however, as a grim reminder that industrialized nations have for too long wasted energy and
recklessly failed to develop alternate sources of it.
Most important of the three men was Henry Kissinger, the U.S. Secretary of State and presidential advisor.
As Nixon was engulfed by Watergate, Kissinger became, in effect, America’s president for foreign affairs.
He ranged the world in a virtuoso performance of solo diplomacy. He twice toured major capitals of the
Middle East, first to help achieve a cease-fire, then to complete arrangements for a Geneva conference
seeking a long- range settlement. Twice he flew to Moscow to bolster detente or ease the Middle East
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crisis. He also undertook two missions to China, building on the diplomacy initiated the year before by
Nixon and himself.
Kissinger played a key role, too, in the year’s most significant foreign policy achievement; the negotiated
withdrawal of U.S. combat forces from the nations’ debilitating involvement in the Viet Nam War.
However tardy, the settlement allowed 587 American prisoners of war to return home, the draft to be
suspended and the domestic strife that had inspired a rebellious counterculture to be eased. It did not,
however, achieve a true peace for Viet Nam itself and at year’s end fighting continued almost unabated.
Following directly on the shattering U.S. experience in Viet Nam, it was the turbulent U.S. political crisis
that made some of the world worry about the stability of America and question its capacity to play a global
role. Variously disbelieving, saddened, sickened and cynical, many Americans, too, lost faith in leaders
who had betrayed their trust. One who had most blatantly done so was Spiro Agnew, an acerbic apostle of
righteousness who had thrived as Nixon’s Vice President on strident demands for harsh judgements against
all who disagreed with his own rigid concepts of acceptable ideology and permissible--but never
permissive--behavior. Then, faced with overwhelming evidence of his own criminal corruptness and petty
greed in accepting graft from Maryland contractors, Agnew successively claimed innocence, lashed out at
his accusers, copped a plea on income tax evasion, and quit.
A Vice President admitting criminal activity was shocking enough. But with the gradual, string-by-string
unraveling of Watergate, the resulting revelations indicated an astonishing pervasiveness of corruption
among Nixon’s political and official associates. Theirs was a lust for the enhancement of their leader
carried far beyond acceptable limits. That made it all the more menacing to democracy, if less alarming to
those who insisted that, after all, nothing was stolen and no one was killed. No fewer than twelve of
Nixon’s former aides or the hands they hired were convicted of crimes. Six others, including two Cabinet
members, were indicted. At least seven more Nixon officials seem certain to be indicted when the three
federal grand juries now at work in Washington complete their tasks. The total of all those charges with
crimes could surpass 30.
Later trials may absolve some defendants, but the range of criminal charges against them is appalling. It
includes perjury, burglary, illegal wiretapping, obstruction of justice, destruction of evidence, fraud,
extortion, solicitation of illegal campaign contributions, violation of campaign funding laws, subornation
of perjury, illegal distribution of campaign literature, and various forms of conspiracy to commit illegal
acts. No such litany of illegality has ever before been officially leveled against the associates of any U.S.
President.
The Allegations Against the President
But as the scandal ballooned well beyond a political burglary and its cover-up, wide-ranging allegations
against Nixon himself became part of the sordid affair. They included contentions that Nixon had: 1)
intervened in an antitrust action against ITT in return for political contributions; 2) raised milk support
prices and reduced dairy imports for similar considerations; 3) issued orders leading to the burglary of the
office of Daniel Ellsburg’s psychiatrist; 4) offered to appoint the judge in the Ellsburg case FBI director, as
a means of influencing his decision in the case; 5) ordered or condoned illegal wiretapping and other
"White House horrors" perpetrated by his self-appointed "plumbers"; 6) obstructed justice by firing
Prosecutor Cox; 7) directed or knew about the solicitation of illegal campaign contributions from
corporations; 8) misused public funds in improving his residences in Key Biscayne and San Clemente; 9)
failed to pay his proper share of federal and California income taxes; 10) had altered or disposed of some
presidential Watergate tapes.
Richard Nixon’s culpability is not yet clear, although the president of almost anything else would have
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been quickly forced to resign by a scandal which infected so much of his organization. Moreover, the
strange oscillations in White House attitudes toward the various investigations raised grave doubts about
Nixon’s innocence. First there were blanket denials, lavish claims of Executive privilege and invocations o
national security. Then came repeated clarifications, previous statements declared "inoperative," and
multiple promises of full disclosure. Subpoenas were resisted. The persistent Special Prosecutor was fired.
Next a sudden yielding to the courts, followed by an Operation Candor that was far from candid, claims
that crucial tapes were "nonexistent" and the revelation of a mysterious flaw in one recording. Observes
TIME Washington Bureau Chief Hugh Sidey: "It all falls into place, it all makes sense, if one makes a very
simple assumption: Nixon is guilty--he knew what his men were doing and, indeed, directed them."
Otherwise, it was all irrational behavior--and that, too would be frightening ,in a President. As a result,
Nixon, who began the year as the most decisively re-elected President in U.S. history, ended it facing
demands for his resignation and an impeachment inquiry by the Judiciary Committee of the House of
Representatives.

As 1973 began, the Watergate wiretapping was widely regarded as a mysterious political operation, its
origins unknown and its seriousness unappreciated. Candidate George McGovern had been unable to stir
much interest in it as a campaign issue. Except for dogged digging by a small segment of the U.S. press,
most notably the Washington Post and TIME, the entire matter might have faded from public view.
While the news stories traced some links between the White House and the electronic eavesdropping on the
Democrats, the Justice Department prepared to handle the case routinely. Henry Petersen, head of the
department’s criminal division, assigned a team of bright but junior prosecutors, including Earl J. Silbert,
Seymour Glanzer and Donald Campbell, to the task. At Petersen’s direction, they showed little zeal for
tracing the source of the funds used by the men arrested at the Watergate or determining who had
authorized the politically motivated crime.
The case of the seven original defendants did not look all that ordinary to Judge Sirica, who had been
reading the newspapers and later told some reporters: "I was only asking myself the same questions you
were." As chief judge of the District Court, he had the duty to assign the case to one of 15 judges--and he
took it himself. That was partly because he had a relatively light docket at the time, but also because he felt
that if he as a Republican judge handled the matter, and did so fairly and aggressively, no charges could be
leveled that partisanship had entered the judicial process.

The Appearance of Justice Must Prevail
Thus on Jan. 11, ten days before Nixon was inaugurated for his second term in a mood of festive partying
and high spirits, Sirica presided solenmly in his fifth-floor courtroom in the beige U.S. Court House and
served notice that he regarded the Watergate burglary as a far from simple matter. E. Howard Hunt Jr.,
sometime White House consultant, CIA agent and mystery novelist, offered to plead guilty to three of the
six charges against him as one of the seven men arrested for the Watergate wiretapping-burglary. In this
case, answered Sirica, the public would have to be assured that not only "the substance of justice" but also
"the appearance of justice" was preserved. Also, because "of the apparent strength of the Government’s
case" against him, Hunt would have to plead guilty to all six counts or go to trial for each, Hunt admitted
his guilt on all of them.
"Don’t pull any punches--you give me straight answers," warned Sirica when the four Cuban Americans
arrested at the Watergate pleaded guilty four days later. If anyone else was involved, Sirica added, "I want
to know it and the grand jury wants to know it." The four insisted that the conspiracy stopped at the low
levels of their arrested leaders: Hunt, G. Gordon Liddy, another former White House consultant and
counsel for Nixon’s 1972 re-election finance committee; and James W. McCord Jr., a former CIA
electronic-eavesdropping expert and security chief for Nixon’s re-election committee. Where did they get
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the money to carry out their operation? They did not know. Snapped Sirica: "Well, I’m sorry, but I don’t
believe you."
Sirica was still skeptical when the Government’s main witness, Former FBI Agent Alfred C. Baldwin,
admitted at the trial of Liddy and McCord that he had monitored many of the conversations of Democrats
on a radio receiver in the Howard Johnson’s motel across the street from the Watergate. But Baldwin also
insisted that he could not recall to whom at the Nixon re-election committee he had delivered records of the
intercepted talks. "Here you are an FBI agent and you want the court and jury to believe that you gave
[them] to some guard you hardly knew? Is that your testimony?" asked Sirica. It was indeed.
With the jury out of the courtroom, Sirica dismissed as "ridiculous, frankly" the claim by McCord’s
attorney, Gerald Alch, that McCord had helped bug the Democrats in hopes of detecting plans of radicals
for acts of violence against Republicans during the campaign. IfMcCord really believed that, Sirica
suggested, he should have called police, the FBI or the Secret Service. Well, could McCord’s defense be
based on the claim that he had no criminal intent? "You may argue it," Sirica told Alch. "Whether the jury
will believe you is another story."

The jury did not, finding both McCord and Liddy guilty on Jan. 30 of burglary, wiretapping and attempted
bugging. At a bail hearing for the two conspirators, Sirica urged the Government’s prosecutors to put
certain Nixon officials "under oath in the grand jury room." At least one, former Commerce Secretary
Maurice Stans, had been permitted by the prosecution to submit a sworn statement to the grand jury in lieu
of testifying. "I am still not satisfied that all of the pertinent facts have been produced before an American
jury," Sirica declared. He reminded the prosecutors of a list of persons he wanted them to question again.
Following judicial routine, Sirica ordered presentencing investigations for all seven defendants. But going
beyond normal procedure, he let the convicted men know that the severity of sentences would depend
heavily on the degree to which they cooperated with probation officers and investigators still probing the
Watergate crimes. One potential truth-bearing forum looming ahead at the time was that of Sam Ervin’s
Senate Select Committee. Sirica welcomed the hearings despite the fact that they could complicate some
criminal prosecutions. "Not only as a judge but as one of millions of Americans who are looking for certain
answers," Sirica said, he hoped the Ervin committee could "get to the bottom of what happened in this
case."

The combination of the impending hearings, twinges of conscience, and Sirica’s not very veiled hints at
severe sentences was too much for one of the previously uncommunicative conspirators. On March 20
Sirica stepped out of his chambers and into his office reception area to find James McCord standing there
with a letter in his hand. A clerk told the startled judge that McCord wanted to see him privately. Sirica,
who never allows a defendant or convicted individual to approach him privately before sentencing, quickly
retreated into his chambers and ordered McCord to leave. He said McCord would have to hand any
communication to his probation officer on a lower floor.

For Sirica, it was an awkward situation. Perhaps McCord was offering incriminating information on others.
But what if the envelope contained money, and some sinister plot to frame the judge was under way?
Should he have any private dealings at all with McCord, if only to accept a letter? Should he just turn the
envelope over to Government prosecutors and let them open it? But what if it contained something
McCord did not even want the prosecutors to know?
Sirica resolved the matter instinctively, reverting to a career-long tendency to get everything possible on
the official record. He summoned two law clerks, a court reporter, a bailiff, and the probation officer with
the letter. Sirica would open it only in their presence, and he would read it immediately into the record. As
he did so, the implications of McCord’s message immediately hit Sirica. "I knew this might throw light on
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things we suspected but didn’t know," he explained later. "It convinced me I’d done exactly the fight thing
in asking all those questions."
Three days later, Sirica acted on another of his habits; when in doubt, make matters public. He read the
McCord letter to a crowded courtroom. McCord had written that he feared "retaliatory measures against
me, my family and my friends," said he did not trust the regular investigatory agencies enough to give
them the information but felt he must disclose that: 1) political pressures from high officials had been
"applied to the defendants to plead guilty and remain silent"; 2) perjury masking the motivations of the
defendants had occurred during the McCord-Liddy trial; and 3) "others involved in the Watergate operation
were not identified during the trial, when they could have been by those testifying." After he had read the
letter and watched newsmen rush for telephones, the import struck Sirica again, almost like a physical
blow. He felt pains in his chest, ordered a recess in the proceedings and retired to his chambers to rest.

When McCord again detailed his charges to Government and Senate investigators, he claimed he had been
told that former Attorney General John Mitchell had approved the Watergate wiretapping plans, that all the
defendants had been given regular installments of payoff money to keep quiet, that he and others had been
promised Executive clemency in return for their silence after serving short prison terms, and that this offer
came from the White House. McCord’s sources of information were Liddy and Hunt, making his own
testimony hearsay and this legally inconclusive in a criminal case. But the fact that McCord was talking
broke the conspiracy of silence--and blew open the whole scandal.
Sirica then deferred sentencing McCord. But in the most controversial act in his entire handling of the
Watergate affair, he also kept the pressure on the other convicted conspirators to talk too by giving them
harsh provisional sentences ranging up to 40 years. He called their crimes "sordid, despicable and
thoroughly reprehensible." He promised to review the sentences later and said that the final sentencing
"would depend on your full cooperation with the grand jury and the Senate Select Committee." Sirica’s
expressed purpose: "Some good can and should come from a revelation of sinister conduct whenever and
wherever such conduct exists."
Solid evidence that the extreme sentences would not be finally imposed came when Sirica sentenced
Liddy, the one conspirator who apparently intended to live up to the omerta training of a clandestine agent
by stubbornly remaining silent. Liddy was given a term of from six years and eight months to 20 years.
When he was granted immunity against further prosecution and recalled before the grand jury for
questioning about other conspirators, he still balked--so Sirica on April 3 gave him an additional prison
term for contempt of court. Frankly conceding that he was wielding a judicial club, Sirica said that the aim
was "to give meaning and coercive impact to the court’s contempt powers."
At a higher level, the cover-up was now crumbling. White House Counsel John Dean had warned Nixon on
March 21 that "there was a cancer growing on the presidency." Dean spirited documents from his own files
out of the White House, put them in a bank safe-deposit box and gave the keys to Sirica. When the White
House on May 14 asked Sirica to return the Dean documents, the judge refused. He would keep the
originals and give copies to new Watergate Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox and the Ervin committee
staff.
Sirica complied with a Senate committee request by giving limited immunity against prosecution to Dean
and another suddenly talkative witness, Jeb Stuart Magruder, deputy director of Nixon’s re-election
committee. They could still be prosecuted, but not on the basis of evidence gleaned solely from their
televised testimony. Sirica also flashed a judicial green light for the hearings to proceed as planned by
rejecting a Cox motion that television and radio coverage of Dean’s and Magruder’s testimony be banned.
Cox had argued that the wide publicity could jeopardize future criminal cases against individuals.
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The Parade Before the Ervin Committee
Throughout much of the summer, the nations attention shifted from courtroom to caucus room as the
familiar Watergate names turned into unforgettable images on America’s television screens. This was
television’s greatest contribution yet to public understanding of a historic and confusing event in American
political history. More than all of the news accounts, more than the proceedings in Judge Sirica’s
courtroom, the Senate Watergate hearings dramatized the issues and personalities, permitting millions of
Americans to make up their own minds about whom to believe and whom to doubt.
Some of the once faceless Nixon operatives ruefully admitted their own guilty roles in the several
Watergate conspiracies. Others unconvincingly denied any participation by themselves or anyone at the
White House. But only the relatively powerless John Dean, tainted but nevertheless courageous in his
turncoat testimony, made grave accusations of the President’s participation in the cover-up. His chilling
tale, conveyed in a lifeless baritone, was sharply denied by such far more influential and shrewd Nixon
intimates as H.R. Haldeman, John Ehrlichman and John Mitchell.
Nixon stood on his earlier claims that he had known nothing of the wiretapping in advance, never approved
clemency for the defendants, was unaware of the payoffs to them and played no part in the conspiracy to
conceal. Then, dramatically, a means to break the testimonial impasse was revealed: Alexander Butterfield,
a former White House aide (now head of the F.A.A.), told the Ervin committee that most of the President’s
White House meetings and telephone calls had been secretly recorded. The Senate committee and
Prosecutor Cox promptly issued subpoenas for key tapes.
That brought Judge Sirica back on center stage in an unfamiliar and challenging role. In 16 years on the
federal bench, Sirica had handled a wide gamut of criminal trials and civil suits, including highly complex
antitrust cases. But now he was being asked to rule on an unprecedented claim by the Executive Branch
that a President is immune from subpoenas because the courts have no power to enforce any order against
him; that only the impeachment process of Congress can touch him. Moreover, argued Nixon’s legal
consultant, University of Texas Law Professor Charles Alan Wright, Nixon’s tapes were protected by the
unwritten doctrine of Executive privilege. Only the President had the power to decide which of his
documents were so privileged or which might also endanger national security if made public. At issue,
contended Wright, was "nothing less than the continued existence of the presidency as a functioning
institution."
Sirica did not agree. In an opinion praised by some legal scholars as unexpectedly erudite, he wrote that he
was "extremely reluctant to finally stand against a declaration of the President of the United States on any
but the strongest possible evidence." Nonetheless, he would have to examine the tapes himself in order to
determine whether the President’s case for not yielding them was valid. "In all candor," Sirica said, "the
court fails to perceive any reason for suspending the power of courts to get evidence and rule on questions
of privilege in criminal matters simply because it is the President of the United States who holds the
evidence" Asked Sirica rhetorically: "what distinctive quality of the presidency permits its incumbent to
withhold evidence? To argue that the need for presidential privacy justifies it is not persuasive." As for
impeachment, that could be "the final remedy" in "the most excessive cases," but "the courts have always
enjoyed the good faith of the Executive Branch." Sirica, in short, would not expect Nixon to ignore a court
order.
White House Turnabout on Giving Up Tapes
Sirica had the satisfaction of seeing his opinion essentially upheld by the Circuit Court of Appeals, which
observed: "Though the President is elected by nationwide ballot and is often said to represent all the
people, he does not embody the nation’s sovereignty. He is not above the law’s commands.
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On Oct. 19 Nixon announced that he would not appeal the case to the Supreme Court. Instead, he would
make available a summary of each of the subpoenaed tapes and would allow Senator John Stennis of
Mississippi to listen to the tapes to see if the summary was accurate. There was no reason for Prosecutor
Cox to accept that unilateral arrangement, since he had a far better chance of getting the tapes themselves
under Sirica’s order. So Cox objected--and was fired by Nixon. Declared Cox after he was ousted:
"Whether ours shall continue to be a government of laws and not of men is now for Congress and
ultimately the American People to decide."
The clamor of public protest that followed the Cox dismissal and the virtually simultaneous resignations of
Attorney General Elliot Richardson and Deputy Attorney General William Ruckelshaus shocked the White
House. At first Counselor Wright, on the following Tuesday, Oct. 23, was prepared to argue before Sirica
that the Stennis compromise met the thrust of the Court of Appeals’ suggestion that an out-of-court solution
to the tapes impasse be found. But clearly it did not meet Sirica’s order to produce the tapes. Although
Sirica will not say what he intended to do about it, he does admit that he "was prepared to act." Other
judicial sources expected him eventually to cite the President for contempt of court. Suddenly, however
Nixon changed his mind, ordered Wright to tell Sirica that he would "fully comply" with the subpoenas for
the tapes. When Wright did so, astonishing almost everyone in Sirica’s courtroom, the clearly incredulous
judge smiled broadly and said, "Mr. Wright, the court is very happy the President has reached this
decision."
The court was not at all happy, however, when another White House counsel, J. Fred Buzhardt, informed
Sirica on Oct. 30 that two of the nine subpoenaed tapes were "nonexistent" because they had never been
made. Sirica scowled even more sternly on Nov. 21 when Buzhardt sheepishly revealed another problem
with the tapes: 18 minutes of a Nixon conversation with Chief of Staff Haldeman--the only part of the
recording about Watergate--had been obliterated by a mysterious overriding hum. Again, Sirica ordered
public hearings on this curious dwindling of the taped evidence.
Those unusual fact-finding proceedings produced the bizarre testimony of Rose Mary Woods, Nixon’s
longtime personal secretary. She said she had inadvertently kept her left foot on the pedal of a tape recorder
while stretching behind her to answer a telephone call, at the same time mistakenly pushing the "record"
button on the machine--and thereby erasing perhaps five minutes (but not 18) of the taped conversation.
Asked in Perry Mason-style by Jill Wine Volner, an Assistant Special Prosecutor, to re-enact this, Miss
Woods reached for an imaginary phone--and lifted her left foot. Sirica ordered all the tapes to be examined
by a panel of technical experts for "any evidence of tampering."
While the technicians continued their studies--an undertaking Sirica described as potentially "most
important and conclusive"--he and his young law clerk, Todd Christofferson, listened to the tapes though
headphones in a jury room. Sirica upheld claims of Executive privilege or irrelevance on all or parts of
three tapes, turning five over to the new Special Prosecutor, Leon Jaworski, and the grand jury. Although
constricted, the tapes still were expected to be helpful in determining who had been more truthful, Nixon or
Dean.
Convinced that legal processes were well in motion to get at Watergate truths, Sirica sentenced the
long-jailed burglars to relatively light terms; the minimums ranged from one year to 30 months, much of
the time already served. Said Sirica: "I’ve given you the lowest minimum I thought justified."
The Argument Over Sirica’s Tactics and Conduct

Despite that outcome, Sirica has been severely criticized by some legal authorities for using the
provisional-sentencing procedure as a device to get the defendants to cooperate with investigators. "We
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must be concemed about a federal judge--no matter how worthy his motives or how much we may applaud
his results--using the criminal-sentencing process as a means and tool for further criminal investigation of
others," contends Chesterfield Smith, president of the American Bar Association. The association’s
president-elect, James Fellers of Oklahoma City, much admires Sirica and his Watergate role but likens the
sentencing tactic to "the torture rack and the Spanish Inquisition." Argues Law Dean Monroe Freedman of
Hofstra University: "Sirica deserves to be censured for becoming the prosecutor himself." The University
of Chicago’s Law Professor Philip Kurland considers the harsh original sentences "a form of extortion."
Sirica defends his action on grounds that no one seriously expected those severe sentences to be made final
and that the law makes it mandatory that any provisional sentence must be the maximum possible; he did
not have discretion to make it lower. Moreover, it could be argued that Sirica’s efforts to determine the true
motives and origins of the crime were relevant to his decision on how severely finally to punish the
defendants. Yet it is also true that the men had every legal fight to remain silent and that this particular use
of provisional sentencing, while technically lawful, could infringe on their civil fights. Sirica, not much
given to mulling over law theory, is unrepentant. To critics of his actions, including his persistent
questioning of defendants from the bench, he has replied: "I’m glad I did it. IfI had to do it over, I would
do the same--and that’s the end of that."

Many of Sirica’s colleagues on benches around the country seem to agree with him. More broadly, his
handling of the Watergate cases is widely seen as a vindication of the legal system at a time of great stress,
Chief Judge David Bazelon, who heads the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia,
which has sometimes reversed Sirica rulings, contends that Sirica became enraged not because he believed
he was being lied to personally, but because he thought the court was being lied to. He has humility, which
is not a universal virtue among judges." Former A.B.A. President Bernard Segal calls Sirica "a shining
light. He’s shown firmness, understanding and great integrity." Declares a former partner of Sirica’s in the
Washington law firm of Hogan & Hartson: "He was the worst judge the Administration could have had on
this case. He’s a deep-dyed Republican who is genuinely outraged at what’s happening in the party that put
him on the bench."
Exposure of wrongdoing is, of course, the first requisite in achieving justice--and Sirica deserves the prime
credit for taking those vital initial steps. Whether justice and law in the end will prevail still depends on the
investigation by Prosecutor Jaworski and his determined staff, the outcome of numerous individual trials,
and what may still be learned--and done about--the President’s actions in the many Watergate- related
improprieties. Sirica will continue to play a role in that process since he intends to remain an active judge
on the bench even after he retires as chief judge in March. Early this year he will issue his ruling on
whether the tapes were tampered with. He may well assign himself one or more of the major impending
Watergate trials.
The future criminal cases, however, may not answer a key question: How could so much have suddenly
gone so wrong? Certainly a longtime trend toward an increasingly dominant U.S. presidency was a factor.
In a development beginning with Franklin Roosevelt, vastly enhanced by the romantic Camelot
atmosphere surrounding John Kennedy, too much authority has been given by Americans to their
Presidents and too much has been expected of them. Harvard Divinity Professor Harvey Cox goes so far as
to contend that the U.S. public surrounds the Oval Office with a mystique that approaches "a national
quasi-religious cultism."
Yet there is something unique in the Nixon character and the men he chose to aid him that spawned
Watergate. Despite his intention of"returning power to the people," Nixon drew authority about him like a
blanket of insulation--and waved it over domineering aides responsible only to himself. Unchecked by the
accountability of Cabinet officers, who must look to the traditions of their office, answer to congressional
committees and worry about legalities and public opinion, these apparatchik White House guardians
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cherished secrecy and told Nixon only what he wanted to hear.

The President in turn seemed at ease solely with such automatic yes men and relatively anonymous
associates, but apparently confided fully not even in them. Yet he shared powerful prejudices with them,
most dangerously a siege mentality in which so many other vague classifications of Americans--liberals,
antiwar radicals, academic intellectuals, Eastern sophisticates, the press--were seen as enemies, akin to
unfriendly foreign powers. They were to be subverted, subjected to surveillance and eavesdropping, and
"screwed" by agencies of Government. Nixon’s re-election campaign became a crusade in which any
means were seen as justified to keep all those fearful foes out of power. National security was equated with
Nixon security.
But how could so many attorneys, trained in concepts of justice and the rule of law, become involved?
Orville H. Schell Jr., president of the New York City Bar Association, blames this on a tendency of many
lawyers today to forgo their critical independence and to serve as in-house counsels for corporations,
foundations and Government. Their powerful clients thus become their bosses; the lawyer’s aim is to
please, not to advise that what the boss wants done may be wrong. One law school dean is less charitable in
faulting such a broad trend. He blames Nixon for hiring "legal midgets--underclass lawyers. That’s why he
was so surprised by the really classy guys like Cox, Richardson and Ruckleshaus."
Yet it is the legal profession that has, however belatedly and at first by a narrow edge, finally become most
aroused about the transgressions against law and the Constitution that make up the dismal scandal. While
the profession has moved forcefully through such men as Sirica, Cox and Richardson to acquit itself, it is
still on trial, and whether justice will finally prevail is still in doubt.
No Single Outcome Can Please Everyone
"We don’t have a victory of good, we just have an exposure of evil," observes Professor Kurland. "Nothing
has been triumphant but cynicism." Stanford Law Professor Anthony Amsterdam worries whether justice
can possibly be done when the criminal evidence has been held up for so long by those who might be
guilty. "It is as if in a bank robbery all evidence were given to the robber to hold for two years before trial."
Certainly if justice is not seen as prevailing by most Americans in the many trials still to emerge from the
affair, a deepening cynicism and a rootless everybody-does-it syndrome of irresponsibility for individual
acts may be Watergate’s more lasting legacy. Whatever the outcome--most crucially including the fairness
and thoroughness with which the President’s political fate is resolved--millions of Americans will still
consider the result wrong. Watergate thus is bound to leave a lingering bitterness among at least a minority
of Americans.
Yet the nation may well be poised in a fateful fulcrum that will either tip predominant sentiment toward a
new faith in its fundamental institutions--including Congress, the Constitution and the courts--or send it
into a trough of public despair and anomie. The direction will depend to a large degree upon how many
members of Congress, Government prosecutors, judges, jurors--and, indeed, the vast public jury--try to
emulate the nonpartisan determination and faith of Judge John Sirica, who insists with simple sincerity that
"if the truth just came out, we’ll all be all right."
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minute deletion of a Watergate conversation between
Ford’s pardon speech,
Dole’s eulogy of Nixon Nixon and his aide, H.R. Haldeman. But in reporting to
federal Judge John J. Sirica that the conversation had
Interactive
been erased by pushing buttons on a tape recorder at
Voter’s Voice: the
least five -o and probably nine -- times, they had found
Watergate legacy
that this destruction of evidence was deliberate. In the
wake of the court-appointed panel’s devastating findings,
Related web sites
the nation once again experienced the dismay of
knowing that FBI agents were back in the White House,
quizzing Nixon’s closest associates in search of those
who had committed a criminal act. Unlike an earlier
foray into the White House -- shortly after the wiretapburglary of Democratic national headquarters at the
Watergate in June 1972 -- the FBI agents this time have
an imposing prime suspect: the president himself.

Seven Charged, A Report And A
Briefcase
(TIME, March 1 l, 1974) -- A federal
grand jury composed of 23 American
citizens last week presented a grave
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and most exceptional charge: a criminal conspiracy
existed at the highest levels of the Richard Nixon’s
Administration. The accused include four of the
president’s most intimate and influential former official
and political associates. And by clear implication in the
language of the indictment, the jurors disclosed their
belief that the president has lied about at least one
potentially criminal act of his own in the still-spreading
scandal. The indicted seven were former Attorney
General and head of Nixon’s re-election committee John
Mitchell, White House Chief of Staff H.R. Haldeman,
former Nixon chief adviser John D. Ehrlichman, Nixon’s
special counsel Charles W. Colson, lawyer and political
coordinator Robert C. Mardian, Haldeman’s chief aide
Gordon C. Strachan, and Washington attorney Kenneth
W. Parkinson.

The President’s Strategy For
Survival
(TIME, March 25, 1974) -- Richard
Nixon is rapidly running out of
options in his struggle to survive
Watergate. Last week he exercised a
fresh one. Pushing his Special
Counsel James St. Clair out front in a
political as well as legal role, Nixon
embarked on a drive to save himself
by appealing directly to the public
and assailing the tactics of the House Judiciary
Committee, which is investigating his conduct in office.
It was much too early to assess the public reaction, but
the impact on the House of Representatives was
immediate. The strategy backfired, and impeachment
sentiment rose.

The President Gambles On Going
Public
(TIME, May 13, 1974) -- In still
another effort "to put Watergate
behind us," to show once an for all
"that the president has nothing to
hide in this matter," President
Richard Nixon announced in a
televised address last week that he
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was making public 1,254 pages of transcribed recordings
of his personal conversations about the Watergate
scandal with his most trusted aides. In "placing my trust
in the basic fairness of the American people," Nixon
declared the greatest bet of his lifetime of high-risk
politics, making a desperate and dangerous wager on his
place in history.

Richard Nixon’s Collapsing
Presidency
(TIME, May 20, 1974) -- Before
releasing transcripts of 46 private
conversations with aides, Richard
Nixon had somehow deluded himself
into thinking that the American
people would conclude that the text
proved him innocent of wrongdoing
in the Watergate scandal. Moreover,
he had reckoned that the portrait of a
foul-mouthed, conniving, amoral president revealed by
the transcripts would soon face from public memory.
Instead, publication of the transcripts produced a
floodtide of outrage and indignation as ever-growing
numbers of Nixon supporters abandoned him in
Congress and the nation. Resignation rumors were
spawned faster than the White House could deny them,
and a mood of crisis gripped Washington. Newspaper
editors and publishers in the Republican heartland
studied the transcripts with sinking hearts and mounting
dismay. One after another, they reversed their previous
positions and wrote editorials calling for Nixon’s
resignation or impeachment. And the House Judiciary
Committee, in a solemn televised ceremony began
formally to consider "whether sufficient grounds exist
for the House of Representatives to exercise its
constitutional power to impeach Richard M. Nixon,
President of the United States of America."

Tacking Toward The Impeachment
Line
(TIME, July 8, 1974) --iPolitical
partisanship flared openly in the
House Judiciary Committee last
week, shaking the fragile facade of
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impartiality that had enhanced its impeachment inquiry.
Despite angry objections from most Republicans and
few Democrats, the committee set July 12 as the
deadline for completing its questioning of a limited
number of witnesses. It set July 15 as the date to begin
debating and voting on articles of impeachment, which
are now being prepared by its staff. It targeted the week
of July 22 for completing that vote. Special Counsel
John Doar will be given 10 days after that to prepare a
final committee report for transmittal to the full House.

The Tide Turns Back Toward
Impeachment
(TIME, July 22, 1974) -- In recent
weeks President Nixon has had
reason to believe that he was on an
upswing in his battle to turn back the
advance of impeachment. His trips to
the Middle East and the Soviet Union
were marked by some modest
successes. At home the impeachment
drive in Congress seemed to be
faltering, slowed by legalistic detail and partisan
bickering. And there were no new Watergate sensations,
and the public appeared weary of the deepest political
scandal in U.S. history.
But last week the mood in Washington changed
abruptly. Impeachment once again picked up momentum
in Congress, as the House Judiciary Committee wound
up its examination of Nixon’s "defense" witnesses, who
turned out to be markedly unhelpful to the president.
Meanwhile, Nixon had his own day in court as Special
Counsel James St. Clair squared off against Special
Prosecutor Leon Jaworski before the Supreme Court in
three hours of historic arguments about presidential
privilege. At issue was whether the president must turn
over 64 more White House tapes to Judge John Sirica
for use as evidence in the trial of seven other Nixon
aides.
Other troubles cropped up this week for Nixon: A
federal jury in Washington convicted John Ehrlichman,
one of the president’s two former closest advisers, of
conspiring to violate the civil rights of Daniel Ellsberg’s
psychiatrist and of lying to both the FBI and a federal
grand jury about authorizing the break-in of the
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psychiatrist’s office. The House Judiciary Committee
released more than 4,000 pages of evidence that it has
compiled so far on the Watergate break-in and coverup
that proved to be fresh and damning evidence indicating
that Nixon was deeply involved in the coverup. The
committee also made public its own carefully
transcribed version of the White House tapes containing
some astounding discrepancies with the president’s
edited version.

The Republicans’ Moment of Truth
(TIME, July 29, 1974) -- After
leading seven months of
investigation, House Judiciary
Committee Special Counsel John
Doar became an advocate for
impeachment as he presented 29
overlapping articles to the 38member committee on which the
case could be made against Richard
Nixon. The committee is scheduled to start voting this
week and a simple majority of any single article would
be enough to impeach the president. For the 17
Republicans on the committee, the moment of truth has
finally arrived. Like the 21 Democrats, they must vote
on the most serious American political question in a
century -- but they also must make a decision for or
against their own party leader. Most political observers
in Washington believe that the committee -- and later the
full House -- will impeach Nixon, but the size and the
character of the vote is regarded as a crucial factor in
deciding whether the case against the president will also
succeed in the Senate.

The Fateful Vote To Impeach
(TIME, August 5, 1974) -- After four
garrulous days, the talking stopped.
The room was silent, and so, in a
sense, was a watching nation. One by
one, the strained and solemn faces of
the 38 members of the House
Judiciary Committee were focused
on by the television cameras. One by
one, their names were called, One by
one, they cast the most momentous vote of their political
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lives, or of any representative of the American people in
a century. Six Republicans joined all 21 Democrats to
recommend that the House of Representatives impeach
Richard M. Nixon and seek his removal from the
presidency through a Senate trial. The impressive
bipartisan nature of the vote increased the probability
that the full House would also vote to impeach and
effectively rebutted the increasingly shrill claims from
White House officials that the impeachment inquiry was
a highly partisan "witch hunt."
The impeachment action came at the end of a week in
which the president’s chances of completing his second
term in office fell to their lowest point. Earlier in the
week, the Supreme Court ruled unanimously that Nixon
had no authority to withhold the tape recordings of his
White House conversations from Special Prosecutor
Leon Jaworski.

Time For Healing
(TIME, August 19, 1974) -- It was
over. At last, after so many months
of poisonous suspicion, a kind of
undeclared civil war that finally
engaged all three branches of the
American government, the ordeal
had ended. As the Spirit of ’76 in one
last errand jetted over central
Missouri carrying Richard Nixon to
his retirement, Gerald Rudolph Ford stood in the East
Room of the White House, placed his hand upon his
eldest son’s Bible, and repeated the presidential oath "to
preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the
United States."
It was the first time in American history that a president
had resigned his office. The precedent was melancholy,
but it was hardly traumatic. The damage had already
been done. Mostly the nation was massively grateful to
have it ended. As Ford said at his swearing-in, "Our long
national nightmare is over."
The denouement was jarring in its swift resolution and
therefore a bit surreal. Nearly 800 days after the
Watergate break-in, 289 days after the Saturday Night
Massacre, 97 days after the White House transcripts
were released, 12 days after the Supreme Court voted, 80, that the president must surrender 64 more tapes, five
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days after the House Judiciary Committee voted out
articles of impeachment, Nixon’s defense finally
vanished. On Monday he issued the June 23, 1972
transcript which amounted to a confession to obstruction
of justice and to lying to the American people and his
own defense counsel. With that his clock had run out.

Nixon’s nationally televised resignation speech was a
peculiar performance. In some ways, it sounded like a
State of the Union address, a familiar recitation of his
achievement in office. He admitted no guilt, only
casually did he mention mistakes made "in the best
interest of the nation." Yet, in a way, he smoothed the
process of transition by sounding rather eerily, as if his
resignation was, after all, a sort of parliamentary setback
-- no great dislocation. If some expected a bitter, angry
valedictory, Nixon was controlled and ultimately
conciliatory. Nixon once said that the test of a people is
the way it handles the transition of power, and last week
-- in his resignation speech if not in his mawkish, selfpitying White House goodbye -- he deserved credit at
least for helping to bring off the transition with dignity
in what must have been the most painful moment of his
life.
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John Sirica~ Watergate Judge, Dies
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John Sirica, Watergate Judge,
Dies
By Bart Barnes
Washington Post Staff Writer
Saturday, August 15, 1992; A01

John J. Sirica, the U.S. district judge whose
persistence in searching for the facts while presiding
over the Watergate cases led to President Nixon’s
resignation, died of cardiac arrest yesterday at
Georgetown University Hospital. He was 88.

L ST FASTER°

Sirica’s order that tape recordings of White House
conversations about the Watergate break-in be made
available to prosecutors precipitated Nixon’s
resignation in 1974. The tapes revealed that Nixon had
approved plans for the Watergate coverup six days
after the break-in at the Democratic National
Committee’s headquarters in the Watergate complex
by men who were working for the Committee to Reelect the President.
In directing the White House to produce the tapes, Sirica set himself on a constitutional collision course
with Nixon, who tried to invoke executive privilege and argue that the tapes were not subject to judicial
scrutiny. But in a historic ruling, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld Sirica, ruling unanimously that the
judiciary must have the last word in an orderly constitutional system.
Throughout his conduct of the Watergate trials, Sirica made it dear that he intended to get at the truth of
what had happened, and said that in doing so, he did not intend to be bound by traditional ideas of
courtroom procedures. He often questioned witnesses himself, and he instructed jurors that it was their
duty to consider not just what had happened, but why. When he suspected that what was unfolding in his
courtroom was less than the whole truth, he made his feelings known.
Critics contended that Sirica had overstepped his bounds. But his conduct was sanctioned
enthusiastically by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in upholding the conspiracy,
burglary, wiretapping and eavesdropping convictions of G. Gordon Liddy stemming from the Watergate
break-in on June 17, 1972.

"Judge Sirica’s palpable search for the troth in such a trial was not only permissible, it was in the highest
tradition of his office as a federal judge," U.S. appeals court Judge Harold Leventhal wrote.
"Simply stated, I had no intention of sitting on the bench like a nincompoop and watching the parade go
by," Sirica recalled in a book several years after the trial.
As the events of Watergate unfolded, Sirica’s original suspicions that there was more to the case than a
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simple burglary were more than amply borne out. In all, 19 officials of the Nixon administration and
reelection campaign, including the president’s two closest aides and his attorney general, went to jail.
The president, facing impeachment proceedings in the House of Representatives, resigned on Aug. 9,
1974.
Sirica had become a household name in the country by the time the last of the appeals was exhausted in
1977.
Universities awarded him honorary degrees. Time magazine made him its Man of the Year for 1973.
After it all ended, Sirica wrote a book about Watergate, "To Set the Record Straight."
In his book, he expressed his outrage for the first time, saying that Nixon should have been indicted after
leaving the presidency for his part in the Watergate coverup.
Jon R. Waltz, a Northwestern University Law School professor, called Sirica a tough, tenacious,
patriotic Harry Truman of the bench.
But it was also true, Waltz noted in his review of the judge’s book, "that there are those who would have
said that Judge John Sifica represents nearly everything that can go wrong with the federal judicial
selection process."
Waltz said Sirica’s nomination to the bench was a reward for political service to the Republican Party,
that his educational background was mediocre and that he was known as a careless, irritable trial judge.
Born March 19, 1904, in Waterbury, Conn., John Joseph Sirica was the son of an Italian immigrant
father and a second-generation Italian American mother. When he was 6 or 7, the struggling family,
searching for a better life, set out on an odyssey that brought them in 1918 to Washington.
They settled in a two-room flat above a shoemakeds shop on D Street NW, and Sirica worked as a trash
collector’s helper. The job made him responsive to his father’s urgings about going to school.
He enrolled in night classes at Emerson Preparatory School, then transferred to Columbia Preparatory
School. In 1921 he graduated with what he later said was the equivalent of two or three years of high
school.
It was possible then to go directly from high school into law school, and Sirica enrolled first at George
Washington University Law School, then at Georgetown University. He dropped out of each afar a
month, but in January 1923, he returned to Georgetown and stuck with it.
Having learned to box at the YMCA, he paid expenses by teaching boxing and acting as a physical
education instructor at a gym, where he met men who would help him later in his career.
Finishing law school in June 1926, he took the bar exam, but certain that he had failed, he went to
Miami to join his family. In mid-July he won a 10-round professional bout there, but he learned about
that time that he had passed the bar exam.
Returning to Washington, he was turned down by the city’s major law finns, but he finally joined a
small finn practicing criminal law.
Sirica lost the first 13 court-assigned felony cases he tried. Once, in exasperation, he punched a vice
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squad policeman during an argument in the prosecutor’s office. When an old sparring partner, Leo
Rover, became U.S. attorney in Washington during the Hoover administration, Sirica joined his staff.
Sirica said in a prologue to his book that he "never forgot" the favor the Republicans had done him.
In 1934, figuring the Democrats would soon replace Rover, Sirica left to begin 15 years largely spent in
private practice that he later described as "my starvation period."
Briefly he tried his hand at promoting prize fights. The venture flopped, but he formed a fast friendship
with former heavyweight champion Jack Dempsey. During World War II, the two toured the country
selling government savings bonds, and when Sirica married in 1952, Dempsey was his best man.
Sirica became increasingly active in the Republican Party, making speeches before Italian American
voters during presidential campaigns. He was counsel to several congressional committees. In 1949,
Hogan and Hartson, seeking a lawyer with trial experience, hired him. Eventually he headed the firm’s
trial section.
In 1957, a vacancy arose on the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia, and Sirica called in
some chits. On April 2, 1957, he was sworn in as a federal judge.
Once on the bench, Sirica developed a reputation as an outspoken, unpredictable judge. Reporters gave
him the nickname "Maximum John" because of his stiff sentences. He was reversed on appeal more
often than most judges.
When the first of the Watergate cases arrived at U.S. District Court in 1972, Sirica, by virtue of
seniority, was the chief judge, and he assigned it to himself.
But the trial failed to get to the heart of the matter, and Sirica imposed stiff provisional sentences on the
defendants, leaving open the possibility of a reduction for those who decided to cooperate with federal
investigators.
Eventually, one of the original defendants, James McCord, wrote a letter to Sirica charging that perjury
had been committed at the initial trial and that payments had been made to keep the defendants from
implicating higher-ups. In March 1973, Judge Sirica read the letter aloud in his courtroom, and from that
point on the coverup began to unravel.
The pace of federal grand jury and congressional investigations began to quicken. When the existence of
the White House tapes became known, a long legal battle began over whether Sirica and the prosecutors
could hear them.
"I found the whole thing disgusting" was Sirica’s immediate reaction when he heard the tapes. "A
lifetime of dealing with criminal law.., had not hardened me enough to hear with equanimity the low
political scheming that was being played back to me from the White House offices," he said in his book.
On July 24, 1974, the Supreme Court upheld Sirica’s order that the Watergate tapes be made available,
and Nixon announced his resignation 15 days later. That fall Sirica presided over the trial of several top
Nixon aides, including H.R. Haldeman, John Ehrlichman and former attorney general John Mitchell,
who were found guilty in a verdict returned late in the afternoon of Jan. 1, 1975. Several other former
White House officials already had pleaded guilty and been jailed by then, and Sirica reduced the
sentences of most of those who had cooperated with the investigation. After Watergate, Sirica continued
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for many years to sit as a senior judge at U.S. District Court, although at a reduced schedule. He retired
in 1986.
Survivors include his wife, the former Lucile Carnalier; three children, John Jr., Patricia Kane, and
Eileen Cardillo; and five grandchildren.
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D,C. 20505

OF CHIEF JUDGE

The Honorable John J. Sirica
Chief Judge, United States District
Court for the District of Columbia
Room 2428
3rd and Constitution Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20001

5. !9:7,3

Dear Judge Sirica:
We have your letter of 4 December setting forth the request of
the electronics and tape recording experts appointed by you to examine
certain tape recordings subpoenaed by the Watergate Grand Jury for
an instrument known as a "Coherent Spectrum Shaper." There is
such a machine in the possession of this Agency and so far as we are
aware, it is the only one of its type in existence. Accordingly, we
will make it available in accordance with the requests set forth in
your letter.
It is our understanding that Mr. Mark Weiss is fully familiar
with this machine, having participated in its design, and that the
operation of it in this connection will be his responsibility and that
0’f his associated experts appointed by you; CIA will in no way be
connected with this procedure. We are not able to guarantee that
the machine will produce the desired results nor can we insure
that it will not damage the analyzed tapes.
In view of the fragility of this equipment, we will arrange
for its proper packing and for its delivery to the experts at the
Federal Scientific Corporation, 615 West 131st Street, New York
City. Our best estimate is that the machine cannot be made
available for use by the experts before the morning of Thursday,
6 December. In any case, we will advise the Federal Scientific
Corporation of the time of arrival so that a Deputy United States
Marshal can be present at the time of its delivery and at all times
during the testing.

Reproduced at the National Arcb, ives

In view of our Agency requirements and work for which this
machine is programmed, we would hope that the panel would
conclude its use to enable our technicians to pick up the machine
on Saturday, 8 December, to return it to our Headquarters.
Sincerely,

Trial Troubles

Water.ate Break-in Trial

Revised 2/13/06

1. Sirica admitting he wanted to try case, saying he hoped he could ’get to the bottom’ of W2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

gate
Sirica/Silbert exparte communications re: trial conduct
Sirica/Dash exparte communications re: sentencing
Sirica inviting Dash to sentencing hearing
Sirica sentencing to maximum terms (up to 40 years)
Sirica conditioning possible future sentence reduction on cooperation w/Ervin Committee

II. Evidentiaty Hearing

7. Sirica hurried disclosure of 18 minute gap rather than allow time for government
investigation to determine wrongdoing
8. Jaworski/Sirica fanned flames of public discontent by allowing wild accusations and
questions during public court sessions
9. Sirica showed no interest in bringing matter to conclusion, but instead enjoyed spot light of
Star Chamber proceedings
10. Query prejudicial effect on jury pool, as well as questions with regard to Secret Service
handling and security of tapes
III. Ervin Hearings
11. Cox tried to stop live TV/radio coverage due to poisoning effect on future jurors
12. Ervin Committee’s report said it was more important to let America see the truth than to
worry about possible adverse effect on jurors--and if forced to choose, would choose open
hearings.
13. Court dec]reed to get involved, held would review prejudicial effects at time of trial
14. Dash helped draft Dean’s testimony
15. Ervin Committee granted Dean transactional immunity, something DOJ refused to do
16. Mitchell claimed was virtual defendant and should not have been forced to choose between
testifying or taking 5th before Gov’t had first met its burden of proof lost in court
17. EH&M forced to testify under oath, with some questions suggested by WSPF (?, confirm).
Perjury trap as described by Judge Posner: not after truth, but only to set up for later perjury
offenses
III. Plumbers Trial
18. Ehrlichman not given same opportunity to plead as Krogh and Colson
19. Ehrlichman not given same opportunity to demand CIA documents, which would have
caused case to be dismissed the morning Colson ’found Jesus’
20. Ehrlichman not allowed to copy or have counsel present for reviews of his WH files (WH
Document Room rules)
21. Ehrlichman denied national security defense, also any good faith reliance on national security
defense
22. Nixon not made available as a witness
23. Gesell’s countenance during Ehrlichman testimony adversely impacted, as reported by NPR,
adversely impacted jurors
IV. Watergate Cover-up Trial
24. Sirica/Jaworski exparte communications
25. Sirica was biased and intemperate judge who came to relish publicity over impartiality.
Defendants tried multitude of times to try to have him removed

26. WSPF hurried indictments to preserve Sirica as presiding judge
27. WSPF was highly partisan, uniformly Ivy League, and had sole goal of bringing down a
president: No prosecutorial discretion; no equal enforcement of laws.
28. WSPF essentially let Dean and Magruder go free in exchange for questionable testimony
against Haldeman and Ehrlichman
29. HE&M indicted for perjury before Ervin Committee, but no investigation of Dean’s
testimony--although WH and WSPF files document some 17 factual errors in testimony
30. WSPF did not include Bittman in indictments in order to preserve Sirica as presiding judge
and to keep any Democrats from conspiracy involvement
31. Haldeman/Ehrlichman had no assets to maintain an adequate defense in face of vicious
onslaught
32. Haldeman/Ehrlichman not allowed to copy or have counsel present for reviews of his WH
files 0vVH Document Room rules)
33. Massive adverse pre-trial publicity (as predicted by Cox): 50,000 column inches of news
coverage in city where survey showed 70% said they got their news from newspapers
34. Jury pool was tainted by two year barrage of adverse publicity. Same survey showed 50%
greater number of potential jurors had already decided on guilt (63% in DC vs. 40% as
national average, including Richmond)
35. Jury pool was biased: DC consistently voted 93% Democratic--and this was, at heart, a
political case

36. Not moving trial to unbiased venue, such as Richmond, which had substantially less
likelihood of conviction
37. Not delaying trial until passions subsided (less than two months following resignation, one
month following Nixon pardon). Sirica’s unbelievable observation about right to speedy
trial.
38. Improper tape custody (as shown by WSPF in Evidentiary Hearing) should have precluded
their introduction at actual trial because of ’chain of custody’ problems
39. WSPF knew Magruder was not reliable witness when they put him on the stand (testimony
before 5 grand juries, 15 WSPF formal interviews, 50 separate specific contradictions
between expected testimony and prior sworn statements by him or other Gov’t witnesses).
40. Not sharing information concerning Magruder’s changing version of facts with defense
counsel
41. Dean’s ’confinement’ was falsely arranged and so presented to jurors: Plead guilty 10/03, yet
not confined until 9/04, one month prior to trial-~even then just to Ft. Hollibird.
42. Dean’s sentence was falsely arranged and so presented to jurors: Dean/Magruder set free by
Sirica one week following Cover-up convictions
43. Single overarching conspiracy was impossible to defend against, confused jury and tainted
the evidence--since no overt criminal act was even required and damning evidence
introduced against one would have adverse impact on all
44. WSPF introduced improper transcript of June 23 tape
45. WSPF introduced improper transcript of June 23 tape w/o disclosure to jury that they had
chosen to use Judiciary version instead of FBI’s, which was not nearly as dramatic.
46. Nixon not made available as a witness
47. Independent prosecutor law (Ethics and Government Act of 1978) found to be
unconstitutional infringement on Executive powers by DC Circuit Court (In Re Sealed
Case), though later overturned by Supreme Court. Whole issue of prosecutorial discretion
48. Second Circuit held in CT v Roland in 2005 that Governor had lawyer-client privilege with
his counsel who could not be forced to testify against him. If upheld, would mean all files
that Dean removed couldn’t have been used--nor could he have testified at all, before Ervin
or in Court

